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INVENTION AND ARRANGEMENT IN THE PUBLIC ADDRESS 
OF CARRIE CHAPMAN CATT
CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION TO THE PROBLEM
Significance of the Subject 
Voting is now an accepted procedure for women. Women who go to
i
ithe polls— or fail to go— "little realize how much sweat, how many tears 
of disappointment and rage, what keen strategy and dogged persistence
t 1
have given them that casually accepted right."
! The demand for woman suffrage was considered by Carrie Chapman
Catt, who led the movement to victory, to be the organic development of
two preceding social movements, both extending over some centuries:
One, a man movement, evolving toward control of governments by 
the people, the other a woman movement, with its goal the freeing of 
women from the masculine tutelage to which law, religion, tradition 
and custom bound them. These movements advanced in parallel lines
and the enfranchisement of woman was an inevitable climax of both.^
; On August 26, 1920, Secretary Bainbridge Colby signed the Proc­
lamation of the Woman Suffrage Amendment to the Federal Constitution.
I ^Dorothy Straus, "Champion of Women," Saturday Review of Litera­
ture . XXVII (August 26, 1944) j 22.
!
I Carrie Chapman Catt and Nettie Rogers Shuler, Woman Suffrage and
jPolitics (New York; Charles Scribner*s Sons, 1926), p. 4. |
2Two days later Mew York's Seventy-First Regiment Band played "Hail the 
Conquering Hero Comes" at the Pennsylvania Station in New York City,
Governor Smith with his staff in full military regalia, a special delega­
tion with banners and flowers, and an exultant multitude awaited the ar­
rival of Carrie Chapman Catt. "It was an unparalleled, triumphant recep­
tion for a woman, this Mew York home-coming, celebrated in other big cit­
ies by the ringing of church bells and blowing of whistles.
At the time of this celebration Mrs. Catt, the last leader of the 
suffrage cause in the United States, was acknowledging the completion of 
the campaign begun seventy-two years before by Lucretia Mott, Elizabeth 
Cady Stanton, Mary McClintock and other women who met at Seneca Falls,
Mew York, in the first Women's Rights Convention, July 19-20, 1848.^
Mrs. Catt's death in 1947 brought to a close sixty years of lead­
ership service to women. For sixty years she had served as an officer—  
either state, national, or international— in the woman suffrage organiza-
! 3
tion.^ She gave twenty-two of these years to the promotion of interna—
;. !
tional peace. Her speaking career began in 1883, before she became an of- f
ficer, and was concluded two months before her death. These activities \
isxbended to every state in the Union and to meiny of the countries of every
Constance Buel Burnett, ""Hie Great Feminist, Carrie Chapman 
Catt," Topflight. Famous American Women, ed. by Anne Stoddard (Mew York: 
jPhomas Nelson and Sons, Publishers, 1946), p. 182.
^Eugene A. Hecker, A Short History of Woman's Rights (New York:
G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1910), p. 158.
I •^ased on statement by Mrs. Catt, personal interview. Mew Ro­
chelle, Mew York, September, 1943. In 1920 when the goal was gained, she! 
had been a leader only thirty-three years ; but since the Woman Suffrage 
Organization is still in existence, she remained an officer until her 
death.
jcontinent except Australia,^ So numerous were her speaking occasions
I 2
that Mrs. Catt herself could scarcely estimate the total number.
I In general her contemporaries believed that, as a result of her
influence as a speaker and as a person, Mrs, Catt was insti-umental in
Achieving the enfranchisement of women in many parts of the world and in
jarousing women throughout the United States to act for the promotion of
peace education.^ The writer believes that in view of the full life of
public service effected primarily through persuasive speaking and in
view of her recognized influence in the suffrage and peace movements, a
critical study of Mrs, Catt ' s use of invention and arrangement in her
speeches should make a profitable contribution to the study of the role
of rhetorical practice in significant social movements.
Review of Related Research 
Three doctoral dissertations and about fifteen masters* theses 
have been written about women speakers. Certain aspects of six of these 
are related, directly or indirectly, to this study,
Doris Yoakam* s dissertation, "An Historical Study of the Public
Australia enfranchised women in 1902, There was no need for 
Mrs. Catt to speak there in behalf of woman suffrage (The Woman Citizen, 
IV [February 7, 192^, 1813).
better from Mrs, Catt, September 23, 1943 and statement by her, 
personal interview, Mary Gray Peck remarks: "She had kept no count of 
the miles she had traveled, or the money she had spent, or the meetings 
she had addressed" (Carrie Chapman Catt. A Biography QNew York: H. Wo
Wilson Co., 194^ j p, 389— hereafter referred to in this dissertation as 
Carrie Chapman Catt),
^Mildred Adams, "Mrs. Catt at 75, Still Faces Forward," New York 
Times, January 7, 1934, Section VI, p, 3.
4Speaking Activity of Women in America from 1Ô29 to 1860,”^  deals princi­
pally with eight women orators; Francis Wright, pioneer orator; the 
Grimke Sisters, Southern abolitionists; Abby Kelly, belligerent; Lucretia 
Mott, benevolent crusader; Ernestine L. Rose, Polish Jewess; Lucy Stone, 
artist of words; Sallie Holley, reform revivalist; and Antoinette Brown 
Blackwell, minister.^
Yoakam's study treats the speaking status of women before Mrs.
Catt's time. It found that women's activities upon the public platform 
were related to women's emancipation in this country, that the women 
speakers were better educated than the ordinary women of the period, and 
that they were often writers of merit. These women were stimulated to 
use the public platform by three influential forces: religious libera­
tion, progressive and radical parental backgrounds, and the spirit of the 
times. These pioneer women were known for their ability to speak extem­
poraneously without the aid of rhetorical training. Their mastery of 
argument was stimulated by their firm convictions in their subjects and 
their need to meet keen opposition. They did much to introduce simplicity 
and audience awareness to the style of speaking.^
In her master's thesis Yoakam treats the same subject as in her 
doctoral dissertation, but for the years 1850-1900. She concludes that 
there were about two hundred able women speakers in the period; that they
^Doris G. Yoakam, "An Historical Study of the Public Speaking 
Activity of Women in America from 1829 to I860" (Unpublished Ph. D. dis­
sertation, Dept, of Speech, University of Southern California, 1935).
^bid., passim.
pp. 1-594.
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•were often Quakers, from progressive, if not radical, families; and that 
the women were marked with enthusiasm, stage poise, lovely voices, versa­
tility of subject matter, and a keen audience awareness.^
A survey of women’s public address as a part of the suffrage
movement from the seventeenth to the twentieth centuries was made by
Gladys Ackerman. For the eminent speakers of the twentieth century she
selected Carrie Chapman Catt and Alice Paul. Ackerman noted that public
speaking among women in the United States was carried forward on four
distinct waves of emotion— religion, revolution, abolition, and woman
suffrage— and that adversity in general and the hard work in the woman
suffrage movement did much to develop and perfect the art of public speak-
2
ing among women in the United States.
A doctoral thesis treating the life and speeches of Susan B. An­
thony has been written by Harriet E. Grim.^ Before Miss Anthony’s death 
she recognized Mrs. Catt as her successor to lead the woman suffrage 
cause and provided apprenticeship training for the future executive, 
leader, and speaker. The two women have been considered to be of the 
’’same intellectual, unemotional type.
^Doris G. Yoakam, ’’An Historical Study of the Public Speaking 
Activity of Women in America from 1850 to 1900” (Unpublished Master’s 
thesis. Dept, of Speech, University of Southern California, 1931).
2
Gladys Madeline Ackerman, ’’The Development of Public Address 
Among Women Through the Suffrage Movement” (Unpublished Master’s thesis. 
Dept, of Speech, University of Southern California, 1931).
Harriet E. Grim, ’’Susan B. Anthony, Exponent of Freedom” (Un­
published Ph. D. dissertation. Dept, of Speech, University of Wisconsin, 
1938).
^Hheta Childe Dorr, Susan B. Anthony (New York: Frederick A.
Stokes, 1920), p. 301.
6Walker aîna^ Ruby Diraughon have ■wri'EiTen studies dealing vd/Eh 1
Mrs. Catt as a speaker. Walker stresses the conception of public address
!
las a force in history and she ençhasizes historical and biographical ma­
terials.^ In stating her plan of study she presents
a short biography and a discussion of Carrie Chapman Catt's personal 
characteristics. Attention is centered primarily on those experiences 
which contributed in some way to the shaping or influencing her career 
as a speaker, and those personal characteristics which had a bearing 
upon her platfom effectiveness. . . . jshe give^ the nature of a 
highly compressed historical note on the early suffrage movement in 
the United States to 1890. . . .Qier study] contains the history of 
special consideration of Mrs. Catt's speeches and activities. . . .  
[it] describes briefly the activities of Mrs. Catt in the Interna­
tional suffrage movement until her resignation from the presidency in 
1 9 2 3. Special attention is given to her speeches and speaking in be­
half of the movement. . . . ptQ contains an analysis of five repre­
sentative suffrage speeches delivered by Mrs. Catt, with descriptions 
of the particular settings, synopses of speeches, the plan of organi­
zation, a discussion of invention, style, and audience response. . . .  
[it] recounts Mrs. Catt's peace activities with specific emphasis on 
her speaking from 1921 to 1947 in behalf of the movement. An analy­
sis of two representative peace speeches is offered. . . .[it] re­
ports Mrs. Catt's speaking in general with regard to preparation, 
audiences, occasions, and delivery.^
Walker considers that Mrs. Catt rested her peace arguments upon 
"practical measures," and her woman suffrage case upon three categories of 
arguments— "historical, ethical, and practical."^ Walker’s dissertation 
is of significance to this study in that the former integrates Mrs. Catt’s 
career, speaking, and the time in which she lived. The two studies dif­
fer primarily in that the latter is confined to an intensive investiga­
tion of invention and arrangement as used in Mrs. Catt’s public address.
^Lola Carolyn Walker, "The Speeches and Speaking of Carrie Chap­
man Catt" (Unpublished Ph. D. dissertation. Dept, of Speech, Northwestern 
University, 1950).
^Ibid., pp. 13-1 4. 
%bid.. p. 437.
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Draughon's study is restricted to certain peace speeches delivered
for a particular type of audience. From these speeches she concludes
that Mrs. Catt's ideas were simply and clearly expounded in a realistic
mannerj that her arguments were based on commonplace personal experience
and testimony rather than on analytical^ statistical, or historical proof;
that her organization suffered perhaps from over-extension of personal
anecdotes and experiences; but that she had skill in adjusting to her
2
audiences who were spontaneous, genuine, and polite.
Statement of the Problem 
The research upon Mrs. Catt's spesiking has not yet been exhausted. 
Among the unfinished possibilities the author has chosen to investigate 
more thoroughly the use of invention and arrangement in her speeches pro­
moting woman suffrage and peace. In the process of examining and evalu­
ating these rhetorical elements the following questions arise: What are
the basic issues revealed in the speeches promoting woman suffrage and 
peace? What are the premises and arguments used to develop these issues? 
How are these premises and arguments related to logical, emotional, and 
ethical proofs? What are the basic patterns of arrangement? How do these 
patterns modify or otherwise affect the speaker's selection and use of in­
vention?
Definition of Terms 
Invention.— Baldwin refers to inventio as the "investigation,
^Ruby Lee Draughon, "A Study of Selected Speeches on War and 
Peace by Carrie Chapman Catt" (Unpublished Master's thesis. Dept, of 
Speech, University of Illinois, 1951)»
PP.- 93-94. ,
s
analysis, and grasp of the subject-matter. " He speaks of the ancient 
rhetoricians: "Their teaching of inventio did not stop with investiga­
tion; it promoted reflection directly and guided it so systematically 
that no essential aspect could be ignored."^
While the term invention or inventio does not appear in the com­
monly used translations of Aristotle, a similar concept may be construed 
from the following statements: Aristotle considers the "art or faculty"
of rhetoric from two points of view: one as a theory or system, the
2
other as the "faculty or practice in finding arguments." In defining
rhetoric he states "So let Rhetoric be defined as the faculty ^ owej^ of
discovering in the particular case what are the available means of per- 
3
suasion," At one point Aristotle says that in Books I and II he has 
treated "the way to invent and refute arguments.
In considering the differences among arguments or proofs in fo­
rensic, deliberative, and epideictic speaking, Aristotle states in part, 
"Forensic speaking has to do with the matters of fact— now true or untrue, 
and necessarily so; here strict proof is more feasible, since the past 
cannot change."^ "Deliberative speaking is a more difficult task than 
Forensic; and naturally so, since the Argument has to do with the
^Charles Sears Baldwin, Ancient Rhetoric and Poetic (New York: 
Macmillan Co., 1924), p. 43.
^E. M. Cope, An Introduction to Aristotle ' s Rhetoric (London: 
Macmillan Co., 186?), p. 134.
^The Rhetoric of Aristotle, trans. Lane Cooper (New York: Apple­
ton, Century, Crofts, 1932), I. 2. 7.
^bide. II. 26. 181.
^Ibid- »  ^III. 17 *^ '23^ * ------ - -
9future. "In an Epideictic speech you should interweave the arguments
2
with bits of eulogy. . As to proofs there are
two kinds, artistic, and non-artistic, By "non—artistic" proofs are 
meant all such as are not supplied by our own efforts, but existed 
beforehand, such as witnesses, admissions under torture, written con­
tracts, and the like. By "artistic" proofs [means of persuasion] are 
meant those that may be furnished by the method of Rhetoric through 
our own efforts. . . .
Of the means of persuasion supplied by the speech itself there
are three kinds. The first kind reside in character [ethos] of the
speaker; the second consist in producing a certain [the right] atti­
tude in the hearer; and the third appertain to the ^gument proper, 
in so far as it actually or seemingly demonstrates,^
Cicero devotes an entire work to invention in vdaich he states: 
“Invention is the discovery of valid or seemingly valid arguments to ren­
der one's cause plausible. In a later work he adds: "Thus for purposes
of persuasion the art of speaking relies wholly upon three things: the
proof of our allegations, the winning of our hearers' favour and the 
arousing of their feelings to whatever cause our case may require."^
According to Quintilian inventio means the discovery of all the
means of persuasion, or more simply, survey of the material and forecast.^
Richard Whately speaks first of the address to the understanding,
^Ibid. .
^Ibid.. III. 11. 235.
^Ibid., I. 2. 8. (The brackets are Cooper's.)
Cicero De Inventions, trans. H. M. Hubbell (Cambridge: Harvard
jUniversity Press, 1949), I. ^i. 9. 19.
C
^Cicero De Oratore. trans. H. Rackman (Cambridge: Harvard Uni—
yersity Press, 1942), II. xxvii. 115. H6. 281.
^Quintilian's Institutes of Oratory, trans. John Selby Watson, 
i (London: George Bell and Sons, 1891 ), III. iii-vi. v. 177-464.
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with a view to produce conviction (including instruction); and second, of
the address to the will, with a view to produce persuasion, considering
speaker, opponent, and audience relationships.^
In Speech Criticism Thonssen and Baird define the term invention
in harmony with Baldwin's definition: "We may say in general that the
concept of invention includes the entire investigative undertaking, the
idea of the status. and the modes of persuasion— logical, emotional, and
2ethical—-in all of their complex interrelations."
Current speech textbooks tend to use other tenninology. Thonssen 
and Gilkinson have written one of the few contemporary books which use 
the term:
Invention— This includes the search for materials and for argu­
ments and the analysis by the speaker of his hearers and of his sub­
ject. In short, it is the investigative aspect of speech prepara­
tion, the phase in vàiich the speaker attempts to gain complete mas­
tery of subject matter and to survey the interrelationship of the 
arguments to himself and to his audience.
Invention embraces. . ."The Ends of Public Speaking," "Investiga­
tion," "Analysis," and "Enforcement of Ideas."3
According to traditional rhetorical concepts invention is a rea­
soning, imaginative, and attitude process experienced by the speaker pre­
paratory to and during the persuasive act. The process of invention for 
a specific speech originates with the first motivation on the part of a 
speaker to achieve a certain result with an audience. The evolution of
^Richard Whately, ^ements of Rhetoric (New York: Harper and
'Brothers, Publishers, I860), pp. 33-17Ô.
2j,ester Thonssen and A. Cradg Baird, Speech Criticism (New York: 
Ronald Press Co., 1948)> p. 79.
3I Lester Thonssen and Howard Gilkinson, Basic Training in Speech ;
i(Boston: D. C. Heath and Co., 1953)> p. 181.
11
bhè process includes the speaker's search for subject matter and. his analy­
sis and mastery of it in a manner adapted to his individual capacities and
!  I
}to his estimates of the knowledge and emotional attitudes of his audience.
ii :
This study concerns itself with two questions in regard to inven­
tion: What are the basic premises from vdnich Mrs. Catt developed exposi­
tions or arguments? How are these premises projected through the speak­
er's selection and use of the logical, emotional, and ethical means of 
persuasion?
Arrangement.— Baldwin describes dispositio. collocatio. or ar­
rangement as the "sequence or movement in the large.Aristotle de­
clares that
a speech has two parts. Necessarily, you state your case, and you 
I  prove it. Thus we cannot state a case and omit to prove it, or prove 
a case without first stating it. . .at most, the parts cannot exceed 
four— Proem, Statement, Argument, and Epilogue.^
|"The distribution of arguments, . .in the proper order" is Cicero's défi­
nit ion.2
Quintilian treats it in more detail:
Let division, then, as I signified above, be the distribution of 
a number of things into its component parts; partition, the regular 
distribution of parts into their members, and a just disposition con­
necting those that follow with, those, that precede; and arrangement a 
due distribution of things and their parts in their proper places.
But let us remember that arrangement is often altered to suit the 
interest of a cause and that the same question is not always discussed 
first by both parties. .
^Baldwin, op. cit.. p. 21.
^The Rhetoric of Aristotle, op. cit.. III. 13. 220.
^Cicero De Inventions, op. cit., I. vii. 9. 19.
^*Quintilian's Institutes of Oratory, op. cit.. III. iii-vi. v.
177—4 6 4.
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Thonssen and Baird give the following explanation:
Disposition covers the conc^t of arrangement, of orderly plan­
ning and movement of the whole idea. Although the treatment of it 
differs within a narrow range among the several treatises, the gen­
eral meaning, is twofold: the appreciation of a plan for the speech
as a whole, and the development of the specific parts of the speech, 
such as the exordium, narration, proof, peroration, and whatever 
other divisions the authors specify. Baldwin is correct in saying 
that -vdiat is noticeably missing, not only in Aristotle's treatment 
of disposition, but in the other works of the classical tradition as 
well, "is some definite inculcation of consecutiveness."
In some treatises, ancient and modern, invention and disposition 
are treated under a common head— the assumption being that the order­
ly arrangement of the materials constitutes an essential part of the 
inventive process.^
That rhetorical function, we may conclude, which determines the 
order within the whole idea and the proportioning among the parts is 
known as arrangement. It is treated in this study by the investigation
I
jof these two questions: What are the basic patterns of arrangement em­
ployed? What is the relationship between these patterns and the speaker's 
selection and use of the inventive process?^
Sources
Since 1939 the writer has been collecting Mrs. Catt's speeches 
;and many other primary source materials concerning her. Mrs. Catt has 
igiven the writer personal assistance in gathering materials and has com­
mented that the writer's collection includes many speeches not in her 
I 3
own.-^  Titles of approximately sixty of these speeches have not appeared 
iin prevj.ous bibliographies. For this study Mrs. Catt donated duplicate
^Thonssen and Gilkinson, op. cit.. p. 79.
! ^Definitions of other rhetorical terms appear at the appropriate
jplace in the text.
I_______ ^Statement by Mrs. Catt, p^scmaL interview, 1943.
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copies "of' speeches and granted"permission, to copy others shortly before 
she sent her collection to the New York City Library and some duplicates 
jbo the Woman’s Rights collections located at Radcliffe College, at Smith ;
!  1  I
College Library, and at Bryn Mawr College. Other speech copies were ob-i
I  I
jtained from individual publications, periodicals, files of women's organi-
2
zations, Susan B. Anthony's biography, and histories of the woman suf­
frage movement. Peck quotes parts of several speeches in her biography 
of Mrs. Catt, Three valuable sources for rather complete copies of
speeches include The Woman Citizen, The Woman * s Journal, and Delegate's
sr 
4
3
Worksheet. The total numbe of extant copies of her speeches approxi—
inates one hundred and fifty.
Mrs. Catt arranged interviews for the writer with a number of
I
her close friends who contributed information regarding Mrs. Catt, her 
'activities, and her attributes as a speaker.^ The book. Woman Suffrage 
^ d  Politics, by Carrie Chapman Catt and Nettie Rogers Shuler and numer­
ous articles and pamphlets written by Mrs. Catt supplement her speeches
^Letter from Mary Gray Peck, August 22, 1948.
^"Eulogium at Miss Anthony's Funeral," in Ida Hus ted Harper, The 
Life and Work of Susan B. Anthony. H I  (Indianapolis: Hollenbeck Press,
1908), 1437-1439.
^The first two periodicals were intended to promote the women’s 
movement with especial emphasis upon the suffrage cause. Delegate »s 
Worksheet is a pamphlet that was published annually by the Conferences 
on the Cause and Cure of War.
^Because of the many duplications and minor variations it is 
rather impossible to arrive at any exact number.
^Mary Gray Peck, biographer of Mrs, Catt, Mrs. Raymond Brown, at 
one time president of the New York State Woman Suffrage Organization, and 
Mrs. Norman deR. Whitehouse, suffrage leader and chairman of the Women's 
LAction Committee for Victory and Lasting Peace.
14
Ln revealing her reasoning and attit-udes toward controversial subjects. 
Closely related secondary sources include Mary Gray Peck's biography of 
Mrs. Cattj^ Susan B. Anthony and Ida Husted Haiper's The History of Womanl
I
Suffrage. Volume IV; Ida Husted Harper's The History of Woman Suffrage,
Volumes V, VI; several periodical publications intended for women; and
2
news items, especially from the New York Times. For analysis of the 
speaker's concepts, canons concerning invention and arrangement have been 
selected from classical and traditional rhetoricians, as already cited.
! Procedures
I  Selection of speeches.— In addition to a total of about one hun-
I
dred and fifty extant copies of speeches by Mrs. Catt, there are at least 
sixty-five stenographic or news reports, rather synoptical in content.
The writer of this study has read all of these with the exception of about 
jten speeches. Mrs. Catt approved the copies read as representative of her 
speaking Of the one hundred and fifty speeches, twenty epideictic, a 
few others treating issues not included in this study, and about twenty- 
five which would duplicate premises and arguments and use of rhetorical
jdevices were excluded. This study reports the analysis of the remaining
1
one hundred deliberative speeches, selected in such a way as to include 
all of her extant premises and arguments used in the promotion of suffrage
Peck, Carrie Chapman Catt, op. cit.
^Many other sources are listed in the bibliography.
^Statement by Mrs. Catt, personal interview. She regretted that 
copies had not been kept of a course of lectures on "Women from the Stand­
point of Evolution" delivered during the winter of 1904—1905 at the Brook­
lyn. Institut e_ of Arts .Æid_ S c i e n c e s _______ ___ ___
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i^nd peace, ~ ~
Mrs. Catt acknowledged the authenticity of the texts of her ex-
I
jtant speeches in numerous ways. She permitted copies to be distributed j
I  ;I !
[bo her auditors, published them in periodicals, released them for news 
reports, and had copies of most of them in her files. One variable con­
cerns the closeness with which she adhered to the copies vdien presenting 
her addresses, especially since it was her habit to speak extemporaneously 
on most occasions. Such considerations which could be critical in a 
study of style do not seem appreciably to impair a study of invention 
and arrangement.
I Selection of issues.— The research procedure involved a reading
jof the one hundred selected speeches to determine the inherent divisions 
pf the whole. The woman suffrage speeches adapted themselves to classifi- 
Ication by three issues: Do women need the ballot? What is the best method
of securing this ballot? What use should women make of the ballot? In the 
peace speeches also three issues seem to appear: lihat are the causes of
war? What are the "cures" of war? Can the "cures" for war be put into 
practice? The frequent blending of these three issues led to their treat­
ment under a single larger issue: How may war be abolished?
Analvsis and report.— Each speech in each issue was analyzed ac­
cording to the traditional concepts of invention and arrangement : pre­
mises and arguments, patterns of reasoning, methods of support, refuta­
tion, emotional and ethical proofs, and organization. An illustration of 
the method used in the analysis of ninety-six speeches appears in Appendix
III. In addition, a representative speech for each issue was analyzed in 
kfull detail as shown in-Appendix II. In reporting the findings of the__
16
researcH, each Issue is fir^t considered as a separate and complete unifi 
and later treated as a part of a total rational system,
1
I  :
I Plan of the Study ;
I
i  Chapter II presents Mrs. Catt— her personality, career, and
j :
speech practice. Each chapter, including III-VI, develops the invention
I
and arrangement of one issue: III, the need of the ballot; IV, the method
of obtaining the ballot; V, the use of the ballot; and VI, the abolition 
of war. Chapter VII concludes the dissertation with a summary of the 
findings pertaining to the use of invention and arrangement in the whole 
Of Mrs, Catt's extant deliberative speeches in which she promotes woman 
suffrage and peace.
working_data for this study are on file with the wriMr.
CHAPTER II
CARRIE CHAPMAN CATT
The principal concern of this study is the rhetorical analysis 
and criticism of the invention and arrangement in the speeches of Carrie 
Chapman Catt. Certain basic factors pertaining to her personal charac­
teristics, her activities in promoting woman suffrage and peace, and her 
practice as a speaker are essential to the understanding of her use of 
invention and arrangement. It is the purpose of this chapter to present 
‘as concisely as possible these traits and activities. The chapter is 
divided into three sections: The first presents a brief biographical re­
view, an analysis of her personality traits and political attitude, and a 
review of the attitudes of her contemporaries toward her. The second 
treats Mrs. Catt's career as a suffragist and as a pacifist. The third 
deals with Mrs. Gatt’s speaking activities— the extensiveness of the 
speaking occasions, the kinds of audiences, the preparation for speaking, 
the delivery, and Mrs. Catt's evaluation of herself as a speaker.
The Woman
Brief Biographical Review 
The first American ancestors of Carrie Clinton Lane settled in 
Massachusetts in the first half of the seventeenth century. Lucius Lane,
17
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the speaker's father, and Marie Clinton, her mother, both of English de­
scent, were reared on farms near Potsdam, New York. After their marriage 
they moved West, settling in Ripon, Wisconsin. Here the second child,
Carrie, was born, January 9, 1859. The family included two other chil—
]_
dr en, Charles Herbert and William Harrison,
When Carrie was seven, the Lane family moved to a farm near
Charles City, Iowa. After finishing high school, she taught one year in
her home district to earn money for college expenses. While she was in
Iowa State College a part of her study included the doctrine of evolu—
2tion. In 1880, she graduated from college with the degree of Bachelor
of Science. For one year she worked in a law office in Charles City;
ithen she became principal of the Mason City (Iowa) High School, being
3promoted to the superintendency of that school in 1883.
On February 12, 1885, she married Leo Chapman, editor—owner of 
the Mason City Republican. His death, which occurred on a trip to San 
Francisco, August, 1886, left his widow a stranger in that city. One 
year of experience in the business world sufficed to convince her that 
her aim in life should be to make women free, secure, and respected.^ To 
materialize this purpose she began her activity among friends by lectur­
ing in her home state of Iowa. Soon the Iowa Woman Suffrage Association
Peck, Carrie Chapman Catt, op. cit.. pp. 17-20.
2Peck, "Mrs. Catt at College: 1880-1930," The Woman's Journal.
XV (September, 1930), 21, 39-42.
O
Peck, Carrie Chapman Catt. op. cit.. pp. 34-36.
"Straus, OP. cit. , p. 22,
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selected her to be state organizer and recording secretary. In these 
three capacities-—speaker, organizer, and secretary— she labored two 
years, increasing the membership and the income of the organization.
In IÔ90 she made her first address to the National American Wom­
an Suffrage Association.^ In that same year she married George W. Catt
2
of Seattle, Washington. He was a sympathizer with her chosen career.
From IÔ90 to 1895 Mrs. Catt served as an apprentice suffragist doing cam­
paign speaking mostly in the Midwest, especially in South Dakota and in 
Colorado. From 1895 to 1900, as chairman of the National Woman Suffrage 
Organization Committee, she maintained an office in New York City direct­
ing the workers throughout the nation. She served as president of the 
National American Woman Suffrage Association for nine years (1900 to 
1904; 1 91 5 to 1 9 2 0). Mrs. Catt's suffrage activities were interrupted 
in 1905 by the death of Mr. Catt, and in 1907, by the illness and death 
of her brother Will and of her mother.
Overlapping the years as national president, she spent nineteen 
years (1904 to 1923) as president of the International Woman Suffrage Al­
liance. Except for the interruption caused by the restriction of travel 
during World War I, she devoted most of this period to organizing women's 
clubs and speaking to both men and women in all of the continents of the 
world except Australia. In many countries she interviewed governmental 
officials, attençjting to secure more liberties for women.
^Peck, Carrie Chapman Catt. op. cit.. p. 58.
^Carrie Chapman Catt, "A Suffrage Team," The Woman Citizen. VIII 
(September 8, 1923), 11-12.
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Before gaining the ratification of the Nineteenth Amendment ^ 
granting woman suffrage in the United States, she spent much time com­
municating either in person or by telegraph with the state legislatures. 
In completing the struggle for the ballot she founded the League of Women 
Voters in March, 1919, to "speed the suffrage campaign in our own and 
other countries" and to prepare women for citizenship responsibilities.^ 
After the victory of the federal amendment, she served three more years 
as president of the International Alliance. She also organized the first 
Pan-American Union of Women, acting as its president for one year, 1922 
to 1 9 2 3, at which time she visited Panama and many countries of South
America conferring with governmental officials in behalf of an improved
2jstatus for women in those countries.
In 1924 Mrs. Catt began plans for a peace education program which 
in the following year culminated into a peace organization, known as the 
Cause and Cure of War Conferences.^ Mrs. Catt was chairman of these con­
ferences from 1925 to 1 9 3 2, and then honorary chairman until 1940 when 
the Woman's Action Committee for Victory and Lasting Peace succeeded the 
jconferences. She was honorary chairman of this new peace organization.^ 
She continued to speak upon special occasions, and delivered her last ad­
dress on January 9, 1947, two months before her death.
During her last years, Mrs. Catt continued to be honorary
^New York Times. March 29, 1919, p. 4.
^"Mrs. Catt's New Job," The Woman Citizen. VII (July 29, 1922),
p. 21.
^New York Times. December 11, 1924, p. 26.
4
 ^Statement by Mrs. Catt, personal iriterview.
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chairman of many local and national organizations and to be very active 
until the day of her death, March 9, 1947. In her home in New Rochelle, 
New York, she read, received distinguished guests, looked after the de­
tails of her household, answered her correspondence, and made plans for 
1
the future.
President Truman’s telegram, sent upon the occasion of her death,
read:
With the passing of Mrs. Carrie Chapman Catt an era in our na­
tional life comes to a close. She had been a pioneer in fighting 
for woman suffrage in the long-ago years when that cause was unpopu­
lar. Persistently and fearlessly, she campaigned for the suffrage 
amendment to the Federal Constitution. Happily, after the victory 
was won, she lived more than a quarter of a century to see American 
women take their rightful place on an equal basis with men in the 
exercise of the ballot. She will be widely mourned and long remem­
bered.
Personal Characteristics
Physical factors.— From youth Carrie Lane was known for her strong 
physique, her energy, and her striking appearance. Mary Gray Peck states: 
"By the time she was eleven years old, Carrie had grown into an upstand­
ing girl, tall for her age, with light brown hair, fair complexion, blue 
eyes, clear-cut features, resolute chin like her father’s, and her motherte 
quick sense of humor.’’
In the prime of her life, in 1890, she was described as being 
"rarely endowed mentally, and blest with those indefinable qualities
^”A Great Leader Goes from Us," Independent Woman. XXVI (April, 
1947), 100.
^Ibid.
3
Peck, Carrie Chapman Catt. op. cit.. p. 26.
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called magnetism and c h a r m , H e r  "handsome face and figure, her great
dignity and her knowledge of parliamentary law" combined to make her a
2"perfect chairman."
Just after Mrs. Catt had returned from the International Woman 
Suffrage Alliance at Rome in 1923, Silas Bent interviewed her, describing 
her thus:
She was seated on the broad plaza of her home in the Briarcliff 
hills. . .as she talked, her manner assumed something of the platform 
presence known to every State in the Union and to every country in 
Europe. She ceased to be the mistress of a country estate and became 
an advocate.2
Mrs. Clay Tallman, prominent member of the Tulsa League of Women 
Voters, remembers Mrs. Catt as "a tall, stately woman, a little on the 
stout side, very poised and with a face that bespoke a large inner life. 
She is a great executive, a wonderful présider— not contentious in any
way, ii4
Others support the conviction that Mrs. Catt manifested leader­
ship in her very appearance:
She was a born leader in appearance as well as in achievement.
Her face is calm and composed, radiating a sort of benevolent spir­
ituality that is impossible to define. Her brows sure gable—pointed 
over keen blue eyes, whose depth of color is emphasized by the clothes 
she wears. An extraordinarily mobile mouth tells tales to people who 
know it well, in spite of its habitual firmness. It twists upward at 
the corners when something carries an amusing tang, holds a one-sided 
sweetness when she is being polite to casual strangers, as though 
half of it, and her, were unmoved and unconcerned. Its quirks are
^Dorr, OP. cit.. p. 299.
^Ibid.. p. 3 0 1.
3wew York Times. June 17, 1923, p. 3. 
♦^Tulsa Daily World. November 30, 1941.
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Invariably upward; even sickness cannot make it droop. In some in-^  
definable way, -which cannot be attributed to eyes, or face, or any 
trick of manner, she exerts a personal magnetism -vdiose attraction is 
very sure.^
At the age of eighty-four Mrs, Catt was still active, her voice
resonant, her eyes bright, her hand-clasp strong, and her hospitality 
2gracious.
On August 20, 1946, 14rs. Catt wrote as follows;
1 am now eighty-seven years plus nearly eight months. I do a 
fair day's work, eat three meals a day with fair digestion, sleep 
■well at night, and. have not been confined to my bed for a year. I 
think that is a pretty good report, but I have some ailments. I get 
tired, I do not walk well, I do no"t hear well nor see well, but I am 
here. I am hoping that I may have the honor of being allowed to stay 
on this earth until they either get into a third war or decide they 
•will not have it,^
On her eighty—eighth birthday, just two months before her death, 
women who heard her address on that occasion "commented with pleasure on
i
the alertness of her bearing and undiminished vigor of her powers of ex­
pression."^ She did not cease her activity until the moment of her death 
which came suddenly of a heart attack after a busy day.^
Personality.— In an age of pioneers for truth and justice, in 
association -with such illustrious names as Lucy Stone, Julia Ward 
Howe, Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Susan B, Anthony, Mary A. Livermore, 
Frances Willard and others as meritorious, Carrie Chapman Catt came 
upon the stage inheriting the courage, vision, patience, indomitable 
will, and rare organizing genius of all of these, that she might com­
plete their work of full and equal oppoortunity to women as citizens
^Mildred Adams, "The Real Mrs. Catt," The Woman Citizen, IX (Sep­
tember 6, 1 9 2 4), 9, 28.
2Based upon personal interview. New Rochelle, September, 1943.
better from Mrs. Catt to the author, August 20, 1946.
^"A Great Leader Goes from Us," op. cit.. p. 100. 
i  ^Ibid., p. 100.
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and co-workers with men in every avenue of useful human endeavor.^
Mrs. R. E. Thomason, an active member of the League of Women 
Voters, recognizes these personality traits in Mrs. Catt: "courage, jus­
tice, love, wisdom, faith, hope, abiding sense of humor, a mind that can
2
forget hard feelings, and a face that can smile."
Mrs. Catt was an industrious woman with great energy vrfiich in 
turn inspired those with whom she worked. Dorothy Straus says:
Whether it was her ancestry or the rarefied air of her environ­
ment, young Carrie soon gave evidence of a characteristic independence 
and energy that must have taxed the resourcefulness, if not the pa­
tience, of her family. .
Her energetic drive, though waning somewhat with age, continued 
until the close of her life. In her eighty-second year she was denouncing 
the scrap sale to Japan with "much energy" and appealing to the women:
"do a little deeper thinking than you have ever done before, and when you 
have got to the bottom of it, you have got to speak and speak more bois­
terously than you do now.
Coupled with this aixient energy was the trait of perseverance:
Obstacles have never seemed insurmountable to her. She believes 
that patience snd perseverance will accomplish miracles. And her
word to those who will carry on the task that she will one day re­
linquish is to bide their time and keep their faith.^
Perseverance was further evidenced by her "ability to select a
George Matthew Adams, "Carrie Chapman Catt— Pioneer and Prophet," 
Tulsa Daily World. January 7, 1945.
^The Woman Citizen, V (March 19, 1921), 1090.
^Straus, op. cit.. p. 22.
4New York Times, February l6, 1941 ^ p. 24.
S^. J. Woolf, "Mrs. Catt at SO, Calls Women to War on War," New
York Times. January 8. _193.9. p. 10 .
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1definite goal and through determination to achieve it step by step.”*^
Mrs. Brovm states that in 1918 she sat in a committee meeting with Mrs. 
Catt and "watched her map plans month by month for the two years to fol­
low, and then observed each item carried out on time,"^ At times her co- 
workers "groaned" at the "definiteness" of her plans.^ In addition to be­
ing called a "non-conformist she was less frequently designated as a 
"fighter"; "Mrs. Catt is a fighter, but a serene one. She does not fly
at people's throats, she is not ashamed of tact.
A quality that strengthened her as a leader was the ability to 
inspire others. Many younger women admired her so much that they de­
lightedly followed her. Often, when asked why they were in the suffrage 
ranks, they replied that they had no intention to join until they met Mrs. 
Catt.^  Her co-workers spoke of her as the "soul" of their conventions, 
and as their "inspiration and driving force. No matter how ardent the
zeal of the suffragists, she seemed to intensify their glow by showing
/
how organized and mobilized strength could be irresistible,"
Mrs. Catt's optimistic trait was strengthened by a sense of humor. 
^Idred Adams describes it in these words:
. . .only her friends appreciate how complete is that sense of
^Statement by Mrs. Raymond Brown, personal interview.
%bid.
^Peck, Carrie Chapman Catt. op. cit., p. 67.
^Winifred and Frances Kirkland, Girls Who Became Leaders (New 
York: Ray Long and Richard R. Smith, Inc., 1932), p. 81.
^Statement by Mrs. Raymond Brown, personal interview.
  ^Peck, Carrie _ Chapman Catt, op. - cit.. pp. 209, 243 , 321,
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humor which is sometimes so devastating. It seems as though humor 
lay in her very eye, so that she perceives all things, even herself 
colored with a glimmer of fun, which is all that keeps them from be­
ing too serious or too tragic for life.
[jhren though she wa0 famous all over the world, an absence of 
egotism is attributed to Mrs. Catt : if she thinks of herself at all
— and there are those vAio doubt it— it is not in those terms, not as 
a "Lost Star of the Pleiades". . .but as a busy woman who gets a lot 
of fun out of the thick of things.
She shared with others most of her $5,000 Pictorial Review Award:
Now that I have won a prize of $5,000 I would like to tell you how I
have already spent it. I have given $100 each to ten women who have
been connected with me in the suffrage movement for many years, and 
$100 each to twenty peace societies. I thought I ought to have a 
present for myself, so I bought a new encyclopedia with a nice table 
and reading lamp. The rest of the money will go to the Committee 
for the Cause and Cure of War.^
Mrs. Catt, a non-militant, sought to avoid conflicts that might 
arise between the militant and non-militant woman suffrage workers. In 
Budapest she declined to discuss the resolution attacking militant suf­
fragists on the ground that the Congress had already avowed its attitude 
to be neutral.^ In London, 1909, she addressed the Alliance :
Since I came here,. . .1 have received a great many letters ask­
ing me to condemn militant tactics, and a great many others asking 
me to uphold them. Now I have no intention of doing either, but I 
also have no intention of evading the issue. As an international 
body, we must not take sides in a contention over methods in any 
single country. Here in England there is an intense difference of 
opinion about this matter. You and I, delegates to this convention, 
if we are courteous, diplomatic, just— if we understand what inter­
nationalism really means— will be silent upon our opinions concerning 
that issue.5
^Mildred Adams, "The Real Mrs. Catt," op. cit., p. 28. 
^Ibid.. p. 8.
^New York Times, November 14, 1930, p. 13.
^Ibid., June 21, 1913, p. 4.
^Peck. Carrie Chapman. Catt . op . cit., p. l66.
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gist women as their defeat became more evident in 1917• Mrs, Catt com­
mended them for having done their duty as they saw it. Then she admon­
ished them to lay aside differences.
Gome, [she sai(0, and let us work together to make our country
yet more effective in the prosecution of this war and yet more effec-r
tive in the reconstruction work to come after the war to the end that 
the world may be made a safer, fairer, juster, place for men and wom-f 
I en to live in.^
There was a humanitarian trait in Mrs, Catt ' s personality. Some
iof the instances in which she pleaded for assistance for those in need in­
cluded the distressed nationalities of Middle Europe in 1918 at the close 
of World War 1,^ Madame Curie,^ the religious and political refugees 
from Germany,^ and the Finnish people when attacked by Russia in 1940,^
Mrs, Catt's personality traits would be incomplete without a refl
I
erence to some of her characteristic tastes and interests, Mildred Adams
describes the most important of these in this passage:
Starting with a predilection for public affairs, she has coneen-| 
trated so long and so steadily on them that she has developed certain 
"blind sides" concerning things for which there was no time left, i  
Music, outside of old songs and hymns, makes no particular appeal, | 
Pictorial art leaves her cold, unless it has a story value which 
attracts momentary attention. She plays no games, and none of the 
terms of sport have a place in her vocabulary. Drama is only for 
recreation, and then she asks that it either amuse her or move her 
with a powerful sense of eternal tragedy.
Her hobby is farming. This year [l92Z^ she went to Juniper Lodge
^The Woman Citizen, I (November 24, 1917), 489. 
^New York Times. December 4, 1918, p, 12,
^The Woman Citizen, V (March 12, 1921), IO6 3, 
^New York Times, March 31, 1938, p, 5»
-^ Ibid,.- March-11 r-1940^ -p, —3 •-----------------
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in the worst snowstorm of the year because it was April 1 and time to 
confer with her gardener. All summer long she gardens steadily and 
lovingly, and flowers and vegetables respond to her practiced hand.
She carries on long and intricate conversations with John the garden­
er, in an unintelligible stream of Latin botanical terms. Her grove 
of trees, each one with its bronze plate bearing the name of a famous 
suffragist, is the pilgrimage spot for frequent parties. In other 
words, her avocations all arise out of that early Iowa farm life which 
made up her busy childhood.
Her prejudices, which she does not inflict on other people, are 
those of an intelligent Middle Westerner, backed by others which she 
has accumulated during a long and active life. No one who reads 
Woman Suffrage and Politics will doubt that she is personally an 
ardent prohibitionist for very definite reasons. She has quite a 
real basis for a deep-seated suspicion of all politicians and their 
promises,1
In brief, the personality of Mrs. Catt was that of a non-conform­
ist and a pioneer possessing a vision of an improved status for women and 
for the civilization of the world. She had courage and optimism necessary 
to inspire herself and others to meet opposition and to maintain a faith 
that goals were attainable. In meeting the challenges confronting her 
she expressed a determined but usually a tactful consideration toward 
those who opposed her cause.
Social philosophy.— Mrs. Catt's philosophy was almost identical 
to her reflective thinking— a topic to be treated in the analysis and ap­
praisal of her speeches. Briefly stated, her basic social philosophy was 
founded upon the principles of evolution. Among her numerous references 
to evolution, the following is typical;
To me, the theory of evolution has always been an immense conso­
lation, and it holds out hope in these troubled times. For man pro­
gresses and advances ; the set backs that come are only temporary, 
and eventually we shall reach a higher plane of living,^
^'Mildred Adams, "The Real Mrs. Catt, " op. cit., p, 28, 
^oolf. op. cit,. p, 10,
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In this process of evolution men and women were gradually leaving
off degrees of barbarism and acquiring through education higher states of
civilization,^ This belief justified her advocacy of education of all
people, of equal suffrage and natural rigjits for women, and of the need
2
for "effective organizers of public sentiment and public opinion" by
women so that disciplined conduct of civilized people might supplant in-
3
adequate traditions, laws, and habits.
In this evolutionary pattern, according to Mrs. Catt, woman suf­
frage is merely a segment of a movement which has no leaders, no organiza­
tion. She explains:
It \the movemen-Q is an evolution, like enlightenment and democ­
racy. Here and there societies have made organized efforts to push 
some phase of these great world movements and have disbanded when 
their tasks have been accomplished, but the great movements of which 
they have been a small part go on. They are not confined to one 
land or to one age, but continue through centuries.
When the woman movement began no one knows. . . .Naturally the 
movement as we know it today varies in different parts of the world, 
and women very logically protest against these oppressions which bear 
most unhappily upon them.4
Mrs, Catt conceived of a transition from war policies to peace 
policies which "must include a change of public mind all along the line, 
a slow and tedious process but not impossible, since all men and women 
have some sense of logic.Evolutionary attitudes such as these underlie
Carrie Chapman Catt, "Should Congress Approve the Proposed Equal 
Rights Amendment to the Constitution?" Congressional Digest. XXVII (April, 
1943), 118.
^The Woman Citizen, VI (August 27, 1921), 13-
^New York Times. March 13, 1930, p. 1.
^Ibid.. February 15, 1914, p. 8.
^Ibid., January 17, 1928, p. 4-
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all of her premises and arguments.
Religion. — In 18?0 Carrie Lane became interested in reading the
Bible as a result of a ’’revival in religion” ; at the same time she was
reading The Mistakes of Moses by Robert G. Ingersoll. Ingersoll's influ-
2ence upon her was greater than that of the Bible.
[^en Mary Garrett Hay, Mrs. Catt's close companion for twenty 
years, died (1928), Mrs. Catt'^  mind turned, as our minds will when 
shaken by the death of those close to us, to the question of immor­
tality. While she could not believe in survival of the personal 
human spirit after death, she no longer felt her youthful intolerance 
for that comforting possibility. She was increasingly conscious of 
the mystery of the universe and the evolutionary processes within it. 
"My religion, if you can call it such, " she said, "is that I must 
work with l my powers in harmony with those forces as far as I can 
comprehend them, and let the future take care of itself."2
Political Attitude
Mrs. Catt concentrated long and steadily upon public affairs, in­
cluding all units— city, county, state, nation, and world. She spent 
much time in making appeals for suffrage to the different political par­
ties and to different units of governments. She wrote long editorials in 
the women's journals concerning parties, politicians, and citizenship re­
sponsibilities relative to contemporary problems. Yet, in spite of these 
political interests, she preferred to be nonpartisan. In 1915 she com­
mented as follows concerning her political attitude as well as that of 
her fellow—workers ;
Our strict nonpartisan attitude may have delayed the coming of
I ^See Chapters III-VI.
I  ^Peck, Carrie Chapman Catt. op. cit., p. 2?.
I ^Ibid.. p. 43Ô.
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■woman suffrage. But when it comes woman will be absolutely free to 
choose parties, candidates, and causes, without obligation to any 
party. The suffragists are not working to pull any political chest­
nuts out of the fire.^
Her nonpartisan attitude was evidenced on several occasions.
Even though Mrs. Catt was an ardent supporter of Woodrow Wilson, in 1924 
she was opposed by the Democratic women for the chairmanship of the Na­
tional Democratic Convention. They charged that she had frequently lob­
bied at Washington for bills in opposition to Democratic principles, and
2
that she was not a true Democrat. On a straw ballot that year Mrs. Catt 
voted for Pinchot, writing on her ballot, "a dry man for p e a c e . L a t e r  
she registered as a Republican and voted for Hoover.^ When the Law Pres­
ervation Party nominated her for United States Senator in 1934, she re­
fused to accept, not desiring to hold any political office herself.^
According to Mrs. Raymond Brown, Mrs. Catt possessed an outstand­
ing political mind lAich she used for public service rather than for per- 
■ ^
sonal interests. She utilized this kind of political ability to organ­
ize the Woman Suffrage Party, the League of Women Voters, and many other
7
woman suffrage groups in four continents. None of these organizations
^New York Times, June 6, 1915  ^p. 15.
^Ibid.. April 25, 1924, p. 21.
^Ibid.. Septei±»er 29, 1924, p. 20.
4lbid.. January 7, 1935  ^p. 17.
^Ibid.. October 3, 1934, p. 5.
I ^Statement by Mrs. Brown, New York, September, 1943, personal
interview.
i
} ^Even though her -work extended to five continents, conditions in
South America were such that the women were not yet ready for organized
leffort. Carrie Chapman Catt, "Summing up South America," The Wornan Citi-
^eny  ^V n  (dune 2 « 1:923^  ^—7'ff.' --  “ ' '----------  —— ^
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opposed the major political parties.
Mrs. Catt did not approve of picketing the VJhite House to secure
suffrage, nor did she support the Equal Rights Bill.^ Therefore, she did
not promote the Woman’s Party, led by Alice Paul. The Equal Rights Bill,
according to Mrs. Catt, would remove certain protective legislation for 
2women. The League of Women Voters "differs from the Woman’s Party in
3
policy in that it emphasizes citizenship rather than sex."
As a result of Mrs. Catt’s long struggle to obtain the federal
suffrage amendment, she acquired certain attitudes toward politics. The
answer to the delay in obtaining the amendment was, she says:
. . .not an antagonistic public sentiment, nor yet an uneducated
or indifferent public sentiment— it was the control of public senti­
ment, the deflecting and the thwarting of public sentiment, through 
the tracing and the trickery, the buying and the selling of American 
politics. We think that we can prove it
By way of proof she wrote the book. Woman Suffrage and Politics. Clean-
ing-up politics was an important problem to her.^ The responsibility of
doing it, she reasoned, belonged to the people.^
The political attitude of Mrs. Catt will be given fuither treat­
ment in the analysis of her speeches. On the whole it may be designated
^The Woman Citizen, V (February 12, 1921), 975.
%  arson C. Hathaway, "Women Progress Under Suffrage," New York 
Times, August 22, 1926; also, August 29, 1937, p. 1.
^Ibid.
^Catt and Shuler, op. cit.. p. viii.
i
: ^Carrie Chapman Catt, "Party Clean-Ups are the Crying Need:
Feminism Answer?" The Woman’s Journal. XVI (April, 1931), 15-16.
^New York Times. January 10. 1932, p. 26.
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as one of nonpartisanship oriented to public service. The advancement of 
good citizenship was ever her stated goal.
Attitudes of Contemporaries 
It was the opinion of Mrs. Catt's contemporaries that she aroused 
less controversy than other leaders of the woman suffrage cause. There 
were those, however, who opposed her not only as a suffrage leader, but 
also as a person, accusing her of supporting socialism and of being dis­
loyal to her country.^ She was possibly most frequently attacked by
Everett P. Wheeler, head of the Man Suffrage Association Opposed to Woman 
2Suffrage. After a series of such attacks which occurred in the last
jweeks of the New York campaign, Mrs. Catt threatened "to bring suit for
1
libel unless they were retracted. As a result of her threat to sue,
Everett P. Wheeler. . .withdrew an offensive publication, and the anti’s 
Î 3
toned down their diatribes." One of the greatest oppositions to Mrs.
Catt that arose within the woman suffrage forces came from the gix>up of
Lmilitants headed by Mrs. Alva (O. H, P.) Belmont.
1
It was generally believed that by her prudence and sagacity Mrs.
^Ibid.. October 4, 1917, p. 13.
^Everett P. Wheeler, "Attention of Mrs. Catt," ibid.. October 29, 
1915, p. 12.
i
■ ^Peck, Carrie Chapman Catt. op. cit., p. 280.
I 4I Statement by Mrs. Catt, personal interview. (As Mrs. Catt re­
lated incidents pertaining to this conflict she took from under the blot­
ter on her desk a "favorite news article given by Mrs. Belmont to a re­
porter in Paris." It is found in the New York Times. June 2, 1926, p. 
&3.)
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Catt had won the respect of her opponents not only for herself but also 
for the cause for which she spoke. The following editorial illustrates 
this opinion:
Even the antagonists of woman suffrage always have recognized the 
fact that, wdiile some of the supporters are as lacking in intelli­
gence as in manners and good taste, there were others to whom those 
qualities can be denied only by those whose condemnation of "the 
cause" is as violent and unreasoning as are the most misguided of 
its advocates. Among the suffrage leaders from whom the enemies as 
well as the friends of the movement have leaumed to expect, with con­
fidence, something of wisdom in both action and language has been 
Mrs. Carrie Chapman Catt
Respect for Mrs. Catt has been expressed in references to her as
2
"the brightest woman enlisted in the woman suffrage cause," "the brains
of the suffrage movement," and "the brains of a statesman. 
Alice Booth says:
.,3
Some people will do showy work but not work behind scenes— dull 
organization work. Not many people who heard Carrie Chapman Catt 
speak— and realized the inspiration of her purpose, the force of her 
clear-cut contentions, the brilliance of her intellect— ever knew 
that in the days between those public appearances she was doing the 
work that made them possible.^
In other ways women were great admirers of Mrs. Catt as indicated 
by the following representative statements:
Mrs. Catt was the soul of the conference ^Minneapolis, 19lQ ^ 
its inspiration and driving force. She talkea to us like a Dutch 
uncle or like a mother in the days of the matriarchate. She charged 
the suffrage organizations over the country with inefficiency and
New York Times, March 24, 1919, p. 12.
'Iowa State Register. Des Moines, May 28, 1897.
I Müldred Adams, "The Real Mrs. Catt," op. cit., p. 8.
; ^Alice Booth, "America’s Twelve Greatest Women," Good Housekeep—
iing.—XLIII (October. 1931 y. l60. --------  --
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convicted us of sin. She made those who had supposed themselves the 
most ardent feel that their zeal hitherto had been a pale and inef­
fectual flame, and she aroused it to an. intenser glow. She showed 
how the strength of^the cause can be made irrestible if only organ­
ized and mobilized.
A report in The Woman Citizen following the victory convention held in
Chicago, February, 1920, reads:
She made them [crusading pioneers] live agsdn. She impressed us 
so strongly from the first moment with the sense of their being there 
that we never lost it throughout the convention. For only a few mo­
ments she stood before us, the very personification of that which we 
had struggled for, hoped for— and won— superior woman, endowed with 
the full, free right of self-expression. “You've won," she said.
"Be glad," she said. "Rejoice, applaud and be glad!" They did and 
they were.
Miss Peck states that Mrs. Catt was successful in that she had 
the same effect on women all over the world. Everyone recognized her
3
genius. She did not have to struggle for cooperation.
For years Mrs. Catt's birthdays were honored by gifts, telegrams, 
speeches, and dinners. On January 9, 1944, after one of these celebra­
tions, Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt said in part:
Many people. . .seem to consider that mere years are an achieve­
ment, but with Mrs. Catt, every year seems to be counted. She and 
the women with whom she worked, and iiAio preceded her, laid the foun­
dation and built on today's opportunities. . . .
Many a time I have been grateful to you for the leadership which 
you have given my generation. Now that the time draws near for my 
generation to turn over the work of the world to a new generation, I 
only hope that we may continue to give them the appreciation and 
helpful advice and constructive criticism vAiich you have given to so 
many in the past years. The present is a time of great opportunity 
for women, and I hope the younger generation will have your courage
^Alice Stone Blackwell, quoted in Peck, Carrie Chapman Catt. op. 
Pit., p. 243.
^Ibid.. p. 322.
^Statement by Miss Peck, personal interview, September, 1943.
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and your vision and your humor— these qualities will carry them 
through to new victories and far horizons.^
On the same occasion Marion H. Russell expressed this view of Mrs, 
Catt: ’’Recognized as one of the world's outstanding women, Mrs. Catt is
a very modest one, and her friends will tell you that her sense of humor 
is delightful,"^
In November of 1944, eight hundred women met in the Hotel Biltmore 
to honor Mrs. Catt by presenting her the American Association of Univer­
sity Women's award for eminent achievement that year. Mrs. J. Borden 
Harriman, who made the presentation, paid tribute to Mrs. Catt for her 
"far-seeing statesmanship, her outstanding sense of humor, her tolerance, 
and her understanding of the inherent conservatism of public opinion."^
At her last birthday celebration, 1947, the American Association 
for the United Nations honored her with many speeches by such outstanding 
people as Dr. James T. Shot well; Mrs. Vihayalakshmi Pandit, Head of the 
Indian Delegation of the United Nations; Miss Minerva Bamadino, Chairman 
of the Inter—American Commission of Women; Lady Reading, Founder and Chair­
man of the Women's Voluntary Service of Great Britain; and Josephus Dan­
iels, Secretary of the Navy in Woodrow Wilson's Cabinet. At that time 
Thomas J. Watson presented Mrs. Catt with the Association's scroll honor­
ing her for her devotion to the cause of world peace and her efforts on 
behalf of international cooperation. Mrs. Roosevelt added to the other
11.
^Standard-Star. New Rochelle, New York, January 10, 1944, pp. 1, 
^Ibid.. January 8, 1944.
^New York Times, November 20, 1944, p. 24.
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messages:
I think it's wonderful, Mrs. Catt, that you can look back and 
feel that you have accomplished so much not only for your country 
but for countries throughout the world. In our hearts, we give you 
our gratitude and respect and deep admiration.^
Several presidents of the United States showed respect for Mrs.
Catt. "No request of hers was ever denied by President Wilson, and that
too when he was carrying the burden of the war and the subsequent peace 
2
negotiations," President and Mrs. Coolidge received her at the White
3
House. President Roosevelt congratulated her in person at the White 
House as a part of the jubilee celebration, 1936, honoring her fifty 
years of service to the public. In part he said:
The many years of devoted work which you gave to the cause of 
women's suffrage have long since been justly rewarded, not only by 
the passage of the Nineteenth Amendment to the Constitution of our 
own country, but also by marked improvement in the status of women 
! throughout the world.
Those of us who are concerned directly with the maintenance and 
encouragement of peace between nations are also grateful to you for 
the splendid leadership you give to the cause of peace and the fur­
therance of the prevention of war. May you continue for many years 
to come as the strong and active captain in these noble objectives 
of a better civilization.^
Endless honors and tributes bestowed upon her of both national 
and international significance indicate that the public appreciated her 
services. In summarizing these honors an editorieQ. writer in the New 
York Times wrote: "In the eighteen eighties Mrs. Catt was thought to be
^Ibid.. January 10, 1947, p. 2.
^"Changing the MLnd of a Nation," World Tomorrow, XIII (September, 
1930), 359.
I ^Peck, Carrie Chapman Catt, op. cit.. p. 411.
better from President Franklin D. Roosevelt to Carrie Chapman 
Catt, January 22, 1936, quoted in Peck, ibid.. pp. 455-56...............
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a crank. Today she Is honored everywhere. It is the times that have 
changed, not the woman.
Summary
Carrie Chapman Catt (1859—1947), a pioneer and defender of the 
rights of her sex, spent her early childhood in Wisconsin and Iowa. Aft­
er graduating from college she served as a principal and a superintendent 
of a school before her marriage to Leo Chapman. Events following Chap­
man's death gave impetus to her interest in promoting woman suffrage.
Her marriage to George Catt provided financial and sympathetic support 
for her career. As executive, organizer, and speaker she worked to ob­
tain enfranchisement of women in five continents. After accomplishing 
much of this goal she directed the promotion of peace education in the 
United States.
Physically, Carrie Lane (later Mrs. Catt) was an energetic child. 
As an adult she was observed to be tall and stately, rather portly and 
well-poised. She impressed her contemporaries as having the appearance 
of a leader. Much of her personality was reflected in her ability to 
^sualize and complete a complex task and to organize and inspire others 
to accept her leadership. She showed a subtle sense of humor and her at­
titude toward others was generally described as considerate and tactful. 
Her faith in the evolutionary progress of the human race and her ability 
to consider each cause as only a segment of age-old movements tends to 
jidentify her with those having confidence in humanity and a broad perspec- 
[tive toward social problems. It was her religion to endeavor to work in
ew York Times. January 11. 1939. p. 10.
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harmony with the forces of the universe.
Mrs. Catt was known for her nonpartisan political attitude. Her 
aim was to serve the public by promoting good citizenship and democratic 
principles. It was generally believed that Mrs. Catt, by her prudence 
and sagacity, had won the respect of her opponents not only for herself 
but also for the cause for which she spoke. She- was respected as an or­
ganizer of ability, a firm and tactful executive, an inspirational leader, 
and a states woman. For her contributions to the improvement of the sta­
tus of women she was honored by the governments of many nations.
The Career
Since Mrs. Catt devoted almost all of her adult life to speaking 
for two causes— suffrage and peace, knowledge of her activities in these
two causes is essential to a thorough understanding of her rhetorical
i
practice. This section briefly recounts Mrs. Catt's career as a suffra­
gist and as a pacifist.
A Suffragist
The women's rights movement was in its infancy when Mrs. Catt be­
came interested in defending her sex. Oberlin College, established in 
1833, was the first coeducational college in the United States Wes­
leyan College, Macon, Georgia, conferred the first academic degree on a 
2
woman in 1840. The Declaration of Women's Rights was framed at Seneca
I
"Slrnest R. Groves, The American Woman (New York: Emerson Books,
Inc., 1944), p. 180.
197.
^"Wesleyan College," Encyclopedia Americana. XXIX (1829-1951),
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Falls, New York, July 19—20, 1048.^ T/tyoming, the first state to grant 
women suffrage, did so in 1869.^ Mrs. Catt (then Mrs. Chapman), at a 
time when only one state had woman suffrage and a few others had local 
election rights for women,became a suffrage worker, in 1885.
Mrs. Catt was unable to deteiroine lAien she first became inter­
ested in woman's rights. Many incidents in her childhood identified her 
as a defender of her sex. "When George Catt attempted to antedate her 
interest in the movement, she jovially maintained that she had been born 
a suffragist.^ One incident in her childhood vdiich obviously led to her 
later career occurred on an election day, when she, at the age of thir­
teen, learned that her mother could neither vote nor hold property in her 
own name.
Mrs, Catt wrote of this incident later:
My life was decided for me by a presidential election long, long 
ago. . . .That night I climbed upon my father's knee, where 1 was ac­
customed to cuddle down and get sleepy over the telling of familiar 
tales; but this time I gave my father a very uncomfortable half hour I
by putting to him some questions he couldn't answer, the main one be- *
ing \thy mother couldn't vote, while Mike, Hans, Peter and all the \
rest could. His replies were far from satisfying and directly I 
stood before him challenging a11 his assertions and declaring that j
the real reason mother couldn't vote was because no one had ever 
thought about giving the vote to women, and that when I grew up I 
should tell everyone it ought to be done. My father laughed and 
doubtless felt as my mother in after years said she did, "like a hen 
that had hatched a duck."^
^att and Shuler, op. cit.. p. 74.
p
Peck, Carrie Chapman Catt. op. cit.. p. 40
3
Catt and Shuler, op. cit.. pp. 19—20.
^att, "A Suffrage Team," op. cit.. p. 11.
^Ibid.. p. 11.
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While a student in Iowa State College, Carrie Lane initiated a 
number of requests for her sex and obtained them. For instance, she ar­
ranged to have the women of the college share military training with the 
men. Later, •vdien she became a pacifist, she considered this event in her 
life as somewhat of a joke.^
In 1885, in Mason City, Iowa, she initiated her first act for the 
movement by supporting the municipal suffrage bill pending in the Iowa 
Legislature. On her own, she organized a small group of friends to can­
vass the town, asking every woman to sign a petition in favor of the bill. 
Less than a dozen declined. This independent work came as a surprise to 
the State Suffrage Association. As a result she was urged to come to the
state convention where she met Lucy Stone and established her first con—
2tact with the organized movement.
8y 1890, Mrs. Chapman had gained, by marriage, the support of
George W. Catt and she had developed into a "remarkable recruit to the 
3
cause." Mrs. Catt later wrote that she had considered herself too busy
with her suffrage work to be mairried; but her husband-to-be convinced her
of the possibilities of strength in a "suffrage team" by proposing:
He could earn a living enough for two and free me from all eco­
nomic bargain, and we happily understood each other. It was a part­
nership which did not balk or goad either partner and worked so ami­
ably that I was unaware that there was any career involved in the 
process. I was just telling people ■vdiat their common sense should 
have told them without any help from me or anyone else. If there was 
a career, it was my husband's and mine together, and not mine alone. 
After his death it was still the fruit of his energy that mostly
^Peck, "Mrs. Catt at College: 1880-1930," op. cit.. p. 41.
% ’eck, Carrie Chapman Catt. op. cit.
^Ibid.. p. 58.
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relieved me from the task of self support, and "without the consequent 
independence I "would not have been free to go on telling the story
With each participation in the woman suffrage work, she became
2more aware of the need for definite plans by the suffrage group. Step 
by step, as she campaigned through South Dakota, Iowa, and Colorado, she 
began to "visualize a definite organization. In February, 1895» when the 
national convention met in Atlanta, Mrs, Catt called for a standing com­
mittee on organization to map out the national work and to put organizers
3
into the field. At this time she officially began her executive work as 
Chairman of the National Organization Committee,
During her five years as chairman of this committee (1895-1900), 
the work increased so much that it became expedient to maintain a national 
office, which was located in the World Building, New York City, A speak­
ing tour extending to the Pacific Coast took her away from her office 
during the summer and fall of 1896.
[in addition to long office hours, during her last year as chairmaiQ, 
she visited twenty states, attended fifteen conventions, made fifty- 
one set speeches and nobody knows how many more, spent sixty-four 
days and twenty-eight nights on trains which carried her over 13,000 
miles- All this cost the national suffrage treasury practically 
nothing!, . ,Mrs. Catt's expenses were covered by small lecture fees, 
entejTtainment in private homes, and passes or reduced tickets on the 
railroads
In 1900 when Miss Anthony retired from the national presidency, 
she named Mrs, Catt her successor. In presenting her to the national
^Catt, "A Suffrage Team," op, cit.. p, 11,
%arper. The Life and Work of Susan B. Anthony, op, cit,. II,
693-694.
3peck, Carrie Chapman Catt. op, cit,. p, 83.
%bid,. p. 102.
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convention. Miss Anthony stated: "In Mrs. Catt you have my ideal lead­
er."^ With deep emotion Mrs. Catt replied:
Good friends, I should hardly be human if I did not feel grati­
tude and appreciation for the confidence you have shown me; but I 
feel the honor of the position much less than its responsibility. I 
never was an aspirant for it. . . .
A president chosen from the younger generation is on a level with 
the association, and it might suffer in consequence of Miss Anthony's 
retirement if we did not still have her to counsel and advise us, I 
pledge you whatever ability God has given me, but I can not do this 
work alone. The cause has got beyond where one woman can do the 
whole. I shall not be its leader as Miss Anthony has been; I shall 
be only an officer of this association. I will do all I can, but I 
can not do it without the co-operation of each of you. The responsi­
bility much over—balances the honor, and I hope you will all help me 
bear the burden.
In 1902 Mrs. Catt and Miss Anthony began the international suf­
frage movement by calling a conference in Washington of suffrage leaders 
from other countries. Mrs. Catt conducted the entire preparation for the 
conference, spending months corresponding with government officials and 
private individuals in all parts of the world. Although there were only 
eight national suffrage associations in existence at that time, nine 
countries were represented at the conference.^ A committee planned the 
next congress to meet in Berlin, Germany. There, in 1904, the Interna­
tional Woman Suffrage Alliance wais formally organized, with Mrs. Catt as 
president.^
^Susan B. Anthony and Ida Husted Harper, The History of Woman 
Suffrage (New York: National American Woman Suffrage Association, 1902),
IV, 2 7 4.
^Ibid.. p. 2 7 4.
3
1326.
Peck, Carrie Chapman Catt. op. cit.. pp. 121—122. 
harper. The Life and Work of Susan B. Anthony, op. cit.. Ill,
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During the years of 1904-1914> Mrs. Catt devoted her time to the
development of the International Woman Suffrage Alliance, In that decade
the Alliance increased from eight branches to twenty—five. Mrs, Catt
spent much time abroad organizing new suffrage groups and discussing the
movement with government officials and royalty. At the second congress,
Tfdiich met at Copenhagen, in August, 1906, she interviewed Queen Louise
of Denmark, Following this convention Mrs. Catt and Dr, Aletta Jacobs
of Holland made a speaking tour of the Austrian Empire.^
The third congress was held in Amsterdam in June, 1908. Mrs. Catt
spent six weeks in that city preparing for the event. In her presidential
address she outlined the progress of the suffrage cause since the Copen- 
2hagen Congress.
The British suffragists invited the Alliance to London in 1909 
for the next meeting and the election of officers. Mrs. Catt left the 
United States in February to be ready for the congress in April. Much 
of this time she spent lecturing in Central Europe.^
In 1911, Mrs. Catt attended the congress of the International 
Suffrage Alliance at Stockholm.^ Afterwards, she and Dr. Alletta Jacobs 
made a two-year trip around the world. This voyage was intended to be a 
rest cure for Mrs. Catt, but the following letter written from South 
Africa, September 30, 1911, suggests its real nature:
Peck, Carrie Chapman Catt. op, cit,, pp. 147-15Ô. 
^Ibid., pp. 137, 159.
3lbid.. p. 163.
^"Changing the Mind of a Nation," op. cit. . p. 3&0.
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1 have been in South Africa two months. I have made 25 speeches, 
attended 6 foinnal receptions, 10 formal luncheons, at least 20 in­
formal ones, numberless teas; lunched three times with wives of Cabi­
net Ministers, spent Ô nights on an insufferable sleeping car, visited 
diamond mines, ostrich, goat, sheep, cattle, fruit and wine farms; 
have received many reporters, callers, etc., and had 3 picnics; spent
5 days at Victoria Falls on each of vrtiich I walked to the point of 
exhaustion; visited 7 missionaries and 3 zoos, read 9 octavo books on 
the history and conditions of South Africa. I have had a good many 
letters to write as we close our labors with a suffrage convention, 
national, the first in South Africa, which I am working up. I have 
not been so well in years.^
After four months in Africa, Mrs. Catt and Dr. Jacobs organized 
branches of the Alliance in the Dutch East Indies, Philippine Islands, 
China, and the Hawaiian Islands, and made contacts with feminists in 
Egypt, Palestine, India, Japan, and elsevAiere in the Orient. They ar­
rived in China just after the overthrow of the Manchu dynasty. The tragic
story of the part played by women in that revolution was told them by the
2
Chinese feminist leaders.
The International Woman Suffrage Alliance held its seventh con­
gress in Budapest, June 15—21, 1913»^ Unknown to the delegates, this was 
to be the last meeting of the Alliance until after World War I. The suf­
fragists of Hungary had spared no effort to make the event a success.
Mrs. Catt's presidential address was a review of the woman suffrage situa­
tion as she had found it in her trip around the world. Concluding, she 
said:
The women of the Western world are escaping from the threddom of 
the centuries. . . .For every woman of every tid.be and nation, every 
race and continent, now under the heel of oppression, we must demand
^Ibid.
2
Peck, Carrie Chaomsm Catt. oo. cit.. p. 137.
^New York Times. June 22, 1913.
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deliverance
For a number of reasons, particularly that she might give her un­
divided efforts to the New York suffrage campaign, Mrs. Catt had hoped 
to be relieved of the presidency of the Alliance. The women felt that 
since English was the nearest approach to a universsil language, the presi­
dent should be a woman from an English-speaking nation. At this moment 
there was continental dislike of Great Britain, rendering it very diffi­
cult to elect an English president,
Frau Anna Lindman, of Germany, wrote Mrs, Catt;
, , .The greatest good we bring away from our congress is that we
have seen you do your work as president there. You do more than just 
preside. You fill the formalities of your office with life which re­
freshes all. . , .
As a result of insistence by the suffragists, Mrs, Catt agreed to serve 
again as president and was elected for a third five-year term at the age 
of fifty-four,^
Mrs, Catt ' s organizing ability found expression in the practice 
of training workers by courses or schools. On September 15, 1913, she 
opened such a school in the headquarters of the New York State Woman Suf­
frage Association. About 150 women of auLL ages and from all parts of the
country were present. Originally Mrs, Catt planned the school for about
a dozen organizers vrtio would work New York State in educating the voters
^Carrie Chapman Catt, Address of the President (also called "Qm- 
termatopma"). Delivered at the Seventh Congress of the IWSA, Budapest, 
Hungary, Academy of Music, June 15, 1913 (Manchester: Percy Brothers
Ltd,, The Hotspur Press, 1913), p. 15.
2
Peck, Carrie Chapman Catt, op. cit,, p, 209.
^New York Times. June 20, 1913, p. 4.
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for the 1915 amendment, when the question of woman suffrage was to be
voted upon by the people of New York, But universal interest helped to
extend the school into one preparatory for national work with seventeen
states represented,^
In July, 1914s Ifrs, Catt spent one week attending daily meetings
2
of an Alliance in London. She joined the officers of the Alliance (Ger­
man, French, Austrian, and English women) in drawing up a manifesto to 
the governments of Europe, It concluded:
We, women of twenty-six countries in the International Woman Suf­
frage Alliance, appeal to you to leave untried no method of concilia­
tion or arbitration which may avert deluging half the civilized world 
in blood,^
These international workers then separated to live four years without com­
munication except for Jus Suffragii, their international paper, which con­
tinued to appear throughout the war years,^
At the close of the Alliance in London it seemed that Mrs, Catt 
would be free for the very important New York campaign, vhich she had en­
deavored to promote since 1909* In 1915s however, she again took the 
presidency of the National American Woman Suffrage Association, In speak­
ing later of this event, Mrs, Raymond Brown, one time president of the 
New York State Suffrage group, said that the women of New York fought 
against Mrs. Catt's election to the national presidency for they did not 
see how they could carry on their state campaign without her. After her
^Ibid,, September 28, 1913, p. 7.
^Ibid,. June 27, 1914, p. 13.
3
"^ Peck, Carrie Chapman Catt. op, cit,. p. 213.
*^Ibid,
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election to this office, the New York group separated themselves from the 
others to weep, while the rest of the convention rejoiced.^
Following World War I, Mrs. Catt seized every opportunity to urge 
Congress to submit the Nineteenth Amendment. Congress approved the act 
June 4, 1 9 1 9. Her next aim was to secure the ratification of the amend­
ment by thirty—six states. She lived on trains, in hotels, and at con­
ferences. "She probably knew more governors, legislators, and other pub- 
lie men than did any other person in the country."
After the proclamation of the Nineteenth Amendment enfranchising 
women in the United States, August 26, 1920, Mrs. Catt rushed to West­
chester County, New York, her home; but in Manhattan, Pennsylvania Sta­
tion, a crowd was waiting. Among those present, were Governor A1 Smith 
and representatives of the National Committees of the political parties. 
Also,
There were all the "Old Guard" with the old banners, antiquated 
now, there was the 71st Regiment Band, and amid flowers, deputations, 
congratulations, wild excitement, the last suffrage parade marched 
through the streets of New York to the Waldorf-Astoria where a vic­
tory celebration was held.^
Six years later Mrs. Catt summarized the Woman Suffrage cause in 
the United States as follows:
To get the word male in effect out of the Constitution, cost the 
women of the country fifty-two years of pauseless campaign thereafter. 
During that time they were forced to conduct fifty—six campaigns of 
referenda to male voters; 480 campaigns to urge Legislatures to
Statement by Mrs. Raymond Brown, personal interview. New York, 
September, 1943.
2
"Changing the Mind of a Nation," op. cit.. p. 36O.
^Ibid.. p. 361.
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submit suffrage amendments to voters; 47 campaigns to induce State 
constitutional conventions to write woman suffrage into State consti­
tutions; 277 campaigns to persuade State party conventions to include 
women suffrage planks; 30 campaigns to urge presidential party con­
ventions to adopt woman suffrage planks in party platforms, and 19 
campaigns with 19 successive Congresses. Millions of dollars were 
raised, mainly in small sums, and expended with economic care. Hun­
dreds of women gave the accumulated possibilities of an entire life­
time, thousands gave years of their lives, hundreds of thousands gave 
constant interest and such aid as they could. It was a continuous, 
seemingly endless, chain of activity. Young suffragists viio helped 
forge the last links of that chain were not bom when it began.Old 
suffragists \Aio forged the first links were dead vdien it ended.
In 1920 Mrs. Catt was sixty-one years of age, with immense pres­
tige, but precarious health.^ To her the enfranchisement of women had 
always been a tool to work with, not an end within itself ; therefore, she 
begrudged the years spent in acquiring this right and hastened to educate 
women in its efficient use. The League of Women Voters had been organ­
ized in March, 1919, preparatory to the gaining of the vote. One of its 
purposes was to unify women in a nonpartisan political organization for 
the end of advancing the rights of women and democratic principles.^ As 
early as February, 1920, before the final victory, the League had con­
ducted under Mrs. Catt's supervision a School of Political Education for 
the purpose of training instructors. These trainees established Citizen­
ship Schools in many parts of the United States.^
^Catt and Shuler, op. cit., pp. 107-108.
Peck, Carrie Chapman Catt. op. cit., p. 343.
^Statement by Mrs. Catt, personal interview.
^Carrie Chapman Catt, "The Nation Callsi" Speech delivered at 
Woman Suffrage Convention, St. Louis, March 24, 1919, The Woman Citizen. 
Ill (March 29, 1919), 917.
^The Woman Citizen, V (July 3s 1920), 136.
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With a lapse of seven years, instead of the usual two, the Inter­
national Woman Suffrage Alliance met for its eighth congress at Geneva, 
Switzerland, June 6-12, 1920.^ Seventeen countries had granted suffrage 
to women since the Alliance had met last in 1913* The total had been in­
creased to twenty-one. Mrs. Catt pointed out in her address to the con­
vention:
War, the undoubted original cause of the humiliating, age-old 
subjection of women the world around; war, the combined enemy of their 
emancipation, has tendered to the women of many lands their political 
freedom.^
Of paramount importance was the question of the future of the Al­
liance. Should those vho had obtained enfranchisement continue in a 
■world movement to assist those -who had not received woman suffrage? Mrs. 
Catt's speech expressed hope that the Alliance would have great oppor­
tunities as a regenerating and stabilizing force in the postwar world; 
she warned the people against isolation and encouraged them to assume re­
sponsibility in political affairs. For such work she recommended young 
and vigorous leaders. These ideas prefaced her announcement of retirement 
from the presidency of the Alliance. The board, however, had not been
3
able to name a successor; so Mrs. Catt was re-elected president.
In 1922 the League of Women Voters sponsored a Pan-American con­
ference for women in Baltimore.^ Mrs. Catt accepted the presidency for
Ifbid.. p. 126.
^"Mrs. Catt to the Women of Europe," The Woman Citizen. V (June 
12, 1920), 43.
3peck, Carrie Chapman Catt. op. cit., p. 351* 
^The Woman Citizen. VII (July 29, 1922), 21.
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one year in oixier that she might have time to investigate the future pos­
sibilities for such an organization. During that year, Mrs. Catt visited 
Brazil, Chile, Peru, Venezuela, and the Panama Canal Zone, meeting and 
conferring vd.th many of the government officials, making speeches for the 
advancement of women, and endeavoring in many ways to understand the sta­
tus of and opportunities for women in Latin America. At the end of Mrs. 
Catt's four months of effozrts to understand South Americans, she wrote:
We have striven to arouse women to join the great international 
movements which are binding together the women of all races and na­
tions in the realization that the time is past Wien women may contin­
ue to regard themselves and to be regarded as mere auxiliaries of the 
human race. Perhaps we have at least blazed a trail. That was all 
we expected to do.^
Mrs. Catt discovered so few organizations of women in South Ameri­
ca that she felt it would not be easy to conduct a practical and effective
2
Pan-American association. The Congresses were not immediately abolished, 
however. On May 7, 192$, there was a Pan-American section of the Inter­
national Council of Women held in the Hall of the Americas, Washington,
D. C.^
The years 1922-1923 were very busy for Mrs. Catt. In addition
to her work with the South American women, she was revisiting parts of
Europe, speaking, communicating with government officials in behalf of
the interests of women, and preparing for the International Suffrage
4
Congress to be held in Rome, May 11-19, 1923. At the meeting in Rome
^Carrie Chapman Catt, "The Two Panamas," The Woman Citizen, VIII 
(May 5, 1923), 26.
^Mew York Times. March 11, 1923, p. 9.
3peck, Carrie Chapman Catt. op. cit., p. 415.
^The Woman Citizen. VII (February 24, 1923), 18, 29.
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jsixty-three nations were represented. "Hiis was the largest convention
I 1
held by the International Suffrage Alliance.
i
For Mrs. Catt the Congress at Rome closed the struggle for the 
ballot. Her achievements had groivn from the winning of a municipsüL en-
I
franchisement for women in Mason City, Iowa, 18Ô5, to a large part in 
the gaining of suffrage for women in forty-one nations. Besides these 
visible accomplishments, she had had much influence in securing libera­
tion of women from oppressive codes and customs. At the age of sixty- 
four, she could yet look ahead to an active concentrated campaign, this 
time devoted to both men and women.
A Pacifist
Upon being asked about her earliest interest in the peace move­
ment, Mrs. Catt replied that she had been trying to decide that herself, 
but she thought that it was in 1911, iidiile viewing the war grounds in 
South Africa, that she asked herself the question why wars must be.
There had been peace organizations for almost a century; Mrs. Catt once 
more enlisted in a movement already be gun. ^
In 1915 Jane Addams and Carrie Chapman Catt called a convention 
of women out of which grew the Women's Peace Party. In 1917 Mrs. Catt 
was expelled from this party because she accepted President Wilson's re­
quest to be a member of the Woman's Division of the Council for National
^New York Times. June 2, 1923, p. 2.
2
Statement by Mrs. Catt, personal interview. 
^New York Timea. December 11, 1924, p. 26.
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Defense,^ Some censxired her severely; others endeavored to protect her !
i ;
ifrom adverse publicity. She and Jane Addams differed in that the former i
p
supported disarmament and peace in general, conditionally. The two
women remained very close friends in spite of their variant attitudes
about methods to obtain peace.
During World War I Mrs. Catt spoke against "the sickening horrors
of war." Her first speech devoted entirely to the abolition of war was
"A Call to Action," delivered to the National Woman Suffrage Association
3in Cleveland, Ohio, April 13, 1921. At that time, however, she was not
I
free to devote her time to the promotion of peace; tvjo more busy years 
of international suffrage duties remained. The performance of these 
duties in the devastated European theatre, however, caused her to have a 
deeper concern about the price that millions of people were paying for
I
war. She returned to the United States in 1923 advocating assistance to 
the reconstruction of Europe and promoting of peaceful international re-
i
lations.^ j
At the National League of Women Voters Convention in Buffalo in i 
April, 1 9 2 4, Mrs. Ben Hooper of Wisconsin approached Mrs. Catt with the | 
proposal that the women's organizations which had peace and disarmament
^Ibid.. March 7, 1917, p. 11.
^Ibid., January 11, 1930, p. 7.
3"A Call to Action." A speech delivered at a mass meeting. Ma­
sonic Hall, Cleveland, Ohio, 1921, The Woman Citizen. V (April 23, 1921),
8, 1 6 . . i
I
^Silas Bent, "Women of America Cain Yet Save Europe, Says Mrs. }
— t î u n ^ z — ^ L ^ 7 - , — - -       —  — - - - - - - - - - I
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among their objectives should get together on a common peace program.
Mrs. Catt accepted the responsibility of presenting the plan to the or­
ganizations after she had gained the consent of Josephine Schain to as­
sist her as secretary. The name selected for the project was "Conference 
bn the Cause and Cure of War," popularly known as "Cause and Cure." Its
purpose was "to end war through the removal of its causes," or to obtain
2peace by "preparing for peace."
The first conference was planned to meet in Washington, D. C., 
January, 1925. Mrs. Catt thought it best not to invite any of the ap­
proximately seventy-five peace societies existing in the country at that 
time. They had not, according to Mrs. Catt, "yet seen the wisdom, ap-
3
parently, of a common procedure."
tions offered greater possibilities for united action.
Once established, the conferences met annually for fifteen years,
i
promoting an educational campaign with continuously increasing vigor. At 
jeach annual conference some phase of the international disarmament move­
ment was discussed. To extend the influence of the Washington conferences'.
To Mrs. Catt, the women's organisa-
4
^he cooperating societies were: The American Association of
University Women, Council of Women for Home Missions, Women's Board of 
Foreign Missions, General Federation of Women's Clubs, National Council ! 
of Jewish Women, National League of Women Voters, Women's Christian Tem­
perance Union, National Women's Trade Union League, Young Women's Chris­
tian Association. Later three more organizations joined: National Womr- i
an's Conference of American Ethical Union, National Federation of Busi— j 
ness and Professional Women's Clubs, National Home Demonstration Council; 
New York Times. April S, 1928, p. 18.
I Carrie Chapman Catt, "A Word to General Pershing," The Woman'«
Journal. XIII (January 1, 1928), 9.
New York Times. December 11, 1924, p. 26. 
♦ibid. ------
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jthe unitedT organizations sponsorédTextension courses throughout the ]
{united States and Alaska. These courses^ known as Marathon Round Tables,
' i
[were considered the "most important educational agency of the movement." i
By 1940 the National Committee on the Cause and Cure of War was spending
approximately $2,000,00 annually for the promotion of the Marathon Round
Tables, an amount equal to approximately one-fifth of the total expendi—
2
tures. At this time the Conference on the Cause and Cure of War was 
succeeded by a peace organization concerned with World War II, Woman's 
Action Committee for Victory and Lasting Peace.^
After fifteen years (1925-1940) of effort by Mrs. Catt and her 
five million supporters the abolition of war seemed remote. Still "de­
feat was only delay" to Mrs. Catt as she pleaded for the preservation of 
civilization. By the time of her death she had devoted twenty-two years 
to the advocacy of peace. Her aim had been to influence great numbers 
of people to hate war to the extent that it would be supplanted with a 
practical "Peace Institution."
Historical Significance 
History is usually written by men about men with more stress 
upon the industrial, political, and military movements than upon the 
social. The nineteenth century was one of profound social movements, 
and a significant segment of it included the advancement of the rights of
^Peck, Carrie Chapman Catt. 0 0 . cit.. p. 450.
^"Summary of the Budget of the National Committee on the Cause 
and Cure of War," (Washington, D. C. : Delegate * s Worksheet. January 22—
2 5, 1 9 4 0), No. 3, p. 2,
3
Peck, Carrie Chapman Catt. op. cit.. p, 4 6 9.
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jwomen.^ Schlesinger speaks of the woman's movement as "a story that in
j
itself is one of the noblest chapters in the history of American Democra-r 
cy . " 2
! Though economic freedom and education for women could develop
gradually along with other rights in a democratic America, the legal
rights of women, particularly the right to vote, could not easily come
into use by any such gradual process; legal rights had to be accepted
and passed upon by the majority. Achieving the federal amendment re—
iquired about three—fourths of a century of work involving concentrated 
I o
land organized efforts and great sums of money. In speaking of women's 
struggle for the Nineteenth Amendment, Freeman states: "Year after year■
had seen gains in the battle for equal rights in both political and pro­
fessional life. , . .They jwome^ had so thoroughly proved their ability j 
that longer denial of full civic rights was both unjust and absurd.
In evaluating Mrs. Catt's part in the suffrage movement, Faulkner 
makes these statements:
Since 1890, when two organizations advocating woman suffrage had' 
combined into the National American Woman Suffrage Association, the i 
agitation, under the leadership of Carrie Chapman and Anna Howard
Kenneth G. Hance, Homer 0. Hendrickson, and Edwin W. Schoenberg— 
er, "The Later National Period: 1860-1930," A History and Criticism of !
American Public Address, ed. by William Norwood Brigance (New York:
McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 1943), I, 112-114.
^Arthur Meier Schlesinger, New Viewpoints in American History 
(New York: Macmillan Co., 1922), p. 127.
^Catt and Shuler, on. cit.. p. 107.
Melville C. Freeman, The Story of Our Republic (Philadelphia:
F._ A. _Davi5__Cp.1947l,_Part II, p. 242.
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Shaw^ had become more active.
It was the growing economic power of women as well as the per­
sistent agitation of such able leaders as Elizabeth Cady Stanton,
Susan B. Anthony, Carrie Chapman Catt, and Anna Howard Shaw that 
finally won for them QfomeiQ the suffrage by the proclamation of the 
nineteenth amendment in August, 1 9 2 0 .^
Schlesinger recognizes Mrs. Catt to have been among the "forceful" 
leaders of woman suffrageSuffragists feel that she hastened the vic­
tory. Alice Booth states that the vote would have come to women "perhaps 
not in your lifetime nor in mine. By her work she cut years from the 
waiting time. Mary Gray Peck affirms that "suffrage for women would 
have been delayed at least ten years without the aid of Mrs. Catt, who 
captured the psychological moment to push the movement, following the war. 
,^s. Catt had prestige in Washington and a body of women to support her."^
In an attempt to explain the variables involved in an evaluation
iof Mrs. Catt, Mildred Adams has this to say:
It is difficult, without going at length into the technicalities 
of the so-called "woman movement, " to understand just what it is that 
has given Mrs. Catt her power and to show precisely in vhat her con­
tribution to her period consisted. Statesmen carry through delicate
negotiations and sign treaties that are called by their names; poli­
ticians make speeches and occupy posts that are in themselves guaran­
tees of merit. But a leader of women and a crusader of peace is al­
most by definition outside the realm of history and its evaluating 
devices. The posts she occupied and has occupied are honored more 
by a kind of common agreement than by any real understanding of what
^Harold Underwood Faulkner, American Political and Social History 
(New York: F. S. Crofts and Co., 1943), p. 589.
^ i d .. p. 6 5 4.
^Arthur Meier Schlesinger, Political and Social Growth of the 
American People. 1865-1940 (New York: Macmillan Co., 1941), p. 1?6.
^Booth, op. cit.. p. l60.
^Statement by Peck, personal interview.
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they imply.1
Historians consider that the -woman suffrage movement made a sig­
nificant contribution to the progress of democracy. Public address was 
a highly important part of Mrs. Catt's contribution in hastening the 
•victory.
In evaluating Mrs. Catt's speeches promoting peace, Draughon com­
ments :
Although Carrie Chapman Catt's addresses on peace and war did not 
change the foreign policy of the United States or prevent a second 
world war, they did constitute a sincere and intensive effort of this 
leader to guide a concerted effort toward the peaceful settlement of 
international disputes.
Miss Peck believes that "the educational campaign carried on for 
fifteen years by these Q^welve -women's] organizations played a major part 
in changing the mind of this nation about the ’isolationist policy.
Mrs. Catt’s position in history, however, will probably be de­
termined by the acknowledged significance of the movements which she pro­
moted, especially the suffrage cause to which\she devoted about thirty- 
eight active years and in which she served as an official for sixty con­
secutive years.
Summary
Mrs. Catt devoted her career of approximately sixty-four years to 
the promotion of two causes— woman suffrage and peace. As a child she 
had. given strong e-vidence of the desire to defend her sex. The woman
^Mildred Adams, "Mrs. Catt at 75," op. cit.. p. 3*
draughon, op. cit.. p. 9 5.
L Carrie Chapman Catt. op. cit.. p. 6.
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rights' movement was in an early stage of progress vàien she became a part 
of it. Soon after 1885 she advanced rapidly from municipal to state and 
national responsibilities. In the struggle for equal rights she directed 
her strategy toward those strongest centers of opposition. She capital­
ized upon the seirvices of women to the nation during World War I to com­
plete the victory, vàiich came, in the United States, with the ratifica­
tion of the Nineteenth Amendment, August 26, 1920. At the time she re­
signed the presidency of the International Alliance in 1923, she had been 
instrumental in the achievement of enfranchisement of women in forty-one 
nations.
Mrs. Catt had shown interest in the promotion of peace for many 
years; and, in 1925, she became the primary organizer of the Conference 
on the Cause and Cure of War, which was composed of twelve existing or­
ganizations of women. With the assistance of these women she promoted a 
campaign to educate the people of the United States that international 
disputes could be settled without war. By the time of her death she had 
jspoken as an advocate of peace for twenty—two years.
Some historians recognize that the woman's movement is a signifi­
cant part in the history of American democracy and that Mrs. Catt was the 
leader who directed the cause to victory in 1920,
The Speaker
The purpose of this section is to describe Carrie Chapman Catt's
i
rhetorical practice, including a chronological listing of her speeches, 
the settings in which she spoke, her methods of preparing and delivering 
jspeeches, and contemporary and self-evaluations of Mrs. Catt as a speaker,
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Speaking Occasions^
Only salient characteristics of her speaking occasions will be 
included here. It is impossible to make a complete listing of the speech­
es delivered by Mrs. Catt. She spoke in public as early as 1883; by 1886 
she was spending much time on the lecture platform. In the fall of 1890 
she began campaigning for the suffrage movement; and, except for an in­
terruption in 1 907, she devoted the next thirty-three years to speaking 
for the cause, either in the United States or in other countries.
Mrs, Catt spoke less frequently after 1923, directing her public 
address, after that date, chiefly to the promotion of peace. This activi­
ty is well summarized thus:
When she came into the peace movement it was still, in spite of 
i its years of work, rather inclined to be amorphous, scattered, emo­
tional, full of good intentions and undirected energy. Through her 
Conferences on the Cause and Cure of War she has done more to clarify 
tangled ideas, to coordinate efforts, to straighten out lines of 
thought and endeavor than any other single individual,3
In 1934a when asked why she then limited her speaking to special
occasions, she replied that "she watched Susan B. Anthony grow old and
;go on speaking, and decided that it was a thing to be avoided if pos—
■sible,*’^  In 1943 she remarked that even though she still spoke in public,
i
|she considered it wise at her age to read her speeches. She added that
Even Mrs. Catt was uncertain as to the total number of speeches 
,she had made (letter from Mrs. Catt, September 23, 1943). New York 
Herald Tribune. January 5, 1936, Sec. IV, p. 3 (attributes 7,000 speeches 
to Mrs. Catt),
i  ;
^Peck, Carrie Chapman Catt. op. cit,, p. 37.
^Mildred Adams, "Mrs. Catt at 75," op. cit.. Sec. VI, p, 3 , :
I  ^Ibid,. p. 3.
6l
jshe kept on speaking, thinking each time would be the last.^ The big
I ;
Celebrations planned for her birthdays always inspired her to give public
iutterance to her reactions on current topics. After her eighty—fifth
birthday, January 9, 1944, she wrote:
I never worked harder on a birthday in my whole life than on that 
day,. . .Mrs. Roosevelt, and Helen Hayes, vdio were guest speakers,
I and I were all taken to a separate room to make a Radio-broadcast be­
fore the luncheon. At the luncheon we each made a different speech 
' and were then hurried away from the table to make another for a News­
reel. If you think that was easy you just try it.2
Her last public appearance was on her eighty-eighth birthday, 
lexactly two months before her death. At a dinner of the American Associa­
tion of the United Nations she urged "bolder peace atims, declaring that
o
the present ones would not avert another war."
From news reports and other recorded data about Mrs. Catt’s speak­
ing occasions it has been possible to make a chronological listing of 72^ 
speeches and 185 speaking tours. For many of these speeches. Table 2, 
Appendix 1, gives available information as to date, place and occasion, 
theme or title, type of speech,^ and the size and reactions of audiences. 
Table 1, on the following page, is a summary of Table 2. It is interest­
ing that of these 723 specific speeches 411 are campaign or deliberative 
speeches; 6 2, expository; 2 5, commemorative; 8, after-dinner; and 5, cour­
tesy. Sufficient data are not available to classi:^ 210 of these speeches.
^Statement by Mrs. Catt, personal interview.
^Letter from Mrs. Catt, January 21, 1944.
^New York Times. March 10, 1947, p. 21.
*^The classification used is that presented by many public speak­
ing texts: courtesy, expository, commemorative, after-dinner, and caxor-
Dacign spee ches^ -----  -------------------
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TABLE 1
SUMMARY OF SPEECH OCCASIONS* 
(1883-1947)
Date Specific Occasions
Tours
States or 
Territories
Nations other than 
United States
1883-1887 6 1
1888-1892 110 3
1893-1897 90 19
1898-1902. 63 33
1 9 0 3 -1 9 0 7 44 12 8
I9O8-I912 81 2 20
1 9 1 3 -1 9 1 7 113 19 4
1 9 1 8 -1 9 2 2 57 24 10
1 9 2 3 -1 9 2 7 57 10 11
1 9 2 8 -1 9 3 2 39 3
1 9 3 3 -1 9 3 7 27 5
1 9 3 8 -1 9 4 2 25 1
1943-1947 11 1
Total... 723
*Some of her known speaking occasions. A more detailed listing 
of speeches is to be had in Table 2, Appendix I.
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The speeches of the tours were predominantly deliberative in type. These 
data make plain that Mrs. Catt was chiefly a deliberative speaker.
Speech Settings
Mrs. Catt felt that for most of her woman suffrage speeches she 
encountered a sameness in audiences and in occasions.^ Her platforms 
varied from the very crudest of poverty stricken districts to those of 
wealth and prestige,including audiences of kings, queens, and the nobili­
ty of the world. These degrees of difference may be ascribed partly to 
the rapid social and political changes of the era in which she spoke but 
principally to the recognition Mrs. Catt achieved as a leader and as a 
speaker.
The suffragist met the most primitive conditions in South Dakota 
(four months during the fall of 188?) and in Colorado (three months dur­
ing the fall of 1893). In South Dakota Mrs. Catt spoke from wagons, in 
grain elevators, and in school buildings. One of the experiences she 
often recounted later concerned an occasion upon vrtiich Mrs. Catt and Hen­
ry Blackwell were to speak. Through some misunderstanding no hall had 
been engaged.
In an old-fashioned democrat wagon, with an old-fashioned dinner 
bell, the two suffrage workers and their host and hostess drove down 
to one of the town’s principal corners and rang the bell.
A crowd gathered to hear the young woman and the vhite—haired man speak­
ing from the back of the wagon. That one should advocate that "nice"
o
women go to the polls and vote like men actually astonished the people.
^Statement by Mrs. Catt, personal intei^rLew.
^Booth, op. cit.. pp. 159-160.
3lbid.
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! Krs. Catt endured many hardships while campaigning in South Da-
kota. A great number of her experiences there resembled one described 
by Peck:
Here between thirty and forty farmers with their families had assem­
bled and were sitting on boards laid across nail-kegs. There was a 
chair and stand for the speaker. Kerosene lanterns furnished the 
light. Many of the women held babies in their arms. Mrs. Catt 
thought that to sit on a backless bench holding a baby after a long 
day's work was something no human being could do for long and remain 
well disposed toward the speaker, so she gave her chair to the woman 
who seemed to need it most and suggested that blankets be spread on 
the floor for the babies to lie on. Those babies which were awake 
seemed used to being laid around anywhere, and were as stoical as 
Indian papooses. The yellow lantern light outlined the uncouth fig­
ures on the benches but dimly, and reached not at all the rafters 
I which roofed them in from the Dakota night. The speaker wondered if
I  it were possible to interest those unhappy beings in anything but
I their own desperate plight. They listened to her quietly, and when ;
she was through they sorted out the babies, drifted uncertainly out ; 
to their wagons and faded into the night. Whether or not she had 
moved them, they had moved Mrs. Catt deeply. 1
In Colorado she spoke at watermelon festivals, in mining centers, 
and in courthouses. The following incident presents vividly one of her | 
experiences in a mining district of that state:
One bleak and rainy day, she arrived at the mining center of | 
Ouray, and learned that miners from all the surrounding region, most | 
of them out of work, were coming to her meeting that night and prob—j 
ably would have had several drinks on the way. She went to the meet-r 
ing with considerable trepidation, for this was a new kind of audi- j 
ence and she doubted her ability to interest them. The room was j 
filled when she entered, her hostess being the only other woman pres­
ent, The fumes in the air proclaimed that the saloons had been duly 
patronized. As she looked over the audience from the platform, she 
saw some faces of refinement and intelligence. She knew well enough 
that they belonged to men of education— adventurers idio had lost their 
fortunes elsewhere, boys vrtio like her own father had come prospecting 
on a shoestring, business and professional men trying to regain their 
health or their mental balance by hard physical labor. There was 
something indescribably moving about the vAiole assemblage, the just | 
and the unjust, and before she had proceeded far she lost her nerv­
ousness realizing that she had established contact with them. After
jjgejc_k,_ Carrie Chapman Catt , op. cit,, pp, 62-64
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that she liked miners ’ meetings
With her appointment as chairman of the Organization Committee in
1895J Mrs. Catt’s duties turned toward the dispatching of others to do
the field campaigning. As time progressed her speaking was directed to
committees, to large assemblies, to political bodies, and to campaigns of
strategic significance. For example, to secure a federal amendment, it
seemed to Mrs. Catt that the foremost state to be won was New York.
"Furthermore, it was recognized that no campaign to carry the Empire
State for suffrage stood any chance until New York City had been converted,
and New York City could not be carried till Tammany Hall gave the ’all 
2
clear’ signal." To accomplish this task Mrs. Catt resorted to the use
3
of Tammany Hall tactics to convert Tammany Hall. Women vdno supported her 
in this work named themselves the Woman Suffrage Party,^ For a gathering 
such as this Mrs. Catt’s audiences resembled the one which filled Carnegie 
Hall in 1909:
On the floor sat eight hundred and four delegates and two hundred 
alternates in convention assembled, representing every assembly dis­
trict in Greater New York. Every chairman had a list of the sympa­
thizers in her district. The framework of a city—wide political or­
ganization was there on display. Women whose husbands were prominent 
in Tammany circles were sitting in delegates' seats of the new or­
ganization. . . .Society was present in the boxes to see how Mrs. 
Mackay would get along reading the platform. The upper tiers were 
filled with people who did not know Mrs, Mackay but came to cheer 
Mrs. Catt and Miss Hay and old wheel horses from Brooklyn and Staten 
Island and the Lower East Side and Harlem and the Bronx. 5
Ijbid..pp,. 74-75.
^Ibid.. p. 168.
3lbid.. pp,. 168-172
^Ibid.. p. 170.
^Ibid., p. 171.
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At the conclusion of a speaking tour of ninety meetings in the 
state of New York, Mrs. Catt said to a news reporter:
Our meetings were crowded and we enlisted great numbers of new 
reciniits. Our most interesting encounter with the antis was in Al­
bany. . . .The antis took exception to our announcement hung at the 
gate and had part of it cut away, so we got more advertising. Our 
meetings were packed. . . .
At Rochester. . .we had the biggest meeting ever held in the city. 
At Buffalo, with a blizzard, we had 2,000 at the meeting and raised 
$5,000. More newspapers support us than ever before and many well- 
known men show that they are not afraid to come out and speak for
us.l
New York women, crowded into the suffrage headquarters, learned
of the defeat of their state amendment. Mrs. Catt made "a pithy speech
to the weary women. . . .She said the election was not a defeat, but the
2
beginning of the decisive battle."
Within forty—eight hours, November A, 1915, a second New York 
campaign began at Cooper Union:
The huge old building on Ninth Street could not begin to hold the 
thousands who surged around it. . . .As Mrs. Catt. . .came on the 
stage, a crack regimental band struck up "See, the Conquering Hero 
Comes i" but was utterly drowned out by the thunder of applause that 
greeted her and the campaign leaders. . . .
The appeal for $100,000 to start the new campaign created an un­
paralleled scene j voices all over the auditorium clamored for atten­
tion. There was not a pause until the lists were closed at the stipu­
lated sum; actually the amount pledged was $115,000.3
People everywhere heralded Mrs. Catt as she achieved internation­
al recognition. A few instances were: In Copenhagen, cabinet ministers
and foreign legations received her; in Christiania, a former Prime Minis­
ter and King Haakon greeted her; in Stockholm, her welcomes included
^New York Times, February l6, 1914, p. 2. 
^Peck, Carrie Chapman Catt. op. cit.. p. 232. 
^Ibid.. pp. 233-234.
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flowers^ speeches, dinners, and receptions with the American and Swedish 
flags waving together,^ The setting for the International Suffrage Alli­
ance meeting in Copenhagen, June, 1911, was spectacular:
The congress opened with delegations from twenty—two nations, 
later increased to twenty—five, in attendance. The city administra­
tion in compliment to the convention ran up the flags of the partici­
pating nations on the flagpoles along the waterfront by the Grand 
Hotel, where the headquarters were. The auditorium of the Academy 
of Music was likewise hung with the banners of the nations. . . .
The most beautiful occasion of the congress was on the last even­
ing at Saltsjobaden, a seaside resort an hour's ride by steamer from 
Stockholm. . . .An open balcony of the restaurant served as rostrxim 
for the speakers. . , .As she |]^s. Catti stepped onto the balcony a 
group of peasants in costume came forward on the lawn below, facing 
her and singing songs of greeting and farewell.^
The League of Women Voters was formed of women who had promoted 
woman suffrage and had reorganized with a new purpose.^ There were also 
the women who initiated the Conferences on the Cause and Cure of War 
Draughon, who has made considerable study of the Cause and Cure of War 
audiences, notes certain characteristics and attitudes of these women;
They were women who had been engaged during the first twenty 
years of the twentieth century in getting the vote, and the second 
twenty in using it. In assuming their rightful status of equality 
with men, they asserted their rights in the school, the home, the 
church, and found a place in industry and government. ^
She further asserts about the selectivity of these women:
The conferences were made up of "a very intelligent group of
^Ibid.. pp. 176-1 7 7.
^Ibid.. pp. 178-179.
3lbid.. p. 3 0 6.
4lbid.. p. 4 0 9.
^Draughon, op. cit.. p. 25.
6 8
women vgtio studied and were conversant with every depai-tment of gov­
ernment vdiich had any influence at all upon the economic or political 
situation which tended to make difficulties between nations.". . .Al­
though many of the delegates came from New York, New Jersey, Mary­
land, and other states near Washington, D. C., most states were repre­
sented at each conference.
The Hall of Nations in the Hotel Washington, Washington, D. C.,
at the time the conferences were held there, is described as a
beautiful room with maps of the different nations in panels around 
the wall. It seated approximately a thousand people. The actual 
number in attendance at the Conferences and therefore on the speech 
occasions, varied from about 450 to 7 5 0 .^
At the time that Mrs. Catt was promoting peace she spoke to audi­
ences other than the Cause and Cure of War Conferences. Frequently a 
news report opened with a statement similar to this: "Fifteen hundred
strong, farm women from remote sections of this and foreign countries 
rose tonight at a dinner to acclaim Mrs. Carrie Chapman Catt, who voiced
3
an ardent plea for their aid in the abolition of war."
Men's organizations frequently placed Mrs. Catt on their programs. 
An instance of such an occasion occurred in an annual session of the 
American Academy of Political and Social Science idiich met in Philadelphia;
Defenders of the United States Government as a pioneer in both 
judicial and arbitral branches of international settlement came to 
grips at today’s sessions of the American Academy of Political and 
Social Science. . . .The principle defender of America's leadership 
in arbitration was Dr. James Brown Scott, Secretary of the Carnegie 
Foundation for international peace. Mrs. Carrie Chapman Catt of New 
York opened tonight's discussion. .
llbid.. p. 2 7.
^Ibid.. p. 28.
^New York Times, June 5, 1936, p. 23. 
^Ibid.. May 13, 1928, p. 6.
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The major portion of Mrs. Catt's sixty-four years of public ad­
dress preceded the period vdien acoustic aids were utilized. Her audiences 
varied to include a.1 ] social strata, and the sizes ranged between a few • 
hundred and approximately two thousand auditors.
Speech Preparation
Mrs. Catt had almost no direct training for a speaking career 
other than personal experience. While she was in college at Ames, Iowa, 
men debated and delivered orations, but women merely read their own es­
says. Mrs. Catt, then Carrie Lane, felt that women, too, should give 
orations and in her junior year she became the first woman in the college 
to deliver an oration. Soon afterward she promoted the first debating
society there for women.This extracurricular activity was the extent
2
of her academic speech training.
While in college she formed reading habits that were to function 
later in the preparation of her speeches. She read eagerly, digested 
-rather thoroughly, and enjoyed the atmosphere of the college library. 
While working in the library she often went early, before it opened, to 
study her psychology by repeating ideas as she walked up and down. This 
habit of walking was used later as she composed her speeches orally.^
From her reading experiences she gathered much speech material and organ­
ized it systematically as she read.^ Her private library, including
^Peck, "Mrs. Catt at College: 1880-1930s" op. cit.. pp. ifl-42,
p
Statement by Mrs. Catt, personal interview.
^Peck, "Mrs. Catt at College: 1880-1930," op. cit.. p. 40.
^he Woman Citizen, VII (December 30, 1922), 14.
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‘about twelve hundred volumes on the subjects of suffrage and peace as 
Well as many volumes on law, furnished significant materials for her 
speeches,
When asked about the preparation of her speeches she stated:
I regret that speaking was not foremost in ray career. Since I 
' was kept busy in the suffrage office with administrative work, I did 
the largest part of ray speaking without even taking time to think 
out in advance just "vdiat I was going to say. When I first began 
speaking, I prepared one speech in detail; from this, in later 
speeches, a part was selected for a beginning and another part for 
an ending. I extemporized between. Wy annual and biennial addresses 
were delivered from manuscript. The biennial addresses included 
each time a review of the progress made by the suffrage movement in 
the two preceding years. Statistics quoted or speeches broadcast
were read.^
To the question; "How much attention did you give in advance to
your audiences and occasions?" Mrs. Catt replied:
Very little, except on rare occasions. On campaign tours I felt! 
that my audiences were rather similar in type; as a result I used thé 
same subject matter on so many occasions that I tired of the extreme 
monotony. Often I wished that the purpose could vary more; that the 
material could be changed; and that the level could be raised; but li 
felt that I must work at all times with one motive, "To convert 
people to suffrage"; and that this one purpose did not permit a new ; 
presentation.3 i
i
Experience was Mrs. Catt ' s principal instructor in the prépara- |
I
tion of speeches. As a busy executive it seemed to her that she frequent­
ly delivered speeches without direct preparation as to choice of subject| 
matter, or as to consideration of audiences. For special occasions such 
as national and international conventions, before legislators, and for
Letter from Mary Gray Peck, April 10, 1947. 
^Statement by Mrs. Catt, personal interview. 
3lbid.
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broadcasts she wrote these speeches in full and often read them.^
Delivery
Those contemporaries of Mrs. Catt >4io commented upon her manner 
in delivering her speeches appeared to agree that she was an energetic 
speaker with poise, using few gestures, and having a voice pleasant, flu­
ent, and easily understood. Anthony and Harper considered her "young and
2
handsome" at the age of forty-one. As she advanced in years her physical
stature became "impressive, commanding the respect of her audience."^
Although energetic,she used few gestures other than an occasional stress
with two fingers on the right hand.^ "She simply stood up and sad.d what
she had to say in a quiet, beautiful voice full of inspiration and force.
Following Mrs. Catt's address to the National American Convention, 1917,
on the subject of "Message to Congress," Rose Young had this to say about
her posture and gestures:
In delivering it the speaker, never ornate in rhetoric or de­
livery, seemed to withdraw her personality utterly, so that there 
was left only the mental and spiritual content of her message. To 
hear her was like listening to abstract thought, warmed by the fire 
of abstract conviction. To see her was like looking at sheer marble, 
flame-lit.°
^The extant copies and consequently those available for any rhe­
torical study are mostly special addresses. Stenographic reports of the 
extemporaneous speeches are infrequent.
^Anthony and Harper, op. cit.. IV, 389,
^Statement by Mrs. Raymond Brown, personal interview.
^Ibid.
5lbid.
^Rose Young, "Editorial, " The Woman Citizen. II (December 22, 
1917), 69.
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Her voice was said to be "eloquent, quiet, rich in quality, pos­
sessing an earnest appeal; it was "easily understood in audiences rang- 
ing from fifteen hundred to two thousand." Her "strong, rapid, fluent 
voicepossessed a "steady rhythm.
Since Mrs. Catt's purpose was to educate audiences step by step 
rather than to change them by revolutionary methods, so her delivery ap­
pealed more to reason than to emotions. She was logical in presentation 
and at the same time capable of polarizing the attention of her audiences. 
In 1 9 1 7, Rose Young commented upon these characteristics:
Many an orator sways an audience’s mind by emotional appeal. Hers 
was the crowning achievement to sway an audience to emotion by the 
symmetry and force of her appeal to its mind. Again and again, sal­
vos of applause stopped her for a moment, but again and again the 
steady rhythm of her strong voice regained control of the commotion.
At the end her grip on attention was so acute that a little hush fol­
lowed the last word.5
The American people appear to have abused the term oratory by at­
taching it to oral monstrosities. The etymology of oration is oratio» 
meaning to speak or to pray.^ To some people, the term suggests an 
elaborate and dignified discourse. Therefore, when Mrs. Catt’s commen­
tators speak of her oratorical qualities, it is difficult to know just 
what the term meant to the observer.
^Anthony and Harper, op. cit., IV, 5Ô-59, 3Ô9.
Statement by Mrs. Brown, personal interview.
^Anthony and Harper, op. cit., IV, 245-246.
^Young, op. cit., p. 6 9.
Sibid.
Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary (Springfield, Massachusetts:
G. and C. Merriam Co., Publishers, 1949), p. 590.
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In addition to considering Mrs. Catt "an eminent woman orator,"
Peck qualifies the concept by saying: "She possessed an emotion not often
recognized as such by presenting an intellectual and logical argument,
having a 'calm kind of fire' that got results."^ Mrs, Brown, who had also
been one of Mrs. Catt ' s auditors for years, considers her delivery to be
2
that of a "stateswoman."
Among her admirers was Ray K. Immel who was impressed by the "ef­
fective use she made of logic and emotion in her public address."^ In 
referring to her suffrage speeches, Mrs. Catt once remarked that her de­
livery was basically an effort to reason with her audiences in preference 
to moving them by emotion. She continued;
If I had my life to live over I believe I would make more use of 
emotional appeal. Logic gets the least in results; it is not the 
logical appeal that wins.^
Apparently this changed attitude did affect the delivery of her speeches 
on peace and also modified her use of invention.''^  Draughon also notes 
this change. ^
fwalker concludes that Mrs. Catt'^  "comprehensive background 
reading on suffrage, peace, and war; habits of verifying each fact,"
^Statement by Mary Gray Peck, personal interview.
^Statement by Mrs. Raymond Brown, personal interview.
^Statement by Ray K. Immel, personal interview, 1939. (At the 
time of the interview Immel was Dean of the School of Speech, University 
of Southern California.)
Statement by Mrs. Catt, personal interview, September, 1943,
5see Chapter VI, infra.
6Draughon, op. cit.. p. 86.
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a careful composition of each speech; the capacity to adapt to dif­
ferent audiences and varying occasions; a calm and poised demeanor 
on the platform; a low, rich, forceful voice; a charming and attrac­
tive appearance; all these combined to make her an effective speak­
er.
Presented briefly, Mrs. Catt was not a bombastic orator. Her 
poised and energetic personality; her pleasing, forceful tone and rhythm; 
and her ability to extemporize fluently and logically, combined with an 
earnest desire to win her cause, made her an effective persuasive speak­
er for the woman’s movement.
Audience Responses
In 1887 when Mrs. Catt, then Mrs. Chapman, began lecturing in
2
Iowa, her audiences paid her from $10 to $25 on each occasion. The 
amount paid provides one index of her audiences ’ evaluations of her as a 
speaker.
On an occasion in Colorado, in 1893, after delivering a speech,
a giant came up to shake hands with her. “Lady," said he in a rich 
brogue, “I'm what they call a bad man. I drink as much as I can get. 
I've been in jail for one thing and another, and there's nothing re­
spectable at all about me. But I had a good old mother back in Ire­
land, and vAiat you said has made me think of her. Sure the good wom­
en ought to vote to balance off the likes of me, and I'm going to 
talk for woman suffrage from this time till election day, and it's a 
bold man that will open his mouth against it in my presence!" Wheth­
er it was owing to the efforts of the unrepentant sinner or not, his 
town voted for suffrage in November,3
At the National American Convention in Atlantic City, 1916, Mrs. 
Catt's audience “filled the large theater and listened with intense
^Walker, op. cit.. p. 436.
^Peck, Carrie Chapman Catt. op. cit., p. 47
3lbid.
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interest until the last word was spoken at five o'clock.»! (The speech 
started at 3:30.) In Saratoga, New York, August 30, 1917, when Mrs. Catt 
spoke before the Woman Suffrage Party State Conference, she raised the 
audience to
. . .a pitch of enthusiasm vrtiich lasted thirty minutes. The cheering 
did not die out until every one of the thousand or more delegates and 
visitors in Convention Hall had meurched to the platform, vAiere they 
filed past Mrs. Catt.^
On December 14, that yeajr, a news reporter stated, "Mrs. Catt ' s speech
3stirred the throng who heard her in Poli's theatre.»
When Mrs. Catt turned to the subject of peace in Cleveland, Ohio, 
April 13, 1921, and delivered her address, "A Call to Action," she brought 
her audience to tears; but this act was rare and more of Anna Howard 
Shaw's style than that of Mrs. Catt
On February 26, 1936, after she had spoken to the women's division 
of the American Jewish Congress at the Commodore, "800 women came to their 
feet to give her a three—minute ovation."^ Again, when addressing this 
organization regarding aid for the Nazis' victims, she received the fol­
lowing reaction:
Again the impassioned crusader she was during the campaign for 
woman suffrage, Mrs. Carrie Chapman Catt, now in her eightieth year, 
brought a cheering audience to its feet yesterday in the grand
^Ida Hus ted Harper, The History of the Wom^ Suffrage (New York: 
National American Woman Suffrage Association, 1922), V, 488.
^New York Times, August 31, 1917, p. IS.
^Xbid., December 14, 1917, p. 13»
^Peck, Carrie Chapman Catt. op. cit., p. 408.
^New York Times. February 27, 1936, p. 20.
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ballroom of the Hotel Astor. . . .Amid repeated outbursts of applause 
In illustrating Mrs. Catt's continued ability to arouse audience
I response, Mrs. Brown states:
I At the Centennial dinner, 1942, four speakers had preceded Mrs.
f Catt. Isabelle Depalentia had just delivered an appealing address.
f Mrs. Catt followed by throwing away her written speech at eighty-
three and speaking impromptu. She displayed great brains and her
♦ attention values were appalling. At the end of the speech no previ—
I ous ovation at the meeting had been so great; the audience was shout-
* ing and waving handkerchiefs.^
Mrs. Catt was particularly accomplished in obtaining from her 
audiences large financial donations for the suffrage cause. Frequently 
commentators spoke of her "packed houses," her audiences held "breathless" 
and at "hushed attention." Her ability to arouse much ovation extended 
to the close of her speaking career.
Self-Evaluation
Mrs. Catt once set forth her own standard of speech criticism:
If I were going to judge of a person's speechmaking qualities, I 
should be inclined to think the most important thing was what informa­
tion or ingression the speech conveyed to the hearers, but that is 
not the factor which a real student of oratory would consider ^sicj. 
That would be the literary or the oratorical construction of the 
speech. But, as I never possessed anything worth noticing of liter­
ary or oratorical talent, the only thing you can judge by is the im­
pression my speeches made and their ability to bring the hearers into 
agreement with the speaker.3
In commenting on copies of her extant speeches, Mrs. Catt wrote:
In looking over some of them myself, I can see that my purpose 
was to give the audience some information; tell them something they 
ought to know and I do not find in any speech any little eloquences
^Ibid.. March 31, 1938.
2Statement by Mrs. Raymond Brown, personal interview.
^Letter from Mrs. Catt, June 1, 1945.
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or tricks that a really good speaker is always interpolating now and - 
then through his speeches. I never thought I was a good speaker, 
never claimed to be and never thought I had made a good speech when 
I got through. I did think that the more people who were made to 
think about the cause I was representing the sooner we would accomp­
lish the suffrage and I thought its accomplishment was put off so 
long because our work was not of the high class we would have liked 
to have had it.^
Fujrbher testimony concerning Mrs. Catt ' s humility in evaluating 
herself as a speaker is contained in an incident she related:
I have never considered myself a speaker worthy of imitation.
Once, I was traveling with Miss Anthony and the plan was that she 
was to make the first speech and when she got through, I was to be­
gin, Sometimes she spoke an hour and sometimes she spoke only five
minutes. Upon this particular occasion, a request was made that she 
should speak last, because some business men were coming late to the 
meeting. Neither one of us made a good speech.
When we went to the place at which we were staying, I asked Miss 
Anthony if she ever felt that she had made so bad a speech that she
never wanted to make another for that was the way I felt. She re­
plied: "Why, I always feel that way. " In a few moments she came to
me and said: "After I thought about it a little, I concluded that
poor speeches were better than no speeches at all, so I have gone 
right on," That was really the philosophy of my speeches, I think 
I was better than nobody at all, but I never thought there was any­
thing in ray experience that could teach a Department in Public Speak­
ing how to do it,2
When asked which of her speeches could be considered her best,
Mrs. Catt said:
I should say that the two most important speeches I ever made 
were; (l) The address to Congress, which was the only one ever made 
by the suffragists and was printed and distributed to every member 
as the last word to be said before the last vote was taken asking 
for the submission of the Federal Amendment. (2) The address made 
after the submission of the Federal Amendment and which was addressed 
to the members of the legislatures, and I think we distributed it to 
all the members,
I have not seen or read these speeches for twenty-six years and 
I do not say that they are not the worst speeches ever made by any
^Letter from Mrs. Catt, June 25, 1945.
^Letter from Mrs. Catt, July 19, 1940.
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human being. I am only saying that they ought to have been the best 
I made at any time because they were the climax of the campaign, . . . 
I am inclined to think that the best speeches I ever made were war 
speeches,!
Mrs, Catt seemed to feel that she had more freedom in choice of subject
2
matter vhen speaking on the subject of peace and war,
A pencil note on her copy of the speech, "The Crisis," suggests 
that someone, possibly Miss Peck, considered it among her climactic 
speeches. The note reads: "A most important speech, given by Mrs. Catt
at the Emergency Convention, 1916, when Mrs, Catt, after being drafted 
as President of the National American Woman Suffrage Association a second 
time, launched the drive for the Federal Amendment.
Throughout Mrs, Catt's remarks about herself as a speaker it is 
apparent that she was principally concerned about the communicative as­
pect of her speaking rather than its literary style. She possessed a 
strong inner conviction that she had a message for her audiences that was 
of vital importance to the future of women and that the success of women 
depended upon her ability and the ability of her co-workers to move audi­
ences to accept this message and do something about it.
Summary and Conclusion
A study of Mrs. Catt reveals her as a personality inherently a 
pioneer determined to achieve an objective even though she had much oppo­
sition and the goal appeared to be unattainable. Her faith in the
^•Letter from Mrs, Catt, June 1, 194$.
^Statement by Mrs. Catt, personal inter-view,
O
•^ Carrie Chapman Catt, "The Crisis" (unpublished manuscript). 
President's Address delivered at the Emergency Convention, Atlantic City, 
New Jersey, September 7, 1916,
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evolutionary progre^s“ ~of th ë humânTrace generatêü~â" co nfi3.en^ ë In Ruma^ .
This perspective on society led her to see each cause as a part of a larger
!
movement. Those who knew her were impressed with her physical and mental 
strength as a leader. Praise of her and her cause was apparently enhanced 
by her modesty, tolerance, sincerity, and statesmanlike behavior. She 
probably minimized unfavorable impressions about herself by refusing to 
support the militant suffragists or the Woman’s Party and by maintaining 
a nonpartisan political attitude. She appears to have gained the respect 
of women in many nations as an organizer, a tactful executive, and an 
inspirational leader.
The promotion of two causes— suffrage and peace— composed Mrs,
Catt ’ s career. As a child she was a defender of her sex. In 1883, when 
she entered the suffrage activities, Wyoming alone had state-wide suf­
frage, Early in her suffrage work she recognized the need of organization 
at the varied levels ranging from local to international. With the united 
support of women in four continents, woman suffrage gained momentum, Mrs. 
Catt continued to serve as executive in these strategic positions, leader 
of the New York City and New York State campaigns, president of the Na­
tional Woman Suffrage Organization and promoter of the federal amendment, 
and president of the International Alliance advocating the rights of women 
throughout the world. Such an extensive program kept her traveling and in 
conference most of thirty-six years. Her contacts with public officials 
surpassed that of any other woman of her time.
Seventeen months before the proclamation of the Nineteenth Amend­
ment, she had started preparations for the woman voter-to-be by organizing 
the League of Women Voters, In 1922 and 1923 she was touring South America
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studying the possibilities of liberating those~women "from oppressive codés 
and customs.
Mrs. Catt had shown interest in the promotion of peace for many 
years, and, in 1925, she became the primary organizer of the Conference 
on the Cause and Cure of War, which was composed of twelve existing or­
ganizations of women. With the assistance of these women she promoted a 
campaign to educate the people of the United States to the settlement of 
international disputes without war. By the time of her death she had 
spoken as an advocate of peace for twenty-two years.
To make a complete listing of all of the speeches delivered by 
Mrs. Catt in five continents throughout sixty-four years was not possible 
for Mirs. Catt herself. For this study a chronological listing of 723 
individual speeches and 185 speaking tours has been made.
To the observer who views Mrs. Catt's speaking career from a more 
remote perspective it appears that the audiences included about every 
strata of society, but to her there was a "sameness" about her suffrage 
audiences. It seemed to Mrs. Catt that her time for preparing her speeches 
was limited by her activities and that the simplicity of her woman suffrage 
objective and the similarity in these audiences determined her choice of 
material. She preferred the wider range of subject matter made possible 
in the subject of peace. Listeners who commented upon her speaking con­
sidered that her selection of subject matter was indicative of sincerity 
and common sense and that her logical presentation possessed a "calm emo­
tion" that polarized their attention. She delivered her speeches with a 
communicative attitude that stressed the importance of her message over 
her manner of delivery, Mrs, Catt has suggested that any effectiveness
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achiëvèa bÿ^ Tier speeches should bê^etermined bÿ tTïêir abilX-EjTlb becube^ 
belief and action from the listeners. In her self—evaluation she did not 
consider her speeches to contain literary or oratorical values.
Those contemporaries of Mrs. Catt who attempted to evaluate her 
contributions to women recognized that her importance in history would 
probably be determined by the acknowledged significance of the movements 
which she promoted, especially the woman suffrage cause; and that a social 
movement pertaining to women is inclined to receive less stress than a 
political or a military movement by men. They also were of the opinion 
that economic freedom and education for women could develop gradually 
along with other rights in democratic America, but that the legal ri^ts 
of women had to be accepted and passed upon by the majority. Those in 
best position to observe believe that Mrs. Catt was instrumental in ex­
pediting the enfranchisement of women, and that through her ability to 
organize and secure the cooperation of millions of women she established 
a national educational program promoting peace and opposing the isola­
tionist policy. Some widely recognized historians have found the woman’s 
movement to be a significant part in the history of American democracy 
and Mrs. Catt to be the leader who directed the cause to victory.
CHAPTER III 
THE NEED OF THE BALLOT 
Introduction
"Let us say that the task of literary criticism is to put the 
reader in possession of the work of art," says Cleanth Brooks.^ "Is this 
a mere reading of the work or is it a judgment of it? Frankly, I do not 
see how the two activities can be separated. . . .The attempt to drive a 
wedge between close reading of the text and evaluation of the work seems 
to me confused and confusing." One may take a similar point of view 
for rhetorical criticism. Parrish and Hochmuth consider that "if the re­
sults of a speech are measurable, it is the job of the rhetorician to
analyze the causes of its alleged success or failure as these are dis-
3
coverable in the speech itself."
For the analysis contained in this chapter the terms issue, pre­
mise , and argument will be used according to the following definitions.
Issues have been defined as "the questions that describe the differing
^R. W. Stallman, Critiques and Essays in Criticism, 1920—1948 ]
(New York: Ronald Press Co., 1949), p. xx, I
^Ibid.
^ayland M. Parrish and Marie Hochmuth, American Speeches (New 
York: Longmans, Green and Co., 1954), p. 8. (Italics are part of the
quote. ). ^ ..-r ^ . .... .... .... ...----------------------------------------
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opinions concerning any controversial subject."-^ They are "inherently i
vital points, contentions, or subpropositions.They may "chart a range
of opinion and belief— a range that stretches from yes all the way to
no." The term, as applied in this study, pertains to those points of 
contention which are inherently vital to a proposal advocated by the 
speaker. The term premise as here used is considered in a less formal 
sense than when applied to the syllogism. It may be a matter of fact or 
of opinion from which a speaker reasons toward a conclusion.^ In this 
text argument is considered to be the "activity by vdiich one person, 
through the use of reasoned discourse, seeks to get other persons to be­
lieve or to do what he wants them to believe or to do
In Chapter I of this study it was suggested that Mrs. Catt 's woman 
suffrage speeches adapt themselves to division into three issues: Do
women need the ballot? How should they obtain it? What use should they 
make of it? Chapter III will consist of an analysis of the invention and 
arrangement as revealed in thirty of her speeches developing the need is­
sue.^ The writer considered these speeches to be representative of Mrs.
^A. Craig Baird, Argumentation. Discussion and Debate (New York: 
McGraw-Hill Co., Inc., 1950), p. 6 3.
p
James H. McBurney, James M. O'Neill, and Glen E. Mills, Argumen­
tation and Debate. Techniques of a Free Society (New York: Macmillan
Co., 1 9 5 1), p. 2 9.
3
•^Argumentation and Debate, prepared under the auspices of Tau 
Kappa Alpha (New York: Dryden Press, 1954), p. 31.
^Donald C. Bryant and Karl R. Walla.ce, Fundamentals of Public 
Speaking (2d ed.; New York: Appleton-Century Crofts, Inc., 1953), p. 328.
^McBurney, O'Neill, and Mills, op. cit.. p. 1.
^Indicated in bibliography by footnote number one.
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Catt • s ideas and” rfiëtorical devtc^es^trââtïng the rïëëd i s sùe "âf ter reading 
the total number of about thirty-five speeches pertaining to this issue.
i
The five excluded duplicated subject matter and rhetorical devices.
Mrs. Catt's use of invention— including premises, arguments, and 
the three modes of persuasion: logical, emotional, and ethical proofs—
was determined for each of the thirty speeches and the results cast into 
a cogent whole for this study. For the method of analysis , the reader 
is referred to Appendixes II, Part B, and III. A similar application of 
the elements of arrangement to the individual speeches was made before 
synthesizing the results for this chapter. The analysis treated the basic 
structural pattern as revealed in the introduction, conclusion, and body 
of the speeches, and the manner in vàiich these patterns affect or modify 
the use of invention.
Invention
Premises and Arguments 
To facilitate the study of the need issue as presented in thii^iy 
of Mrs. Catt's woman suffrage speeches and as stated by Mrs. Catt on 
other occasions, the premises and arguments will be here cast into a 
cogent whole. This procedure would seem to permit a more comprehensive 
examination than would ever be possible in the alternative method of 
speech by speech analysis.
"To convert people to woman suffrage" was Mrs. Catt's stated pur­
pose in speaking on the subject.^ To accomplish this aim she maintained
^Statement by Mrs. Catt, personal intejTview.
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that the right to vote belongs to women as well as to men. It was con­
sidered a natural heritage resulting from the evolutionary advancement of 
civilization, A preliminary outline of her thinking in regard to the need 
of the ballot will be helpful to the reader.
The Natural Rights of Women 
I. Women and men should share the same natural rights.
A. Civilization is in an evolutionary process.
1. Evolution is "God's immutable law."
a) In evolution of the race, truth emerges through conflict.
b) The advancement of civilization has been in progress for 
centuries.
1) It did not have a dated beginning.
2) The Declaration of Independence in the United States
crystallized the movement in behalf of self government
3) Manhood suffrage is no longer an experiment in the
civilized world.
2. Temporarily, democracy is retarded by reactionary attitudes.
a) Colonial voters had many restrictions.
b) Later all restrictions were removed for men.
c) As a result democracy experienced repercussions.
d) Therefore, women were denied the right to vote.
3. Women need the ballot to counteract reactionary forces.
a) Women are advancing rapidly in education.
b) Women desire to improve the status of the nation.
c) The ballot is the most effective means of exierting this
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needed influence,
d) Conditions have been improved in those areas "where women 
have been enfranchised.
4. To delay the enfranchisement of women in the United States
endangers the reputation of the democratic form of government.
a) Democratic practice appears to be inconsistent with its 
theory.
b) Leadership in world democracy compels the United States 
to enfranchise its women.
The Natural Rights of Women^
From Herbert Spencer Mrs. Catt acquired the belief that women and
2men should share the same natural rights. Natural rights, she contended, 
are "the right to life, the right to liberty, the right to free speech, 
the right to go where you will and when you please, the right to earn
3
your own living and the right to do the best you can for yourself."
When she became aware of discrimination against women in the 
distribution of votes her enlistment in the defense of that cause was a
Note the following abbreviations to be used in the footnotes:
CCCW: Conference on the Cause and Cure of War.
IWSA: International Woman Suffrage Alliance.
NLWV: National League of Women Voters.
NAWSA: National American Woman Suffrage Association.
NWSC: National Woman Suffrage Convention.
^Carrie Chapman Catt, "The Mission of a Republic." Chicago World 
Fair and NAWSA, 1892. Part of speech found in Anthony and Harper, op. 
cit.. IV, 187 ff.
^Carrie Chapman Catt, "President's Annual Address." NAWSA, first 
International convention February, 1902, and thirty—fourth annual conven­
tion of NAWSA. Anthony and Harper, ibid., IV, 29; also Washington, D. C. : 
Hayworth Publishing House.
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"mere incident in the bigger conviction that the affairs of the vrinole
world vrere askew because the male possessed a dominating superiority and
the female a surrendering inferiority complex. Long before she was
cognizant that she had been born amid a self-governing people and that
the instrument employed for the process was a vote, she learned to defend
her sex by painful but self-reliant methods. It was after a companion
had lost her hoopskirt and "every boy, good and bad, had snickered and
every little girl had blushed," that Carrie made a "terrible grimace" at
the worst offender. From such experiences I4rs. Catt came to consider
2
iherself a champion in the defense of her sex. Later she wrote, "I did 
jnot choose my cause, the destiny of a hoopskirt set me on my way.
I The evolutionary advancement of civilization.— Evolution, to Mrs.
ICatt, was not "chance nor a question of identification of our first an—
I1
jcestor, but the obedience of all mankind to a universal plan, including
ithe suns, moons, planets and all the mysteries of the limitless universe
I— God's immutable l a w . W h e n  eleven she read Robert Ingersoll's The
iMistakes of Moses.^  Vfliile in highschool she read Darvnn's Origin of 
' 6
I Species. Her college professors were "earnest crusaders" of evolution.;
!  ■ i
I From Herbert Spencer "we were taught the history of man, not as recorded;
i  :
! ^Carrie Chapman Catt, "WTiy I Have Found Life Worth Living," The !
! Christian Century. March 29, 1928, p. 406.
i  ^Ibid.
^Ibid., p. 408.
^Ibid.. p. 407.
5peck, Carrie Chapman Catt, op. cit., p. 27.
:_______ ^Ibid.. p. 31.
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±n history, but in the findings of science."
In 1928, -when looking back at the effect of the "evolutionary
faith" upon her life, I4rs. Catt admitted that it was an influence belong­
ing to a generation that had passed, yet it "not only unfalteringly sus­
tained me through forty years of campaigning, but gave me a life of per­
petual happiness":
Pleadings before legislatures, political conventions or congress, 
or with voters when a referendum had been submitted, were to me "mere 
battles in a war* certain to be won," Looking backward, I regard the 
influence of this faith in God's eternal law for the evolution of the 
race as the chief control of my life. It was a faith emanating from 
Darwin's generation and bom of the virile forces on both sides of 
the controversy in its young years. Probably it ivill never seem so 
personal, so all-embracing as it did to those of that generation who 
had to insist that textbooks should be harmonized.^
There were factors about Mrs. Catt ' s faith in evolution that she
would not want overlooked:
I  If evolution of the race is a dependable faith, it follows that
I the opposition of causes is quite as important as the affirmative,
j  A controversy waging long is but a wrestling bout, with truth emerg-
i  ing as an established fact, the inconsequential wrestlers forgotten.
Both sides are needed to bring that truth uppermost. I cringe idien ' 
I hear or read of the protagonists of a cause calling their opponents 
i unpleasant names and questioning their motives, or the opponents mak­
ing faces at an unanswerable argument. Both have failed to grasp the 
i  fact that the race is climbing and that together they are building a j
I  step on the stairs.^  i
! She considered the advancement of civilization to have been in '
I  i
progress for centuries: !
I  Neither the man movement nor the woman movement had a dated I
!
I  -^ Gatt, "Nhy I Have Found Life Worth Living" (March 29, 1928),
lop. cit., p. 407.
*^ Ibid., p. 408.
3lbid.
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beginning. In the struggle upward toward political freedom, men v/ere 
called upon to overthrow the universally accepted theory of the Divine 
Right of Kings to rule over the masses of men; women, the universally 
accepted theory of the Divine Right of Men to rule over vromen.^
The Magna Charta in 1215 was one of the steps in the progress
toward freedom; for, as she expressed it, "given the Magna Charta, man
suffrage was bound to follow; and given man suffrage, woman suffrage be-
2
came inevitable." Even though the world had long been maiking ready for 
a change in government, it was the American Declaration of Independence 
that "caught the tendency toward the rights of the individual man, which 
had been elusively evolving through the centuries, crystallized it into 
limmortal words, and thus was inaugurated the modern movement in behalf of
i  o
jself government. This self government is the will of the people which 
|is "surely destined to be the future sovereign of the w o r l d . H a d  this 
{pronouncement of independence not come to America, it would have come 
jelsev/here.
j The rumbling sounds and premonitions of the coming change had
■ long been heard beneath the surface of things the whole world round,
, and the eruption came at the point of least resistance, vdiich hap­
pened to be on this side of the Atlantic. . « .Those Americans who 
initiated the modern movement, would scarcely have ventured to pre­
dict that within a century, "Taxation without representation is 
tyranny" would have been written into the fundamental law of all the 
I monarchies of Europe, except Russia and Turkey. . . .Their wildest
I imaginings would not have prophesied that before another century
I should close Mongolian Japan, then tightly barring her gates against
I the commerce of the world, and jealously guarding every ancient
^Catt and Shuler, op. cit.. p. 4» I
^Carrie Chapman Catt, Mrs. Catt's International Address. delivered 
at the IWSA, Amsterdam, June 15, 1908 (printed for the occasion).
^Carrie Chapman Catt, "The Will of the People," The Forum. XLIII 
(June, 1910), 595.
^Ibid.
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custom, would have welcomed Western civilization, and established a 
nearly universal suffrage for her men. . . .Evolution never stands 
still. . . .The most intolerant skeptic of democracy will har^y fail 
to perceive that universal suffrage of men, and the substitution of 
the "will of the people," for edicts of hereditary kings, or lords, 
or privileged classes, is unquestionably the goal toward^which politi­
cal evolution, with irresistible force, is hastening on.
"Manhood suffrage," to Mi*s. Catt, was "no longer an experiment but an
2
established fact throughout the civilized world."
Reactionary attitudes toward democracy.— Frequently Mrs. Catt 
narrated the history of the male voter in the United States. The num­
bers of first voters possessing the right under the original charters 
granted by the mother country were limited greatly by restrictions, in­
cluding religious tests and property qualification. As a result there
[were actually few voters With the forming of the federation after the
I c
Revolution these restrictions were gradually abandoned. The rapid
I_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
I
Ifbid.
^Carrie Chapman Catt, President's Annual Address, delivered before 
the thirty—sixth annual convention of the NAWSA held in Washington, D. 0., 
February 11 to 17, 1904 (printed by the NAVJSA, 1904), p. 2.
^Mrs. Catt stated that as early as 1895 she had difficulty in lo— 
icating materials on the topic of the enfranchisement of men. Later con— ; 
siderable research was done by John Hopkins University, University of 
Maryland, Pennsylvania University, and other universities in that area. 
Important sources to Mrs. Catt were Albert McKinley, Suffrage Franchise 
in the Thirteen Original Colonies of America; Charles Seymour and Donald ' 
Freery, How the World Votes; and brochures treating the subject. (Carrie 
Chapman Catt, "How the Vote Came to Men." Delivered at Chicago Citizen— | 
ship School, February, 1920.), The Woman Citizen, V (October 30, 1920), I 
|610-613; V (November 6, 1920), 63S-64I.
; ^Carrie Chapman Catt, Statement from "Senate Hearing," 1910,
Harper, The History of Woman Suffrage, op. cit., V, 745.
^Carrie Chapman Catt, "Speech before Congressional Convention,"
(1 9 1 5), ibid.. p. 7 5 2.
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extension of male suffrage to illiterate immigrants, Negroes, and Indians 
brought forth repercussions vrfiich had their place in blocking the exten­
sion of enfranchisement to women.^ Mrs. Catt once spoke (in 1904) of the 
cause of this reactionary attitude in relation to its effect upon women:
It is said progress moves forward in cycles, or waves, and that, 
after every high tide of popular opinion which carries a reform, or 
a new idea, forward until it is anchored safely in law, there comes 
a never failing receding wave of conservatism and of doubts as to the 
wisdom of the preceding radicalism. However that may be, a reaction­
ary spirit is certainly creeping into popular opinion in America, and 
the conviction is growing that the suffrage has been extended too 
freely; that the principles of democracy have been applied too liter­
ally; and that problems of the most serious character have followed 
this cheapening of the ballot. . . .The woman suffragist meets this 
i skepticism on every hand. The intelligent man and woman of today
I  meets the argument for the enfranchisement of woman with acquiescence.
I "We know you are right, we agree with you, but universal woman suf- .
; frage will only make a bad matter worse, and add to the ills which
are already appalling; we must wait, till the ignorant have grown in­
telligent, the intelligent have grown honest, and politics the pure ; 
and exalted thing we picture it in our dreams." The superficial mere­
ly reply, with a shrug of the shoulder: "Too many people are voting
already. . . . "
Our movement. . .is caught fast between the upper millstone of 
the reaction against democracy and the nether millstone of vanishing 
traditions.^
I  1I
This condition, Mrs. Catt felt, warranted careful investigation:
If the present skepticism concerning the final outcome of democ-; 
racy is merely a reaction, following the period of radicalism repre-1 
sented by events connected with the Civil War, it will unquestionably 
I pass with the next oncoming wave of progressive thought. If, however, 
i universal suffrage for men is proving an obstacle to good government;
I conditions warrant a careful investigation. Surely, all advocates of
I democracy agree with Dr. Starr Jordan of Stamford University, when he
i says it is not the mission of the republic to make governments good, |
I but to make men strong. If the responsibility of universal suffrage]
I then, is really strengthening the intelligence and the character of ;
j men, we may well afford to bear with it in patience, even at the
ip. 3.
Catt and Shuler, op. cit., pp. 162-164.
^Catt, President's Annual Address (February, 1904), op. cit..
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temporary expense of good government. But if the development of good 
government and the growth of character in men are hindered by the op­
eration of universal suffrage, it may become the duty of the republic, 
in the interest of true progress, to readjust the basis of voting 
citi zenship.^
From the reports of the Commissioner of Education Mrs. Catt gath­
ered considerable data regarding the illiteracy of the male voters and
2
determined the classes to which they belonged. She noted that the pres­
ence of "more than two million of illiterate voters" had proved a telling
3
factor in producing the reactionary attitude. From current opinion she 
reasoned that much of this illiterate vote represented a purchasable vote, 
which, "at the behest of unscrupulous leaders," could be thrown one way 
jor the other, in accordance with the ability of the machine to pay."^
I
The extension of suffrage to all men in the United States effected 
a corrupt control of the illiterate voter. These results produced skepti­
cism toward the success of democracy and greatly influenced the delay of 
the enfranchisement of women.
The power of the ballot needed by women.— Again and again Mrs.
Catt attacked those "corrupt forces" for turning an illiterate voter 
against a better educated and "more loyal" citizen— woman. It seemed to ! 
Mrs. Catt that women could have been instrumental in assisting with the :
I ^Ibid., pp. 4-5.
I  2‘^ Educational statistics not only for illiterate voters, but also 
for women interested Mrs. Catt over a period of years. After the United 
States had entered ¥orld War I, Secretary Daniels appointed Mrs. Catt 
chairman of the Educational Propaganda Committee of the Woman’s Committee 
lof the Council of National Defense (New York Times. March 7, 1917, p. 11)
I  ;
^Catt, President’s Annual Address (February, 1904), op. cit..
|p. 8.
^Ibid., p. 13.
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solution of the reactionairy problem if they had not been denied that re­
sponsibility by the very nature of the problem.
Mrs. Catt believed that women were interested in improving the 
welfare of the nation: "the improvement of the society;. . .the mainte­
nance of high standards of manhood in political life; the establishment 
of progressive schools; the thoroughly intelligent care of the insane, 
defectives, criminals and paupers;. . .the abolition of the vjhite slave 
traffic and child labor. . . . To combat social evils and to fulfill 
obligations to the government, women needed the ballot:
It should be the duty of all who profit by the generous protection 
of the government, as it should be the privilege of those who may suf- 
! fer by its oppression, to possess a ballot’s share in the making of
! laws, in order that the beneficial ones may be perpetuated, the un-
I just ones corrected, and that new ones, representing the continual
I progress of thought toward higher things, may be the more quickly
I established.
If the millions of club women in the United States could enforce 
their hope for better things by the ballot, there is no ideal which 
would be impossible of attainment.^
If, Mrs. Catt suggested, women could "alter conditions," without 
the "necessity of securing the passage of new laws," the ballot possibly |
would not be needed. However, "the indirect method of influencing legis— i
i j
lation is by petition and personal persuasion, and these alone are open *
to women. . . .Women get some concessions without the ballot. They have ^
; t
secured the passage of many laws, but most of them have come through pain- \
I 3 ■ 1
jful effort." She recognized that "men, with the ballot, do not get all |
I  :
Carrie Chapman Catt, "The Ballot is Power," speech delivered be­
fore the Woman's Christian Temperance Union, National Educator. No. 14,
(undated— likely before 1920), p. 1.
^Ibid.
3lbid.
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they ask, but in the long run, the direct method of a vote wins far more 
results than the indirect method of petition and persuasion." Mrs. Catt 
believed that women needed the ballot not only because it was a power but 
also because it was "the most effective, most dignified, most self-re­
specting means of exerting an influence" toward improving the society in 
which people live.^
As women began to obtain the right to vote Î4rs. Catt utilized im­
provements attributed to the influence of women's newly gained pov/er to 
illustrate their need of the ballot. For example, she pointed out that 
the ballot had enabled the women in Caldwell, Idaho, to defeat the gam­
blers; in Norway, it had made possible a home for the poor girls of the 
2
streets. New Zealand, where women had voted since 1893, had the lowest
infant mortality rate in the world. Kansas, Wyoming, and Washington
i
jdemonstrated that the equal suffrage record is a record of "humanizing 
legislation":
I [rhe record show^ better living conditions without increasing the
I cost of government. {sicQ It is a record of thrift. . . .Elections
are cleaner, polling places more decent and at a less pro rata cost 
I than in states where men only vote. Taxation is demonstrably lower
I and state debts on the decrease in most of the states vbere men and
* women are working side by side for a better government. ^
* I Since women were progressing educationally and were interested
«
^  improving the welfare of the nation they needed the ballot to counter-
i  I
|act reactionary forces. For Mrs. Catt believed the ballot to be the most
I  i
i :  !
llbid.
Carrie Chapman Catt, "Equal Suffrage, " Clarksburg, West Virginia, 
August 3, 1 9 1 6. Daily Telegram, August 4, 1916, pp. 1, 3, 9.
^Carrie Chapman Catt, Notes from Speech at the Suffrage Confer­
ence in Maine (New York: Leslie Woman Suffrage Commission, 1917), p. 1.
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effective means for influencing changes in a democracy.
Democratic inconsistencies.— As women went on spending money and 
energy in the struggle for a right considered basic in a democratic gov­
ernment, Mrs, Catt repeatedly pointed out the inconsistencies in the 
American policy of the continued refusal to enfranchise women. In 1913 
she commented that more naturalized men had been granted the right to 
vote during the last twenty years than there were women of the voting age 
at the beginning of that period. Yet men had refused women the ballot, 
saying: "There are too many of you.Frequently she stated that the
principle of "taxation without representation is tyranny" had prompted
America to grant the ballot to all people of this nation over twenty-one
2
years of age, except women.
It seemed to Mrs. Catt that the reputation of America as a demo­
cratic nation depended upon the enfranchisement of women:
It was this country that led the world in teaching the idea of 
"government of the people" and there is no nation anywhere in the 
world which has gained an extended suffrage for men that has not won 
it as the result of the unanswerable logic of our own Declaration of 
Independence. It is humiliating to American women to see that our 
country only boasts of its democracy and allows itself to be outdone 
by monarchies in the actual demonstration of the thing we profess.^
In both addresses, the one to Congress in 1917 and to the Legis­
latures in 191 9, she spent some time in developing the premise that "lead­
ership of the United States in world democracy comjiels the enfranchisement
^Mew York Times. November 20, 1913.
Carrie Chapman Catt, An Address to the Congress of the United 
States (New York: National Woman Suffrage Publishing Co., Inc., 1917),
p. 1.
^Carrie Chapman Catt, "Mrs. Catt's Address," Harrisburg, Pennsyl­
vania, March 7, 1 9 1 6, p. 1.
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of its own women. She reasoned that since the American principles had
become the issue of World War I, and since other nations were beginning
to enfranchise their women;
Any man with red American blood in his veins, any man who has
gloried in our history and has rejoiced that our land was the leader
of world democracy, will share with us the humbled national pride 
that our country has so long delayed action upon this question that 
another country has beaten us in what vre thought was our especial 
world mission,^
Other nations had considered America an example in the democratic 
form of government. To maintain this respect in practice as well as in 
theory, the United States must enfranchise women.
The preceding compendium, to a certain extent, approaches Mrs.
Catt's chronological order of presenting her premises and arguments over 
a period of about thirty-two years. Her most detailed discussions of the 
subject of evolution occurred in her early speeches. This social philoso­
phy was basic to most of her speeches throughout her life. The treatment 
of the reactionary attitude toward democracy was especially significant 
to the early part of the need issue. When addressing women she often de­
voted the entire speech to a discussion of woman's progress toward en­
franchisement. Other aspects of the improved status of women were pre­
sented occasionally in her early speeches. During World War I the women's 
contribution to the war and the idea that the United States was losing 
prestige as a democratic nation became two of Mrs. Catt's most important 
arguments in pressing her cause to victory.
^Catt, An Address to the Legislatures of the United States (Feb­
ruary, 1 9 1 9), op. cit. (copy in Appendix); An Address to the Congress of 
the United States (1917). op. cit., p. 4.
^Ibid., p. 6.
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[ Logical "Proof
patterns of Reasoning
It will be the purpose of this portion of the chapter to analyze 
the methods by which Mrs. Catt endeavored to give logical validity to 
her beliefs when treating the need of the ballot issue. This criticism 
is accomplished by consideration of the following questions: Is the
sti*ucture of the argument deductive, inductive, or both? What kinds of 
reasoning are used and how are they developed? Do they appear logically ; 
adequate in representative examples of her reasoning? (That is, in ac­
cordance with traditional tests of reasoning obtainable in standard rhe­
torical works.) By what methods does she support her arguments? What 
is the nature of the refutation used?
Deductive reasoning.— Mrs. Catt considered her campaign speeches 
for woman suffrage to be based upon the following reasoning: "Women are
taxed; women are people; therefore, women should vote."^ This statement 
may be reduced to a syllogistic form, thus: People who are taxed should
vote; women are taxed; therefore, women should vote. The validity of 
this syllogism rests upon the assumption: People vAio are taxed should
vote. Mrs. Catt chose a major premise established for the American male 
voters and applied it to the women. American audiences accepted her 
major premise as valid, leaving her with one basic contention: women are
people.
After reading Mrs. Catt's woman suffrage speeches one may easily 
conclude that the preceding reasoning was one facet of a broader
Statement by Mrs. Catt, personal interview, September, 1943.
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lenthymeme;^  Political evolution has gained natural liberties including ' 
[the ballot for people; since ■women are people they have a natural right 
^o the ballot. Upon this major assumption Mrs. Catt needed only to prove 
that women and men should have the same natural political rights. This 
reasoning occurred in at least seven of the thirty speeches treating the 
need issue.
Major parts of five of these speeches were developed by hypo­
thetical enthymemes. An example is of this order— if we can educate the
illiterate voter, we can relieve the reactionary attitude to'ward democracy
2
and thereby gain the ballot for women. Three of these speeches contained 
disjunctive enthymemes. For instance she devoted one entire speech to 
the idea that either "women are inferior to men or they are not
Occasionally Mrs. Catt cast an entire speech into a soritical 
patten. Two in this group are worthy of special observation. In the 
"Will of the People" Mrs. Catt deduced: The ■will of the people is surely
destined to be the future sovereign of the world; women are people; there­
fore women "will be a pairfc of the future sovereignty. The first line of 
reasoning follows the progress of man's thinking in bringing about uni­
versal man suffrage; the second pursues the reduction of the opposition 
to woman suffrage until "one powerful obstacle, sex-prejudice" remains
^The term enthymeme is used throughout this study in the Aristo­
telian sense as explained by James H. McBurney, "The Place of the Enthy­
meme in Rhetorical Theory," Speech Monographs, III (1936), 49-74.
Carrie Chapman Catt, "For a Better America," circa 1917.
^Carrie Chapman Catt, Women are inferior to men or they sire not 
(no title— first sentence in the undated manuscript).
^Catt, "The Will of the People" (1910), on. cit.. pp. 595-602.
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r In the" ëpëëcR "The Ballot Tisteher was dffere(i a !
soritical thought pattern: Anyone who is interested in altering conditions
in society must secure the passage of new laws; women are interested in 
altering conditions in society; therefore, women must be able to secure 
the passage of new laws by voting.^
In the need issue Mrs. Catt gave about half of her attention to 
developing her arguments by deductive reasoning, A part of this was in 
combination with inductive reasoning. Her basic arguments were cast into 
categorical, hypothetical, and disjunctive patterns. She gave preference 
to categorical and hypothetical structure. Two complete speeches were 
almost entirely soritical in development.
Inductive reasoning.— About half of the speeches on the need is­
sue were inductive in structure, either wholly or in part. The contents 
of these speeches were taken from the history of both the man and the 
woman suffrage movements. In nine of Mrs. Catt's inductive speeches she 
used many examples or specific instances to build a cumulative effect.
In her annual addresses to the audiences of American women she usually 
gave detailed reports of the progress of woman suffrage for the preceding 
year, concluding with a description of proposed activities for the near 
future. Her biennial addresses to the International Woman Suffrage Al­
liance accumulated specific instances and examples of women's progress 
throughout the entire world, concluding with suggestions of work yet to 
be done. For example, in her Amsterdam speech she devoted the major por­
tion of the speech to detailed accounts of idiat each nation was doing to 
promote woman suffrage and from these experiences she drew inferences to
^Catt, "The Ballot is Power" (undated), op. cit.. p, 1,
1 0 0
jbe applied to plans for the future.^ Since she gathered these reports ! 
from the various national presidents, her generalizations were probably 
Acceptable to her audience as logically sound.
Inductive reasoning was preferred when addressing women, but oc­
casionally it seemed appropriate to her when speaking to Congressmen 
where her habit was to use deductive arguments. For example, for the 
House Judiciary Committee, in 1902, she gave many illustrations of the
increasing interest in self-government in different parts of the world in
2
order to prove the inevitability of woman suffrage,
Mrs. Catt seemed to prefer categorical and hypothetical enthymemes 
rbo disjunctive but employed all patterns of reasoning at some time in this
lis sue. Two of the thirty speeches were entirely soritical in structure,
i
Nine of the speeches addressed to women auditors were developed by induc­
tion composed of specific instances culminating into a conclusion. Those 
addressed to mixed audiences or Congressmen relied chiefly on analogy.
In about a third of the thirty speeches there was a combination of induc­
tive and deductive reasoning.
kinds of Arguments
Just as Mrs, Catt used a fairly equal distribution of inductive 
and deductive structure of argument with some integration of the two in 
treating the need issue, so she approached a similar distribution in her
^Catt, Mrs. Catt's International Address (June 15, 1908), op, 
cit,,— an example.
2
Statement by Mrs. Catt before Judiciary Committee, House of 
Representatives, February 18, 1902, Anthony and Harper, op, cit,. IV,
1 0 1
use of argument from analogy, causal relation, and example, the three 
kinds of arguments most frequently used. To identify her causes and ef­
fects she employed an occasional argument from sign. The four speeches 
of this group delivered to men contained about an equally proportioned 
amount of argument from causal relation, extended analogy, and example. 
Ten speeches delivered to mixed audiences gave about the same emphasis 
to causal relation as to extended analogy. Of six speeches delivered to 
international audiences, one was an extended analogy and five were de­
veloped from examples. Ten other speeches delivered chiefly to women 
audiences were basically causal relation combined with extended analogy.
Except for the international speeches the arguments of this issue 
were basically of this manner: The progress of democratic liberties
cause women to recognize by sign that they should have natural rights.
By means of an extended analogy the progress of women is shown to differ 
from the progress of men in gaining suffrage rights. By sign argument 
current circumstances give evidence that women will gain the ballot.
For this issue four topics were often subjected to analogous 
reasoning: man and woman suffrage, two or more social movements, the
past and the present, and nations granting woman suffrage. In each argu­
ment likenesses and differences were developed along with the relation 
of the analogy to the generalization. For example, in Mrs. Catt's first 
address before the International Alliance she presented man and woman 
suffrage as being alike in the two essentials of liberty: Taxation only
with representation and "governments derive their just powers from the 
consent of the governed." They were alike, further, she explained, in
, "President's Annual Address" (1902), op. cit., pp. 29-30.
1 0 2
jbhat "woman suffrage must meet precisely the same objections which have ] 
jbeen urged against man suffrage, " but different in that women "must com- ; 
bat sex-prejudice,Mrs. Catt reasoned that since women are people the 
;"sex—prejudice" objection was irrelevant, and that the inevitable con­
clusion was that woman suffrage was "a logical step. . .hard upon the
; 2 
track of the man suffrage movement."
In another analogy she asked that the difference element be the 
determining factor in accepting her proposed generalization. Woman's de­
mand for the ballot, she contended, did not differ from the demand for 
an education or the right to enter a profession. The difference was in 
the possible manner of achieving the goal. To admit a woman to a college 
jor to a profession was a matter of changing a custom, but to acquire the 
Iright to vote was a legal concern. Upon this difference rested the gen-
i
3ieralization that women should be enfranchised by a federal amendment.
As related to the need issue, the pattern of cause—to-effeet 
reasoning as used by Mrs. Catt stems principally from two topics: those
causes that prompted her and other women to work for the ballot, and 
those causes that prevented women from obtaining the ballot. At times 
she referred to the desire of women to improve the society of mankind, 
and to achieve natural rights for women in all phases of life as the 
cause which prompted them to work for the ballot. In discussing the
^Catt, President's Annual Address (February, 1904), op. cit..
p. 14.
^Ibid.
^Carrie Chapman Catt, Address to NAWSA, 1897, Anthony and Harper^ 
jop. cit.. pp. 274-2 7 5.
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adequacy of the ballot to gain the improvements desired by women, she ad­
mitted that it could not "get all," but that it was the "most effective" 
means for exerting influence.
Repeatedly when discussing those causes that had prevented women 
from obtaining enfranchisement, she included the reactionary attitude 
which had resulted from advancing the ballot to illiterate men, the atti­
tude of those men vdio considered women to be their inferiors, and all 
obstacles that had confronted men in self-government.
Mrs. Catt discussed the adequacy of the causes in the production 
of respective effects in most of the twelve speeches using this kind of
reasoning. For example, much statistical data were produced to show that
the illiterate vote was preventing the enfranchisement of women. While 
Mrs. Catt felt that women had sufficient proof that corrupt forces were 
controlling the illiterate vote, she admitted that the practices were
p
executed in "secret" making the cause to the effect relation "invisible."
"The opposition to the enfranchisement of women," Mrs. Catt re­
marked, "is the last defense of the old theory that obedience is neces- 
sary for w o m e n . I n  explaining the adequacy of this cause in the pre­
vention of the enfranchisement of women, she pointed to the gradual 
weakening of the argument throughout the past centuries. "The newer 
doctrine," she said, "is that men and women are equal halves of the
^Catt, "The Ballot is Power" (undated), op. cit.. p. 1.
^Catt, President ' s Annual Address (Febi-uary, 1904) ^ op. cit.. 
p. 3; also, Catt and Shuler, op. cit.. pp. 132-159.
^Catt, Women are inferior to men or they are not (no title— un- ; 
dated manuscript), op. cit.. p. 2.
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race.
Arguments from sign stemmed from lira. Catt's interpretations of 
responses to the woman suffrage cause and from her confidence that women 
would win the ballot. Those arguments from sign based upon the inevita­
bility of woman suffrage increased in frequency as she approached her
goal. Often sign recognition and causal relation arguments overlapped:
2
"Woman suffrage is inevitable. Three distinct causes malce it so." The 
time relation in an argument from sign was of significance and occasion­
ally was pointed to in a direct statement as in her Budapest address 
when speaking of the progress of woman suffrage in the Western world:
For a century the thought of the civilized world has been making 
ready for this time, and now upon the wall of progress the handwrit­
ing has been chiselled large and clear; "Governments take heed, worn— 
suffrage is bound to come, when are you going to act?"
Probably there is no more certain indication of the status of our 
movement today than the attitude of Governments when they read that 
handwriting. When movements are new and weak. Parliaments laugh at 
them; when they are in their educational stages. Parliaments meet 
them with silent contempt; when they are ripe and ready to become 
law. Parliaments evade responsibility. Our movement has reached the 
last stage. The history of the past two years has demonstrated that 
fact beyond the shadow of a doubt, Parliaments have . stopped laugh­
ing at woman suffrage, and politicians have begun to dodge I It is 
the inevitable premonition of coming victory.^
In almost every speech developing a generalization Mrs. Catt in­
troduced exceptional instances with an analysis as to why they were ex­
ceptions. For example, Wien speaking of the corrupt control of the il­
literate voter she stated that she was aware that there were men who
^Ibid.. p. 1.
Carrie Chapman Catt, An Address to the Legislatures of the 
United States, February, 1919 (New York; National Woman Suffrage Pub­
lishing Co., Inc., 1 9 1 9), p. 1.
Q
 - -Catt, Address of the President (June 15, 1913), op. cit.. p. 2,
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"hate bribery and false methods." "But," she explained, "when the time 
for action appears, these same men grow halting and cowardly, for after 
all, they are not sure that in the final test their own, and not the 
rival party, would lose the more votes throu^ such restrictions,"^
In the six speeches Mrs. Catt developed entirely by induction 
she cited many examples. These examples gave evidence of being repre­
sentative to her conclusions in that they were often distributed geo­
graphically and drawn from events in histoiy pertinent to her generaliza­
tions . Both positive and negative cases were included and the examples 
clearly exhibited the relation that was being generalized. In her funda­
mental argument that women needed the ballot she enumerated each class 
or group of men who had been enfranchised. She named the exceptional
cases: "Some States deny the voting right to paupers, idiots, insane,
2
and criminals." She generalized that since suffrage in the United States 
is universal for men it should become universal for people by including
3
women. In other arguments from example she did not necessarily name all 
cases, but it was her habit to use many representative instances, to 
state exceptions, and to relate them to the generalization.
In the need issue Mrs. Catt often constructed her arguments by 
analogy, by causal relation, and by example. At times she developed them 
from sign. In analogies, essential likenesses were pointed out and dif­
ferences became basic in forming the generalization in most cases. Her
^Catt, President's Annual Address (February, 1904), op. cit..
p. 14.
^ b i d .. p. 4. 
J^ Ibid., pp. 4 ff.
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speeches developed by causal relation provided for interventions between 
cause and effect and estimated the strength of the causes. When arguing 
from example she relied upon many cases, both positive and negative, 
which were related to the generalization. In sign arguments considera­
tion at times was given to the reciprocal relation between the sign and 
the event. The latter kind of reasoning was frequently suggested rather 
than stated in a direct manner.
Methods of Support
As used in this study methods of support refer to types of speech 
materials used to amplify, clarify, or prove a statement, including defi­
nition, analogy, illustration, specific instances, testimony, restate­
ment, imagery, quotation, and statistics. When Mrs. Catt wished either 
to clarify or to prove her premises, she gave evidence upon different 
occasions of being capable of resorting to almost every kind of support. 
Most frequently, however, she relied upon historical data pertaining to 
political, social, and educational forces, and at times she quoted sta­
tistical materials liberally.
A tabulation approximating the amount of kinds of support used 
by Mrs. Catt in the need issue reveals her emphasis to be of this order; 
She devoted more than half of her time to the presentation of examples 
and specific instances from history or from the testimony of her co-work­
ers. In three of these speeches she gave slightly less than half of the 
time to the development of statistical data. Authorities were quoted at 
intervals in a majority of her speeches for the purpose of establishing 
a. basis for further reasoning. Present in parts of different speeches.
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in small amounts, were narratives, analogies of a supporting type, image­
ry, slogans, restatements, and rhetorical questions.
The amount of support used varied. Occasionally the available 
copy of a reported speech is composed of compact reasoning largely so— 
ritical in nature with very little support. There is always the possi­
bility that the recorder reported her logic but omitted her support. 
Copies of about eight speeches are composed almost vholly of supporting 
material with implied or briefly stated arguments. These were addressed 
to audiences of women. One may reasonably conclude that she felt little 
opposition from these audiences and that her purpose was chiefly evoca­
tive rather than argumentative. The desire to keep the women informed 
concerning the status quo of suffrage may have led her to quote exten­
sively for them from statistical data.^
When discussing historical data Mrs. Catt frequently quoted au­
thorities acceptable to the majority of American audiences. Upon a num­
ber of occasions she quoted or paraphrased a part of the Constitution of
2 3
the United States and the Declaration of Independence. She referred
to Presidents of the United States, especially Presidents Lincoln and
Wilson,^ Statements made, by Senators supporting the woman suffrage cause
^Ibid.. passim; "How the Vote Came to Men" (February, 1920), 
op. cit.; many others.
^Catt, Statement from "Senate Hearing," 1910, Harper, The History 
of Woman Suffrage, op. cit., V, 745; also, "Hearing before the House Suf­
frage Committee" (1918), op. cit., p. 131.
3
Catt, An Address to the Legislatures of the United States (Feb­
ruary, 1919), op. cit., p. 1; "The Will of the People" (1910), op. cit.. 
pp. 595-602; An Address to the Congress of the United States (1917), 
op. cit., p. 1,
^Ibid.
lOÔ
were repeated; remarks opposed were given less attention.^ When Mrs.
Catt quoted extensively from authorities, she more often than not stated 
the source and at times explained -why she considered it authentic. For 
example, when quoting governmental statistics concerning the illiteracy 
of different classes of people as distributed in the several areas of
Q
the United States and the number of men of voting age, she was careful 
to document the name of the commissioner "vdio released the data and the
3
date of the census. She stated sources less frequently vhen quoting the 
figures on the results of a state referendum, or data on the internal 
working of the woman suffrage organization such as the number of workers, 
signers of petitions, dollars spent, and leaflets circulated.^ Since 
she was president, both national and international, it may be assumed 
that such data were at her command at the national Woman Suffrage office 
in New York City.
When she discussed the philosophy of natural rights she quoted 
the Bible^ and frequently referred to such men as Herbert Spencer, John
^Ibid. ; also "They Shall Not Pass," The Woman Citizen. Ill (Feb­
ruary 1 5, 1 9 1 9), Ilk—75} and An Address to the Congress of the United 
States (1 9 1 7), op. cit. . p. 3.
%att. President's Annual Address (February, 1904)  ^op. cit.. 
passim; also "Senate Hearing," 1910, Harper, The History of Woman Suf­
frage. OP. cit.. V, 7 4 5.
3jbid.
Carrie Chapman Catt, "Speech before Congressional Convention," 
December 1$, 1915, Harper, The History of Woman Suffrage, op. cit.. V, 
passim.
Ç
'^ Carrie Chapman Catt, "Mrs. Catt's Acceptance of the Presidency," 
NAWSA (1 9 0 0), Anthony and Harper, op. cit.. IV, 372 ff.
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Locke,^ John Stuart Mi 1 1 and her contemporary, David Starr Jordan, 
President of Stanford University.^ Macauley was often quoted for his 
skepticism about democracy.^
At times Mrs. Catt quoted or paraphrased poetry as a part of her 
supporting materials. At Budapest when emphasizing the solidarity in the 
interests of women everywhere, she stated that she could not accept Kip­
ling's idea:
The East is East and West is West, _
And ne'er shall this twain meet.^
In her Stockholm address she closed her speech with a quotation
from George Linnaeus Banks, "What I Live For," as encouragement to the
women to adjust themselves to the new order of problems in their suffrage
cause.^ The fact that this same quotation occurs in a number of Mrs.
Catt 's speeches suggests that it held some significant meaning for her.
The part quoted is as follows:
To the wrong that needs resistance.
To the right that needs assistance.
To the future in the distance 
We give ourselves.
^Catt, "The Mission of a Republic" (1892), op. cit., p. 18?.
2
Catt, Women are inferior to men or they are not (no title— un­
dated manuscript), op. cit., p. 2.
^Catt, President's Annual Address (February, 1904)  ^op. cit..
pp. 4-5.
^Ibid.
^Catt, Address of the President (June 15, 1913), op. cit.. p. 15,
^Carrie Chapman Catt, Is Woman Suffrage Progressing? President's 
Address, delivered at Stockholm, Sweden, sixth IViBA, June 13, 1911 (Lon­
don: Woman's Printing Society, Ltd., June, 1911), p. 14.
no
Even though much of the proof that woman suffrage was progressing 
was evident primarily from Mrs. Catt 's observations of the movement, she 
seldom made reference to her personal experiences. An exception to this 
practice occurred in a speech opposing the liquor interests in vdiich she 
narrated an incident that had caused her to determine to get rid of sa­
loons by acquiring the power of the ballot.^
Occasionally she used a narrative for support such as the story 
of an Italian perfumer vdao placed in his window a placard announcing that 
"men know ml 1 there is to be knovm about a great many subjects; women know
all there is to be known about other subjects; men and women together know
2
all there is to be known about all subjects." From this story she sup­
ported the argument that "no government is a government of the people if
3
it does not put into the ballot box all the wisdom of all the people."
The amount of time Mrs. Catt gave to this tjqje of story was brief in com­
parison to her extensive use of examples and specific instances.
Almost all of the supporting material in this group of speeches 
was of a serious nature. IVhat humor she did present was rather subtle.
She once stated: "That there are honest politicians all admit; the dif­
ficulty lies in separating the sheep from the goats, they look so very 
much alike. In the same speech she quoted a Western railroad president
^Carrie Chapman Catt, "Address," Delivered at the ninth Triennial 
Convention of the World’s Woman’s Christian Tenperance Association,
Academy of Music, Brooklyn, October 24, 1913, New York Times, October 25, 
1913, pp. 1-2.
^Catt, "Mrs. Catt’s Address" (March 7, 1916), op. cit.. p. 2, 
^Ibid., p. 2.
/"Catt, President's Annual Address (February, I9 0 4), op. cit. .  p.  2 _
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as saying, " 'We do not buy votes at the polls; we let the voters elect 
the legislature and then we buy the legislature. It is cheaper and less 
trouble.'
"When describing English government officials as needing protec­
tion from the militant women suffragists, she evoked an image of "the 
Premier of England hiding behind locked doors, skulking along side
streets, and guarded everywhere by officers, lest an encounter with a
2
feminine interrogation point should put him to rout."
To dramatize the inconsistency of the opponent's argument that
"woman's place is in the home, Mrs. Catt narrated an incident vdierein all
women #10 worked out of the home threatened a strike on a specific day.
The protests from the employers made it obvious that men were not actual-
3
ly willing for women to remain in the home In a speech delivered prin­
cipally as an open-forum before the House Suffrage Committee, Mrs. Catt
stressed each point with a twist of humor and her audience responded with
5
hearty laughter and applause.^ When asked what women need protection
against, she quickly retorted, "men," and then proceeded to explain why.'
Other items of support used infrequently included aphorisms, 
maxims, proverbs, slogans, and visual aids. "Taxation without representa­
tion," is possibly her most frequently used aphorism. To illustrate the
^Ibid,, p. 1 4 .
%att, Mrs. Catt's International Address (June I5, I9O8 ), op. 
cit., p. 6.
^Catt, "Mrs. Catt's Address" (March 7, 1916), op. cit.. p. 8.
Carrie Chapman Catt, "Hearing before the House Suffrage Commit- 
|tee," January 12, 1918. Reported in The Woman Citizen. II (January 12,
I9I8 ), 130-3 1 .
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fallacy in the thinking of men she quoted the Confucian proverb that "A
woman owes three obediences: first to her father, second to her husband,
and after his death, to her son." Her slogans were short, euphonious,
2and easy to remember, as "In union there is strength," "failure is im­
possible, and "Those vho are not for us, are against us. As a visual 
aid she sometimes used a large map of those sections of the country men­
tioned in her speech.^
Mrs. Catt gave evidence upon different occasions of being capable 
of resorting to almost every type of support. Most frequently, however, 
she relied upon specific instances and examples taken from historical 
data pertaining to political, social, and educational forces and she at 
times quoted statistical materials liberally.
Refutation
Mrs. Catt considered that her opposition was composed of two
forces— the liquor and the anti-suffragists— linked together in aim but
separated by many differences. She spoke of the liquor forces as the
"invisible enemy":
The open campaign of self-defense conducted by the liquor forces 
can be respected as the unquestioned privilege and right of all who 
seek to convince public opinion. The point at issue is that the
^Catt, Women are inferior to men or they are not (no title— un­
dated manuscript), op. cit., p. 1.
2
Catt, President * s Annual Address (February, 1904), op. cit..
p. 10.
^Catt, Is Woman Suffrage Progressing? (1913), op. cit.. p. 5. 
^Catt, "The Ballot is Power" (undated), op. cit.. p. 1.
  ^Catt, "Equal Suffrage" (August 3, 1916), op. cit.. pp. 1. 3, 9.
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liquor interests did not rely upon open propaganda but upon secret 
maneuvers for results, and in this field no moral law, no democratic 
principle, no ri^t of majorities was recognized. V/hile its activi­
ties were suspected by all observers of political events, proof was 
lacking, and its power was so intricately bound up with partisan 
politics that none but the Prohibitionists, and not all of them, 
dared proclaim the truth.
Mrs. Catt's position in confronting the liquor forces seemed 
rather precarious. They had presented no open argument for refutation.
To bring attack upon them tended to complicate the woman suffrage strug­
gle by subjecting the woman suffrage organization to the same opposition 
aimed at the prohibitionists.
Men indifferent to suffrage but hostile to prohibition were ren­
dered impervious to the suffrage appeal, and men hostile to prohibi­
tion but in favor of suffrage were frightened by the continual in­
sistence of liquor workers that woman suffrage meant the speedier 
coming of prohibition.
Mrs. Catt felt that the suffragist women should be educated re— 
garding this opposition, and she likewise presented the cases before the 
United States Congressmen with a hope that they might visualize the un­
fairness of the situation,^ but in the large Mrs. Catt's speeches on the 
need issue were principally constructive argument with a minimum amount 
of attack.
The other organized opposition to suffrage came from the Man Suf­
frage Association Opposed to Women and the Association Opposed to Suffrage
^Catt and Shuler, op. cit., p. 158.
^Ibid.. p. 2 7 9.
^Carrie Chapman Catt, President's Address, NAWSA, New Orleans, 
Louisiana, March, 1903, passim.
^att, "Speech before Congressional Convention" (December 15, 
1913)» op. cit.. V, 752.
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for Women. The latter group was composed of women. Their arguments were
principally that "the majority of women did not want the vote ; therefore
none should have it"; that "’woman's place was in the home,'" and that
"women were incompetent to v o t e . T h e  women "Antis" aroused the tempers
of the suffragists at the Legislative hearings by requesting that half
of the time be given to them; so the Legislative Committees divided the
time equally between the two women groups leaving the men to act as judges
2
of the conflict. "Probably the worst damage that the women antis did," 
according to Mrs. Catt, "was to give unscrupulous politicians a respecta­
ble excuse for opposing suffrage, and to confuse public thinking by stand­
ing conspicuously in the lime light vdiile the potent enemy worked in dark-
3
ness. "
The remonstrances of the anti-suffrage forces readily became slo­
gans on the lips of the educated as well as the uneducated. Mrs. Catt 
remarked that Mr. Wicker sham and a Negro servant of Mary Johnston, the 
writer, used the same argument against woman suffrage: "the place for
woman is in the h o m e . I n  early speeches she gave these anti-suffrage 
charges more attention than she did in speeches delivered toward the com­
pletion of the movement. For example, in 1903, she answered seven of 
their arguments that had been published in a pamphlet in 1890:^
^Catt and Shuler, op. cit., pp. 271-72.
^Ibid.. p. 2 7 2.
3lbid.. p. 273.
^Carrie Chapman Catt, "Address," Speech to raise money for Amend­
ment Campaign, New York City, New York, October 9, 1915, New York Times. 
October 10, 1915, p. 17.
^Catt, "President's Address" (March, 1903), op. cit.
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"If -women vote, it would lead to the disruption of the home and 
an increase in divorce." To this charge Mrs. Catt replied that according 
to the 1890 census, divorce had increased only one-half as fast as popu­
lation in Wyoming where women vote.^ She denied the charge that women in
the suffrage states were becoming "masculine and unsexed," for suffragists
2
were receiving "hundreds of letters attesting to its success." She at­
tempted to expose the weaknesses in the argument that "women did not know 
enough to vote" by quoting the 1898 statistics as reported by the Gonimis- 
sioner of Education that more women than men could read and write.
Sixteen years later she stated: "Thousands of -women annually emerging
from the schools and colleges have closed the debate upon the one-time 
serious 'they don't know enough' a r g u m e n t . I n  answering the charge 
that "women do not want to vote, why thrust the suffrage upon them?" she 
replied -with the analogy that "the incontrovertible fact is that no class 
of -unenfranchised men in any land ever wanted the ballot in such large 
proportion to the total number as do women of the United States; nor is 
there a single instance of a man suffrage movement, so persistent, -un­
compromising and self-sacrificing as the woman suffrage movement." She 
then proposed a counter-argument, "VJhy demand of women a test never made 
of men?" Then -with an argument urn ad hominem she concluded, "the same 
type of women who now protest against the extension of the suffrage, have
^Ibid.
%bid.
^Ibid.
^Catt, An Address to the Legislatures of the United States (Feb­
ruary, 1919)j op. cit., p. 6.
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opposed with equal vigor every step of progress in the woman movement.
This statement was followed by a number of illustrations. In 1919 she 
endeavored to reduce the argument that "women do not want the ballot" to 
a residue by piling up evidence obtained in the form of petitions— a 
favorite form with Mrs. Catt. Her refutation was as follows:
The million and fifteen thousand women of New York; the two hun­
dred and two thousand women of Michigan, the sixty—five thousand wom­
en of Oklahoma, the thirty-eight thousand women of Maine, the fifty 
thousand women of South Dakota, who signed a declaration that they 
wanted the vote, plus the heavy vote of women in every State and 
country where women have franchisement, have finally and completely 
disposed of the familiar "they don’t want it" argument.
Before women had gained recognition in World War I services, Mrs. 
Catt met the argument "women cannot fight, and therefore must not vote" 
by turning tables upon the motive of the opponent: "the ballot is based 
on the bullet and in the end government is force." Then occasionally 
she turned her invective upon those promoting this argument : "This ob­
jection is much effected by clergymen and editors whose occupation ex­
empts them from military service, and by vjriters and scholars whose physi-
3
cal incompetence would excuse them from the draft." Attacking the in­
consistency of the argument she said.
It is curious that this objection should be urged against woman 
suffrage in peaceful America, since willingness and ability to bear 
arms have never been made a voting qualification for men. In no land 
is military service a qualification for the vote, while ^  some lands 
soldiers and officers are disenfranchised vAiile on duty,^
ICatt, "The Will of the People" (1910), oo. cit.. p. 599.
2
Catt, An Address to the Legislatures of the United States (Feb­
ruary, 1 9 1 9), op. cit.. p. 6.
^Catt, "President’s Address" (March, 1903), op. cit.
^Catt, "The Will of the People" (19IO), op. cit.. p. 6OI.
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Social conditions during World War I gave her opportunity to dismiss this
argument with more finality. In reply to the same charge she quoted a
notable opponent:
The world's war had killed, buried and pronounced the obsequies 
upon the hard-worked "war argument," Mr. Asquith, erstwhile champion 
anti-suffragist of the world, has said so and the British Parliament 
has confirmed it by its enfranchisement of British women.^
As to the "Bible argument" she contended women closed it vihen
they demanded "the book and verse in the Bible which gave men the vote,
2
declaring that the next verse gave it to women."
Mrs. Catt's refutation for the need issue concerned two forces—  
the liquor and the anti-suffragists. The nature of the attack of the 
liquor forces made Mrs. Catt somewhat hesitant to attack them openly.
She chose, most often, to reduce the arguments of the anti-suffragists 
to the absurd, to turn tables,and to point out their inconsistencies. 
Almost half of these speeches contained almost no direct refutation.
That used was addressed to audiences of different types. When given a 
special consideration in the speech, refutation was customarily placed 
in the speech just before her conclusion.
Emotional Proof
"There is not as yet a generally accepted classification of bas- 
I 3
ic needs or drives," Sherif states. He also considers the subject of
! ^att. An Address to the Congress of the United States (1917),
bp. cit.
! 2
Catt, An Address to the Legislatures of the United States (Feb-; 
|ruary, 1919), op. cit.. p. 6.
^Mizafer Sherif, An Outline of Social Psychology (New York:
Harper and. Brothers, Publishers, 1948), p. 20.
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emotions as almost "baffling. The choice of emotions and impelling 
motives used here are necessarily arbitrary but they seem appropriate for 
this particular study. Emotional components include love— hate, boldness 
'— fear, joy or elation— anger, pride— shame, kindness— cruelty, pity—  
contempt or indignation, en'-y, and disgust.
Impelling motives used as a pattern of persuasion assist the 
speaker in directing, controlling, or influencing behavior by associating 
the listener's desires with the speaker's ideas. One useful classifica­
tion of these motives is as follows; (1) Subsistence motives: organic
and economic motives; (2) social approval motives: desire to belong,
loyalty to family, etc., and reputation or social recognition; (3) con—
foirmity motives: fear of blame, punishment, or social disapproval, and
1
desire to live up to expectations; (4) mastery motives: desire to excel,
to rival, to compete, to dominate, to lead, to gain prestige, to seek au­
thority, freedom, independence, and pride, self-respect, and courage; (5) 
sex motives; (6) mixed motives: security, acquisitive wants, affections,
adventure or curiosity, creativeness or achievement, self-esteem, honor
2
or duty, fairplay or justice, altruism, sympathy, pity and reverence, 
i An examination of Mrs. Catt ' s use of emotion indicates that in
those speeches dealing with the progress of women or the possible accomp­
lishments of women her emotional proofs involved pride and elation or joyi^
Ibid., p. 31.
I Kinston Lamont Brembeck and William Smiley Howell, Persuasion
(New York: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1952), pp. 83-91.
3 I
Catt, "President's Address" (March, 1903), op. cit. ; Mrs. Catt 's
International Address (June 15, 1908), op. cit. ; Is Woman Suffrage
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But -when she stressed the incompleted tasks of the women there were times 
;when she became impatient and indignant at the external forces that cur­
tailed advancement.^ Similarly she seemed to desire her audiences of men
to recognize that she was only a representative making known to them the
2
impatience and indignation of millions of women. Not often did Mrs.
Catt support her appeals with the emotion of fear, but occasionally she 
expressed a concern for the future of America as in this instance: "Every
man should blush with shame at the political life of this country. We 
must make this country better, or this Republic will fall. That is not
3
a truism, but what every thinking man and woman believes."
It was Mrs. Catt ’ s habit when addressing women to appeal to the 
mastery motive by encouraging them to sense self-respect and pride in
I
their past accomplishments and by stimulating them to seek prestige, au­
thority, freedom, and independence in a continued effort to secure the 
ballot. Pride was shown in her Amsterdam speech when she stated:
The progress of our cause has been so rapid, the gains so sub­
stantial, the assurance of coming victory so certain, that we may 
imagine the noble and brave pioneers of woman suffrage, the men and 
women who were the torch—bearers of our movement, gathering today in 
some far-off celestial sphere, and singing together a glad paean of
Progressing? (June 13, 1911), op. cit.; Address of the President (June 
15, 1 9 1 3), op. cit.; Women are inferior to men or they are not (no title 
i— undated manuscript), op. cit.
j Catt, Is Woman Suffrage Progressing? (June 13, 1911), op. cit.
' 2
Carrie Chapman Catt, "Address at Thanks giving Rally," Carnegie
Hall, New York City, New York, November 19, 1913. New York Times, 
November 20, 1913, p. 3-
; ^Carrie Chapman Catt, "Address at Mass Meeting," Great Baptist
jTenple, Brooklyn, New York, November 1, 1913. New York Times, November
2 0, 1 9 1 3, p. 3.
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exult at Ion, 1
Independence azid freedom were considered to be the gosils of those
who were -willing to master the opposition as indicated when addressing
the women in Budapest:
The women of the Western world are escaping from the thraldom of 
the centuries. Their souls have been exalted by the breath of free­
dom, and afar off they have seen the Great Promise of their emancipa­
tion and the consequent more effective service to their children and 
the race. Everyviiere in our Western world they are straining hard 
at the bonds -tAiich hold them in tutelage to worn-out custom, and here 
and there they have burst them wide asunder. The liberation of West- 
 ^ ern women is certain; a little more agitation, a little more strug-
 ^ gle, a little more enlightenment, and it -will come.^
i
When pointing out that women could gain prestige, power, and au­
thority she made a statement of this order: "Whenever any woman or or­
ganization of women, interested in any charity, philanthropy, or reform,
seeks to alter conditions, they sooner or later meet the necessity of se-
3
jcuring the passage of new laws. . . .The ballot is power.
Most of the speeches addressed to women also had an appeal to the 
social approval motives, including not only a desire to belong to the wom­
an suffrage organization but also to the men’s political organizations. 
iMuch of the conclusion of the Amsterdam speech contained an emotional
I build—up stimulating the loyalty of the women for their woman suffrage or- 
! ;
iganization. In 1897 she told the -women, "men and women atre inextricably
^Catt, Mrs. Catt’s International Address (June 15, 1908), op. 
cit., p. 1.
: 2  I
I Catt, Address of the President (June 15  ^ 1 9 1 3 op. cit., p. 15i
^Gatt, "The Ballot is Power" (undated), op. cit., p. 1.
^Gatt, : 
cit.. pp. 1 2 -1 3
Mrs. Gatt’s International Address (June 15, 1908), op.
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bound together,"1 but maintained that women should receive social and
2political recognition comparable to that of men.
Mrs. Catt often turned to mixed motives as sources of emotional 
appeal, as illustrated in the following appeal for justice:
In peaceable communities the ballot is the weapon by means of 
which they QnenT) are protected. We find, as women citizens, that 
when we are wronged, when our rights are infringed upon, inasmuch as 
we have not this weapon with which to defend them, they are not con­
sidered, and we are very many times imposed upon. We find that the 
true liberty of the American people demands that all citizens to whom 
these rights have been accorded should have that weapon.-^
The unfairness of women's having been left out in the natural progress of 
democracy is basic to the entire theme of her President's Address of 1904. 
iAltruism, another mixed motive, was stressed in her International addres­
ses. She stated it to be the duty of the International Alliance to ex­
tend its helping hand to the women of every nation and every people.^
She pleaded for mercy and sympathy for "the helpless cry of those lost 
women who had been the victims of centuries of wrong":
It is the unspoken plea of thousands of women now standing on the 
brink of similar ruin; it is the silent appeal of the army of women 
in all lands viio in shops and factories are demanding fair living and 
working conditions; it is the need to turn the energies of more fa­
voured women to public service; it is the demand for a complete re—
; vision of women's legal, social, educational, and industrial status
I all along the line, which permits us no delay, no hesitation. The
: belief that we are defending the highest good of the mothers of our
race and the ultimate welfare of society makes every sacrifice seem
!
i
i  1
I -^ Catt, Address to NAWSA (1897), on. cit.. IV, 274.
I ^
I ^Catt, Women are inferior to men or they are not (no title— un­
dated manuscript), op. cit., p. 1.
I ^Catt, "The Mission of a Republic" (1892), op. cit., p. 187.
I  ^att, "President’s Annual Address" (February, 1902), op. cit. ;
also. Address of the President (June 15, 1913). op. cit., p. 15. !
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trivial, every duty a pleasure.^
In like manner she appealed to the women gathered at Budapest: "Out of
the richness of our own freedom must we give aid to these sisters of 
2ours in Asia."
Occasionally the speaker turned to the conformity motives as in
the following instances: In 1902 she was asking the women to live up to
3
the expectations of the pioneers in the suffrage movement, When speak­
ing of the progress of -woman suffrage in Sv/eden and Denmark she contended 
that "the manner in which the problems involved in the woman suffrage 
situation shall be solved in these two countries will teach important les­
sons to workers for this cause throughout the world.Frequently she
spoke of the woman suffrage movement as conforming to or "pressing for-
!
ward in the wake of the man suffrage movement, swept onward by its mo—
C
kentum, yet maintaining its own individuality."
Those few times when the speaker turned to the subsistence mo­
tives she referred to the use of the ballot for protection,^ the waste of 
time, energy, and money in effort to obtain the ballot, equal pay for
14.
Catt, Is Woman Suffrage Progressing? (1911), op. cit., pp. 13- 
2
Catt, Address of the President (June 15, 1913), op. cit.. p. 15 j
I 3
Catt, "President's Annual Address" (February, 1902), op, cit.
I  I
! ^Catt, Mrs. Catt's International Address (June 15, 1908), op,
cit,, p, 4.
I .
j Catt, "The Will of the People" (1910), op, cit., p, 595.
I ^Catt, "The Mission of a Republic" (1892), op. cit.. and Presi­
dent's Address (March, 1903), op, cit,
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equal work in employment, protection of health,! and better wages and
2shelter as possibilities resulting from the power of the ballot.
In the need issue when Mrs. Catt attempted to reenforce her argu­
ments by emotional proofs she habitually used the emotions of pride and 
joy for the purpose of encouraging women in their tasks; at times, she 
became impatient and indignant with men for delaying the goal; and even 
less frequently she resorted to the use of the emotion of fear concerning 
the future of democratic America.
Mrs. Catt made use of emotional appeals with the following fre­
quency. Her most used motive was that of mastery wherein she urged women 
to seek prestige, authority, and freedom. Next in order of frequency was 
her appeal to social recognition and to mixed motives. Social approval 
motive was directed to women for the purpose of gaining support for the 
woman suffrage cause and for inspiring them to seek recognition in politi­
cal parties. Before audiences of men she sought to gain their approval 
of women in political groups, to secure fair play and justice by granting 
lenfranchisement to women, and to make secure the reputation of the United 
ptates as the leading democratic nation of the world. She employed the 
{subsistence and conformity motives least of all. In none of these thirty 
{speeches is there an appeal to what is commonly known as sex motives, yet 
{she desired that her listeners recognize that women must be freed from
{sex-prejudice restrictions before they could gain the right to vote.
[_  ^ . :
I T
i Catt, Is Woman Suffrage Progressing? (19II), op. cit.. pp. 4,
1 2 , 1 3 .
I 2
I Carrie Chapman Catt, "Democracy is Indivisible" (About December.
1919), p. 1._____ I
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Ethical Proof
Much of the speaker’s ethical persuasion is from indefinable 
traces in the speaker’s character and personality and cannot be recovered 
from study of the printed speech. "Many indications of his trustworthi­
ness can, however, be found in the printed text. Aristotle designates 
character, intelligence, and good will as the three constituents of ethi— 
cal proof. Such questions as the following may assist in determining 
the speaker’s assets: Does the speaker establish his authority or status
with the audience? Does he manifest understanding of their way of life, 
their thoughts, and their problems? Is he given to dogmatism or exaggera­
tion? Does he show a sense of humor? Does the speaker give evidence of 
being fair-minded, modest, self-respecting, and genial? Does he associ­
ate himself with ideas venerated by the audience? How does he bestow 
1
praise upon himself, his opposition, or cause? What attitude toward his
opponents does he reveal? With what manner does he treat his audiences?^
Ethical proof as used by Mrs. Catt was frequently a suggested 
rather than a direct constituent in her speech content. An analysis of 
her speeches treating the need issue reveals a rather equal distribution 
of the elements of ethical proof— good will, intelligence, and character. 
Representative excerpts would involve long quotations. Consequently, ex­
planations with brief examples of her usage will be given.
I
]
^Parrish and Hochmuth, op. cit.. p. 13.
^he Rhetoric of Aristotle, op. cit., II. 1. 92.
I ^(Eclectic ideas) Sources: Ibid.; Parrish and Hochmuth, op.
cit., p. 13; Winans, op. cit., pp. 378-403; Thons sen and Baird, op. cit. :
pp . 386-387._______  _____  ____  ^  _j
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In such ways as the following Mrs. Catt appears to have secured 
the good will of her audiences: She praised the cause and the women vAio
were responsible for its progress in statements similar to this— "the 
progress of our cause has been so rapid, the gains so substantial, the 
assurance of coining victory so certain. . . . In 1915 the Congression­
al Committee responded with applause vAien l'Ire. Catt praised their chair­
man for his "eloquent appeal to the citizens of Colorado for the votes 
of women there, and there were many who said that the speech he made 
turned the tide in that State and gave the women there the vote." In 
this instance, as in many others, she assured Congressmen of her confi-
j g
dence that they would "give a favorable report."
: Throughout her speaking career Mrs. Catt showed confidence in the
majority of men as in this statement: "It Roman's cause] pins its faith
3 • •to the fact that in the long run man is logical." There were minority
A
groups that she distrusted. Frequently, examples of women's problems 
jused in her speeches tend to suggest Mrs. Catt's sympathetic understand­
ing of women working with her for the same cause. Possibly more tact and
[tolerance was needed to understand and to prevent friction between the
j C
militants and non-militants (suffragists) internationally.^
^Catt, Mrs. Catt's International Address (June 15, 1908), op. 
bit., p. 1.
! p  ,  :
I Catt, "Address," Congressional Committee (1915), op. cit., p. 6.
^Catt, Is Woman Suffrage Progressing? (1911), op. cit., p. 2.
j
I  Catt, President's Annual Address (1904), op. cit., passim.
I .
^Catt, Mrs. Catt's International Address (June 15, 1913), op
cit., pp. ^-S; also. Peck, Carrie Chapman Catt, op. cit.. pp. 159-lo2.
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When Mrs. Catt utilized her personal experiences to establish 
herself as an authority, it was usually because these events were a part 
of the suffrage movement and therefore primary source testimony, as il­
lustrated in her reference to her campaign in New Hampshire in 1903.^
Frequent reports of the latest progress of women in many geographical
areas seemed to give her recognition as an authority on that subject,
2
especially since she had visited many of those areas.
In establishing the trustworthiness of her character she called 
for a better society not only for women but also for the entire human 
race: "So through centuries if need be the education will continue, un­
til a regenerated race of men and women vdio are equal before God and man 
shall control the destinies of the e a r t h . T h e  need of a plan for edu­
cating the illiterate voter was a concern of Mrs. Catt.^ *" She associated
herself with that considered virtuous in such instances as when she asked
5that assistance be given those "women who had sold their virtue."
I Members of her audiences were impressed by her sincerity and her
6 4desire to deal with principles of action rather than personalities.In ?
this issue the usual absence of attacks upon individuals tends to be veri- |
fied by Mrs. Catt’s statement: "I cringe when I hear or read of the
1 ~ :
I ^Catt, President’s Address (March, 1903), op. cit.. p. 1.
I  p
Catt, Address of the President (June 15, 1913), op. cit. |
i ^Catt, "President’s Annual Address" (1902), op. cit.
1 ^Carrie Chapman Catt, "For a Better America," circa, 1917, pp.
1-8; also. President’s Annual Address (1904), op. cit.. pp. 4—22.
j ^Catt, Is Woman Suffrage Progressing? (1911), op. cit.. pp. 11—12.
I_______^This study. Chapter II.      !
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protagonists of a cause calling their opponents unpleasant n a m e s . R a t h ­
er, she spoke to her opponents in this manner; "You men are too bellig­
erent to run the government alone, you have made business and politics 
2
of war." "Every man should blush with shame at the political life of 
this country.Occasionally she expressed contempt. In 1903j vdien ad­
dressing a National Woman Suffrage Convention, she spoke of her opponents 
as "poor benighted souls or rogues."^ Upon a number of occasions she 
deprecated the argument of an individual as in this instance: "Mr. Wick—
ersham and a negro servant. . .used the same argument against suffrage,"^ 
She rebuked Congressmen for delaying the amendment but praised them for 
their intelligence.^
An examination of Mrs. Catt's speeches treating the need issue 
reveals that she suggested much more ethical proof than she stated direct­
ly. Indirectly, at all times, her ideas provided approval for her cause 
and for those women who had assisted in its progress. When addressing 
I Congressmen she, at times, praised them for their intelligence. Often
the content of her speech suggested an understanding of one of her op­
ponents, the illiterate voter. The problems of women were accepted as
^Catt, "Why I Have Found Life Worth Living" (March 29, 1928), 
op. cit.. p. 4 0 7.
^Catt, "Address" (October 9, 1915), op. cit., p. 17.
p • 5 •
^Catt, "Address at Mass Meeting" (November 1, 1913), op. cit..
^Catt, President's Address (March, 1903), op. cit.
^Catt, "Address" (October 9, I9 1 5), op. cit.. p. 17.
^Catt, An Address to the Congress of the United States (December
1 4 j 1 9 1 7 )^  op. cit.. pp. 22—2 4» ^
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her principal responsibility before all kinds of audiences. Occasional­
ly vdien addressing women, she expressed direct sympathy for those less 
fortunate women. Upon a few occasions she expressed contempt for her op­
ponents. In most instances, when addressing Congressmen she rebuked them 
for their delay in granting women suffrage. In this issue she appeared 
to be more concerned with principals of action than with personalities. 
Her knowledge of the woman suffrage subject tended to establish her as 
an authority regarding that social movement.
Arrangement
In the analysis of Mrs. Catt's use of arrangement in her speeches 
treating the need of the ballot issue, two basic questions are asked:
Miat is the basic pattern in the introduction, conclusion, and body of 
the speeches? How do these patterns affect or modify her use of inven­
tion?
Since I4rs. Catt frequently spoke extemporaneously, it is possible 
that other remarks preceded her speeches than those contained in the ex­
tant copies. In violation of a textbook standard her New Orleans Address, 
as reported, included an apology by Mrs. Catt for having been so pressed 
with the New Hampshire campaign that she did not offer a carefully pre­
pared speech,^
In the examples that follow only a few first sentences are quoted,
I
rather than complete introductions. The very first sentence was at times
I
the statement of her subject: "Women are inferior to men or they are
i ~ . . . .
I 1
Catt, "President's Address" (March, 1903), op. cit.. p. 1.
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not. More often she presented the status quo;
I
“Whenever any woman or organization of women, interested in any 
charity, philanthropy or reform, seeks to alter conditions, they 
sooner or later meet the necessity of securing the passage of new 
laws. The indirect method of influencing legislation is by^etition 
and personal persuasion, and these alone are open to women.
At times she referred to the occasion or to a personal matter,
|or she quoted a statement which could be expected to stir the feelings
of her audience: "In the debate upon the Woman Suffrage Bill in the
Swedish Parliament, a few weeks ago, a University Professor said, in a
tone of eloquent finality: ’The Woman Suffrage movement has reached and
passed its climax; the suffrage wave is now rapidly receding.'
I
! She attracted attention to the occasion in her address at Amster—
jdam: "It is a suggestive coincidence that the opening day of this Con—
I
Igress commemorates the anniversary of the signing of the immortal Magna 
I Chart a. Or she gave continuity of one biennial congress to a preceding
one: "The period which has elapsed since the last Congress has been one
of phenomenal growth for our movement.
In the extant copies of speeches Mrs. Catt's introductions were 
brief, except for two addressed to women, and, in most instances, pertained 
to her subject. The types varied with the different speeches. To quote
^Catt, Women are inferior to men or they are not (no title— un­
dated manuscript), op. cit., p. 1.
%att, "The Ballot is Power" (undated), op. cit.. p. 1.
^Catt, Is Woman Suffrage Progressing? (19H), op. cit., p. 2.
^Catt, Mrs. Catt's International Address (June 15, 1908), op. 
cit.. p. 1.
  ^Catt, Address of the President (June 15, 1913). op. cit.. p. 1.;
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complete conclusions would be rather space consuming. Brief excerpts 
illustrate the nature of her appeal. In her President 's Annual Address, 
1 9 0 4f after Mrs. Catt had discussed the illiteracy problem and had of­
fered suggested solutions, she challenged her audiences in this manner:
"It is too late for regretsj our duty is to meet the present problem with 
a practical solution. The future task of the women having been ex­
plained, in her international address, 190S, she summoned the women to
cope with the task: "This means harder, more tactful, more persistent
2
work." For a similar purpose she ended another speech: "For every wom­
an of every tribe and nation, every race and continent, now under the 
heel of oppression, we must demand deliverance. In an earlier appeal 
she had stressed definite action: "We have come upon a new time, vàiich
has brought new and strange problems. Old problems have assumed new sig­
nificance. In the adjustment of the new order of things we women demand 
an equal voice; we shall accept nothing less."^
In two speeches analyzed the enthymematic reasoning presented in 
the introduction was concluded in the final appeal. From the introductoiy 
disjunctive premise, "Women are inferior to men or they are not," she de­
veloped her proof and then reached this conclusion:
A little more than a century ago, men asked: "Why are some men
born to rule and others to obey?" The world answered by makiing
I  ^Catt, President's Annual Address (February, I904), op. cit..
ip. 20.
o
Catt, Mrs. Catt's International Address (June 15, 1908), op.
: cit . , p. 1 3 .
^Catt, Address of the President (June I5, 1 9 1 3), op. cit.. p. I5 . 
  ^Catt, Is Woman Suffrage Progressing? (1911), op. cit.. p. 1 4.
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sovereigns of those who had been subjects and now we ask: "Why are
men born to i-ule and women to obey?" There is but one answer "which 
progress can give and that is, to lift the subject women to the 
throne by the side of the subject and let them rule together.^
In "The Will of the People" she began:
The evolution of society, leading umnisteikably to governments 
"of the people, by the people, and for the people," has made a steady 
march forward since the days of the English Magna Charta, and in the 
eight centuries "which lie between that date and this, it has known 
no pause.^
The conclusion of both this enthymeme and the speech reads:
It is difficult to interpret the principle, "God created man free 
and equal," to mean men and women, but let not Americans forget that 
women are people, and that in a government "vAiich is alleged to de­
rive its just powers from the consent of the governed, the ballot 
may not consistently be withheld from them.-^
In the conclusion of more than half of these speeches treating 
the need issue Mrs. Catt presented to her auditors either a proposal or 
a challenge supported by a plea for action. Upon four occasions she sum­
marized her arguments, on two others she offered ad"vi.ce, and another t"wo 
closed "with the conclusion of the enthymeme that had been basic to the 
entire speech. Most of the need issue speeches came to a climax in the 
final emotional appeal. In two,poems followed the climax.
In the body of nine of these speeches pertaining to the need of 
the ballot the listener was expected to reason by the process of the ex­
tended analogy which at the same time was the order of arrangement. The 
proof of an entire speech was often based upon comparison and contrast
^Catt, Women are inferior to men or they are not (no title— un­
dated manuscript), op. cit.. p. 3.
^Catt, "The Will of the People" (1910), op. cit., pp. 595 ff.
3lbid.
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jbî th^ e present with the past status of suffragë7 the differences between i
I
[the history of man suffrage and the history of woman suffrage, and the
!
differences in the progress of woman suffrage in varied geographical 
{areas.^  Of the speeches that followed the problem—solution order of ar­
rangement was her President's Annual Address of 1904. The topic pertained 
to the reactionary attitude of men toward universal suffrage. She pre­
sented the origin of the problem, its causes, and then offered seven solu­
tions. Both time and cause-to-effect orders were used in this speech.
Her speech "For a Better America" followed a similar pattern of arrange­
ment. The "illiterate non-English speaking electorate was treated as a
I  2
jcause effecting a "menace to the American Institution." Nine facets to
[the solution were offered. This speech made no appeal for specific action
but closed with the focus of attention upon the patriotic American woman,
[apparently intending to bring contrast to the unpatriotic immigrant de-
I 3
scribed in the speech proper.
Time and space orders were used in nine reports of the progress
!of women, speeches delivered at national and international conventions.
Her Amisterdam speech, employing space order, differed slightly from others
;of this type in that it contained some anti-climactic characteristics in
its arrangement.^ Starting with the very happy victory occasions in
^att, "The Mission of a Republic" (1892), op. cit.; "President's 
Annual Address" (1902), op. cit. ; Women are inferior to men or they are 
;not (no title— undated manuscript), op. cit. ; Notes from Speech at the 
[Suffrage Conference in Maine (1917), op. cit.
%att, "For a Better America" (about 1917), o p. cit.. pp. 1 ff.
^Ibid.. p. 7.
^Catt, Mrs. Catt's International Address (June 15, 1908), op.
P P  • - • -           .. _ ...... ......
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ÎTôrwâÿ, Finland, and olfhër^côuhtries she concluded with the less pleasant 
"storm center" in England and the humiliation of the Americans -who had i
not attained the goal. There appear to be certain psychological advan- |
i
tages in reserving mention of the less progressive countries to the close 
I :
the speech in that those situations, still in need, logically called
1
jfor an appeal to complete the task.
Six other speeches have a causal-relation order of arrangement. 
iOne of these is combined with the extended analogy order. In about three 
of these argumentative speeches she used an implicative order to reduce 
jthe contentions of the opposition to a residue.
Audiences and occasions affected her speech arrangement principally 
in the following manner: For women's audiences she presented much more
factual material in a rather expository manner ("The Ballot is Power" de­
livered before the Temperance Association is an exception); for Congress­
men she stressed enthymematic reasoning, giving a smaller proportion of 
her time to the supporting materials. The compactness of the speeches
jdelivered before Senators and Legislators may be accounted for in that
I
|her speaking time was limited. When treating the past she relied upon 
factual examples, or upon opinions, based upon testimony of contemporaries 
Ibut for future events she spoke of specific things to be done.
Synthesis of Invention and the Elements of Arrangement 
That there is a close and virtually inseparable relationship be-
2Itween the invention, use, and arrangement of proofs is Whately's concept. 
^Ibid.
I  I
i _______ 2^hately, op. cit., 1864, Chapter III of Part I.  ]
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Mrs. Catt appeared, to modify her arrangement in accordance with the kind 
of logical process she desired her auditors to follow. Organizations of 
time, space, extended analogy, and causal relation were used in the de­
velopment of inductive reasoning. Such orders as these were subordinated 
to the premises in the speeches following deductive process of reasoning. 
The few speeches cast into a soritical pattern contained her most complex 
structure of arrangement. The purpose, arrangement, and pattern of rea­
soning of two speeches maintained a high degree of unity by phrasing the 
introduction as a major premise; the body, as the proof of the premise; 
and the exordium, as the conclusion of the enthymeme, an occasionally 
used pattern.
Mrs. Catt gave her major attention to the development of her 
logical ideas which she reenforced with either subtle or direct emotional 
and ethical proof. Explicit use of emotional and ethical appeals occurred 
at the close of an argument segment and in the conclusion of the speech. 
These appeals were often assisted by rhetorical questions. In a.l 1 of 
these speeches whether addressing audiences of men or women, her proofs 
merged into a single idea uniting invention and arrangement.
Summary and Conclusions
In this chapter an analysis has been made of Mrs. Catt • s use of 
invention and arrangement as revealed in thirty of her speeches represent­
ing the need of the ballot issue selected from thirty-five extant copies. 
Examining the premises and arguments as developed throughout these speech— 
bs discloses a cogent whole in her thinking on this issue. This rationale 
bf her logical invention may be stated as follows : The right to vote is ^
13:5
woman's natural heritage resulting from the evolutionary advancement of 
civilization; evolution is God's immutable law, "whereby controversies 
waged implement the emergence of truth as established fact. In the prog­
ress of the race the democratic form of government is no longer an ex­
periment. Nevertheless, the extension of suffrage to all men in the 
United States has allowed corrupt control of illiterate voters causing a 
reactionary attitude toward self-government. Temporarily the skepticism 
as to the success of democracy has delayed the enfranchisement of women. 
Women, however, have continued to make educational advancements and desire 
to improve the status of the nation. To benefit humanity and to assist 
in overcoming the reactionary forces, women need the power of the ballot. 
To grant this right is consistent vri.th ideals of. democratic principles 
and necessary to maintain the respect of the United States as the world 
leader in the democratic f o ^  of government.
In developing logical proof on the need of the ballot issue, Mrs. 
Catt appeared to choose deductive or a ccanbination of deductive and in­
ductive reasoning in most instances when addressing mixed or audiences 
of men. When speaking before women, especially international conventions, 
she selected inductive structure. Mrs. Catt considered that her deductive 
reasoning had one basic premise: "Taxation without representation is
tyranny." In the need issue another premise of significance appeared; 
political evolution has gained natural liberties including the ballot for 
people; since women are people they have a natural right to the ballot. 
When Mrs. Catt chose to reason inductively she accumulated many examples
representative of different geographical areas and events in history, 
i  In the need issue Mrs. Catt often constructed her arguments by
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analogy, by causal relation, and by example. At times she developed them 
from sign. In analogies delivered to varied audiences, essential like­
nesses were pointed out and differences became basic in forming the gen­
eralization in most cases. Her speeches developed by causal relation, 
presented to different kinds of audiences, provided for interventions be­
tween cause and effect and estimated the strength of the causes. li!hen 
arguing from example, chiefly before women, she relied, in most instances, 
upon many positive cases and occasionally upon negative cases, both of 
which were related to the generalization.
In sign arguments consideration at times was given to the recip­
rocal relation between the sigh and the event and attention to time re­
lation was usually present. The latter kind of reasoning was frequently 
suggested rather than stated in a direct manner. Its usage increased as 
the suffragists approached their victory. Often sign recognition and 
causal relation arguments overlapped. Except for the international 
speeches the arguments of this issue were basically of this manner: The
progress of democratic liberties caused women to recognize by sign that |
they should have natural rights. By means of an extended analogy the |
progress of women is shown to differ from the progress of men in gaining 
suffrage rights. By sign argument current circumstances give evidence |
that women will gain the ballot. j
Mrs. Catt seems to have used upon different occasions almost ev­
ery type of support. Most frequently, however, she relied upon historical 
data pertaining to political, social, and educational forces and quoted
statistical materials. Her refutation for this issue concerned two forces 
— the liquor and the anti-suffragists. The nature of the attack of the
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liquor forces caused Mrs. Catt to be somewhat hesitant to oppose them 
openly. She chose, most often, to reduce the arguments of the anti-suf­
fragists to the absurd and to point out their inconsistencies. Much of 
her counter—proposition was based upon the idea that the evolution of the 
democratic process was gradually reducing obstacles and inconsistencies.
In those speeches dealing with the progress of women Mrs. Catt's 
emotional proof appealed to pride and joy, but when she rebuked men for 
the delay in the enfranchisement of women, she at times became impatient 
and indignant. Women were continually urged to seek the prestige, au­
thority, and freedom provided by the ballot, to be sympathetic toward 
those women less fortunate than they, and to be altruistic toward their 
illiterate opposition. Audiences of men were requested to maintain honor 
and justice by granting women the right to vote, and to preserve the repu­
tation of the United States as the leading democratic nation of the world 
by making practice consistent with principle.
In establishing ethical proof Mrs. Catt expressed goodwill by ex­
tending open praise to her audiences and to her cause. Even though she 
distrusted a minority of men, she appeared to have confidence in men in 
their general desire to improve civilization. She maintained a sympa­
thetic tinder standing of women who desired freedom. At times she evidenced 
tact and tolerance for those women viio did not agree with her. She seemed 
to rely upon authorities accepted by American audiences and to utilize 
her own observations and experiences to establish herself as a sincere 
and consistent authority on the subject of woman suffrage.
According to the extant copies of Mrs. Catt's speeches treating 
the^  need issue, she omitted, with one exception, irrelevant material in
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her int.reductions. Upon ilff ereniT'dccasions she utilized”aiost 'ali~of the'
I  :
types of introductions. They were brief except in two instances. It was
I  '  I
her habit to close thesé speeches by challenging her audiences to accept
j
her advice or proposal to act, or simply to conclude the enthymematic 
reasoning previously presented. In the body of the speech she modified, 
the arrangement in accordance with the kind of logical process employed. 
Organizations of time, space, extended analogy, and causal relation were 
used in the development of inductive reasoning. Such orders as these 
were subordinated to the premises in the deductive process of reasoning. 
The distribution of the amounts of proof appeared to be affected by the 
type of audience and the occasion. Evidence occurred in complex form in 
her most argumentative speeches which were usually delivered to Congress­
men or audiences of both men and women. The compactness of the arguments 
!
iincreased as she approached her goal. At all times there appeared to be 
Ian inseparable relationship between her use of invention and her arrange­
ment of proofs .
CHAPTER 17
METHOD OF OBTAINING THE BALLOT
Introduction
The rhetorical analysis of invention and arrangement as used in 
seventeen of Mrs. Catt's speeches treating the suffrage issue, how may 
women obtain the ballot, will be the aim in this chapter.^ Out of the 
one hundred and forty copies of speeches read, at least twenty-one treated
|bhe method issue. Since four of these were more concerned with the need
I
issue than with the method issue they were treated in Chapter III of this 
study. A few of these seventeen gave some attention to the need issue. 
Mrs. Catt spoke on the two issues concurrently. As she approached her 
victory she diminished her stress upon the need issue and increased her 
emphasis upon the method issue.
The number of extant copies of speeches treating the method issue 
was not as large as that of any other issue. Since the part of this 
issue dealing with the appeal for a federal amendment was especially in­
tended for Congressmen it may be hypothesized that the opportunities for 
delivering speeches on this issue were limited. It could also be con­
jectured that Mrs. Catt spoke on this issue without preparing copies of 
the speeches because of her increased activity at the time of her drive 
for the federal aunendment. Eight of the selected speeches were delivered
Indicated in bibliography by footnote number two.
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Before men who were on the vromah suffrage committee whether xn~tH"ë~Hous~e 
or in the Senate. Six were addressed to women preparing them for the 
federal amendment drive and three to audiences of both men and women, ' 
The procedure for developing the analysis of invention and ar­
rangement for these seventeen speeches is similar to that followed in
Chapter III; Premises and arguments will be recast into a cogent whole.
! !
I
Canons of logical, emotional, and ethical proofs, of arrangement, and of 
the integration of arrangement and invention will be applied to the ideas 
contained in these speeches.
Invention
I
I  Premises and Arguments
!
I "Reason and evolution, not emotion and revolution, are the normal
ladders by vAiich people must climb to new liberties," Mrs. Catt once 
isaid.^ To convince men that women should be enfranchised by a federal 
amendment Mrs. Catt directed the organization, the training, and the ac- 
itivities of two million woman suffrage forces. In examining Mrs. Catt's 
jthinking on the method issue it appears that she confronted two basic 
problems; How could the suffragists achieve their goal with the least 
expenditure of energy, time, and money? And, how could men who had the 
authority to grant the power of the ballot be convinced to act speedily 
land satisfactorily? A preliminary outline of her thinking in regard to 
the method of obtaining the ballot will be helpful to the reader.
New York Times. June 4, 1913  ^p. S.
’Peek, Carrie Chapman Catt. op. cit., p. 5.
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I. The woman suffrage forces need strengthening.
A. The activities of the suffragists are lacking in organization, 
and need:
1. Correlation of national, state, and local branches.
2. A program of concrete aims.
3. A finance committee that would finance.
4. Organized and energetic campaign forces.
5. Endorsement by great citizens’ organizations.
B. Factionalism and lukewarmness can destroy an organization.
0. Suffragists need to be educated about problems confronting them. 
D. Suffragists should proceed with an attitude that would command 
the respect of the male voters.
1. They should be non-militant.
2. They should be nonpartisan.
II. The federal amendment is the most efficient means by which women 
can obtain the ballot.
A. The federal method is better than the state method, for
1. It is quicker,
2. It is the method practiced by other nations, and
3. National protection of women’s rights would be provided.
B. The state method is inferior to the federal method, for
1. State constitutions have difficult provisions.
2. State statutory laws are inadequate.
3. The state method fixes responsibility upon no one.
C. Therefore,
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1 , Congressmen should not expect -women to seek enfranchisement 
by a method more difficult than that required of men.
2. Women should appeal to Congressmen at the opportune time to 
ratify the federal constitutional suffrage amendment.
Strengthening the Woman Suffrage Forces
In analyzing the problems of the woman suffrage forces, Mrs. Catt 
recognized three needs: a larger and more closely united organization,
a group of women -vdio understood the political obstacles that confronted 
them, and women whose conduct commanded the respect of the male voters.
Organization.— Early in Mrs. Catt's woman suffrage activities 
she was given the responsibility of organizing workers for the cause.
She became the state organizer and the recording secretary for the Iowa 
Woman Suffrage Association in 1887. At that time she introduced a sys­
tem of pledges and enrollments which built up membership and income
After the loss of the state referendum in South Dakota in 1890, 
she listed the follo-wing things as being essential to winning a referen­
dum at the polls: "first, endorsement by great citizens' organizations;
second, endorsement by the political parties; third, an adequate campaign 
fund; fourth, organized and energetic campaign forces." Likewise, her 
observations of the lack of interest on the part of the United States 
Senate committee, as well as the lack of preparation on the part of the 
women -vriio spoke for woman suffrage before the Senate, caused her to
"Ibid.. pp. 47-49. 
"Ibid.. p. 6 5.
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direct her interest toward improving such weaknesses.!
Her opportunity to start the operation of these desired improve­
ments in the woman suffrage organization came in February, 1895 when, at 
the Atlanta Convention, Miss Anthony appointed Mrs. Catt chairman of a 
committee to draw up the plan of work for the coming year. Two days 
later, as spokesman for her committee, Mrs. Catt began:
The great need of the hour is organization. There can be no 
doubt that the advocates of woman suffrage in the United States are 
to be numbered by millions, but it is a lamentable fact that our or­
ganization can count its numbers only by thousands. There are il­
lustrious men and women suffragists, yet we do not possess the bene­
fit of their names on our membership lists or the financial help of 
their dues. In other words, the size of our membership is not at 
a11 commensurate with the sentiment for woman suffrage. The reason 
for this condition is plain; the chief work of suffragists for the 
past forty years has been education and agitation, and not organiza­
tion. The time has come when the educational work has borne its 
fruit, and there are States in which there is sentiment enough to 
carry a woman suffrage amendment, but it is individual and not or­
ganized sentiment, and is, therefore, ineffective.^
In behalf of her committee, Mrs. Catt requested that three things 
be provided: "correlation of national, state, and local branches; a pro­
gram of concrete aims; and a finance committee that would finance." The 
plan called for a national standing committee on organization to be as­
sisted by field organizers and collectors of funds. Courses of study in 
politics and government were to be set up for local clubs; regional con­
ferences of states were to be held in the North, South, East, and West 
areas of the United States; and the results of research concerning such 
topics as laws affecting women and children, and amount of property owned
^Ibid.. p. 6 7.
iI o
Carrie Chapman Catt, "The Report of the Plan of Work Committee,!' 
NAMA,_ 1895. . Also, in Anthony and Harper, op. cit., IV, 248-249....
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and taxes paid by women were to be" used for propaganda pxirposes iri estab- 
dishing the Woman Suffrage Organization.
At the end of her first year of service, 1896, she presented to 
the national convention a report of the work of the committee. In re­
sponse nearly $3 ,3 0 0 in pledges was allocated for the work of her commit­
tee. In part she said;
Our committee are more than ever convinced that it is possible 
to build a great organization based upon the one platform of the en­
franchisement of women. With harmony, cooperation, and determination 
we shall yet build this organization of such numbers and political 
strength that through the power of constituency it can dictate at 
least one plank in the platform of every political party, and secure 
j an amendment from any Legislature it petitions. We believe it will
I  yet have its auxiliaries in every village and hamlet, township and
I  school district, to influence majorities when the amendment is sub­
mitted. More— we believe ere many years its powers will be so subtle
and widespread that it can besiege the conservatism of Congress it­
self, and come away with the laurel wreath of victory!^
The enthusiasm of young workers for Mrs. Catt's energy developed;
into criticism by them of other national leaders. When Mrs. Catt became!
aware of this condition, she took occasion at the close of her report to
I  ,
the national convention of 1898 to denounce factionalism and lukewarmness ;
I  !
I If I were asked to name the chief cause obstructing organization^
I should not hesitate to reply. It is not to be found in the anti- ! 
suffragists nor in ignorance nor in conservatism. . . .It is to be | 
found in the hopeless, lifeless, faithless members of our own organi­
zation. . . .We find them in state executive committees, where ap­
palled by the magnitude of the undertaking they decide that organiza­
tion is impossible because there is no money, and they make no effort 
to secure funds. They are to be found in our national body, ready to 
find fault with plans and results and to criticize the conscientious 
efforts of those who are struggling to accomplish good. Yet they are 
never ready to propose more helpful methods. . . ."It cannot be done!'
Lpeck, Carrie Chapman Catt, op. cit., pp. 83—84.
i  Carrie Chapman Catt, "Report of the Organization Committee,"
jNAWSA, 1896, Anthony and Harper, op. cit., pp. 256-257.
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is their motto, and by it they constantly discourage the hopeful and 
extract all enthusiasm for new workers. . . .However, these apathetic 
ones, while not so well awake as we might wish, are beginning to come 
to life. Several state organizations have elected new officers viio 
promise a more vigorous policy. Let us encourage any criticism of­
fered with the intention of replacing present methods with better 
ones, but let us frown upon. . .aimless fault-finding, and let us 
banish from our vocabulary the word "can't." Let our watchword be 
"Organization and Union.
Obstacles.— By 1900 Mrs. Catt had begun preparing woman suffrage 
forces to cope with external problems confronting them. She thought that 
women should know the tactics of those forces opposing them, that they 
should promote the policy of educating the illiterate male voter, and 
that women needed to educate public sentiment against political graft.
Much education of women was carried on through training schools
2
in New York City and throughout the country, and through the publica­
tion known by two different titles. The Woman's Journal and The Woman 
Citizen to which Mrs. Catt contributed many articles and editorials. 
Reference has already been made to her method of educating women in her 
annual addresses. In many of these speeches she pictured the illiterate 
male voters as being under the control of bribery. In 1904 she advo­
cated the appointment of a committee on good government to be selected 
from organizations that stood for reform, education, or nonpartisan
3
politics. She reasoned that the purpose of such a committee should be
not only "the curtailment of the irresponsible vote at the bottom, and
i
jthe indifferent or dishonest vote on the top, " but also the education of
! Carrie Chapman Catt, Report to the NANS A, 1898, found in Peck,
Carrie Chapman Catt. op. cit.. pp. 96-97.
I ^New York Times, September l6, 1913, p. 3; also Peck, Carrie
Chapman Catt. op. cit. . p. 2 6 6.
I O ^
I   -^ Catt. President's Annual Address (1904) . op. cit.. p. 15.  ,
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public sentïm^ through every schooirchii^6h, press, pulpit, and plat- ' 
form, "until a healthy, vdiolesome hatred has been created for the selling 
and buying of votes at the polls, the 'graft' of municipalities, and the 
corrupt control of Legislatures."^
Suggested remedies, according to Mrs. Catt, might include such 
things as the establishment of an educational qualification for the voter; 
this qualification should be "severe enough to represent a sufficient
2
amount of understanding to guarantee a fitness for good citizenship."
She opposed injustice in the application of this qualification, however: 
"An educational qualification must therefore not be permitted to create 
an ignorant caste, but rather to stand as a degree of merit toward vAiich
all may strive „3
She questioned whether the corruption arising from the immigrant 
vote could best "be reached through further restrictions of naturaliza- ; 
tion or through revision of the naturalization laws. The answer should 
be determined by a careful analytical investigation.
To enforce laws to prevent the briber from purchasing votes would 
not be easy, contended Mrs. Catt. She had greater faith in the possibili­
ties of educating public opinion to ferret out these "political criminals 
and bring them to justice."^ She considered the chief cause of the I
^Ibid.. p. 19. 
^Ibid.. p. 1 6 . 
3lbid.
^Ibid.. p. 18. 
^Ibid.. p. 19.
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Existence of ''graft'* in the great munitiipalitias to be "the indifference : 
bf those -»Aio should be most active in the support of good government ; 
that those who are corrupting American politics represent a minority; 
and that their corruption continues to exist because the "indifferent 
majority tolerates it." She further reasoned:
In a Republic the majority has power to enforce its wLll, and 
when it fails to do so, it is because it does not care to do it.
There is therefore not such a crying need in American politics "to 
turn the rascals out" as to turn in a spirit of patriotic, energetic, 
determined moral responsibility. It may be, therefore, that an in­
vestigation would reveal the fact that a very important source of 
difficulty is to be found in the failure of intelligent men to exer- 
I cise their citizenship.^
1
Women such as those she was addressing in the national convention,
1 9 0 4, she contended, had a problem of attempting to "determine causes,
apply remedies, and clear the way for their own enfranchisement" even
though that might be a small part in "the great task of the removal of
the obstructions which clog the wheels of the onward movement of popular 
2government. "
Working attitudes.— A part of Mrs. Catt's leadership influence 
was directed toward maintaining within the woman suffrage forces a working 
attitude that could command the respect of the male voters. She stood for 
non—militancy and nonpartisanship. She opposed all revolutionary methods
i
committed in the name of the woman suffrage cause.
I believe I can speak authoritatively for 99.9 per cent of the 
hundreds of thousands of suffragists of the Empire State when I de­
clare that they unqualifiedly condemn the attempt made yesterday to 
harry the President. The great majority of American suffragists have
^Ibid.
%att. President 's Annual Address ( 1904), op. cit., pp. ± 5 . ff.
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had no sympathy with the militant tactics of the small British group 
called suffragettes even when applied across the sea, and will not 
welcome the introduction of those methods here, and especially by 
British women,^
On July 12, 1916, she stated, "Our association j^ational American 
Woman Suffrag^ does not believe in militant methods, and is not likely 
to adopt them." Even though the militants were at one time members of 
the International Woman Suffrage Alliance, and I4rs. Catt tactfully avoid­
ed conflicts between the militants and the non-militants, she was of the 
opinion that "the militant tactics are the reverse of helpful to the
3
cause."
The National American Woman Suffrage Association, of which Mrs. 
Catt was president, upheld this policy;
jit caiQ not work against any Presidential candidate nor against 
candidates for Congress of any one party. Consistently with our 
policies, however, it may campaign against members of Congress of 
all or any political parties who are unwilling to vote to submit the 
Federal Amendment.^
The Association had supported this nonpartisan policy since 18?$.^ In 
1 9 1 3, however, when Alice Paul separated from the Association by estab­
lishing an independent organization on the lines of the Women's Social 
and Political Union of Great Britain, it became necessary, at intervals, 
for the Association to clarify its nonpartisan attitude. Alice Paul
^Mew York Times, May 19, 1915, p. 5*
^Ibid.. July 12, 1916, p. 10.
^Catt, "On Militancy," ibid., June 16, 1913, p. 3*
^Catt, "The Suffragists' Attitude toward a Federal Amendment," 
ibid.. July 12, I916, p. 10.
5lbid.
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announced the federal amendment to be her "sole objective, to be fur­
thered by active opposition to the political party in power, unless or 
until the latter put the federal amendment through Congress."^ To Alice 
Paul Mrs. Catt reasoned: "The Democrats never had had sufficient members
in both Houses of Congress to put through the Federal amendment, and that 
to campaign against the party for not doing something vtiich it had not 
the power to do was unrealistic."^ It seemed to Mrs. Catt that more men
would consider it reasonable if women supported their friends in whatever
3
party they might be.
Woman Suffrage by Federal Amendment
That dream of woman suffrage by federal amendment antedated all 
the efforts to win woman suffrage by the State route. And it is not 
to be forgotten that from the earliest days the will and the work to 
make the dream come true went along concurrently with the work for 
and in State referenda.^
In reality it was after the Civil War and in particular after the 
introduction of the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendments that women recog­
nized the federal government as the authority that should grant woman 
suffrage. Women led by Susan B. Anthony and Elizabeth Cady Stanton had 
framed an amendment in phraseology very similar to that of the Fifteenth 
Amendment; on January 10, 1Ô7S, this woman's amendment was first intro— 
duced in the Senate.^ Between that date and June 4, 1919, the amendment
^Peck, Carrie Chapman Catt, op. cit., p. 240.
^Ibid.. pp. 240-2 4 1.
3lbid.
^att and Shuler, op. cit.. p. 22?.
^Ibid.. p. 228.
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■was continuously pending, having been introduced in the same form in 
every succeeding Congress.^ For this period of forty-one years the poli­
cy of the National Woman Suffrage Association supported enfranchisement 
by the federal amendment. The members, however, considered the opposi­
tion of the Southern Senators to the amendment sufficient to require
that they campaign for states referenda, thereby hoping to breaJc through
2
the congressional impasse.
From the beginning of Mrs. Catt ' s work as a suffragist she sup-
3
ported the federal amendment. As long as she was concerned -with the 
enfranchisement of women in the United States, all other premises which 
she discussed were subsidiary to that of the federal amendment. Es­
pecially were her pleas before the United States Legislators aimed at 
obtaining enfranchisement for women by a federal method. Even though she 
considered the states referenda procedure inadequate for obtaining the 
ballot, she supported it concurrently with the federal method, chiefly 
for propaganda purposes. Mrs. Catt's belief that the federal method had 
advantages over the state method for obtaining enfranchisement remained 
rather constant throughout her leadership of the woman s'uffrage cause; her 
arguments for the federal method increased in strength with time, reaching 
a culmination in those speeches delivered at the climax of the movement
^Ibid.. p. 229.
%bid. . pp. 230-2 3 1.
3
^Peck, Carrie Chapman Catt, op. cit.. p. 5.
speeches.
^Based upon the extant copies of Mrs. Catt ' s woman suffrage
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The crisis of 1916.— As a result of the Presidential election of 
1916 the following conditions developed: The women had expended consid­
erable money, time, and energy to secure endorsement of the federal suf­
frage amendment as a plank in the platform of the two dominant parties. 
These parties had disappointed the women by identifying the cause as one 
belonging to the s t a t e s " T h e  Woman’s party j^der Alice Pau]]. . .had 
campaigned against all Democratic candidates in Western enfranchised
States. . .arousing the tempestuous irritation of every candidate," or so
o
it seemed to Mrs. Catt. These and other factors she considered to be of 
sufficient importance to call an emergency convention of the National 
Woman Suffrage Association, September 7, 1916. Later, in stating her 
motive regarding the need of the convention, she said:
The Shafroth proposal had been welcomed in the Southern States 
because of its states rights provision.^ Scattered throughout the 
national Association were women who preferred the Shafroth method. 
Others felt that the Woman’s Party had so queered the situation that 
the Federal amendment was hopeless. There was danger that local in­
itiative would bring on more state referendum campaigns, and that 
Congress would hide behind those states rights planks and shut us 
from Congressional action forever.
To stem this tide carrying us away from Washington and early 
victory, I planned that convention. I wanted first to clear our own 
ranks and find out where we stood. Therefore, I called a long board 
and executive council meeting previous to the convention. The delib­
erations were necessarily secret. I there outlined the plan we fol­
lowed to the end [of the Federal amendment campaigrQ
^Catt and Shuler, op. cit.. pp. 250-265.
^Ibid.. p. 2 6 4.
^Senator John Shafroth, to meet the difficulty in securing state 
referenda, proposed that "when an initiative petition, signed by eight 
iper cent of the electors voting at the preceding general election, should 
request the submission of wcman suffrage, such question should be submit­
ted, and a majority of those voting should be sufficient for its adop­
tion." (Catt and Shuler, op. cit.. p. 246.)
-Peck, Carrie Chapman Catt, op. cit.. p. 256.
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The p l ^  proposed was to secure nation-wide suffrage by federal 
^amendment before 1920, Every state legislature possible was to be pledged 
to demand that Congress submit the amendment. A leader in each state was 
presented with a detailed plan for the organized suffragists in her
! T
state.
Mrs. Catt realized that some of her former faithful co-workers
opposed her plan to concentrate on the federal amendment, especially in
"authorizing the national board to take such direction of the work in the
2states as may be necessary to accomplish this end."
Her strong conviction that the final victory depended upon the 
securing of zealous, united support of all of the women forces caused her 
to select "The Crisis" as the title of her speech delivered before the 
public session of the convention. It is possibly the most significant
I
speech in her endeavor to stimulate esprit de corps among the woman suf­
frage members and to stir them to intense activity. A synopsis of the 
speech is as follows: She said, "It is better to imagine a crisis where
none exists than to fail to recognize one when it comes," for if it is 
not there you will continue to work until it is there. No harm is done. 
jYet signs "point to a crisis." We are passing through a world crisis in 
Ithat "50 billions of dollars" have been spent on the World War in the 
past "two years" and "three and a half millions of lives have been lost." 
The war presages a total change in the status of women in that they "are 
Idoing work for which they were considered incompetent two years ago." 
Europe and Great Britain have been converted to woman suffrage. "The
^Ibid.
2————'—'—'—'—■—■■ —  ^ —'—■'—- —   — --    '- - — '- - - - - —- " — -—  ’- - —' -- — - - — - —
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édifice of 's liberty nears completion. The fdur corner-stones laid
long ago" by our American women are now ready for the "roof."
The crisis is real, not imaginary, for woman suffrage has gained 
these strengths: "Our cause" is endorsed by "all political parties"j the
cause is supported by "every candidate for the presidency" of the United 
States; woman suffrage is endorsed by "most churches"; "it has won the 
support of 1 reform movements; it has won the progressives of every 
variety; the majority of the press in most states is with us"; and great 
men and women of every interest are with us. Admitted that "we have not 
won the reactionaries of any party, church, or society,. . .nor the ig­
norant and illiterate,. . .nor the forces of evil and never will"; yet 
"before the vote is won there must and will be a gigantic final conflict 
between the forces of progress, righteousness, and democracy and the 
forces of ignorance, evil, and reaction."
We are not "prepared to grasp the victory," for "our movement 
lacks cohesion, organization, unity, and momentum." Our movement needs 
a "change of mental attitude" if we are to seize the victory, for we need 
a "jubilant, glad spirit of victory" in the place of the former "slow 
: educational pace." We need to organize the work of the reserves for this 
victory campaign. We need to define our aim in regard to the federal 
amendment and the state referenda. Our federal amendment must remain 
jour ultimate aim with the work of the state merely preparatory to the
i
Igaining of the federal amendment, for the state constitutions provide 
I  "many obstacles" in securing an amendment.
i  :
j  Women will be enfranchised, for it is the trend of human affairs.
Suffrage by^  states rights is difficult, but the "makers of the consbitutidn
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provided for the amendment of the constitution.” ”A Federal Amendment i
is not an easy process of enfranchisement,” for "there is no quick short ; 
cut to our liberty. The federal method means a simultaneous campaign in ; 
forty-eight states. It demands organization in every precinct, activity^
I
[agitation, education in every corner." The "appeal to the voters is only 
|a little less general than is required in a referendum.”
i . ;
She concluded:
The Woman's Hour has struck. Yet, if the call goes unheeded, if | 
our women think it means the vote without a struggle, if they think 
other women can and will pay the price of their emancipation, the 
hour may pass and our political liberty may not be won.
WOMEN ARISE: DEMAND THE VOTE! The character of a man is meas­
ured, it is said, by his will. The same is true of a movement. Then, 
WTT.T. to be free. Demand the vote. Women, ARISE 11
Later in the convention the members decided that the mandate
I
from the states should be to support the "Federal amendment until it :
should pass, and that the mandate should take the form of presidential j
i
suffrage and resolutions as recommended from Legislatures, calling for |
2
submission of the Federal Suffrage Amendment. ”
Arguments supporting the federal amendment .— From 1880 to 1883 
the women obtained woman suffrage committees in both the Senate and the 
House. The Senate Committee became a standing committee and remained so 
until the end. By 1883 the House refused to renew its committee and 
after that date it ususdly referred the woman suffrage amendment to the 
Judiciary Committee.^ Mrs. Catt's first experience before either of these
^Catt, "The Crisis” (1916), on. cit.. p. 26, 
^Catt and Shuler, op. cit.. p. 263.
_^ Ibid.. p. 2 3 1.______________ _____________
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gï^ups was in IS92 when^he addressed, the Judiciary ConnnliTtee,^  For the
period between I896 and 1910, "when the federal amendment was making slow
jprogress, Mrs. Catt and others spoke before the Senate and House Commit- i
! . ! 
tees at the first session of each Congress only. In 1904 she explained
I  .  i
[that "constitutional limitations. . .set at a time Wien a republican
I
iform of government was totally untried" were acting as a barrier to pre—
2vent woman suffrage from being lawfully accepted. After an extended
analogy contrasting the enfranchisement of men with the unenfranchisement
of women she contended.
Is it not manifestly unfair to demand of women a test which has 
never been made in the case of men in this or any other country? Is 
it not true that the attitude of the Government toward an unenfran­
chised class of men has ever been that the vote is a privilege to be 
I extended and it is optional with the citizen whether or not he shall 
use it?3
|In contrast to the liberal granting of enfranchisement to men, women were 
jpaying a great price to obtain their rights. The state method was con­
sidered unfair, "Even the Federal amendment is difficult enough, with
' J.
the ratification of thirty-six Legislatures required."
The addresses delivered in 1917 and 1919 were almost identical.
IThe first one was delivered to the National Woman Suffrage Association 
and the second to the Legislatures of the United States. A summary of
^Peck, Carrie Chapman Catt, op. cit., pp. 66-6 7.
2
Statement by Mrs. Catt before Judiciary Committee, House of 
Representatives of U. S., February, 1904. Anthony and Harper, op. cit.. 
pp. 115-1 1 6.
^Statement by Mrs. Catt at "Senate Hearing," 1910, op. cit..
p. 745.
^Catt, "Speech before Congressional Convention" (December 15, 
:1915)_. gp..__cit.._ V, 752-754. ____
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the argument is as follows;
We choose the Federal method (l) because it is the quickest pro­
cess and justice demands immediate action. . . .(2) Every other coun­
try dignifies woman suffrage as a national question. . . .(3) If the 
entire forty—eight States should severally enfranchise women, their 
political status would still be inferior to that of men, since no 
provision for national protection in their right to vote would exist 
. . .  .The three reasons why we object to the State amendment process 
are: (l) The constitutions of many States contain such difficult
provisions for amending that it is practically impossible to carry 
an amendment at the polls. For example, several states require a 
majority of all the votes cast at an election to insure the adoption 
of an amendment. Also several state constitutions stipulate that a 
definite period of time must elapse before an amendment defeated at 
the polls can again be submitted. (2) "The statutory laws governing 
elections are so inadequate and defective as to vouchsafe little or 
no protection to a referendum in most States. . . .(3) The State 
method fixes responsibility upon no one," for the Legislatures are 
indifferent; the politicians are "loath" to assume responsibility; 
and voters controlled by political machines cannot be depended upon.
Legislators, you are the constitutionally designated representa­
tives of the women of your State. Those women composing the Auxiliary 
in your State of the National American Woman Suffrage Association ap­
peal to you now to hasten the passage and the ratification of the 
federal constitutional suffrage amendment in order that our Nation 
may at the earliest possible moment show to all the nations of earth 
that its action is consistent with its p rinci p l e s .^
To convince men that women should be enfranchised by a federal 
amendment Mrs. Catt directed the organizing, the training, and the ac­
tivities of two million woman suffrage forces. In analyzing the problems 
of the movement, she recognized three needs: a lar*ger and more closely
united organization, a group of women vdio understood the political ob­
stacles that confronted them, and women whose conduct commanded the re­
spect of the male voters. As women approached their goal the states ref­
erenda method conflicted with the achievement of the federal amendment.
^Catt, An Address to the Legislatures of the United States (Feb­
ruary, 1 9 1 9), OP. cit.. pp. 9-1 6 .
 ^ibid.. p. 2 4 . , ,
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Mrs. Catt met this issue by showing that the federal method was quicker, 
more adequate and more dignified than the states method.
Logical Proof
Patterns of Reasoning
An analysis is now to be made of Mrs. Catt 's methods of validat­
ing her beliefs pertaining to the way of obtaining the ballot by asking:
Did she prefer one or more patterns of reasoning?
Deductive reasoning.— In the transition of emphasis from the need 
to the method issue came an increased use of deductive reasoning. Even 
though the need and method issues frequently appeared concurrently in 
her woman suffrage speeches, in 1911 she noted a transition from the 
need of evocative speeches to that of advocacy when she told the women
convened at Stockholm that "the discussion is no longer upon the justice
of our claim, but how to secure final action."^
In evoking esprit de corps or in advocating woman suffrage by a 
federal amendment Mrs. Catt relied greatly upon hypothetical and disjunc­
tive enthymemes in the form of sorites with an occasional categorical |
statement. Her reasoning to the suffragists took this form: If we can
build and maintain a strong woman suffrage organization that will func— |
tion to the end, if we can minimize the obstacles preventing our enfran- |
chisement, and if we can recognize the opportune time to launch our 
drive for the federal amendment, we can achieve our goal, '
When Mrs. Catt confronted the crisis of the suffrage cause in
^Catt, Is Woman Suffrage Progressing? (1911), op. cit.. p. 2,
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1916 she presented the -women with two broad hypotheses. One pertained 
to the facts giving e-v±dence that the ’’Woman’s Hour had struck”; the 
other to the type of action required of women. In the first instance 
she attempted to validate her hypothesis by enumerating many signs. In 
the second, she urged the -women to assume their responsibilities wherein 
she combined hypothetical and disjunctive enthymemes; ’’There must be at 
least thirty—six States armies, alert, intelligent, never pausing, and 
they must move in the fixed formation demanded by the national strategy 
adopted.”^  On the other hand, ”If the call [to victory] goes unheeded, 
if our women think it means the vote without a struggle, if they think 
other women can and -will pay the price of their emancipation, the hour 
Qrictory^ may pass and our political liberty may not be won.”^
In l'Ire. Catt ’ s advocacy of the federal amendment as directed to 
the Congressional Woman Suffrage Committees, she cast her reasoning into 
the following disjunctive pattern: ’’Women may be enfranchised in two
ways: (l) by amendment of the National Constitution. . . .(2) by amend­
ment of State Constitutions. . . .There are three reasons for choosing
3
the Federal Method and three for rejecting the State Method.” She con­
cluded: ’’Women appeal to you now to hasten the passage and the ratifi­
cation of the federal constitutional suffrage amendment. Each of the
^Catt and Shuler, op. cit., pp. 261—262.
%att, ’’The Crisis” (1916), op. cit., pp. 25-26.
^Catt, An Address to the Legislatures of the United States (Feb­
ruary, 1919), op. cit.. p. Ô. (Same idea with slightly different wording.
An Address to the Congress of the United States, 1917, op. cit.. p. 7.) *
^Ibid.. p. 24. (P. 21.)
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three reasons for the federal method and three rejections of the state 
method were further developed by soritical enthymemes.
It is clear that in order, to validate ideas pertaining to the 
method issue Mrs. Catt relied principally upon hypothetical and disjunc­
tive reasoning which, toward the close of the movement, extended into 
sorites.
Inductive reasoning.— The infrequent induction used was developed 
principally into extended analogies dependent upon many examples, testi­
monials, or historical data.
In 1900 Mrs. Catt presented "a survey of the changes which have 
been wrought within the past hundred years in the status of women— educa­
tional, social, financial, and political."^ After developing a number 
of specific instances to illustrate how women could gradually acquire 
rights which belong to customs, she concluded with the following gener­
alization about acquiring the right to vote;
Had it been either custom or statutory law which forbade women to 
vote, the suffrage would have been won by the same processes which 
have gained every other privilege. . .but the Supreme Court decided 
that the National Constitution must first be amended. It therefore 
becomes a necessity to convert to this reform a majority of men of 
the #iole United States.^
She frequently used an analogy of the history of man suffrage, 
drawing a conclusion such as this: "Is it not likewise unfair to compel
women to seek their enfranchisement by methods infinitely more difficult 
than those by means of which any man in this country has secured his right
Carrie Chapman Catt, "Why ¥e Ask for the Submission of an Amend­
ment." Hearing before U. S. Senate committee February 13, 1900. Anthony 
and Harper, op. cit.. IV, 369-372.
^Ibid.. p. 3 7 1.
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to a vote?”l
An appeal before the House Judiciary Committee in 1902 included 
an inference from testimonials of the success of woman suffrage in opera­
tion throughout the world. Her conclusion was framed into a compound
2
hypothetical disjunctive pattern.
When reasoning by induction Mrs. Catt used many examples, testi­
monials, and historical data from i^ /hich to draw her conclusions. This 
type of reasoning occurred most frequently in her early speeches delivered 
to women.
Kinds of Arguments
In the method issue, arguments were frequently developed from 
cause-to-effect, extended analogies, and examples. Occasionally she 
argued from sign or from authority.
Past, present, and future were involved in Mrs. Catt's causal 
reasoning. In all three cases she habitually discussed the adequacy of 
the cause to produce the effect. A few brief descriptions will illus­
trate her procedure; She treated a past causal relation when endeavoring 
to show why the woman suffrage cause had greater potentialities than were 
being put into practice. She explained how previous suffragists had edu­
cated millions of people to believe in woman suffrage but had organized 
only a few thousand to act She then projected this argument into the
^Statement by Mrs. Catt, "Senate Hearing," 1910, op. cit. . V, 745-
Statement by Mrs. Catt before Judiciary Committee, House of 
Representatives of U. S. (February, 1904), op. cit., p. 54.
^Carrie Chapman Catt, "The Report of the Plan of the Work Commit­
tee," NAWSA, 1895. Also in Anthony and Harper, op. cit.. IV, 248—249,
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futvire by predicting that an organization of numbers having sufficient
1
political strength would win the victory.
In "The Crisis" she reasoned from the past to the future by causal
relation. Upon an evaluation of the progress made by women suffragists
up to that time and upon an estimate of their ability to concentrate upon
the federal amendment she predicted their goal to be near. She recognized
the possibilities of other causes such as a refusal on the part of the
women to struggle, operating to prevent the cause under discussion from
o
achieving its effect.
When appealing to Congressmen for a federal amendment she ex­
plained why she rejected the states referenda and why she contended for
3
a federal method of enfranchisement. In like manner, she predicted the 
inevitability of woman suffrage upon "three distinct causes."^
Her reasoning expounded by extended analogy tended to stress dif­
ferences along with likenesses. For instance, she considered that men 
had received the right to vote through a rather evolutionary process in­
volving the federal procedure in most instances. Contrasting the diffi­
cult procedure being forced upon women, she concluded that both men and 
women are people and therefore should be enfranchised in a similar manner.^
^Ibid.. pp. 256-2 5 7.
^Catt, "The Crisis" (I9 1 6), op. cit.. most of the speech.
^Catt, An Address to the Congress of the United States (1917), 
op. cit., and An Address to the Legislatures of the United States (Feb- 
Iruary, 1919), op. cit.. pp. 7-21.
^Ibid.. pp. 1-7 .
; ^Statement by Mrs. Catt, "Senate Hearing," 1910, op. cit.. p. 740.
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tïmës^he ques’ElonëâTtlïë dembcraiTic policy of America fliat could re— 1
I  j
If use Its women suffrage when monarchies in other countries were enfran— |
I  1  ^jchising their women. In analogous reasoning Mrs. Catt commonly stressed 
differences comparably with likenesses.
A careful reading of Mrs. Catt's speeches indicates that she had 
:a preference for positive examples to be used in constructive arguments, 
ibut many exceptional cases appeared in her refutation. In 1902 she not 
only pointed out the value to be achieved by women having the right to 
vote, but challenged the legislators to find one instance where women 
were voting in a detrimental manner.^ She contended in 1917 that state 
constitutions were inadequate for women's purposes. As proof she cited 
is ever al individual state constitutions. In this 1917 speech, adequate 
constitutions were not accounted for, yet in 1904 she had credited Golo- 
jrado with having a flexible state constitution more admirable than the 
national constitution.^ T^ Jhile exceptionsüL cases were not always cited 
in each reasoning from example, a study of the same issue presented in 
several speeches gave evidence that she did consider negative instances 
in her inductions.
Her arguments based upon authority involved mostly historical 
data. She quoted the American Constitution, the Declaration of Independ­
ence, the makers of the Constitution, or such men as Lincoln and Wilson.
^Catt, An Address to the Legislatures of the United States (Feb­
ruary, 1919), OP. cit.. p. 4.
Statement by Mrs. Catt before Judiciary Committee (February, 
1902), op. cit.. IV, 54.
^Statement by Mrs. Catt before Judiciary Committee (February, 
1904), pp. cit., IV, 11 ff. ____
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She apparently assxamed that her audiences would accept the authority of 
American traditions without further proof.
Mrs, Catt ' s arguments from sign occurred most frequently during 
the climax of the movement. At that time she reviewed the vital accom­
plishments of the women and the evolutionary stages of democracy to show 
the inevitability of woman suffrage.^ Sign relation appeared in such 
slogans as "the Woman’s Hour has struck!" and "Woman suffrage is inevita­
ble," Tidiich were supported by proof of recognition.
In validating most of the causal relation arguments as used in 
ten speeches l^Irs. Catt discussed the adequacy of the cause to produce the 
effect xdiether by the process of reasoning or by illustration. Occasion 
and audience did not seem to alter this method of reasoning. Its use 
was distributed throughout her woman suffrage controversy. In the seven 
speeches in which arguments were dependent upon extended analogy she 
usually pointed out both likenesses and differences and based her conclu­
sion upon the differences ; She gave some preference to this kind of 
argument when addressing Congressmen, Arguments from many examples were 
presented chiefly to women in international conventions. The examples 
in most instances were positive. Occasionally she accounted for negative 
examples. Historical data presented upon varied occasions was developed 
from authorities with Mrs. Catt establishing herself as the chief authori­
ty in regard to the progress of the woman suffrage movement. Early sign 
arguments were more suggested than stated directly. They were frequently
^Catt, An Address to the Congress of the United States (1917), 
bp, cit,, and An Address to the Legislatures of the United States (Feb- 
rua^, 1 9 1 9), OP, cit., "The Crisis," op, cit.
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related to the time of achieving the woman suffrage goal and therefore 
increased in use as she approached the victory. Its most extensive use 
in any one speech occurred in "The Crisis," delivered to women in 1916.
Methods of Support
As in the need issue so in the method issue I4rs. Catt used many 
types of support. In her early speeches she frequently used amplifica­
tion with a strong emphasis upon clarification. For instance, she often 
supported an argument with a historical review of the progress of woman’s 
status or of the development of male suffrage. The support contained 
many examples, some statistics, specific quotations, and analogies ; but 
the persuasive statements were few. More attention was given to exposi­
tion than to argument. As time passed her supporting materials took on 
more qualities of proof, argument supplanted exposition, and each speech 
became more complex in its use of supporting materials and arguments
This complexity may be observed in two speeches vhich were de­
livered at the climax of the movement. In "The Crisis" Mrs. Catt vital­
ized the decision confronting the audience by explaining what it means in 
the life of any movement to recognize the nearness of its goal. She de­
fined the immediate aim of the organization as being "a three-cornered 
question" in that it might concentrate on the federal amendment, the 
states referenda, or both methods. Each stage of progress in the woman 
suffrage movement was likened to a step in the construction of an edifice.
^Changes with time are illustrated in these speeches; "Why We 
Ask for the Submission of an Amendment" (1900), op. cit. ; Statement of 
Mrs. Catt before Judiciary Committee (February, 1904), op. cit.; "Senate 
Hearing," 1910, op. cit.; "Speech before Congressional Convention" (De­
cember 1 5, 1 9 1 5), op. cit.
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To place the roof was the task that remained to be done. She followed 
this image with contemporary signs of the climax of the movement. To 
clarify the conflict at hand, she took inventory of the strengths and 
weaknesses of both the opposition and the woman suffrage organization.
In addition to her use of historical data, she quoted from the Bible, 
scientists, philosophers, fables, her experiences, and statistics on 
state election laws and practices. She quoted her contemporaries, includ­
ing such men as Herbert Henry Asquith, the British statesman who had been 
converted to woman suffrage. The subject matter was directed to the au­
dience by frequent use of rhetorical questions, such as "Shall we play 
the coward?" She used figures of speech Wien illustrating, as "Our move­
ment is like a great Niagara with a vast volume of water tumbling over 
its ledge but turning no wheel"; and repeatedly she stated slogans and 
ideas to be driven home, as indicated in the title, "The Crisis," or the 
statement, "will to be free!"
An analysis of the methods of support used in An Address to the 
Legislatures of the United States appears in Table 3, Appendix I. In 
this speech there was a close adherence to factual evidence. In her 
first contention, endeavoring to establish the relation of woman suffrage 
to democratic principles, she selected her support from history of the 
United States. There was frequent but varied repetition of the generali­
zation, "Woman suffrage is inevitable," and the basis for its inevitabili­
ty, "American principles."
Her next step was to show that the opponent ’ s arguments had all 
been disproved. Her proof was terse, at times factual and at times opin— 
ional, suggesting that she felt further proof unnecessary for that
l66
jaudièncé, or that she "was lind-ted^by time. Itr~included summaries oî sta-f
i ’
rbistlcs. testimonies, and illustrations.
I
i In her third point she presented constructive argument for the
I
federal amendment, quickly utilizing all of her previous contentions on
I
woman suffrage as an American principle. She added a hypothetical illus­
tration comparing national enfranchisement with that granted by the 
entire forty—eight states.
In rejecting the state method she paraphrased the constitutions 
of several states and pointed out specific instances, examples, and testi­
mony regarding the statutory laws governing elections. In meeting objec­
tions to the federal amendment, she defined the term "democratic” in order [ ^
{to move to the conclusion that the federal method was as nearly democratic 
{as any procedure at that time could be for granting woman suffrage in the 
United States. She then compared the United States* action with that of 
other countries. To stress the amount of time that legislative body had 
consumed in taking action, she recounted the names of the procession of 
women who had come before them to plea for the ballot over the period of 
forty-one years. She quoted a Congressman who had said, "There is no 
man living or dead who could answer the arguments of those women. 
Throughout this speech Mrs. Catt frequently summarized her arguments and 
supported her plea with numerous rhetorical questions. In the entire 
speech it is difficult to distinguish between the soritical reasoning 
and the support, for they were closely interwoven.
Mrs. Catt * s use of different types of support increased as she
^Gatt, "The Crisis" (1916), op. cit.. p. 18.
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approached the victory of the movement. In her early speeches she used 
amplification with a strong emphasis upon clarification, stressing exposi­
tion rather than argument. The support contained many examples of a 
historical nature, some statistics, specific quotations, and analogies, 
yet in several instances the support of an individual speech was composed 
of almost one kind of support. The international addresses to women and 
some of the addresses to Congressmen were basically dependent upon his­
torical data. As time passed, her supporting materials took on more 
qualities of proof, argument supplanted exposition, and each speech 
seemed to improve in its use of a variety of supporting materials with 
the attention centered upon the argument rather than upon the support.
It is possible that these changes were the result of her experience in 
speaking, her increased knowledge about the movement, and her zesQ. to 
expedite the victory.
Refutation
Mrs. Catt•s speeches directed to the women for the purpose of 
strengthening the woman suffrage forces were constructive in nature con­
taining almost no direct refutation. Her refutation in the method issue 
offered to the Association Opposed to Suffrage for Women was similar to 
that used in the need issue discussed in Chapter III. Her replies to the 
opposition who supported the states referenda and rejected the federal 
method were her principal refutational concern in the method issue.
That Mrs. Catt would oppose the policy of states referenda which 
she had spent much time in supporting may have appeared inconsistent.
She previously had worked and spoken for the state campaigns to gain
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public sentiment for woman suffrage, believing all along that the final 
decision should be by federal action.^ As the chances for federal vic­
tory increased, she renounced the states referenda in order to utilize
her forces for the federal amendment and in order to prevent the political
2
leaders from resorting to the states referenda as an evasive measure.
At the Atlantic City Convention, to undermine the belief that 
women should resort to the states referenda method, Mrs. Catt cast her 
refutation into an enthymeme which was not only hypothetical in form but 
also disjunctive : If the women gain enfranchisement through the states
method, they must defeat corrupt forces at the polls or they must win by
redress against illegal practices. But since the opposition functions
behind "closed doors" and since "the statutory laws governing elections 
are so inadequate as to vouchsafe little or no protection to a referendum 
in most states," women can gain enfranchisement through the states method 
only by a "slow difficult process" subjecting themselves to much humilia­
tion.^
Three years later when presenting this argument to the legisla­
tures of the United States she converted it into an argument with three 
parts: "The constitutions of many states contain such difficult provi­
sions for amending that it is practically impossible to carry an amend­
ment at the polls." "The statutory laws governing elections are so in­
adequate as to vouchsafe little or no protection to a referendum, in most
^Catt and Shuler, op. cit.. p. 227-
^Peck, Carrie Chapman Catt. op. cit., p. 5.
^Catt, "The Crisis" (1916), op. cit., pp. 15-25.
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states." And, "The states method, fixes responsibility upon no one."^
Later in this speech to the Congressmen she attacked three objec­
tions to the federal amendment offered by certain members of Congress.
To impale these objections she attempted to prove the untenability of 
each charge by pointing out the logical inconsistencies. To the charge,
"a vote on this question by Congress and the Legislatures is undemocratic; 
it should go to the people or the states," she turned tables by so defin­
ing "democracy" that the Congressmen and Legislators would be more repre­
sentative of voteless women than individual male voters. For the second 
charge, "this is not the proper time to consider the question," she at­
tacked its validity by showing that other nations considered the time 
proper, and that American women had been in the process of preparing them 
for the event for fifty-three years. On the third objection, it was "un­
fair that thirty—six states should determine who may vote in the remain­
ing twelve," she conceded some possible truth, but adduced previous de­
cisions upholding such procedure as fair.
She then considered the states method to be lacking in reasoning 
in that the states rights doctrine was "less a principle than a tradi­
tion, " and yet in practice this tradition was bringing about humiliation 
of the United States before other nations and to the women as citizens. 
Inconsistencies were further stressed in a barrage of rhetorical ques­
tions such as, "Do you realize that in no other country in the world with 
democratic tendencies is suffrage so completely denied as in a considerable
^Catt, An Address to the Legislatures of the United States (Feb­
ruary, 1919), O P .  cit.. pp. 10-16; also. An Address to the Congr’ess of
the United States (1917). op. cit., pp. 10—14.
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number of our own states?" And, "Do you realize that such anomalies as 
a College President asking her janitor to give her a vote is overstrain­
ing the patience and driving women to desperation?"^
In an open forum before the House Suffrage Committee she was 
asked to discuss two other methods in answer to viiich she employed 
reductio ad absurdum:
The reason that suffragists oppose submitting the question to 
women is because it is neither legal nor constitutional. . . .And 
when you say submit it to the people, it cannot be one, so it can 
only be submitted to men, who are half the people. It is manifestly 
unjust to submit a question which concerns one-half the people to 
the other haif, and that is the reason why we do not want state 
referenda. On the other hand, if you submit the question to both 
men and women, vhich would be democratic, it would be neither legal 
nor constitutional, except vjhere women have it, and where, conse­
quently, there is no need for submitting it.^
"When asked how she would like to have the question submitted to 
conventions, she replied by adding a horn to a dilemma:
The method has never been tried even though the Constitution pro­
vides for it ; none of the previous seventeen amendments were submit­
ted through that process. It would require more money on the part 
of the opponents and friends of suffrage than the federal method. . . .  
Before it could be carried out, a machinery vhich would require extra 
legislation and a great deal of additional trouble would be necessary
Mrs. Catt ' s speeches directed to the women for the purpose of 
strengthening the woman suffrage forces were constructive in nature con­
taining almost no direct refutation. Refutation, other than that dis­
cussed previously in the need issue, was presented in connection with the
^Catt, An Address to the Legislatures of the United States (Feb­
ruary, 1 9 1 9), op. cit., pp. 19-20.
%att, "Hearing before the House Suffrage Committee" (19IS), 
op. cit., p. 1 3 1 .
3lbid.
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federal aSeŒënt“ drTve in 1916 t6“ 1919^ ofTTt w a s ^ i
I
into three major speeches— two delivered to women, one of which was
I
printed and circulated among Congressmen, and another delivered to the 
United States Legislatures.
In refuting objections to the federal method of enfranchising 
women she spent most of her time in exposing the inconsistencies in the 
counter-argument. At times she pointed out the hasty generalizations of 
the opposition, turned tables upon their arguments, reduced arguments to 
a residue, and in only rare instances she reduced her opponents' argu­
ments to the absurd. To clarify the position of the issues she asked 
many rhetorical questions.
Emotional Proof 
In the analysis of Mrs. Catt ' s use of emotional proof in her 
speeches treating the method of obtaining the ballot issue, three basic 
questions were asked: T'abat were the principal emotions and impelling
motives that she endeavored to arouse in her auditors? How frequently 
were these emotional proofs used? How did they vary with circumstances? 
The canons of emotional proof used in this portion of the study will be 
the same as those presented in Chapter III, pp. 117-118.
An accurate presentation of her appeal to her auditors' devotion 
to democratic principles, especially when addressing Congressmen, would 
require considerable quoting. A few brief references suggest this emo­
tion: In her addresses to Congress in 1917 and to the Legislators in
1919 she devoted approximately one-third of each speech stressing the 
importance of democratic liberties to American people. In speaking of
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World War I she stated;
Every day the conviction grows deeper that a world humanity will 
emerge from the war, demanding political liberty and accepting noth­
ing less. In that new struggle there is little doubt that men and 
women will demand and attain political liberty together.
Later in this same speech liberty was personified:
She does not wait for those vho have a special interest to serve, 
nor a selfish reason for depriving other people of freedom. Holding 
her torch aloft. Liberty is pointing the way onward and upward and 
saying to America, "Come.
Frequently Mrs. Catt expressed the impatience and indignation of 
suffragists when addressing Congressmen. Upon a few of these occasions 
she sought to arouse the emotion of fear:
Every delay, every trick, every politicaJ. dishonesty from now on 
will antagonize the women of the land more and more, and when the 
party or parties which have so delayed woman suffrage finally let it 
come, their sincerity will be doubted and their appeal to the new 
voters will be met with suspicion. This is the psychology of the 
situation. Can you afford the risk? Think it over?^
In debate or refutation I4rs. Catt at times placed the stigma of 
"shame" upon those women who opposed woman suffrage pointing out that 
women had opposed each step of progress by women and yet after advance- 
;ments had been made "no man or woman would claim that the gain of any of 
them was a mistake."^
As other nations and especially England, began to recognize the 
Enfranchisement of women, the emotion of fear for the reputation of
^att. An Address to the Congress of the United States (1917), 
., p. A.
^Ibid., p. 20.
3lbid.
Carrie Chapman Catt, "Woman Suffrage Must Win, " Independent. 
LXXXIV (October 11, 1915), 58.
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democratic America gained stress iri hër^ speeches. To illustrate:
Indeed, so inevitable does our history make woman suffrage that 
any citizen, political party, or Legislature that now blocks its com­
ing by so much as a single day, contributes to the indefensible in­
consistency which threatens to make our nation a jest among the on­
ward-moving people of the world.
In more than half of the seventeen speeches studied,listeners, 
especially Congressmen,were asked to consider the justice of granting 
women enfranchisement by the method involving the least difficulty, which 
appeared to Mrs. Catt to be by the federal amendment. This method would 
gain respect for the American government and esteem and good will for 
Congressmen vhile permitting them to discharge their duties as representa­
tives of the people, and achieve a greater security for democratic prac­
tice. The appeal for justice and fair play was Mrs. Catt's most frequent­
ly used impelling motive.
In 1900 she pleaded before the Judiciary Committee:
The way before us is difficult at best, not because our demand 
is not based upon unquestioned justice, not because it is not destined 
to win in the end, but because of the nature of the processes through 
vhich it must be won.
Before a Senate Hearing in 1910, as was her habit before Congress­
men, she called for fair play:
Is it not likewise unfair to compel women to seek their enfran­
chisement by methods infinitely more difficult than those by means 
of which any man in this country has secured his right to a vote? 
Ordinary fair play should compel every believer in democracy and in­
dividual liberty, no matter what are his views on woman suffrage, to 1
grant to women the easiest process of enfranchisement and that is
1 '
i
^Catt, An Address to the Legislatures of the United States (Feb— 
iruary, 1919), op. cit.. p. 3.
■ %att, "IfJhy We Ask for the Submission of an Amendment" (February '
1 3 , 1 9 0 0), OP. cit.. p. 3 7 2.
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i  the submission of a Federal Amendment. 1
Again, after depicting educated women as being denied the right 
to vote by illiterate men, she pleaded: "Is there a single man who can
2justify such inequality of treatment, such outrageous discriminations?" 
Legislators were repeatedly asked to consider the most secure
3
method for granting women enfranchisement. Legislators were not only 
asked to feel a responsibility for women but also to respect them as 
people, for "let it not be forgotten that democracy means ' a rule or de­
termination by the people' and that women, obviously, are people,"^ Mo­
tives of reverence for and conformity to the American tradition were ap­
pealed to when she pointed out that the federal amendment was the method 
provided by the makers of the Constitution and that it was based upon 
the principle of majority rule,^ On the other hand she attacked the mo—
itive of conformity, an infrequently used impelling motive, when she
6asked the Legislators to reject the states rights tradition. Further 
emotional support appeared in the form of appeal to resignation when she 
asked the Congressmen to accept the time of woman suffrage as now and to 
receive the prestige and power to be gained by welcoming the new woman
voter.7
^Statement by Mrs. Catt, "Senate Hearing," 1910, op. cit., p. 745<
%att. An Address to the Legislatures of the United States (Feb­
ruary, 1 9 1 9), op. cit.. p. 3 .
: ^ibid.. pp. 9-1 0, 16-1 7 .
^Ibid., p. 1 6 .
I ^Ibid.. p. 1 9.
^Ibid.. p. 20.
   '^Ibid . V p r 23 .    ^j
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VJhen aâdrèssihg women suffragists Mrs. Catt appealed to many of 
the motives presented to audiences of men. Of this group six speeches 
delivered at women’s conventions stressed the mastery motive encouraging 
[women to excel in each specific goal set before them. She pointed out 
the progress for which they should be proud and from vhich they should 
gain courage to accept their responsibilities for greater achievements. 
Repeatedly she emphasized the need of belonging to a great group working 
for a noble cause.
Endeavoring to unite her forces behind the federal amendment,
Mrs. Catt stressed, in the following image, all motives already mentioned:
And vre who are the builders of 1916, do we see a Crisis? Stand­
ing upon these planks which are stretched across the top-most peak
of this edifice of woman’s liberty, what shall we do? Over our heads, 
up there in the clouds, but tantalizing [sic] near, hangs the roof of 
our edifice— the vote, IVhat is our duty? Shall we spend time in ad­
miring the capstones and cornice? Shall we lament the tragedies 
which accompanied the laying of the corner stones? Or, shall we, 
like the builders of old, chant, "Ho 1 all hands, all hands, heave toi 
All hands, heave toi" and while we chant, grasp the overhanging roof
and with a long pull, a strong pull and a pull altogether, fix it in
place for ever more?l
Urging the women to be courageous and to move on to greater
jachievements, she demanded:
Shall we play the coward, then, and leave the hard knocks for 
our daughters or shall we throw ourselves into the fray, bare our 
ovffi shoulders to the blows and thus bequeath to them a politically 
liberated womanhood? We have taken note of our gains and of our re­
sources and they are all we could wish. Before the final struggle, 
we must take cognizance of our weaknesses. Are we prepared to grasp 
the victory? Alas, noi^
The preceding quotations, first from speeches addressed to men
Catt, "The Crisis" (1916), op. cit.. p. 11.
-Ibid.. p. 12.
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cüïa“;^cond~froni those aSdréssed to women, seem to indicate that Mrs“. Catt;
I ‘
was most concerned with emotions and motives appealing to justice from 
{Congressmen and in stimulating women to assume responsibilities and unite 
•their efforts.
In the general use of impelling motives Mrs. Catt attempted to 
associate her ideas with the following desires of her listeners; mixed 
motives of justice, fair play, duty, self-esteem, and security maintained 
an exceedingly high frequency of use; next in frequency were the mastery 
and social recognition motives; and less in frequency were the confoimity 
^ d  organic motives. There was an absence of the use of the sex motive 
and of negative appeals. For her opposition she pleaded for an improve­
ment of their ideals.
In summarizing the emotional proof, Mrs. Catt would have Congress­
men recognize that women were becoming impatient i-d-th the long, hard, 
h'umiliating struggle which was developing an animosity between men and 
women and retarding the progress of American democracy both at home and 
internationally. To these auditors, therefore, her emotional support in­
cluded pride in liberty and democratic principles contrasted with im­
patience and indignation toward those •who had deferred the ballot for 
women. Before varied audiences she expressed shame for the anti-suffra- 
gists and fear for the reputation of democratic America.
This group of speeches indicated that the emotion directed to 
women, especially in "The Crisis," was at times obvious, but that emotion 
and impelling motives functioned as an integral part of the logical 
structure in the speeches addressed to men. All of these speeches, in 
iCjonformity with Cicero Is advice, contained much more emotion in the
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conclusions than either in the introductions or in the bodies.
Ethical Proof
The canons of ethical proof as presented in Chapter III, p. 124^
were applied to Mrs. Catt's speeches treating the method of obtaining the
ballot issue. In this section of Chapter IV the questions were asked:
How did the speaker establish herself as an authority with her auditors?
How did she identify her character? And, did she appesir to seek the good
will of her listeners?
Mrs. Catt's use of the history of political rights supplied much
of the data for establishing her as an authority before her audiences
Frequently she sought prestige before suffragists by supporting her ad-
2
vice and proposals with data concerning the woman suffrage movement.
An important trait in Mrs. Catt's personality was her confidence 
in success as expressed in "The Woman's Hour has struck," and "Woman suf—
3
frage is inevitable." At times she discussed her opponent's arguments 
with an assurance that they were too weak to need refutation: "Not an
inch of solid ground is left for the feet of the opponent.
^att, "Why We Ask for the Submission of an Amendment" (1900),
op. cit., pp. 369-3705 Statement of Mrs. Catt before Judiciary Committee,
House of Representatives, February IS, 1902 Anthony and Harper, op. 
cit., IV, 545 "Senate Hearing," 1910, op. cit., V, 745j An Address to the 
Legislatures of the United States (February, 1919), pp. 1-7.
2
Some examples are; "The Report of the Plan of the Work Commit­
tee" (1895), op. cit.. pp. 24s, 2 4 9, and "The Crisis" (I9 1 6), op. cit.
^Catt, "The Crisis" (1 9 1 6), op. cit.. passim; An Address to the 
Congress of the United States (1917), op. cit., passim; An Address to the 
Legislatures of the United States (February, 1919). op. cit.. passim.
^att. An Address to the Legislatures of the United States (Feb-
1919), opj:_cit., p. 6. '....
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As already discussed under logical proof, Mrs. Catt defended the 
federal amendment on the basis of justice. She appeared to associate her 
character with elevated ideas by seeking to advance the status of women 
and civilization throughout her speaking career. She exhorted women to 
"will to be f r e e . A  constituent of ethical proof that appeared to be 
ever present throughout these speeches was Mrs. Catt's sincerity in ad­
hering to one goal for thirty-three years. Rarely did she introduce 
humor, the most of it appearing in her open forum address to the House 
Suffrage Committee, 1918. At times she expressed her sincerity in ex­
pressions such as "I believe," "we ask you," "Our committee are more than
ever convinced," "in my judgment," "let me implore you," "women appeal to
2you," and "to my mind."
She appeared to achieve the good will of her listeners, especially 
women, by understanding their problems. For example, in 1895 when she 
told the women that "the great need of the hour is organization," she ex—
3
cused the pioneer suffragists who were in her audience. Again she
identified herself with the problem of her audience when she told the
women gathered at Atlantic City in 1916:
Why, then, should American women be content to beg the vote on 
bended knee from man to man, when no American male voter has been 
compelled to pay this price for his vote and no woman of other coun­
tries is subjected to this humiliation. . . .Shall the government be 
less liberal with its daughters than with its sons?^
^Catt, "The Crisis" (1 9 1 6), op. cit., p. 26.
^Random sampling, seventeen speeches analyzed on the issue, the 
method of obtaining the ballot.
^Catt, "The Report of the Plan of the Work Committee" (1895), 
bp. cit.. pp. 248-2 4 9.
   -^ Gatt, "The Crisis" (I9 1 6), op. cit.. p. 24.
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When addressing Congressmen she attempted to foresee obstacles
to male support of woman suffrage in such statements as, "Do you still
harbor misgiving?" "Are you perplexed?" "To you who have been friends
of woman suffrage, let us say that we know you will meet opposition," or,
"Mutual, respect between those i^iio gave and those who received the vote
would have been promoted had the inevitable duty not been deferred. We
hope American Legislators will be w i s e r . S h e  often complimented the
Legislators for being the "constitutionally designated representatives
of the women." Frequently she spoke of the United States Legislators as
being a "higher class of men" and as having "better instincts" than the
2
illiterate individual voter. In 1919 she stated, "From this lower court 
Instates referend^, often unscrupulous in its unfairness, women appeal to 
the higher, the Congress and the Legislatures of the United States."-'^
In her refutation she frequently rebuked men, but apparently with 
tact. In refuting the argument that this is not the proper time to grant 
woman suffrage, she replied to the Legislators:
Since Congress had fifty-three years in which to deal with the 
question of woman suffrage, before taking final action, women look 
to the legislatures to make quick work of ratification and thus reme­
dy at the earliest possible moment the outrageous wrong of the years 
of delay. No time is an improper one to do an act of justice and 
when that justice has been long deferred the obviously proper time 
is now.^
_This rebuke presented to the Legislators was preceded by arguments
Icatt, An Address to the Legislatures of the United States (Feb­
ruary, 1 9 1 9), op. cit.. passim.
^Ibid.
3lbid.. p. 1 5 .
%b i d .. p. 18.
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in which she cent ended that other countries had found appropriate times
in war and in peace and that the American women had spent fifty-three
1
years endeavoring to convince them that the time was appropriate. Fre­
quently Mrs. Catt supported her rebukes with evidence and reasoning, or 
she turned them into rhetorical questions that involved reflective think­
ing, as in this example; "Do you realize that women in increasing numbers 
indignantly resent the long delay in their enfranchisement?"^
In a debate against the anti-suffragists Mrs. Catt linked her 
opponents and their arguments with "conservatism" by showing how women 
had opposed every step of progress made by women. They had opposed edu—
3
cation for women, public speaking, property rights, and other changes.
Occasionally she turned invective upon an individual who opposed 
woman suffrage. Such attacks however, were unusual. Such an instance 
occurred in a speech directed against thirty-three senators idio had voted 
against the Nineteenth Amendment. She held each member responsible for 
the defeat with especial emphasis placed upon the New York senator, Mr. 
Wadsworth. She linked Senator Wadsworth with currently unpopular atti­
tudes :
When the United States entered the war, he [senator Wadswort^ 
was a member of the state militia. He promptly resigned, and thus 
refused as a volunteer to make the supreme sacrifice in the defense 
of his country which he later voted should be made compulsory upon 
all of the men of similar age and condition of health. He found an 
excuse by application of which he need not perform the patriotic 
duty which his vote made obligatory upon other men, and that excuse
^Ibid.. pp. 17-18.
% b i d .. p. 20.
I  ^Catt, "Woman Suffrage Mist Win" (1915), op. cit.. p. 58.
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[ was iïhat in ïïis~jûd^ïént his' services were~worth more ”tT6~his couhtrÿl 
I in the Senate than in the military field I The war has ccane and gone
I and one may ask him to prove this value to his country.
 ^ Much more frequently she associated the liquor forces with that
i
which she considered as corrupt in the question of coercive and dishonest
2means used to defeat woman suffrage in the elections.
A summary of Mrs, Catt's speeches on the method of obtaining the 
ballot showed her to use much variety in ethical appeal. Her type of au­
dience affected the choice of appeal only slightly. To establish herself 
as an authority before men and women she used much historical data on
political rights. She made known her character to different kinds of au­
diences by her direct statements expressing confidence in the success of 
the cause. The frequency of these statements increased as she approached 
the victory. She often, before men, identified herself with American demo­
cratic practices. She focused attention upon the probity of her character 
by associating her cause, woman suffrage, with that which elevates the 
status of women and indirectly civilization. She linked her opponent, the 
anti-suffragist, with that considered ’’conservative" and her opponent, 
"corrupt political practices," with that lacking in virtue. Her good will 
was revealed through her ability to identify herself as sharing the prob­
lems of women audiences when, in six speeches, she discussed the tasks con­
fronting them. She seemed capable, in about four speeches addressed to 
Congressmen, of rebuking them for delaying the enfranchisement of women 
and at the same time of bestowing approval upon their intelligence.
^Carrie Chapman Catt, "They Shall Not Pass," The Woman Citizen.
Ill (February 15, 1919), 774-775.
^Catt, "The Crisis" (1916), op. cit., pp. 12-22; "Speech before 
Congressional Convention" (December 15. 1915). op. cit.. p. 5.
1Ô2
In the analysis of Mrs. Catt ' s use of arrangement in her speeches 
treating the method of obtaining the ballot issue, two basic questions 
were asked: 'What was the basic pattern in the introduction, conclusion,
and body of the speeches? and how did these patterns affect or modify 
her use of invention?
Opening statements rather than complete introductions for these 
speeches are of this order: "The great need of the hour is organiza­
tion."^
Although the Constitution of the United States in section 2 of 
Article I seems to have relegated authority over the extension of 
the suffrage to the various States, yet curiously, few men in the 
United States possess the suffrage because they or the class to which 
they belong have secured their right to it by State action.^
"The inaction of Congress in not submitting a federal amendment 
naturally leads us to infer that Members of Congress believe the proper
method is through the referendum. .,3 "Maine led the prohibition movement
for the entire country. Will it lead the woman suffrage movement in New 
England?"^ "It is only a few months since a very remarkable thing hap­
pened— over a million men went to the polls and voted 'yes' on Woman Suf­
frage in four conservative, reactionary Eastern States."^
i ^Catt, "The Report of the Plan of the Work Committee" (1895
'OP. cit., p. 248.
I ^Statement by Mrs. Catt at "Senate Hearing," 1910, op. cit.,
Ip. 745.
! ^Catt, "Speech before Congressional Convention" (191$), op. cit.;
|p. 1.
^Catt, Notes from Speech by Carrie Chapman Catt at the Suffrap;e 
iConference in Maine (1917). o p . cit.. p. 1.
!-- --- ^CattJ!Mrs. Catt 's Address" (March 7, 1916) . op^ cit. . p. 1, _
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The preceding examples illustrate the promptness -with which she 
moves into her subject matter. They also illustrate these patterns of 
introductions; a challenging statement, one of her most frequently em­
ployed types of introduction in this issue, being used at least in five 
of the seventeen speeches; a hypothesis; a generalization; the history 
of the problem; and a specific instance. Since classifications of intro­
ductions of speeches are not mutually exclusive, it is difficult to 
designate only one class to each introduction. Her use of types varied 
and was fairly well distributed.
Closing excerpts from conclusions of her speeches followed pat­
terns such as these:
I hope the Chairman of this Committee and every member on it, 
will not only give a favorable report, but that you will do more, 
that you -will follow that report upon the floor of the Senate and 
that you will work for it and immortalize yourselves while you are 
freeing us from the humiliation of this long hard struggle.^
The cases of these two Republicans are more noxious than any 
others, because they are the only Senators from enfranchised states 
Tidio voted against the amendment, and because in every way they knew
how their states had instructed them to vote for it.^
"There is no reason -why the women should not vote from the Atlantic to 
the Pacific by the next Presidential election."^ "Woman suffrage is com­
ing— you know it. Will you. Honorable Senators and Members of the House 
of Representatives, help or hinder it?"^
' ^Catt, "Speech before Congressional Convention" (191$), op. cit..
p. 7.
^Catt, "They Shall Not Pass" (1919), op. cit.. p. 775.
^Catt, "Address Victory Mass Meeting" (1917), op. cit.. p. 1.
^Catt, An Address to the Congress of the United States (1917),
^  •  • • • -  - -      _ . . . . .  .............
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Legislators, you are the constitutibhally designated representa­
tives of the women of your State. Those women composing the Auxiliary 
in your State of the National American Woman Suffrage Association ap-^  
peal to you now to hasten the passage and the ratification of the 
federal constitutional suffrage amendment in order that our nation 
may at the earliest possible moment show to all the nations of earth 
that its action is consistent with its principles.^
WOMEN ARISE: DEMAND THE VOTEl The character of a man is meas­
ured, it is said, by his will. The same is true of a movement.
Then, WILL to be free. Demand the vote. Women, ARISE I
In more than half of these speeches Mrs. Catt addressed her plea 
for action directly to the audience. The strength of the plea increased 
as she approached the victory.
A discussion of the body of the early speeches delivered on the 
method issue would not differ appreciably from that of the need issue. 
Chapter III, pp. 128-133* The method issue did not use the extensive de­
velopment from examples and the organization tended to be more compact 
in that eight of these speeches were delivered to Congressmen whi].e only 
four in the need issue had this audience. The method issue was of es­
pecial significance during the climax of the movement when Mrs. Catt ' s 
complexity of arrangement was most significant. To illustrate her chief 
development in arrangement of the method over the need issue the organi­
zations of two of her speeches delivered at the climax of the movement 
are briefed here.^
^att. An Address to the Legislatures of the United States (Feb­
ruary, 19 1 9), op. cit.. p. 21.
%att, "The Crisis" (1 9 1 6), op. cit., p. 26.
^Letter from Mrs. Catt, June 1, 1945. (She listed as her two 
Impst_ÿnportant speeches: An Address to the Congress of the United States 
ID-91'0 , op. cit.. and An Address to the Legislatures of the United States 
i^ebruary, 1919J, op. cit. A pencil note on "The Crisis" p.916j. op.
Icit., indicated that it was considered to be one of her important speech— 
les.)
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She opened her address to the Législatures in a terse manner: 
"Woman suffrage is inevitable. Three distinct causes make it s o . T h e  
development of this introductory statement consumed approximately one- 
third of the entire speech. She was pleading for a cause that demanded
O
"immediate action." That she had opposition in her audience was evi­
denced in the vote upon this amendment following the delivery of this 
speech.^ The introduction attempted to reduce all audience response to 
the acceptance of the residue, which was the inevitability of woman suf­
frage. The body of the speech then reduced the inevitability of woman 
suffrage to a still more specific residue, the federal amendment. It was 
through this process that the arrangement of the entire speech and the 
logic of the invention functioned inseparably. The attitude of the audi­
ence toward the subject seemed to affect the arrangement. In turn the 
arrangement concentrated the attention upon the federal amendment stress­
ing the purpose of the speech. The speech as a whole was cast into a 
cause to effect arrangement: the causes that had made suffrage inevitable
for women and the causes that had given the federal method advantages 
over the states method. The conclusion of this speech was arranged 
psychologically in that she returned to her original generalization,
"Woman suffrage is inevitable"; "you as politicians will need the good 
will of these new voters." "The greater your resistance in accepting
^att. An Address to the Legislatures of the United States (Feb­
ruary, 1 9 1 9), op. cit.. p. 1.
^Ibid.. pp. 6-7.
^Catt and Shuler, op. cit.. p. 496. (House vote. May 21, 1919: 
yeas 304; nays 8 9 . Senate voted February 10, 1919: yeas, including
Ip^rs, 6 3; n^s^^3^. Jjime 4, 1919: yeas, including pairs, 66; nays 30.) :
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women, the greater will be the animosity between you and this voter."
"It is to your advantage to grant woman the ballot immediately." She 
offered suggestions to those of her audience who were opposed, to those 
who were indifferent, and to those who were favorable; but her plea was 
to a11 of them who were "the constitutionally designated representatives 
of the women of your s t a t e . T h e  invention and arrangement functioned 
as an integrated whole.
In the close of her address to Congress in 1917, she made a simi­
lar psychological appeal using almost identical content, but she added 
an appeal to the politicians by asking them to put themselves in the 
place of women. In 1919 she placed more stress upon the appeal to "show 
to all the nations of the earth that its |llmerica’sj action is consistent 
with its principles."^
Another speech in which invention and arrangement functioned in­
separably was "The Crisis," The entire speech concerned the problem of 
determining the policy of the woman suffragists and was arranged accord­
ing to a reflective thinking procedure. The speech opened with a serious 
tone, "I have taken for my subject, 'The Crisis.'" Next, it stated her 
goal and recognized audience opposition.
I believe that a crisis has come in our movement which, if recog­
nized and the opportunity seized with vigor, enthusiasm and will, 
means the final victory of our great cause in the very near future.
I am aware that some suffragists do not share this belief; they see 
no signs nor symptoms today which were not present yesterday.^
ICatt, An Address to the Legislatures of the United States (Feb­
ruary, 1 9 1 9), op. cit.. p. 2 4.
2lbid.
^Catt, "The Crisis" (I9 1 6), op. cit., p. 1.
   _ .     -  ^  ...  — - —    ^  "    -
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Even though hèr introduction was direct in stating her subject 
and in relating it to her audience, in its entirety it made up almost 
half of the speech. It used this arrangement: the present signs and
symptoms that indicate the crisis, the past causes that have brought 
about a crisis, and an analysis of the crisis as to status quo and im­
mediate problems. Her awareness of opposition to her proposed solution 
appeared to be a vital factor in determining the length of this introduc­
tion. Had she immediately proposed the concentration of all forces upon 
the federal amendment, there was a possibility that she could have met 
considerable objection.
In the body of "The Crisis" and immediately following the intro­
duction, Mrs. Catt devoted approximately one-third of the entire speech 
to refutation of the states referenda, piling up evidence based upon ex­
periences and statistics.
The remainder of this speech stressed her proposed solution in 
spite of its weaknesses which she seemed to admit in order to strengthen 
the women to meet the conflict. The final exhortation was framed in a 
; dramatic climax.
For "The Crisis" one may reasonably conclude that the occasion, 
the nature of the premises, the internal ordering of the proofs, and the 
purpose of the speech all affected the arrangement of the speech.
Mrs. Catt's speeches delivered prior to the climax of the move- 
jment were simple and fairly conventional in arrangement. The introduc— 
itions were brief and varied in manner of approach. Irrelevant materials 
I were excluded. The speech proper differed from those of the need issue 
-in-that fewer chronological developments from examples occurred and more
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of the method speeches were compact, being intended for Congressmen where 
her time for speaking was limited. The later speeches of the method is­
sue were her principal speeches delivered at the climax of the movement. 
The introductions and conclusions, though pertinent to her topic, audi­
ence, and occasion, were much longer than those of early speeches. The 
viiole structure included her most complex, logical, and psychological 
adaptation in the use of arrangement during her entire speaking career.
Synthesis of Arrangement and the Elements of Invention
Arrangement is almost inextricably interwoven with the materials 
of invention in these speeches. Inductive reasoning employed time, space, 
or extended analogy order; deductive reasoning was cast into a more com­
plex logical order having many subdivisions of varied arrangements.
In this issue the kind of audience did not appreciably control 
her preference for deductive or inductive reasoning. The period in which 
a speech was delivered appeared to be a variable. Her early speeches 
were more definitely inductive or deductive; her later speeches combined 
inductive and deductive reasoning with a greater emphasis upon the deduc­
tive pattern. This feature seems to be in agreement with their increased 
Complexity of arrangement. She usually introduced refutation as an inde­
pendent unit immediately preceding the conclusion and at times interwove 
it into the constructive part of the speech. Characteristically, Mrs.
Catt's emotional and ethical proofs were subservient to her logical proof 
throughout the body of the speeches, but they gained emphasis in the con­
clusion. At intervals throughout those speeches delivered at the climax = 
of the movement, rhetorical questions and direct address provided both
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ethical and emotional appeal. I4rs. Catt ' s unified purpose and strong 
logical argument caused arrangement to reenforce invention, the two merg­
ing into a functional whole.
Summary and Conclusions
Invention
Premises and Arguments
The method of obtaining the ballot was a principal issue in Mrs. 
Catt's persuasive speeches promoting the suffrage cause. To convince 
men that women should be enfranchised by a federal amendment she directed 
the organizing, the preparation, and the activities of two million woman 
suffrage forces. In analyzing the problems of the movement, she recog­
nized three needs: a larger and more closely united organization, a
group of women vrtio understood the political obstacles that confronted 
them, and women whose conduct could command the respect of the made vot­
ers. She showed strong faith that through education the best elements 
of the political parties would join the suffragists in a nonpartisan cam­
paign against corrupt politics, thereby improving democratic practices 
and clearing the way for the enfranchisement of women.
As women approached their goal, the states referenda method con­
flicted with the achievement of the federal amendment, and for a time 
appeared to threaten a division of the woman suffrage forces. Mrs. Catt 
met this controversy before both women and men by showing that the federal 
method was quicker, more adequate, and more dignified than the states
I
method.
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' Logical proof.— To validate arguments pertaining to the method
issue Mrs. Catt relied principally upon hypothetical and disjunctive 
reasoning vhich, toward the close of the movement, extended into sorites. 
When reasoning inductively, more frequently in her early speeches, she 
developed her generalizations from many examples, testimonials, and his­
torical data.
One kind of argument does not appear exclusively in any one speech 
in this issue. The nearest approach to this condition occurs in the early 
speeches. Even in that period causal-relation and analogy were frequently 
integrated so that the development of an analogy included many examples 
and also a cause to effect relation. Throughout the issue arguments from 
sign and from authority were segments of some other argument. Authority 
maintained a moderate distribution throughout the issue. Sign arguments 
increased in frequency as the movement progressed. It seems that types 
of audiences caused no significant deviation in Mrs. Catt * s selection of 
arguments as to kind. Relation between likenesses and differences in 
analogies and between causes to effects were usually pointed out. The 
time element was stressed in her use of signs. Those of her authorities 
presented without being established were usually accepted by American 
audiences.
I
Early speeches treating this issue and addressed to different 
types of audiences seemed to clarify arguments by amplification; later, 
^supporting materials appeared intended almost entirely for proof, especial­
ly when addressing Congressmen. Much refutation was introduced into Mrs. 
Catt's constructive arguments. In direct attack she attempted to reduce
i
plans other than the federal amendment to that which was inconsistent and
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impractical^^ Her refutation was "often cas1T~into (nXCTimas~“âna"l:He^
I ;
questions.
i '
“Rmotional proof»— In establishing emotional proof, she endeavored
to arouse pride in liberty accompanied by impatience and indignation 
toward those who had withheld the ballot from women. Shame was sought 
for the anti-suffragists and fear for the reputation of democratic 
America. In motivating the desires of her listeners she appealed fre­
quently to mixed, mastery, and social recognition motives; less frequently 
to conformity and organic desires. There was little use of the sex mo­
tive. She sought to make audiences of women proud of their achievements, 
aware of the insecurity of their weaknesses and obstacles, and courageous 
in meeting each goal set before them. She pleaded with Congressmen to ac-
I
cept their responsibility by recognizing women as people, to maintain 
the reputation of the United States as a democratic nation, and to con­
form with the tradition of the American Constitution but to reject the 
tradition of states’ rights.
Ethical proof.— When Mrs. Catt spoke on the method of obtaining 
the ballot, she used considerable variety in ethical appeal. The type 
of audience affected her choice of appeal very little. To establish her­
self as an authority before men and women she used much historical data 
on political rights. When addressing Congressmen she made known her 
character as approving American ideals by resting her case upon American 
democratic principles. Her repeated expression of confidence in the suc­
cess of her cause and her admonition to the women to ’’will to be free” 
suggested that she was a woman of strong will and sincerity of purpose. 
■She established herself as upholding fair play and justice, and as
1 9 2
jîmdèrstandîng the problems confronting the women in their struggle for
j
ithe ballot and, at times, the Congressmen who had delayed the acceptance i
I
I
of a. definite stand for woman suffrage. Her infrequent rebukes were sup­
ported by explanations except when she used invective. She linked the 
opposition with that considered conservative and unvirtuous. On the 
whole her ethical appeal seemed to reveal a personality possessing in­
telligence, a reputable character, and good will.
Arrangement
The materials of the introductions in these speeches included 
challenging or novel statements, statements of the subject or the subject 
as related to the audience, generalizations, the history of the problem, 
land specific instances. Challenging statements led in frequency of use 
with about an equal distribution of the others. The type of audience did 
not appear to affect the selection of type. In her early speeches intro­
ductions were brief and approached the theme in a direct manner. In the 
climactic speeches she devoted a third or in some cases almost one—half 
of her speech to preparing her audience for the argximent proper, because 
of certain opposition by both women and men that had developed toward the 
federal amendment. Conclusions were strong pleas for action addressed 
directly to the audience. They were stated in the form of analogies, 
slogans, or challenges. Toward the end of the movement the conclusions 
were longer and more emphatic in appeal than those of earlier speeches.
In the body of the speeches the commonly used patterns of arrangement in­
cluded caussLl relation, problem—solution, time order, and extended—analogy 
with causal relation and extended analogy having the higher frequency
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of usage. Complexity of arrangement increased with the progress of the 
movement. The nature of the premises, the internal ordering of the 
proofs, and the arrangement of the whole appeared to modify and affect 
each other by functioning as a whole in the development of a central 
theme.
CHAPTER V 
THE USE OF THE BALLOT 
Introduction
To the joint convention of the National American Woman Suffrage 
Association and the First Congress of the League of Women Voters, Presi­
dent Woodrow Wilson sent the following telegram:
Permit me to congratulate your association upon the fact that 
its great work is so near its triumph and that you now can merge it 
into a league of women voters to carry on the development of good 
citizenship and real democracy, and to wish for the new organization 
the same success and wise leadership.^
As the women approached their victory— the gaining of the Nine­
teenth Amendment— Mrs. Catt exhorted them:
Women be glad today. Let your voices ring out the gladness in 
your hearts. There will never come another day like this. Let the 
joy be unconfined and let it speak so clearly that its echo will be 
heard around the world and find its way into the soul of every woman 
of any and every race and nationality vriho is yearning for opportuni­
ty and liberty still denied her sex.^
In the midst of their rejoicing the women were making plans for 
the use of the ballot. To them the impelling motive all along had been, 
not to acquire enfranchisement as an end, but as a means to other
^President Woodrow Wilson, telegram to Mrs. Catt at Chicago, 
Joint Convention NAWSA and First Congress of the LWV, February, 1920,
The Woman Citizen. IV (February 21, 1920), 889.
^Carrie Chapman Catt, "Be Joyful Today," Speech Delivered Febru­
ary 13, 1920, Congress-Hotel, Chicago, ibid., p. 1837.
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liberties. As early as April, 1919, the suffragists had reorganized 
themselves into the League of Women Voters, preparatory to the new re­
sponsibility of voting. While the federal amendment was in the process 
of being ratified, the members of this new organization were busy setting 
up citizenship schools in many areas of the United States for the purpose 
of educating the new woman voter. Mrs. Catt's guidance of women in the 
use of the ballot is to be the subject of this chapter.
For the rhetorical analysis of invention and arrangement as used
by Mrs. Catt in treating the issue, how the ballot should be used, a
2
sampling of twenty-three speeches has been selected. This number was 
considered by the writer to present a complete point of view of her argu­
ments and use of invention and arrangement in her development of this 
issue. The decision was arrived at after several readings of one hundred 
and forty extant copies of her speeches, which Mrs. Catt considered rep-
3
resentative of her speaking. Of the total number of speeches about 
thirty pertained to the use of the ballot issue. The seven excluded 
duplicated subject matter and rhetorical devices. Concurrently with the 
delivery of these speeches she was speaking principally upon the aboli­
tion of war, an issue not wholly separate from the use of the ballot.
The significance of the war issue makes it seem advisable to treat it 
separately in Chapter VI.
^Carrie Chapman Catt, One Hundred Years of Women's Progress,
Radio Broadcast before National Federation of Business and Professional 
Women's Clubs, July 10, 1939 (New York: National Federation of Business
and Professional Women's Clubs, Inc., 1939), p. 2.
2
Indicated in bibliography by footnote number three.
^Statement by Mrs. Catt, personal interview, 1943.
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' The p r o c e d u r e ' oT developing lïhaptef'V'Ts^ s%o:lar to that followed
in Chapter III. Premises and arguments will be outlined and reviewed, 
insofar as available evidence permits, canons of logical, emotional, and 
ethical proofs, of arrangement, and of the synthesis of arrangement and 
the elements of invention will be applied to the materials of these 
speeches.
Invention
Premises and Arguments 
In advancing the use of the ballot Mrs. Catt promoted citizen­
ship schools to train the new voter, and she reorganized her suffrage 
forces into the League of Women Voters to gain strength in advancing the 
political, social, and industrial rights of women. A review of her 
premises and arguments used in this issue is as follows:
I I. Women should establish a League of Women Voters.
A. It should foster education in citizenship.
1. Its members should train other women to be responsible 
voters.
2. The League should set up a department to promote citizen­
ship education and to study politics.
B. It should maintain a paradoxical political attitude.
1. Within the League maabers should be nonpartisan, but
2. They she:;ld be active political party members.
0. It should support improved legislation.
1. The League should work toward equal rights with men.
2. It should assist in purifying American democracy.
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II. The progress of woman’s use of the ballot indicates:
A. She has met opposition.
B. She has made some progress.
C. Her task is not completed.
Establishing the League
The League of Women Voters was the principal organization through 
which I5rs. Catt functioned when advising women in the use of the ballot.
When Mrs. Catt proposed a memorial dedicated to the memory of the suffra­
gists’ dead leaders, she said:
I propose no marvel; merely the most natural, the most appropri- 1
ate and the most patriotic memorial that could be suggested— A League |
of Women Voters to "Finish the Fight," and to aid in the reconstruc- |
tion of the nation. ;
I
Mrs. Catt, at this time, suggested that the League concentrate
upon three chief aims:
1. To use its utmost influence to secure the final enfranchise­
ment of the women of every state in our own Republic and to reach 
out across the seas in aid of the woman’s struggle for her own in 
every land.
2. To remove the remaining legal discriminations against women 
in the codes and constitutions of the several states in order that 
the feet of coming women may find these stumbling blocks removed.
3. To make our democracy so safe for the nation and so safe for 
the world that every citizen may feel secure and great men will ac­
knowledge the worthiness of the American Republic to lead.^
The aim of the League as stated in its constitution reads:
I The object of the National League of Women Voters shall be to
foster education in citizenship and to support improved legislation. 
The National League of Women Voters urges every woman to become an 
enrolled voter, but as an organization it shall be allied with and
^Catt, "The Nation Calls’" (1919), op. cit.. p. 917.
^Ibid.
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support no party.
Education in Citizenship
On February 18, 1920, the suffragists closed their convention in 
Chicago. Immediately following Mrs. Catt conducted a two-weeks School 
for Political Education for which she had secured Chicago University pro­
fessors as lecturers. The syllabus of courses given at the school was 
published serially in The Woman Citizen, and later in textbook form.*^
The lectures were designed "to train competent teachers of American Citi­
zenship." The serials as published in The Woman Citizen were intended 
primarily for
. . .the womam who has to paddle her own canoe to the ballot box, 
the woman vdio cannot go to the citizenship school; the woman who can- 
1 not coax up any very vivid interest in abstract texts on civil gov­
ernment and yet has a sense of responsibility about voting and wants 
* to know how to vote intelligently.-^
An announcement about the course read in part:
It begins. . .with that woman where she finds herself at the 
moment, with the full enrollment and registration and election be­
hind her and the spring primaries ahead of her. It will taJke her 
through the technique of voting step by step. . . .
It will help her get interested in the forms that Government 
takes, the way it subdivides on itself, what is expected of each 
sub-division and whom to blame for what. . . .
I  It will take her on personally conducted expeditions to her own
City Hall and to the capital of her own state and try to help her to 
a complete understanding of the net-work of political activity that 
centers in each. It will give her a trip to Washington and insure 
her a first-hand acquaintance with Congress.
It will close with her own responsibility toward her own
^"Constitution of the National League of Women Voters," The Wom- 
|an Citizen. IV (March 13, 1920), 992.
2; Peck, Carrie Chapman Catt, op. cit., p. 320.
L  _lThe Woman^Citizen. IV (March 27. 1920). 1055.
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Government.
Two lectures delivered by Mrs. Catt at this school were "How to 
Conduct Citizenship Schools" and "How the Vote Came to Men." She felt 
that men were "really unacquainted -vri-th the history of their own enfran—
ichisement," and that women could be, in a few years, "just as unfamiliar
I  2
[With the history of the movement" that had enfranchised them. She con- ^
I  eluded:
i What I think ought to be done is to have a small, rather simple
I  sort of primer to give the history of the way in which the men and
I the women of this country secured the vote; and that it ought to be
a school book. . . .
I think the knovfledge of these things would stimulate the loyal­
ty to the principles of democracy that vre need. I cannot but admit 
it would take away from everybody who is familiar with it a very 
good deal of pride in our liberality and tolerance, for I do not 
find in the history of the extension of suffrage to women any heroics 
in the matter of tolerance or reason or liberality. i
In Mrs. Catt's lecture "How to Conduct Citizenship Schools" she |
launched into an area having no precedent. The purpose of this speech |
was to share her experiences with those who would be going out to conduct
other such schools. Four of her basic aims were stated as follows : |
. . .  .We wanted you to know that there are two classes of people 
who may be called experts, one that studies political questions out 
of books and by so doing arrives at certain conclusions ; the other 
class is composed of people who study these questions in actual op­
eration and they arrive at other conclusions. These two groups of 
people do not always agree and rarely make the effort to compare 
their conclusions. We wanted you to understand this fully, for in 
the schools to be held the combined conclusions should be taught.
The second aim of this school has been to teach not only that 
politics is a very big question, but that it is in the process of
llbid.
^Catt, "How the Vote Came to Men" (1920), op. cit., pp. 638-641. |
!
^Ibid.. p. 641. !
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I evolution. . . .
i  And the third a-im has been to teach ourselves that politics,
I  party politics, the game of politics, is behind almost every question
in which any of you may be interested.
And then lastly the voter must remember that when a wrong deci- 
: Sion is made, that is when the masses, the majority, make a wrong de­
cision, vhen the leaders are not strong enough to point to the right ■ 
solution of a question, the nation is only arranging everything in 
perfect order for disaster.^
I As to subject matter Mrs. Catt thought that the average woman
jvoter should know the preamble of the United States Constitution and that 
jshe should know the election laws in order that she could be a partici­
pant in voting and in conducting clean elections. Other suggestions in—
i
eluded simple lessons in Civil Government related to the use of the vote, 
how to get what the voter wants, money in politics, program of legisla­
tion, nonpartisan, and discretionary discussions of important questions ' 
of the day, what each party stood for, bibliographies for further study,
I
organized study of politics, and a co-operative attitude toward political 
workers,
Interest in Government Efficiency
At a meeting of the League in Cleveland, 1921, Mrs. Catt delivered
I
an address presenting the need and the plan of a proposed department of |
the League to be called "Efficiency in Government"; !
First. We were a political body when we were working for the | 
suffrage and we secured the vote by political action. Political work 
therefore lies along the line of the experience and the training of j  
this body. I repeat that if the successor of the Suffrage Associa- | 
tion does not take politics as one of its chief branches of work no j 
other group of women will, !
Carrie Chapman Catt, "How to Conduct Citizenship Schools," 
Chicago Citizenship School, February, 1920, The Woman Citizen. V (October 
23, 1920), 58-82.
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r Second. %ere women have voted they have centered their politi— 1
} cal efforts on correction of laws concerning women and children,
j They have so specialized that they have kept out of the real domain i
I of the management of political parties and that, too, without realiz—
! ing how completely they had remained on the outside. . .
! Third. . . .Therefore we urge that a study of the politics shall
I be elevated to an equal position with education in citizenship and 
i  that the two be combined in one department.
;
jShe suggested that a research program be promoted through the State League 
lof Women Voters in order to study such matters as the election lavjsj how
[to secure and train election officers; how to improve election booths,
i  '
iballots, and primary laws; the elimination of corruption; proportional
representation; and how to make all units of government more efficient
2
and more representative.
Attitude toward Political Parties ,
As the women reorganized their two million forces with a new title 
and for the purpose of using the ballot, some politicians questioned their 
motives. Mrs. Catt devoted several speeches to the purpose of clarifying
to men the political attitude of the women in the League of Women Voters;
!
At the same time she endeavored to convince women that they should affili­
ate with parties.
For years, we have been appealing for recognition by the political 
parties. Is it now our intention to stay on the outside and petition? 
If so, what was the use of our getting the vote? The only way to get 
anything in this country is from the inside of the parties.^
! Carrie Chapman Catt, "Whose Government is This?" Speech deliv­
ered at Cleveland Convention of League of Women Voters, April, 1921, The 
iWoman Citizen. VI (July 30, 1921), 8, l6.
I 2 'I  '^ Ibid.
!  I
I  ^Carrie Chapman Catt, "A Mighty Political Experiment," The Woman'
iCitizen. IV (February 28. 1920). 913.   [
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In the speech, "Looking Forward," delivered at the convention in :
which the League was formed, she stated: "Some people are afraid of us.
They fear we mean to disrupt and trouble the parties. We shall trouble
“I
no party unless it fails to keep up with the times.
We are going to fight with you, gentlemen, and you with us, but 
we women are going to be a pudding stick inside of each party, until 
America becomes a nation rebaptized in the old principles of freedom 
— a nation irdiich will go forward leading the nations of the world.^
At the Victory Suffrage Convention in Chicago, tirs. Catt selected
for her opening speech the title, "On the Inside," and took for her text
the slogan "Get into the parties." An editorial in The Woman Citizen
described this speech as crucial:
It picked women up and faced them about completely in their feeling 
and conviction with regard to party affiliation. Many, perhaps most, 
of the women there had come with a rather definite antagonism to 
party affiliation. After that speech, with its clarifications, they 
stood overwhelmingly committed to its pronouncements
In portraying the future battle for women she reminded them of
the power of the political machines and cautioned them about certain ob­
stacles they would confront. She contended that men still must be con­
verted to the idea of the equality of men and women:
Now, because you get the vote, it doesn't mean that every ward 
or county chairman has suddenly become convinced that women can do 
things as well as men. You have got to begin and convert those men
to the new idea. They may even say it is all right for women to
vote, but when it comes to administrative work within the party.
Carrie Chapman Catt, Closing Speech at St. Louis Convention, 
March, 1919, The Woman Citizen, III L Apr il 12, 1919), 960. (Notes by 
Alice Stone Blackwell.)
^Ibid., p. 9 6 0.
^"Mrs. Catt Opened the Victory Suffrage Convention in Chicago," 
The Woman Citizen, IV (March 6 , 1920), 946.
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that is the man's business
Neither would women be welcomed inside the center of the party 
lÆiere the real vdieels moved without "a hard, long fight." To get your 
legislation into law "you must move right up to the center of things and 
get your influence there, but there is one terrible enemy, an incubus, 
that lies across your pathway and that is what we ordinarily call parti­
sanship.
There are two kinds of partisanship, the kind that reasons out 
that this platform has more in it that you believe in than any other 
and that this party has more capability of putting those things into 
practice than any other. Therefore, you say I will line myself up 
with that party. That is the kind of partisanship that has led the 
world onward.
The other kind, to be afraid of, makes you a Republican or a 
Democrat because you were brought up in those parties and your grand­
father and your father were in them. . . .It is the kind of thing 
that blinds the sight and paralyzes the judgment. . . .
In the League of Women Voters we have this anomaly: We are go­
ing to be a semi-political organization. We want political things, 
we want legislation. We ane going to educate for citizenship. In 
that body we have got to be non-partisan and all partisan. . . .
You must convert your respective parties to have confidence in 
you, confidence in your platform and confidence in the League of Wom­
en Voters. I want to warn you that there is only about one man in 
twenty—five viio will be big enough to understand that you, a Repub­
lican, can work with you, a Democrat, in a non-partisan party and be 
loyal to your respective parties. . . .
There is another danger. . . .The danger is that the League of 
Women Voters is going to be too timid and too conservative. . . .
If the League of Women Voters hasn't the vision to see what is 
coming and ought to come, and be five years ahead of the political 
parties, I don't think it is worth having. . . .3
The Woman's Progress in the Use of the Vote
I In a number of speeches Mrs. Catt endeavored to evaluate woman's
^Ibid.. p. 947.
i  ^Ibid.. p. 948.
3lbid.
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progress in the use of the ballot, and to encourage women to complete the 
struggle for equaJ. ri^ts with men and to purify the American democracy.
In reply to those statesmen who had expressed disappointment in 
women’s failure to correct certain corrupt political practices, she ex­
plained: It is "impossible for the 'bride' to go into her mother-in-
law's house and keep it in her own w a y . I t  seemed to Mrs. Catt that 
the opposition to the woman voter was a continuation of that made to the
suffragist. A new generation was needed to free itself from this re­
striction:
Liberated from one struggle, a large number of women find them­
selves brought in conflict with the same opponents as before who now 
prevent the normal operation of woman suffrage.
If there is any reason for discouragement because women voters 
in two general elections have not proved sufficiently omnipotent to 
move the affairs of this nation forward a quarter of a century, it 
' may be found in this fact. The minority, stubbornly unconvertible, 
resisting, obstructing, is still here. Most of these men and women
will never change their minds. They can’t. There is nothing excep­
tional in this fact, it has been true of all movements. The cause 
must wait for its real test till majority and minority pass on.
Those who come after accept an established fact as such, the resist­
ance gradually disappears and cooperation to make the cause an effec­
tive factor in civilization comes. Meantime, the chief business of I
all progressive women is to carry forward education for equal rights »
and opportunities in politics, in industry, in social reform, in the |
church, in business, in education, in the arts and the sciences. I
That we are now in this second stage and our education going strong, |
is the second reason for rejoicing today. But there are gratifying, 
concrete results already.^ ^
I
These results included such factors as: Women had gone to the polls in I
numbers approximating that of men. Their presence there had "revolution- ^
iized election day." Women had been recognized as "capable of holding
Carrie Chapman Catt, "What Women Have Done with the Vote," Din­
ner attended by Women from Fourteen Nations at the Fifth Anniversary of 
jthe Completed Campaign for Equal Suffrage, Independent, October 17, 1925, 
p. 448.
j  p
-^-   Carrie Chapman Catt,"Radio Address,'! August 26, 1925, pp. 2—3.
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public offices.
Mrs. Catt‘s appraisals of women’s accomplishments were not con­
cluded without an appeal to complete the tasks of improving the status 
of women and of democracy: "Indeed, there are problems enough boiling
and seething around every woman of us to keep an army of keen thinkers 
and doers busy for a generation before they shall all be cleared away."
In a speech before the League of Women Voters in 1940 she pre­
scribed ten commandments as a "100—year plan" to save democracy. She de­
clared that democracy could be protected only by developing a "master 
idea to combat the totalitarian governments' master idea of conquest, 
pillage, murder and o p p r e s s i o n ."2 Her "ten commandments for an ideal 
democracy, " which she said might require one-hundred years to make fully 
ioperative, were:
1. We will unite to correct all defects in our form of govern­
ment and strive to complete the most perfect democracy the world has 
yet known.
2. To this end we will institute a thorough political house- 
cleaning : We will tolerate no buying and selling of votes for cash, 
favors or prestige, no illegitimate political machine ruled over by 
a boss, no lying or whispering campaign which seeks the election of 
one candidate by tarnishing the reputation of his rival.
3. When a monkey wrench is thrown into a machine idiich disturbs 
or destroys its production it is called sabotage, which is a prison 
offense. We will also make the throwing of a propaganda monkey- 
wrench into the political machine sabotage, punishable vjith a prison 
penalty.
4. We will support candidates for Councils, Legislatures and
^Gatt, "IVhat Women Have Done with the Vote," op. cit., p. 447.
2
Carrie Chapman Catt, "Radio Address," Delivered at Luncheon of 
the NLWV, Hotel St. Regis, Wednesday, March 26, 1930, pp. 1—6.
I ^Carrie Chapman Catt, "Address," Delivered before the Westchester
L^eague of Women Voters in the Rama-rack Country Club, October 29, 1940, 
Mew York Times, October 31, 1940, p. 25.
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' Congress who are'intelligent ajid noï tied fast to a single, narrow 
idea.
We will develop statesmen and states women instead of politicians.
5. With the constantly improving political system we v/ill unite 
to build the highest and truest civilization yet known.
6. To this end, criminality must be more strictly controlled.
We vm.ll make "Thou shalt not kill" read as the first rule in the next 
century.
7. "Thou shalt not steal by theft or trickery" shall be rean­
nounced as the second crime.
S. We shall make "truth" to illuminate our world as our highest 
virtue, and the "lie" as the filthiest of all offenses.
9. To these ends we vd.ll persuade all religions to talk less of 
creed, history and self-glory and more of the need to teach these 
amended commandments to all children, all the men and women of our 
land, that it may be purified and made strong.
10. We guarantee liberty in all its variations to all citizens. 
Every man and woman shall enjoy all rights and liberties to the full 
— when and if they do not interfere vfith the rights or liberties of 
others. . . .
As the slogan to explain our aims to the world, let us take these 
immortai woinis of Woodrow Wilson: "What we seek is the reign of law
based upon the consent of the governed and sustained by the organized 
opinion of mankind."1
Mrs. Catt's premises and arguments concerning the use of the bal­
lot may now be summarized. After the right to vote had been gained by 
women, Mrs. Catt organized the League of Women Voters to promote their 
usage of the ballot. It had as its goal to foster education in citizen­
ship and to support improved legislation. For the first purpose Mrs.
Catt conducted the Chicago School for Political Education vdiich was in­
tended to train citizenship teachers. For the promotion of research re­
garding political problems, the League set up a department of Efficiency 
in Government.
In supporting improved legislation, Mrs. Catt advised women to be 
active in political parties but to continue to be nonpartisan as members 
of the League and to support, at all times, that which was best for -women
'—  -   Ilo^ Ld. —  . .
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and for the nation regardless of party affiliations. It seemed to Mrs, 
Catt that in the use of the ballot women were confronting problems similar 
to those met in the struggle for the ballot. The power of the ballot had 
assisted women to make some progress for themselves and for the nation, 
yet many tasks were yet incomplete.
Logical Proof
Patterns of Reasoning
In analyzing the patterns of reasoning in the speeches treating 
the use of the ballot issue three basic questions were asked: Was the 
pattern deductive or inductive? What kinds cf enthymemes were used? What 
;was the nature of her inductive reasoning?
Deductive reasoning.— For this issue Mrs. Catt's deductive think­
ing is largely hypothetical and categorical; rarely does she use the dis­
junctive pattern. At least six of her speeches addressed to men em­
ployed the following hypothesis: If we do not want America to fall as
other nations have done in the past, we must perfect our democracy by 
electing only government officials who support law enforcement and demo­
cratic principles. The following passage illustrates this type of rea­
soning:
.If we are to remain a leader among the nations, there must be no 
citizen who does not know the ideals that the stars and stripes rep­
resent. So we have set ourselves to the biggest task women ever un­
dertook to stand behind this program [education of the illiterate 
voterjj. We are not radicals, we are only looking forward, but the 
parties are to know that there is a power behind them, pushing them 
on to do the right thing.1
ICarrie Chapman Catt, "Looking Forward," St. Louis Convention, 
iStenographic Report by Alice Stone Blackwell, The Woman Citizen, III 
K-April 12., 1919-)-, 9 6 0.-.
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' 'When advising the new woman voter she reasoned categorically that
advantages were to be had on the inside of the political parties Mrs. 
Catt ' s less frequently used pattern of disjunctive reasoning is to be 
found in her contrast of the petition with the ballot:
It isn't a question of whether they political parties ought to 
be powerful or ought not to be powerful. It is the trend of the 
present political development and they are powerful. And instead of 
appealing to them for the things you want, it is better to get on 
the inside and get the things you want
Sorites characterized those speeches developed by deduction. A 
brief illustration may be given from the introduction of the speech "On 
the Inside":
IQtfe are stupid, foiQ we can't express an idea so that other
people will get the idea as we see it and feel it. . . .The result
is that there is confusion.
There is confusion and misunderstanding about the League of 
Women Voters that is pretty largely political. . . .They seem to o 
think that it is going to keep women out of the political parties.
Inductive reasoning.— Speeches developed by the inductive pattern 
of reasoning depended almost altogether upon history to support generali­
zations, The extent of the history was governed by the occasion or by 
the nature of the subject. For example, in her speech "How the Vote
jCame to Men," she developed the progress of men voters from the time of
the American Revolution to 1920. She reached the conclusion: "I think
ithe knowledge of these things would stimulate the loyalty to the princi- 
;ples of democracy that we need. In 1929 she selected a sixty year
j   — ------------- ' —  -------------------
i ^Carrie Chapman Catt, "On the Inside," Delivered before the
{League of Women Voters, February 14, 1920. Victory Suffrage Convention 
iin Chicago, The Woman Citizen, IV (March 6, 1920), 947—948.
I ^Ibid.
j  3ibid.
4jatt, "How the Vote Came to Men" (1920), op. cit., p. 641.
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interval in order that she might glorify The Woman' s Journal from its 
origin as "the organ, the patron, the guide, the staff, and the increas­
ing faith upholder of the woman’s c a u s e . F r o m  these specific instances
she generalized that woman’s greatest struggle was in the past and that 
woman’s future was dependent upon her use of the ballot:
Its bound volumes ]f"The Woman ’ s Journalj tell the story of six 
decades of the baffling, battling, losing, winning struggle of women 
to escape from outgrown repressions. Outlined against that setting 
sun stands woman, emancipated. To be sure there are a few odd jobs
before the aim is quite accomplished, but she is rising upon another
sixty years. Its record will tell what women have done with their 
newly acquired liberty.^
Generalizations developed through inductive reasoning centered 
around two themes: the improved status of women as indicated in the
ispeech Then and Now and the improved status of the American democracy il—
3
lustrated in her address delivered at the Rama-rack Country Club. Re­
peatedly, she used specific instances, largely historical in nature. The 
speeches developed by inductive reasoning were delivered principally upon 
:annlversary occasions, a type of speech for which she had opportunity to 
speak after 1920. In these speeches treating the use of the ballot Issue 
Mrs. Catt gave some preference to the use of inductive reasoning and a 
combination of both deductive and inductive over the use of deductive 
reasoning.
^Carrie Chapman Catt, "Sixty Years of Stepping Forward, ’’ The 
iWbman’s Journal. Xiy (December, 1929), 7.
' 2lbid.. p. 35.
3-^ Catt, Address delivered before the Westchester League of Women 
[Vpters. (October 29, 19/fO)op. cit., p. 25.
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Kinds of Arguments
For the following analysis three basic questions were asked:
! : 
What were the kinds of arguments used? How frequently and under what
circumstances did they occur? How did she endeavor to validate her argu­
ments?
In this issue Mrs. Catt used examples extensively in a manner 
similar to that of earlier speeches. The illustrations of inductive 
reasoning, just given, indicate that the generalizations epitomized the 
many examples in a manner principally evocative. Exceptional cases were 
infrequent. Their use was chiefly to show how progress had been checked. 
Most exauç)les referred to the major events in the history of the move­
ment . The audience's acceptance of her examples depended greatly upon 
their willingness to respect her as an authority on the subject of suf­
frage .
In the over-all causal pattern of reasoning she contended that 
in practice American democracy had many defects such as the problem of 
the illiterate immigrant voter, organized corruption, political machinery, 
and weak democratic leadership— all of which had possibilities of effect­
ing the destruction of America. To further establish her argument, by 
sign and analogy, she pointed to the downfall of nations. The indefinite 
time sequence between causes and effects permitted her to turn to other 
causes that might intervene to prevent the downfall of American democ­
racy.
Such reasoning is illustrated in "The Nation Calls I " in which 
she presented an over-all cause to effect argument supported by numerous 
divisions of the causal relations. She stressed by hypothetical reasoning
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the future dangers to America and considered the condition analogous to 
that of other nations:
These facts jQibout illiteracy] announce to the smug and self- 
satisfied American the presence of an unmistakable nationeil danger.
It is idle to deny it and fool hardy to neglect it. The extent of 
its possibilities cannot be overestimated. Other nations have fallen 
when the causes vrere less obviously certain to bring disaster.
These causes included the control of the illiterate vote by unscrupulous
2 3men^ and the political "strategy and manoeuvre" to gain a desired end,^
These statements were supported by examples, many of vjhich pertained to
big industries. Recognition, however, was made of intervening causes
operating to counteract illiteracy and organized destruction:
Between these two stands the majority of our population, the com­
mon people, intelligent and understanding, respecting and upholding 
American ideals, voting wisely, conducting themselves honestly. To 
these classes we owe the fact that the Republic has lived and moved 
foi-ward, despite its load of illiteracy and the consequent tempering 
interference of those whose only motive is private gain. It is to 
these we owe the victory of our nation in the war. . . .Whenever 
there is a cause for justice, of common national welfare, cf national 
progress, here in America we "tell it to the people," and from moun­
tain and valley, city and farm, this great middle class rallies to 
its support.^
To further alter the results of the cause Mrs. Catt turned to the League
5
jof Women Voters for assistance in educating voters.
In "Whose Government is This?" she asserted that "government by 
the people rarely functions in this country, and it does not function
^Gatt, "The Nation Calls!" (1919), op. cit.. p. 919. 
Zibid.
3lbid.. p. 920.
4%bid.
5lbid.. p. 921.
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anywhere in the -world as yet." “"Tfiis statement was presented as the caiis"e 
for the delay of woman suffrage; and in turn the delay of woman suffrage 
was used as a sign that government by the people rarely functioned in 
this country. In developing her causal relation argument she contended: | 
"There are many causes why it ^government by the peopl^ does not func­
tion and any one of these causes may at any time be sufficient to delay 
normal progress in a government such as ours."^ Acknowledgment was made 
for other causes (reform measures) to intervene for the purpose of chang­
ing the effect produced.
I  In her speech "On the Inside" she was principally concerned with
a procedure whereby women might be most effective in improving the status 
quo. She used the suffragists' experiences outside of political parties 
iwhen struggling for the ballot as a sign and as an analogy that women 
jshould get on the inside of political parties to advance their own inter­
ests and at the same time those of the democracy. This admonition in- 
Ivolved many warnings concerning the weaknesses of women and the conflict­
ing forces confronting them. In treating this generalization Mrs. Catt 
Iaccounted for both positive and exceptional cases. The entire speech was 
highly analytical of problems confronting women that might prevent them
from developing sufficient political influence to achieve their desired
2
goals for themselves and for America.
Causal reasoning in Mrs. Catt's speeches on the use of the 
ballot, indicated that she supported by sign and analogy two broad
I ^att, "Whose Government is This?" (1921), op. cit.. pp. 8, 16.
I  ^Catt, "How to Conduct Citizenship Schools" (1920), op. cit..
- ■ 5 . - ..— — ...   — - - — — — ■ - — ...... _ _ _
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igeneralizations ; the promotion of equality of women with men and the pro­
motion of an American government that would function democratically. It 
seems probable that American women would accept these generalizations 
without proof. In these speeches lirs. Catt utilized her time attempting 
to analyze causes that could effect both the undesired and the desired 
{goals.. Though supported by factual illustrations, a complete connection 
between cause and effect could be only hypothetical since much of the 
effect was still in the future. In these arguments from causal relation, 
reasons were presented for the purpose of establishing the truth of the 
proposition; in the arguments from sign, reasons were stated apparently 
{for the purpose of recognizing the truth of the proposition.
! When Mrs. Catt argued from analogy she appeared to assume that
{the compared cases were alike in essential respects, as in the case of 
{comparisons of the United States with other nations or of women's prob­
lems in the use of the ballot as compared with her problems in promoting 
Ithe suffrage movement. She would select an incident of the past and use 
{it as a basis to predict the future. She used a negative analogy to 
Iurge women to remain organized after receiving the ballot:
There was no common body which could stand for a special session and 
bring political influence to bear. There was a federation of clubs 
which helped tremendously in several states, but it isn't an organiza­
tion that is designed for that kind of thing. The Republicans within 
a Republican state, and Democrats within a Democratic state, did not 
have the means or the machinery with which to pull themselves togeth— 
i er until somebody else did it for them or to say to their governor 
of their own party, "You ought to call this special session for us." 
Within the parties they were merely auxiliary.
I That may happen in the future and especially will it happen if
the women do not go into the political parties v/ith the intention of 
being something more than men— too inside those parties
Catt.,. "On the__Inside" (1920), op. cit., p. 948.
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When establishing the League of Women Voters Mrs. Catt concen— ]
trated upon the defining or the explaining of meanings and attitudes.
1 12 
iThis is the type of argument termed "explanation" by McBurney and others;
Ishe found it important to define the meaning and purpose of the League of
jWomen Voters, of citizenship schools, and partisan and nonpartisan atti— I
jtudes. As she explained meanings and attitudes she was seeking gradual
iacceptance of her definitions.
I Only about two of these twenty—three speeches contained much argu—
I
jment from authority other than those in which Mrs. Catt herself assumed 
authority. Her speech "How the Vote Came to Men" was based upon research 
done in a number of universities.^ This speech contained more exposition 
than argumentation. In "The Nation Calls I" Mrs. Catt cited statistics | 
from census reports of the government and from army figures for drafted |
I
men for the purpose of developing her argument that the illiterate immi— i
i
grant was a problem of importance in the progress of American democracy.?
In about half of the speeches in the need of the ballot issue 
Mrs. Catt attempted to validate her arguments by using many examples of 4 
historical nature. Negative examples were infrequent. At least another 
half of these speeches were based on causal relation arguments supported 
by a few arguments from analogy, sign, and authority. Purpose and occa­
sion seemed to be the significant variables. Arguments from examples 
were delivered at anniversary occasions. She discussed the relation
^McBurney, O'Neill, and Mills, on. cit.. pp. 130-142.
^Catt, "How the Vote Came to Men" (1920), op. cit.. p. 6lO. 
?Catt,. "The Nat ion_ Callsl " . (191%),_ op. cit.. p... 5>10 . .. _
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between câüsës^ai^ often in her hxgmÿ^përsûâMv^^p^
Methods of Support
This chapter concerns itself with two basic questions concerning 
methods of support: VJhat types of support are used? What variables af­
fected her use of support? The support used in this issue may be classi­
fied into two groupings: historical examples taken from the woman suf­
frage movement and varied types of support as found in several of her 
highly persuasive speeches. Historical examples would require undue 
length to illustrate. The varied type of support as revealed in two 
representative speeches is illustrated here.
"The Nation Calls I " opened with a description of the memorial she 
jwould not set up for the woman suffragists— "Mot cut in marble or moulded 
in bronze." By induction she pointed the listener toward a living, ac­
tive memorial— the League of Women Voters. Since the women were weary 
from the long suffrage struggle, perhaps their natural tendency was to 
relax from further responsibilities. In this speech Mrs. Catt proposed 
three goals, two of which would require indefiniteness in time and all 
of which would mean considerable responsibility on the part of the women. 
In gradually explaining each of her three goals by exposition, narration 
and description, she developed an implicative persuasion aiming to estab­
lish the League of Women Voters. Data were supported by statistics; ex­
planations were clarified by analogies and by the narration of specific 
incidents; situations were vivified and dramatized by imagery; and stress 
was gained by the employment of rhetorical questions.
L  ^Catt, "The Nation Calls!" (1919). op. cit.. p. 917.
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To open the speech^ "to tfië~Insïdë^ ~ïïrs. Cat1T~quo’t^d~^'ismarc^ on 1 
the stupidity of the human race. She then cited specific instances of 
opposition to the League of Women Voters to illustrate the misunderstand­
ings regarding the meaning of the organization. She combined personal 
testimony with analogy when she stated: “I don't think we have ever won
[the vote in a single state, even by a state referendum, where one or both
I , '
jof the political parties have not really, in their machines, given their
i  1
consent that it should go through, so powerful are they. By analogy
she used this reasoning along with other observations of political parties
to support her angument that women voters should get on the inside of
parties. She named specific instances when admonishing women about the
"two kinds of partisanship." Occasionally she introduced an image as |
I
suggested in this one: The center of a political party was like having |
I
the "door locked tight" and that warning should be made about the "incubus,
2 ithat lies across your pathway"— ordinarily called "partisanship."
)
In the use of the ballot issue, as in previous issues, Mrs. Cattj 
utilized most of the types of support. In those fourteen speeches which! 
were delivered for special occasions she did considerable reminiscing 
about the suffrage movement in order to stimulate a new generation to 
visualize the continuity of the woman's movement historically, to appre­
ciate the ballot, and to use it for the advancement of woman's rights and 
for the improvement of the American democracy.^
^Catt, "On the Inside" (1920), op. cit.. p. 947.
%bid.. p. 948.
^C_att, "How the Vote Came to Men" (1920), op. cit.. 64I.
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A more varied type of support, highly integrated with the pat- 1 
terns of reasoning, is to be found in those nine speeches wherein she en-r 
deavored to establish the League of Women Voters, citizenship schools, 
and certain political attitudes. It is to be observed that the variety ; 
in kind of support increased with the desire to persuade. Apparently the 
purpose, subject, and the occasion were the significant variables influ- 
jencing Mrs. Catt's selection of kind and amount of support to be used in
I
ithe different speeches in this issue.
Refutation
This chapter concerns itself with two basic questions concerning 
Ærs. Catt's use of refutation: What were the basic methods used? And, 
what variables affected her use of refutation? Refutation in the speeches
I
analyzed for this issue was not extensive. There were present, however, |
i
the two basic methods by which one may weaken or destroy the hearers ' be-» 
Lief in his opponent's case: attacking directly what the opponent had '
said in support of his case, and the building up of a counter—proposition
or argument.
When politicians charged the League of Women Voters with organiz­
ing for the purpose of keeping women out of politics, Mrs. Catt attacked 
the argument of the opponent by questioning its consistency:
Is it our intention to remain on the outside of those political 
parties as we have been doing for sixty years, and to be applicants
for their favor as we always have been? Are we going to petition
them as we always have done? If so, what was the use of getting the 
vote?!
Upon another occasion she answered the same attack by building
           _____________
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up a counter-plan:
The League of Women Voters is not to dissolve any present organi-r 
zation but to unite all existing organizations of women viho believe 
i in its principles. It is not to create sex antagonism but to develop
j co-operation between men and women. It is not to lure women from
partisanship but to combine them in an effort for legislation which 
i will protect coming movements vdiich we cannot even foretell, from i
I suffering the untoward conditions which have hindered for so long
j the coming of equal suffrage,!
{ Upon another occasion she attempted to reduce to the absurd and
to argue by analogy in attacking a charge against law enforcement:
j
I  "Recently the Honorable Dr. Butler has seen fit to say that the
dry law ought to be repealed because it cannot be enforced,"
A few women applauded. Pointing her finger in their direction
Mrs, Catt continued: "I want to say to you who applauded that that
is the mushiest logic I ever heard,"
Stormy applause followed, i
I
"The Ten Commandments have been laws for thousands of years and |
nurder is still being committed. Should we repeal that law because !
it cannot be enforced?" |
!
At times Mrs. Catt felt that women were being unfairly evaluated | 
in their use of the ballot. Upon such occasions she attempted to weaken |
the opponent's argument by highlighting the political progress of women, |
j
For instance, in 1925 she stated that the number of women voters ap— | 
pro ached the number of men, that the presence of women at polls had |
"revolutionized" election day, that women had been recognized as capable | 
of public office in sufficient number for a promising start,^ Again in | 
1930 she tended to minimize the causal relation argument of her opponent !
Carrie Chapman Catt, Address, St, Louis, March, 1919  ^ The Woman I 
Citizen. IV (December 6, 1919), 507. !
b.._456ju
^ e w  York Times. May 8, 1924, p. 21,
^Catt, "What Women Have Done with the Vote" (1925), op, cit,.
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by contending that ten years was "not enough tline"to prove the woi^h of 1 
the woman’s ballot;
Beginning with January in this tenth anniversary year, newspapers 
and magazines have given unlimited space to widespread and varied 
comment npon its woman suffrage operation, . . .Yet idiat is a dec- ! 
ade? A mere drop in the ocean; a small part in a century.
The infrequent refutation used in this issue attacked the oppo- ;
nent’s argument by pointing out inconsistencies and fallacies, by reducing
to the absurd, and by minimizing the opposition, but more often she de—
Iveloped a cotmter—proposition. The infrequency of the use of refutation
in these speeches may be attributed to the lack of controversy involved :
in the use of the ballot issue. It is interesting to note that the kind^
of audience did not seem to affect her use of refutation in this issue.
Most of these speeches were delivered before audiences chiefly of women.j
Since the refutation was apparently intended for men, likely not present,
1
it may be hypothesized that she expected the news report of her speech to
I
carry her message to her opponents. This practice was not uncommon with 
Mrs. Catt, regardless as to issue. Refutation was not limited to those 
most highly persuasive speeches; it was, at times, present in an anniverj- 
sary address.
©notional Proof
This chapter concerns itself with two basic questions concerning 
emotional proof: What emotions did she arouse in her auditors and under
what circumstances? To what impelling motives did she appeal, to what 
extent, and under idiat circumstances?
Carrie Chapman Catt, "Tenth Anniversary Address," August 26, 
1930, P. 1.___
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n  A few instances illustrating her frequently used emotions^ com- |
jponents of pride and affection for the League of Women voters and for 
jAmerica may be observed as follows:
I
For ten years the League of Women Voters has striven. It has | 
done excellent wozk and found satisfaction in the doing, but before i 
us gleams a coming glory; a nation is coming, coming; a nation, 
with ideals as noble, with intelligence as outstanding, with leader— ; 
ship as bold, as the greatest Revolutionary father pictured in his 
j dreams— a nation never yet achieved.^
I For the pioneer suffragists she asked for a "living memorial, a'
I P  '
flesh and blood and continuing me morial.For America she expressed
great devotion:
I believe in my America, I believe in her ideals, her common 
sense, her responsiveness to duty. When she understands, she has | 
never proved flase to a single appeal to justice. She has never i  
failed to rise to her full measure of greatness when the call has ! 
been made. She will not fail now.^ j
She expressed much joy over the right to vote and pride in the j
whole conduct of those who had struggled for it: "I don't know -vdiether |
you go down upon your knees and thank God you have it Q)allo^ or not,
but you ought to !
The trial has been long and winding; the struggle has been tedi­
ous and wearying; you made sacrifice and received many hard knocks.
Be joyful now.
I We should be glad and grateful today but more we should be proud;
proud that the fifty—one years of organized endeavor have been clean,
^Catt, "Radio Address" (March 26, 1930), op. cit.. pp. $-6. 
^Catt, "The Nation Calls I" (1919), op. cit.. p. 917.
I
^Ibid.. p. 921.
I ^Carrie Chapman Catt, Concluding Address of the Law Enforcement
Convention, Hotel Washington, April 10-11, 1924, from Woman's National 
jConvention for Law _^f or cement, 1924.
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constructive, conscientious. Our army never' resorted to~lies, innu-- " 
endoes, misrepresentation. It never called its enemies names.
Women who had received recognition in political achievements were
acknowledged with pride;
Women vdio are a credit to our claims are serving in high places.
As legislators. Congresswomen, judges, administration officials and 
chiefs of important bureaus. Federal and State. Election Day has 
been literally transformed in most states by the presence of women 
as election officials and voters. The insistence by long headed 
women that party platform pledges shall be kept is in a satisfactoary 
stage of agitation. Corrupt or incompetent rings or cliques here 
and there have been broken up, sometimes by the initiative and always 
by the aid of women.^
Usually when she excited her listeners to fear organized reaction 
and to be concerned about the future of America, she attempted to counter­
act the fear by stimulating them to boldness:
How many times, at the end of a campaign, have I seen women with 
faces drawn, vftiite and tearless, who spoke no bitter words of con­
demnation and betrayed little emotion. . . .1 knew what was in their j 
hearts. It was not the denial of the vote, but the manner in which ; 
that denial had been accomplished, which filled them with a speech- I 
less despair. . . .The unspoken prayer on her £my friend'^  lips was I 
"2^ country, my country ; the rocks of destruction are ahead, God 
save her, God save herî”^
I
In the same speech she pleaded with the women to organize the League of |
!
Women Voters to "  '  Finish the Fight,’ and to aid in the reconstruction of j 
the nation.”^  |
i
She sought to release restraint by encouraging women to have con-? 
idence in the future: i
Catt, "Be Joyful Today" (1920), on. cit.. pp. 1S36-1Ô37. 
%att, "Radio Address," (August 26, 1925), op. cit.. p. 3, 
^Catt, "The Nation Caillsl" (1919), op. cit.. pp. 919-920, 
^ i d .. p. 917.
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i The thought of the world Ts Chaotic and despondent today. Any
I  enterprise which can replace that chaos with resolution, the despond-
I ency with confidence, will contribute to the recovery. . . .Together
women can strengthen each other’s courage, clarify their united 
thinking and resolutely insist that progress has merely paused I
Infrequently Mrs. Catt expressed dislike for a group,which she
I
stated in a factual manner:
A small group of people determined to oppose promised legisla­
tion, if provided with money, as were the brewers and distillers, may 
hold back legislation and prevent action being taken, even though the 
masses of the people demand action. What the brewers did to the suf­
frage movement other groups of people have done and may do for other 
great causes. Such groups of people may make controlling contribu­
tions to political parties and in return secure promises of no action 
in legislatures or Congress, provided that party is elected to power* 
It may secure the orders of that party, all the way down the line to 
the most remote rural election district chairman, to defeat a refer­
endum.
Why were the railroads fighting ratification in Tennessee? Ger-: 
tainly not because the railroads cared vhether women voted or not.
Why was the Manufacturers’ Association there to work against ratifi— | 
cation? It was because these interests, quite disconnected, combined 
their lobbies to help the program of any one of them with the expec— ; 
tation that all the lobbies would be combined in support of their 
own program when necessity arose. . . .
There is also the autocracy of what is known as the boss system  ^
to be watched. . . .2
Mrs. Catt may have been admitting the emotion of shame and she
may have been rebuking when she stated ’’We Americans never made a perfect
application of democracy. Now our example of neglect is finding imita- |
tors.”^
I
Her sympathy for others may be illustrated:
Carrie Chapman Catt, Address at Woman’s Centennial Congress, 
November 25, 1940, Hotel Commodore, New York. New York Times, November 
24, 1940, Section II, p. 3.
^att, ’’Whose Government is This?” (1921), op. cit.. p. 8.
^Carrie Chapman Catt, ’’Dedication of Bronze Tablet,” Des Moines, 
Iowa, May 10, 1936, p. 4.
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^ pray you/wïmën of Amerlc^ look baclïwaï^ age
serve the status of your sex. Once, without a question, women were 
the equals of men, but vAiile mankind was yet in a primitive stage, 
women were gradually reduced to a subjection and tutelage from which ^ 
they very painfully struggled up to the present. They were robbed 
of property, wages, inheritance, education, freedom of thought or 
speech and rights over their children,^
Frequently in the use of impelling motives Mrs. Catt would ac­
cumulate a number of motives in one statement as in the following ethical 
as well as emotional appeal:
Arise women voters of East and West, of North and South, in this 
your first union together; strong of faith, fearless of spirit, let : 
the nation hear your pledge all that you have and all that you are 
to a new crusade— an American crusade, a national crusade; a crusade 
that shall not end until the electorate of Republic is intelligent, 
clean, American,^
In the next statement she combined altruism, affection, honor,
duty, security, self-preservation, and reverence to the government:
What could be more natural than that women who have attained 
their political independence should desire to give service in token | 
of their gratitude? What could be more appropriate than that such ; 
women should do for the coming generation what those of the preceding 
period did for them? What could be more patriotic than that these 
women should use their children's children?^ j
Acquisition, security, and social approval were a part of her ad-r
vice relative to political parties : "the only way to get things in this !
I
country is to get them on the inside of the political party, Duty was | 
conjoined with warnings and adventure in her advice to the women: |
If you stay long enough Qua political partie^ and move around, i
^Catt, "Radio Address," (August 26, 1925), op. cit., pp, 3-4. 
^Catt, "The Nation Calls!" (1919), o p ,  cit,. p, 921.
3lbid,. p, 917.
^att, "On the Inside" (1920), op, cit,, pp, 947-948,
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[ aiid keep yôür eyes vd.de enougïT open, you wi]% dis cover a e denser
thing, which is the numbra of the political party, the people idio are 
I planning the platform and picking out the candidates, doing the real
work that you and the men san.ction at the polls. You won't be wel­
come, but there is the place to go.^
It is possible that the weariness of the women from the long suf­
frage struggle may have prompted Mrs. Catt to use strong appeals to the 
piastery motive. She told the League of Women Voters that their nonparti- 
isan motive would be misunderstood and criticized; but they must "teach 
this nation that there is something higher than the kind of partisanship
that is standpat no matter what happens"; they must not "be too timid and
j
too conservative" ; they must not "trail behind the Democratic and Repub­
lican parties," but "be five years ahead of the political parties. , , .
The League of Women Voters must sail through to glorious success or wreck
2
upon the rocks,"
The mastery motives of duty and leadership combined with self­
esteem are suggested in these remarks :
If ours is to be the great leading nation among the world's na— : 
tions we must not only look to the method of the registering of the ! 
opinions of the people with greater care than is now the case, but j 
more assiduous attention must be paid to the education of the people I 
in the issues that are properly to be decided at the polls, , , ,I 
repeat that if the successor of the Suffrage Association does not j 
take politics as one of its chief branches of work no other group of i 
women will,3  I
She called up the mastery motive again in appeals to freedom and; 
prestige: j
We are going to fight with you, gentlemen, and you with us,, , . !
llbid,
^Ibid,. p, 948.
^Catt, "Whose Government is This?" (1921), op, cit.. pp. 8, l6. '
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r ù i i t j j r a  nati6iTrëbâptizedTih % ê  old principles of ;
i freedom— a nation which will go forward leading the nations of the
I  world
I
She asked her listeners to look to the ballot as the power by
I
which they could administer their duties, acquire their needs, gain re—
2spect, and lead others to higher morals and greater freedom.
It was Mrs. Catt's habit regardless as to issue, to use more emo­
tion in her conclusions than in any other pai-t of her speeches. Conclu­
sions in this issue, and especially in the anniversary speeches, contained 
more emotion than usual. Under such circumstances she frequently urged 
women to excel, as in One Hundred Years of Women's Progress;
Up and at it, women of today I We, of the past, drudged and la­
bored that you might enjoy liberties you never had. [SicT] Will you ; 
not bequeath to those who come after you the removal of irritations 
yet remaining? Your ideal lies far ahead. March toward it 1 I re­
joice in the belief that you will.^
The emotional components used by Mrs. Catt in developing the use !
of the ballot issue included boldness— fear, pride— shame, reverence,
joy, pity, and disgust. Reverence was expressed for the pioneer women
i
of the suffrage movement and for America. When the Nineteenth Amendment i  
was being ratified, she showed pride and joy in the achievements of women, 
in the possession of the ballot, and in the liberties of America. When I
I
women first entered politics she encouraged them to be bold in assuming I 
their political responsibilities. At all times she would have her lis­
teners feel hatred and disgust for corrupt political practices, shame for
I ^Catt, "Looking Forward" (1919), op. cit.. p. 960.
I 2catt, Concluding Address of the Law Enforcement Convention
(1 9 2 4), OP. cit.. pp. 1-4.
^ 3 7
^Catt, One Hundred Years of Women's Progress (1939), op. cit..
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KKë^poIïtlcians Rad në^ectë3'1)Kë"best interests o T n & ë r i c and Tèëü^
;
jfor the future of the nation. Occasionally in an anniversary address !
I !
pity and sympathy were excited for those women who had lived in servitude
jto men in the past. ;
I  I
I  In the use of impelling motives as proof, Mrs. Catt seemed to at-j
tençit an association of her ideas with the following desires of her lis-
i
tener: Security and self-preservation could be obtained by courageously ■
[performing one's patriotic duty in the promotion of a truer democratic 
nation which in tuna would render fair play to women as well as to men.
In so doing the listener was expected to be stimulated most by mixed 
(altruism, affection, honor, duty, security, reverence), mastery, and
I
social approval motives and subsidiarily by the organic motives. |
Ethical Proof
In this section of the study these questions were asked: How did
the speaker establish herself as an authority with her auditors? How did
she identify her character? Did she appear to seek the good will of her |
I
listeners? !
When Mrs. Catt proposed a memorial to the suffragists she wanted 
one that would "bless our entire nation and bring happiness to the hum­
blest of our citizens."^ She urged "women to take up politics as a patri 
otic duty" and to make "quite respectable the 'lady politician.*"^ She 
appealed to women to do "a general housecleaning in all political party
I ,
I -^ Catt, "The Nation Calls'" (1919), op. cit.. p. 917.
I  2j Catt, "How to Conduct Citizenship Schools" (1920), op. cit..
ip-_582.__    ....__________ __ _ __ _____________ ______________
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machinery in order~to make bar democracy a more “wï^ï^r^xampTé '"ib ”ïhë’” ^
world, For "women she advocated a "code for free citizenship and re-
2
jsponsible voters," They were to "elect men to all legislative positions
"Who are clean, honest, and alert; men who will yield to public demand
3when it is produced by numbers, " They were to "keep the banner of wom­
en's rights flying until every vestige of the old tradition ordering sub-
] ;
ijugation has been chased from the earth, In the preceding instances 
|she tended to associate herself and her message with that which may be 
considered fair-minded, sincere, and virtuous in a political sense.
Her knowledge and position were revealed in her frequent re"views 
of historical data and in her prestige as counselor to the League of Women
Voters, Her acquaintance with people and places gave the effect of a |
c I
person of broad knowledge, ^ Familiarity with civil government was shown j
by her analyses of governmental units,^ Common sense was indicated by j
her desire to apply her knowledge of government to practical politics,? |
Carrie Chapman Catt, Then and Now. Address Delivered at Cele— j
bration of Mrs. Catt's Eightieth Birthday, Hotel Astor, New York, January 
9, 1939, Sponsored by Leslie Woman Suffrage Continuing Committee with 
the cooperation of the National Committee on the Cause and Cure of War,
^Ibid.. p. 21,
3catt, "How to Conduct Ci vizenship Schools" (1920), op, cit.. 
p. 581.
^att. One Hundred Years of Women's Progress (1939), op. cit,. 
p. 3 •
^Catt, ibid. ; Speech at New York Herald Tribune Conference, Sep­
tember 27, 1934; "Dedication of Bronze Tablet" (1936), op. cit.; and 
many others, ;
Catt, "Whose Government is This?" (1921), op, cit.. pp. 8, 16. |
7  I
'Catt, "How to Conduct Citizenship Schools" (1920), op. cit.. I
-p. 580.
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by her acceptance of constructive cii.ticism,^ and by her consistency in
admonishing women to become members of political parties after they had ‘
2struggled to achieve the privilege.
In her address before the National Women's Christian Temperance ; 
jUnion she said:
! : 
i  I want to congratulate you upon being. I want to congratulate
you upon the wonderful superwomen you have had for your presidents.
. . .Anna Gordon tells me tonight that vdien the convention was held 
there forty-two years ago she served in it as a page. Think of her 
j  stick-to-it-tiveness. Now, she is retiring from the national presi-|
I  dency, I understand, in order to devote more attention to the World’s
j  work and I strongly suspect that she means to disseminate all round
j  the woric the germs of "the most terrible mistake this country ever
made." I haven't words to express the honor and admiration I feel
for Miss Gordon.^
Mrs. Catt recognized the constructive work of others repeatedly i
in her speeches throughout the woman suffrage movement. In closing the I
i
dedicatory speech to the work of the Iowa suffragists she stated: |
Alas, the glorious Des Moines group, who had been the propulsive ! 
force of the Iowa movement for a generation, those who had never 
paused nor hesitated, never found any sacrifice too severe, nor any i 
duty too irksome, were no longer here when the final triumph came. | 
To use an old simile:— they had won the war for Iowa women, but had 
lost all the battles for fifty years.^
Problems of her audiences regarding misunderstandings of the aims
of the League members, their timidity in assuming responsibilities in
political pairties, and their desire to convert men to the idea of equality
^Catt, "The Nation Calls I" (1919), op. cit., p. 921.
^att, "On the Inside" (1920), op. cit.. pp. 947-948.
^Carrie Chapman Catt, "Address at National Women's Christian 
Temperaince Union," 1925, The Union Signal, LI, No. 46 (November 28, 
1925), 2.
  ^att, "Dedication of Bronze Tablet" (1936)_, op. cit.. p. 1.
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joï”thê së5cis~ciŒlëd"^ îoïrth underst^dlmg and sympâtEynCrom” M r s CsÆt 
I Occasionally Mrs. Catt used invective as illustrated in her at­
tack on Nicholas Murray Butler’s argument for repealing the Prohibition
2law when she called it "the mushiest logic she ever he surd.’’ More fre­
quently she used explanation to develop a rebuke:
A very slight acquaintance with man suffrage movements in Europe 
before the war revealed the fact that there was no more important 
contributory influence to the delay of the enfranchisement of men 
than the exaggerated reports that self-government had been a failure 
in this country. Thousands of intelligent, observant, foreign—born 
citizens quite unintentionally reinforced those reports with illus­
trations of the manner in which money and intrigue frequently re­
placed public opinion in the determination of elections. Among the 
factors intricately entangled, which made conditions possible for a 
Kaiser to dream of world command, no honest-minded American will 
forget American sins of omission,3
When one examines Mrs, Catt’s positive appeals for personal ap­
proval, sympathetic acceptance, and belief in her probity, the results 
tend to reveal a personality oriented to ideals held high in American 
culture. The texts of her speeches suggest that she relied extensively 
upon her experiences and upon her prestige as a counselor of women to 
establish her sagacity, an important part of her ethical proof in this 
issue, By her praise of people and their activities, accompanied by mild 
criticism now and then, and by her repeated evidence of understanding the 
problems of others, she sought to establish good will.
Arrangement
In the analysis of Mrs, Catt’s use of arrangement in her speeches
^Gatt, "On the Inside" (1920), o p ,  cit,. pp, 947-940.
^ e w  York Times. May 8, 1924, p, 21,
3catt, "The Nation Calls’" (1919), o p .  cit,. p. 920,
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{treating the use of the ballot issue this basic question was asked: Wiat
I _ ’
jwere the basic patterns in the introduction, conclusion, and body of the
!
{speeches?
In the speech "On the Inside" she began by clarifying the meaning 
{of the purpose of the League of Women Voters and then she analyzed the 
{political status of women in order that she might challenge them to get 
|on the inside of the political parties.^ In "Looking Forward" she di-
2
Irected an appeal to the audience to make a profitable use of the ballot.
I
jWhen introducing the speech, "How to Conduct Citizenship Schools," she 
explained the status of the controversy in citizenship education, she 
excluded irrelevant matter on how not to conduct these schools, and then 
challenged the women to prepare for a long range program in educating | 
citizens to vote.^ Similarly, in "The Nation Calls 1" she first excluded 
those types of memorials she did not choose for the pioneer suffragists, 
set up her proposal by definition and analysis, and gave causes for the 
discussion to follow,^
In more than half of all of the speeches her introductions were 
briefer, containing references to her person and to the audience, ^ a
Ip. 580.
^Catt, "On the Inside" (1920), op. cit., pp. 947-943.
%att, "Looking Foi*ward" (1919), o p. cit., p. 960.
^Catt, "Ho w  to Conduct Citizenship Schools" (1920), op. cit.,
^Catt, "The Nation Callsi" (1919), op. cit., pp. 917-918.
I ^Catt, Concluding Address of the Law Enforcement Convention
1(1924), O P .  cit.. p. 1.
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narrative,^ an ironical statement,2 a contrast of the présent status of 
■women with the past,3 an analogy,^ and an epitome.^
An analysis of the basic patterns used by Mrs. Catt in the intro­
ductions of the use of the ballot speeches shows the following character­
istics: The length of the introductions varied from one sentence to ap­
proximately one-third of the entire speech. Those having brief introduc­
tions usually started with a significant date in suffrage history and 
developed from that point. Those having longer introductions were fre­
quently involved with the development of a proposed task to be performed. 
At times she made personal references, but more often her introductions 
were directly addressed and related to her audiences as individuals and 
organizations.
The following examples are representative conclusions used in 
more than heuLf of the speeches; she challenged her audiences to use the 
vote in maintaining a high moral outlook in the nonpartisan League of ! 
Women Voters,^ to meet the task of educating citizens to vote,? to uphold
Catt, "Address at National Women's Christian Temperance Union" I
(1 9 2 5), OP. cit.. p. 1.
2catt, Radio Address (August 26, 1925), op. cit.. p. 1.
!
3Catt, "Sixty Years of Stepping Forward" (1929), op. cit.. p. 7. 
^Catt, "Tenth Anniversary Address" (1930), op. cit.. p. 1. !
ip. 1.
ip.-582.-
^Catt, One Hundred Years of Women's Progress (1939), op. cit..
^Gatt, "On the Inside" (1920), op. cit.. p. 948.
?Catt, "How to Conduct Citizenship Schools" (1920), op. cit..
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iciean and Intelligent politics,^ to enforce the iaws,^ and in genereuL to 
improve American democracy. She proposed that women get on the inside of 
political parties,^ that they expand the citizenship school plans,^ and 
that they do research to improve the efficiency of the government,^  En-
I
cominms stressed her confidence in women to accept responsibilities dele-
gated to them, and emotional appeals, or sometimes sentiment, gave force
fbo her conclusions:
Friends, it is a hard future, but every problem can be solved and 
some of them must be solved. For your own sake, face the future 
cheerfully; for your friends’ sake, be optimistic, for your children’s 
sake, be confident and for the sake of all things, be bravely una­
fraid.
God bless you, good friends, fellow workers. God bless you all. '
I have confidence in the Conscientious purpose and the high moral 
outlook of this body.°
Let us prayerfully use our votes and use them right .9
In her conclusions Mrs. Catt frequently made proposals or gave
advice in a challenging manner involving encomiums and emotional appeal. :
^att, "The Nation Callsi” (1919), op. cit.. p. 921.
2cabt, Concluding Address of the Law Enforcement Convention 
(1 9 2 4), op. cit., p. 3 .
^Catt, "Looking Forward" (1919), op. cit.. p. 96O.
^Catt, "How to Conduct Citizenship Schools" (1920), op. cit..
p. 5 8 2.
p. 3.
^Catt, "Whose Government is This?" (1921), op. cit.. p. I6 . 
^Catt, One Hundred Years of Women's Progress (1939), op. cit..
^Catt, Then and Now (1939), op. cit., p. 22.
®Catt, "On the Inside" (1920), op. cit.. p. 948.
9Catt, Concluding Address of the Law Enforcement Convention
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pPhe climaxes of her speeches came just before or as a part of the cbnclu-r
!
sions•
About nine of the speeches in this issue were developed by a func­
tional order as illustrated in this outline of the complete speech "On 
the Inside":
I
Introduction
I. There is confusion.
A. We cannot express ourselves clearly or be understood.
B. The aim of the League of Women Voters is misunderstood.
C. Exactly wha,t is the attitude and aim of the League 
members?
Body
II. To obtain legislation it is necessary to get on the inside 
of political parties.
A. It is the present political trend.
B. Otherwise you would be in the status prior to obtaining ; 
the ballot.
III. At the same time you will need a strong political organisa-
i
tion of women.
A. Recent experiences indicate the need. |
B. The progress of women within the political parties will 
require a united effort.
1. Men are not entirely converted to the idea of 
equality of sexes.
2. Participation in political parties requires guidance*
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3» The masses of women are inexperienced in political 
practices,
C, To function adequately this organization must be nonpair- 
tisan.
1, This attitude will free women to choose their politi­
cal parties,
2, It will train women to work with all parties,
3, It will assist women to rise above party criticism.
Conclusion
IV, The League of Women Voters must have vision.
Organization of the body of these speeches may be cast into two 
classifications: functional and chronological. This latter arrangement,
including more than half of the speeches on this issue, contained his­
torical data and repetition of narratives for the purpose of establishing 
a contention. Those functional in type were basically a psychological 
approach to the solution of a problem. Sometimes the problem was analyzedI I
into cause and effect or into partitions, but in each instance the speech
2culminated in a climax.
This group included speeches for special occasions as "Address 
iat National Women's Christian Temperance Union" (1925), op, cit, ; "Radio | 
kddress" (March 26, 1930), op, cit. ;  Speech at New York Herald Tribune I 
Conference (September 27, 1934), op, cit. ; One Hundred Years of Women's j 
progress (1939), op, cit,
I
I  S?his group included the more highly persuasive speeches as "On
the Inside" (1920), op, cit.; "Looking Forward" (1919), op, cit, ; "Whose 
povernment is This?" (1921), op, cit,; "How to Conduct Citizenship 
Çchools" (1 9 2 0), op, cit, ; and Concluding Address of the Law Enforcement 
Convention (1924), op, cit, '
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 ^ Synthesis of Arrangement "ajidT the Elements of Invention
! The basic question involved in this section is, how did arrange­
ment affect or modify the elements of invention? The twenty-three 
speeches on use of the ballot evolved from either a circumstance or an 
occasion that appeared to influence both the organization and the in­
ternal ordering of the proofs. The type of occasion was usually the cele­
bration of an anniversary event or the convention of a national organiza­
tion. The basic circumstance was the transition from the struggle for 
the ballot to the use of it. Her auditors, in most cases, appeared not 
necessarily to disagree with Mrs. Catt, but rather not to have crystal­
lized their opinions. This factor may have caused the speaker to use 
more exposition than argument.
In the most persuasive speeches, less than half of the total, the 
speaker's purpose, its explanation and acceptance, seemed to demand com- ! 
plexity and integration in both organization and ordering of proofs.
I :
ppeeches of this kind were deductive or a combination of deductive and
j ;
inductive reasoning and included some discussion of the adequacy of i
i I
proofs. Since much of Mrs. Catt's supporting materials came from his—
I  !
jborical data upon which she based her proposals for the future, it is |
jobvious that time order played an important part in those speeches de—
j i
jVeloped by inductive reasoning vixich included more than half of all of
jbhe speeches treating the use of the ballot issue. No special position
if or refutation seemed to be designated within the arrangement of these
jspeeches. Its infrequent use occurred mainly as an integral part of an
jargument.
' All - - of-these speeches in this, is sue were_ hasic ally logical.____
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ESaotdonaT^and ethical proofs were usually part ofher conclusions and 1
I
also appeared interspersed throughout the speech proper. Two conclusions
]_ I
contained almost no emotion. The use of rhetorical questions and direct
'address to stress ethos and emotion occurred most frequently when her
Iintent to persuade seemed greatest. In each speech arrangement functioned
with the elements of invention inseparably.
!
Summary and Conclusions
Premises and Arguments 
, In advancing the use of the ballot Mrs. Catt promoted citizenship
jschools to train the new voter, and she reorganized the suffrage forces 
into the League of Women Voters. This organization had as its goal the 
fostering of education in citizenship and the support of improved legis­
lation. Mrs. Catt instructed the League members to train the new voters 
first in elementary political responsibilities and then in the more com­
plex methods of* improving the efficiency of government.
Mrs. Catt advised League members to be nonpartisan in League ac­
tivities, but to participate in the political parties of their own choos­
ing. In exhorting them to get into the center of the party machine, she 
warned them of difficulties and advised aggressiveness. She advocated 
that they work toward legislation having high moral standards supported 
by law enforcement.
When evaluating women’s progress in the use of the ballot, Mrs.
Catt contended that it had been retarded by an opposition similar to
^Examples are "Whose Government is This?" (1921), op. cit.. and 
!’’How the Vote Came to Men" (1920), op. cit.
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jthat offered previously to the suffragists. She believed that a new gen?
j I
jeration would remedy this condition and that women had made progress in i 
the use of the voting process and in the experience of holding public of? 
Ifices, She continually visualized further goals to be achieved by women i 
for themselves and for the nation.
Logical Proof
In the use of the ballot issue Mrs. Catt gave some preference to 
inductive reasoning or to a combination of deductive and inductive over 
deductive reasoning alone. The deductive patterns were principally hypo­
thetical and categorical involving sorites. The inductive method was 
adapted to special occasion addresses containing much historical data 
and reminiscences pertaining to the progress of women. These speeches 
concluded with appeals to improve the status of women and to make secure j 
the American democracy.
In at least half of the twenty-three speeches arguments as to i
kind were of a cause to effect relation, usually reenforced with argumentas
i
from sign, analogy, definition, and authority. In arguing from causal | 
relation she predicted future outcomes as contingent upon existent operat­
ing causes not being contravened by stronger causes. To validate such |
j
reasoning she pointed to analogies and signs drawn from historical events. 
In this manner she discussed the adequacy of the cause to produce the j 
corresponding effect. Analogous reasoning usually appeared to assume the 
cases were alike in essential respects. Almost half of the speeches were
I  .  .
developed from examples or specific instances. Arguments from statistics 
and authorities were not frequent. The sources of her ideas lay largely
233
pin her own escperiences in the woman’s movement and in political activity^
j As already indicated much support was drawn from historical data i
I ;
pf the woman’s movement. A more varied type of support, highly integrated
j j
with the patterns of reasoning, is found in those speeches intended to
establish organized programs and political attitudes. Specific instances 
involved imagery in creating dramatic effects. Brief testimonials, nar­
ratives, figures of speech, statistics, and rhetorical questions were 
interwoven into the arguments. The variety in kinds of support increased
j
iwith the effort to persuade. In this issue refutation was not of great
I
significance. She charged the opposition with inconsistent reasoning re­
garding the political attitude of the League of Women Voters.
Emotional Proofs
In developing her emotional components for the use of the ballot ■ 
issue, Mrs. Catt expressed respect and affection for those who had strug-f 
gled in the woman's movement and showed reverence for American democratic 
principles often in her anniversary addresses. With pride and joy she j
i
made plans for the use of the ballot, recognized the political achieve— | 
ments of women, and challenged them to expand their liberties. When | 
exciting her auditors to fear or to dislike of unprogressive actions, she ; 
encouraged them at the same time to be bold in assuming their political 
responsibilities.
I Mrs. Catt appealed to motives of security and self-preservation
{when advocating a true democratic form of government, an argument that
joften accompanied her appeal for an improved status for women. Inside
I
jthe political parties Mrs. Catt would have women find the security of
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pLCcÿiisition and of social approval, yet she warnedTthem that the achieve-j 
ment would require much courage, self-assurance, and initiative on their |
I  I
part. Mastery, social approval, and organic motives were used singly and
! ; 
together. The appeal to mastery appeared in most speeches in this issue;
jsocial approval occurred in those early speeches at the time the League
of Women Voters was being established; organic motives were infrequent.
Ethical Proof
In the context of these speeches Mrs. Catt's most used ethical 
proof tended to identify her as one gravely responsible for the guid­
ance of the new woman voter and as persevering in directing a program for 
improved use of the ballot. Self-respect was evident as well as a co- 
lope rat ive attitude toward political parties. Virtue was associated with 
jher appeal for clean politics. In the capacity of political adviser to 
Iwomen she tended to identify herself as their spokesman and source of 
wisdom, at the time of the establishing of the League of Women Voters.
By giving recognition to the achievements of her predecessors, by offer­
ing more constructive criticism that destructive, by seeking to prevent 
misunderstandings between the sexes, Mrs. Catt laid strong claim to the 
good will of others. When discussing women's place with men in political 
activities, she concerned herself with good will tactics. When advising 
women she relied upon her experiences and her prestige. Ethical proof 
was only slightly affected by variables.
Arrangement
Mrs. Catt's introductions to these speeches were of two types: 
ithose long enough to develop the analysis of a problem, giving definition.
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background, status, and obstacles; and those of a briefer type containing 
personal references, reference to the audience, a narrative, an ironical 
statement, an analogy, or an epitome of the occasion. About nine of the 
speeches in this issue were of the second type and were delivered mostly 
upon anniversary occasions. For her conclusions she usually made pro­
posals or gave advice in a challenging manner involving encomiums and 
emotional appeal. The climaxes of her speeches came just before or as a 
part of the conclusions. The speech bodies were functional and chrono­
logical in order. The latter contained time sequence of historical data 
and a series of narratives supporting an argument and were delivered upon 
anniversary occasions. Those functional in type were basically psycho­
logical approaches to the solution of problems. They were used in per­
suasive speeches. Their complexity in arrangement marked them as being 
arranged by several orders, including psychological, problem-solution, 
chronological, increasing difficulty, partitions, predetermined analysis, 
causal relation, and climactic. This relation of arrangement and inven­
tion to the purpose and occasion of her speech is in keeping with that 
used in previous issues.
Mien developing the issue concerned with the improved status of 
women and democratic practices by the use of the ballot,Mrs. Gatt’s emo­
tional and ethical proofs were subservient to her logical proof through­
out the speech body, but they gained emphasis in the conclusion. Ar­
rangement appeared to reenforce invention, and the two unil^bd to promote 
a single theme.
CHAPTER VI I
THE ABOLITION OF WAR 
Introduction
The rhetorical analysis of invention and arrangement as used in 
I4rs. Catt’s speeches treating the issue, how may war be abolished, will 
be the aim of this chapter. Thirty speeches were selected after several 
readings of forty extant copies of her peace speeches, Mrs. Catt, who 
assisted in the collection of speeches for this study, considered this
j  2
group representative of her speaking. Those excluded were indirectly 
applicable to the issue involved, were incomplete copies, or duplicated 
other speeches. The thirty analyzed seem to give a complete picture of 
her use of invention and arrangement in this issue.
The procedure of developing the study is similar to that followed 
in Chapter III. In the canons of logical, emotional, and ethical proof 
and of arrangement and a synthesis of arrangement and the elements of in­
vention the same basic questions will be applied to the materials of 
these speeches.
Invention
Premises and Arguments
In the speeches promoting peace three issues seem to appear*:
^Indicated in bibliography by footnote number four.
^Statement by Mrs. Catt, personal interview, 1943»
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i^ Eat ârië the causes^of war? What ~àre'Thë "cvirés'' oX waTr? Can the "cures" 
of war be put into practice? The interweaving of these three issues by
I
Mrs. Catt seems to require a unified treatment under a single larger is­
sue: How may war be abolished?
Mrs. Catt indicated the trend of thinking in her premises and
i '
jarguments when she designated as her principal interest "the cause and 
cure of war." Her reasoning throughout this issue lends itself naturally 
to a problem-solution order. The elements of reflective thinking include 
the goal to promote peace, the analysis of the problem, and the setting 
up and appraisal of possible solutions.
The premises and arguments of this chapter may be outlined as
follows :
I. Statement of the goal.
j
A. How can war be abolished? '
Bs, Why not limit the study to the "causes and cures of war"?
II. Aneilysis of the problem. |
A. Does the nature of the problem indicate a need for attention? !
B. What are the causes of war?
1. What part do emotions have in war?
a) What are the emotions that prompt war? j
b) By vdiat means is emotional influence spread? j
2. Are wars fought "to keep, to recover, or to add?" |
3» What is the relative significance of the causes?
a) How important is aggression?
b) What is the comparative relation of the problem of de- i 
----------- fense to other problems? --- ------  ^   J
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r 4. Could aüLl causes be labeled the competition of ■war systems?
j 5* How are interests in war motivated?
i
i a) To what extent are moneyed interests responsible?
b) What other factors are involved?
Ill, Suggestions of solutions or "cures,"
j
A, Shall we make a war upon war?
I
B, How can we accomplish a plan for peace?
C, Should we support all plans for peace?
i 17, Reasoned development of the solutions or "cures."
A, Is the League of Nations satisfactory for the prevention of war?
B, Is the World Court designed to meet the war problem?
C, To what extent are treaties a guarantee of peace?
D, How effective are the disarmament conferences?
i
E, What are the moral aspects in the problem? j
F, What are the relative merits of reflective thinking in solving :
the war problem?
V, Further verification, j
A, What use can be made of public opinion in putting solutions 
into operation?
B, How specific should plans be for effecting solutions?
Statement of the Goal
"In the last century," Mrs, Catt declared, "we women fought for
!
bur rights. Let us use those rights now to restore the rights of men,"^ 
i"We could not do better than to make the aim of the next one hundred
I_______ ^New York Times. November 26, 1940, p. 29.________
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years plan the abolition of ■war."!
In an impromptu, speech, "A Call to Action," delivered before a 
mass meeting in Cleveland, Ohio, eight months after the proclamation of 
the Woman Suffrage Amendment to the Federal Constitution, Mrs. Catt set 
forth an objective that was later to consume most of her time in public 
address:
We want peace. We all want peace. We want to abolish that anti­
quated, barbarous, ridiculous method of quarreling and killing each 
other. We all want peace and yet we all stand back for somebody else 
to act.
Well, let us make a resolution, each and every one of us, to con­
secrate ourselves individually and collectively to the business of 
putting war out of the world.^
To further her peace objective she united, in 1925, nine women’s 
national organizations for the purpose of carrying on "an unremitting 
campaign to rouse America to join other nations of like mind in putting 
an end to world disorder, and establishing world p e a c e . F o r  this co­
operative program the women chose the title of "Conference on the Cause 
and Cure of War."
Analysis of the Problem
Symptoms of the problem.— Many of the speeches studied as a basis 
for this chapter presented conditions illustrating need for the abolition 
of war.
In June, 1923, just after Mrs. Catt had returned from a tour of 
^Catt, "Address at Woman’s Centennial Congress" (1940), op. cit..
p. 2.
^Catt, "A Call to Action" (1921), op. cit.. p. 1183.
^Peck. Carrie Chapman Catt. op. cit.. pp. 410-411.
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Europe and South America, she declared, “People talk about the prospect 
of a war in Europe, There is war there in the Ruhr." In every land she 
said she had found the people "turning to the United States and asking 
why we did not come with help. The United States," she stated, "was the 
only country that could mediate for Europe.
Later in that year Mrs. Catt declared the hope of 1917 and 1918 
in a "war to end war" was not the reality of 1923. More men were under
arms in Europe than in 1914, more airplanes to drop bombs, more war chemi­
cal plants. "So completely is the military theory established, that every
nation at war must do anything it can do 'to save itself and destroy its 
2
adversary.'"
She continued:
Let us ask ourselves a plain question and insist upon an answer.
If the Germans were barbarians in 1915 and 1916 because they intro­
duced these new instruments of destruction, what are the great powers 
of the world today since they deliberately add these horrors to the
preparations for the next war and hint of still more terrible pos­
sibilities. It must be remembered that vdiile all the great nations 
have added these methods of war, not one of them has proposed any 
plan for their elimination.^
Conditions in the United States indicated that this country was 
not conducting itself as a peace country:
When the United States refused to join the League or tell why it 
wouldn't do so, the world put its own construction upon that action,
Carrie Chapman Catt, "The 'Next War' Is Now On In the Ruhr," 
Biltmore Hotel, New York, June 3, 1923, New York Times, June 6, 1923, 
p. 20,
Carrie Chapman Catt, "Peace or War— What Shall We Do About It?" 
Before Ramsey County League of Women Voters, St. Paul, Minnesota, Novem­
ber 10, 1923, p. 4. Possibly also called "Peace or War— Swords or Plow­
shares," and possibly delivered also in 1925.
^Ibid., p, 6.
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That explanation is that the United States has imperialistic ambitions 
■which -would be checkmated by the League. It is even charged with em­
phasis in many quarters that the United States is the great coming 
militaristic power.^
After enumerating eleven imperialistic traits charged against 
America, she concluded, "There is more hostility of feeling toward this 
country now than at any other time of its history. The "undefined and 
unauthorized" Monroe Doctrine points to a condition lacking "peace and 
good -will";
The Monroe Doctrine is something to which one hundred per cent 
patriotic Americans give allegiance. In Latin America, one hundred 
per cent patriots give unequivocal opposition and condemnation to it. 
The editor of the most important paper in South America, commenting 
upon the thirty interventions of the United States in the Latin—Ameri­
can Countries, "writes: "The Doctrine of Monroe is the shield and
bucklet of United States aggression; it is a sword suspended by a 
hair over the Latin continents."3
Repeatedly she stressed that the war problem was being agitated 
by beliefs that America was a "young military giant growing up. , , .Al­
though all Americans disclaim the charge, those who distrust the United 
States can make a fairly good cause against us.
Not only America but also the entire human race gave e-vidence of 
supporting a war institution rather than a peace institution:
War is an institution as old as human records and it is almost 
inextricably entwined with the law, the precedents and the thoughts 
of nations. It is bound up with social stability, education, and 
even religion. War is picturesque, heroic, dramatic, romantic, vi"vid.
^Ibid.. p. 19.
^Ibid.. p. 20.
^Carrie Chapman Catt, "What is the Monroe Doctrine?" Fourth 
CCCW, The Woman's Journal. XIV (March, 1929), 14.
Carrie Chapman Catt, "The Status Today of War and Peace," Third 
iCCCW, Washington, D. C., January l6, 1928, p. 3.
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War makes a picture for the artist and rhythm for the poet. Writers 
find material for stories in it, and each is full of action, heroism, 
events, humor, pathos, tragedy. All the things that have made human 
life are bound together in the tales of war. This combination grips 
human sensibilities with well-nigh unshakable power
What I want to make clear is that war is an institution and peace 
is not; peace is merely the negative of war. There is no authority 
to support peace, and it can neither conscript men nor m o n e y .2
Mrs. Catt considered the need of destroying the war institution 
and substituting for it a peace institution to be the "gravest question 
in the entire world":
How may the human race become possessed of sufficient sanity and 
common sense to make an end of war; to lop off all the needless loads 
from the aching, tired backs of all peoples; to break the chains of 
fear which have kept men enslaved to war, with its costs and its 
penalties, for a million years? Men have struggled for freedom, but 
what humans have always needed most is freedom from war.^
Mrs. Catt contended that "wars settle nothing"; they "do not pay 
. . .  .Wars bring no good to any land; they distribute evil influences 
everywhere" :
The World War will not be paid for, if at all, by the end of a 
century after its close. The demoralizing effects of that war upon 
the human race will certainly not be overcome in a hundred years. No 
nation can afford the waste of money a war costs. . . .The population 
of the entire world would assuredly unite in saying that the World 
War did not pay.
No nation can afford the waste of human life in war. . . .Nor can 
nations normally endure the depression that is the inevitable outcome 
of war; nor can they endure the increase of crime, insanity, immorali­
ty, and suicide. . . .
llbid.. p. 1.
^Carrie Chapman Catt, The Outlawry of War. Annals of the American 
Academy of Political and Social Science, Philadelphia, Pa., No. 2151,
July, 1928, p. 4.
^Carrie Chapman Catt, "Speech at International Symposium," Broad­
cast, Delivered to National Council of Jewish Women, January 11, 1937,
p. 1.
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Worse than all else is the fact that the human race is checked 
in its noimal evolutionary climb upward.^
The magnitude and the timeliness of the problem led Mrs. Catt to declare
that nations should make an "end of war."
Causes of war.— When the women decided to call their pea.ce proj­
ect a "Conference on the Cause and Cure of War," they had chosen an "ex­
actly descriptive t i t l e . I n  recalling this incident later, Mrs. Catt 
said:
None of us knew viiat caused war nor what would cure it, but we 
had faith that master minds must exist somewhere that could point 
out the definite cause and the certain cure of war, and that we might 
learn the truth from them.
. . .  .There was controversy and conflict of opinion on every 
side. In the first conference our speakers enumerated causes until 
I counted 257, and they then went home leaving us to find the cures
Frequently, Mrs. Catt considered the emotions of suspicion and hate to be
instrumental in causing war:
On one side of most heads there is a belief in peace, sincere and 
honest; in the other, so much of the spirit of the cave man lingers 
with his caution, distrust, suspicion, jealousy, hate, revenge, and 
fear that it intimidates the peace side of the head. So all the na­
tions composed of these bifurcated headed citizens want peace and pre­
pare for war. . . .In order to make Nation B love and respect him. 
Nation A conscripts an army to knock the stuffin' out of Nation B if 
he gets impertinent. Nation B, obsejrving, adopts conscription and 
adds a few naval ships. Nation A, observing, puts in as many naval 
vessels, adds a few more and some submarines. B, observing, buys 
some submarines and goes into airplanes. A adds airplanes and sets 
rumors afloat of a new poison gas. B goes into chemistry. With each 
addition to the preparations, the taxes mount higher and higher. To 
reconcile the people to them Nation A tells its people how utterly 
untrustworthy is Nation B and Nation B tells its people how untrust­
worthy is Nation A. Even the school histories begin this training
llbid., p. 1.
2peck, Carrie Chapman Catt, op. cit.. p. 410.
^Carrie Chapman Catt, "Address before Conference on Cause and 
Cure of War," 1931, pp. 2—3,
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in youth, so the minds of both people are filled with misinformation, 
suspicion and hate and are thus as effectually mobilized for war as 
are the men in training. An accident happens and bang goes the ex­
plosion.
Less frequently she spoke of propaganda as a medium used to ad­
vance the fear motive:
Propaganda, that most powerful and dangerous arm of the war in­
stitution, proceeds apace. The number of those who believe the next 
war” is near is increasing and several writers have fixed that ap­
proximate date and named the cause. The public mind is being recon­
ciled to it.
On the occasion of her eighty—fifth birthday she quoted William 
Penn as having said, "All wars are fought 'to keep, to recover, or to 
a^. ' That is certainly the cause of the war. The Allies are fighting
3
to keep, the Axis to add. Keepers vs adders describe all wars."
Aggression is still a cause of war, but the term "aggression" as 
a cause of war, according to Mrs. Catt, had become outlawed and nations
"build only for defense":
Once nations took what they wanted and viien they wanted it.
The ancient rule sufficeth them, the simple plan 
That they should take who hath the power, and they should 
keep who can.
This was once the universal rule. But wars of aggression are no 
longer in good form. The ten years of peace building has put them 
completely out of good standing. They have ceased to be ethical,  ^
they have in fact become indecent and immoral, yet careful examination 
will show that every nation has its statesmen vdio strategically can
^Catt, "Peace or War——What Shall %e Do About It?" (1923), 22.» 
cit., p. 8.
^Gatt, "The Status Today of War and Peace" (1928), op. cit.,
!P. 3.
3ria-r~rie Chapman Catt, "Eighty—Fifth Birthday Address," CCCW, 
iHotel Roosevelt, New York City, J^uary 10, 1944, p. 1 -
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wring from any situation as many .just causes for defense as its war 
power needs,^
The problem of defense as a cause of war was repeatedly stressed 
by Mrs, Catt as being more significant than other causes;
At present, most countries believe that a nation will one day 
violate its vow, but by iidiat term that nation shall be officially 
known, iidiat penalty shall be applied and how, are as yet quite unde­
termined facts. The nations never have lost sight of this big gap 
in the peace machinery. . , .Meanwhile, because this gap is not filled, 
disarmament conferences move slowly, and many a proposal which would 
help tighten the peace machinery is not presented at all.
There are many smaller gaps which plague authorities and darken 
their vision with signs of future wars. "The freedom of the seas" 
which is supposed to be the pet of Great Britain: "high tariffs"
which Americans are supposed to adore: "economic rivalries" which
vex al 1 the nations are a few of a large number of gaps which may 
take years to fill with peace machinery. To my mind there is one gap 
larger than any other, in fact it includes all the rest. . . .
Defense is the greatest gap in the peace machinery. . . .No inter­
national commission has dared approach the questions that defense in­
volves, yet this mystical word. , .is the gap through which armies 
and navies, poison gases, airplanes, submarines, ambulances, nurses 
and doctors, may unexpectedly be hurled belter skelter any day into 
another war. . . .IVhen you except defense from the disputed subject 
to settlement by peaceful methods, what is the character of the of­
fense that you so except?
By way of simplification of the 257 causes counted in 1925, h^rs, 
Catt stated in 1931, "The delegates |~Cause and Cure of War Conference^
, . .have learned that competition in armament building is the chief 
cause of war. . . . She had stated a similar idea in a slightly dif­
ferent manner in 1930: "The causes of war, which we were told in 1925
numbered 257, now, by the application of logic and hard study, have been
^Carrie Chapman Catt, Gaps in the Machinery of Peace. National 
CCCW, January 15, 1930, p. 6. Published by the Fifth National CCCW.
^Ibid,. pp. 4-7.
^Catt, "Address before Conference on Cause and Cure of War"
1(1931). op. cit.. p, 4.
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reduced to one. That one is the competition of the war systems of na­
tions . Three years prior she had minimized the causes of war in this
manner: "Wars now have no causes; they have no excuses, and wars go on i
because nations have the habit and move by p r e c e d e n t . By 1931 Mrs.
I  !
jCatt was ready to dispense with the analysis of the causes of war and de—
iVote her study to the solution of the problem:
I The crucial task for us is no longer, as in the beginning, to
inquire what is the cause and the cure of war. We know. The crucial 
question now is: how may our beloved nation be persuaded to assume
world leadership in the peace movement,^
I Motivation for war,— Mrs. Catt gave much consideration to vested
I
interests.
War is also a mighty vested interest and millions live by it.
Not only is war the daily support of soldiers and sailors and their 
officers, but the profit from the supplies of war itself and from 
the supplies of hundreds of ramifications of the war machine is the 
I chief support of many an industry. The combination of traditional
! . opinion plus the widespread bread-and-butter interest in war furnishes
I  colossal support of the institution of war and a well-nigh insur-
' mountable resistance to peace,^
She considered militaristic groups as partly responsible for war:
Those T/iio have been in authority have, not been able to get away 
■ from the obsession of the war mania. There are two militaristic
groups in every land who believe there must always be war, one is a 
little minority who like war, profit by war and want war. It is said 
21,000 millionaires were made by the war |jWorld War ]Q in this coun­
try, It wouldn't be strange if some of them would like to make an- 
I other million or so. The other militaristic group honestly and
^Gatt, Gaps in the Machinery of Peace (1930), op, cit,, p, 1,
^Gatt, "The Status Today of War and Peace" (1928), op, cit..
p, 4,
^Gatt, "Address before Conference on Cause and Cure of War"
; (1 9 3 1)a OP, cit,, p, 6,
^Gatt, "The Status Today of War and Peace" (1928), op. cit,.
ip_,_ 1 .  ............................ ..................................... ........
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s i n c e r e l y  believe that the only way to maintain peace is by keeping 
up so powerful an armed force as to frighten a-11 enemy nations. Al— 
tho rsicTj this has been the policy of ml 1 tribes and nations since 
men came aown out of the trees and began to walk erect and has never 
yet succeeded, they are unwilling to let it go and try any other 
method.1
There are, she contended, "War lords vho have no faith in a world 
of peace will preserve at any cost these precious ac cumul at ions of
war materials from the destructive threats of disarmament.
Industrial interests, she felt, stimulate newer war creations:
The fact of continual change challenges the inventor, intrigues 
the manufacturer, and invites the cupidity of the investor. The con­
tinuous appeal to carry preparations forward, with the new improve­
ments, the new inventions, the new schemes, the possible purposes, 
and to try them out in another war is an enormous power which is 
stimulating the building of armament in this time of peace instead 
of cutting it down, as the honorable pledges of nations demand.^
Money was not the only interest in war according to Mrs. Catt.
There were those who "like war; they enjoy the excitement, the adventure; 
they find chances for promotion, prestige, and for showing statesman­
ship . She questioned, "Is it not true that men and nations like the ’
?
squeeze of war's tentacles when not too threatening? Do we not all, more 
or less, enjoy apprehension and dote on the delightful gossip it pre­
sents?"^
^Catt, "Peace or War— What Shall Me Do About It?" (1923), op. 
cit. . p. 7.
^Catt, The Outlawry of War (1928), op. cit., pp. 1—2.
3lbid.
^att, "Eighty-Fifth Birthday Address" (1944), op. cit.. p. 2.
^Carrie Chapman Catt, Who Can Answer? Forty—fourth Congress of 
jAmerican Industry, December 8, 1939 (New York: National Association of ;
Manufacturers, December, 1939), p. 10.
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The forces of ignorance, customs, and the war as an institution
ranked high in the promotion of war, she thought:
The greatest enemy of all new ideas, as you know, is ignorance, 
and there is plenty of it in the United States, as elsewhere. The
next greatest enemy is loyalty to all customs long established, and
war is the oldest institution in the world.
The third greatest enemy is the war institution itself with its 
traditions of honor and glory, plus the vested interests which make 
profit from war. The real problem of peace versus war is that no 
nation is willing to take the risk of disarming itself while other 
nations are preparing for war.^
In an endeavor to evaluate the strength of those forces motivated
to promote war she compared them with the strength of the peace forces:
To the most casual observer it is evident that the advocates of 
peace are growing in number, that the various groups are more toler­
ant toward each other, that there is more friendliness between them, 
and that slowly but ceitainly they are being convinced of the need of
a common program, a unanimous aim, and the advantage of a common di­
recting agency. Yet these highly desirable ends are as yet remote 
and their probability uncertain.
On the other hand, it is also clear that the advocates of war are 
increasing in number, and that there is a greater solidarity among 
them than among peace forces. Using as a symbol the game called "tug 
of war," the forces are pulling hard at one rope, the peace forces 
’ are pulling at many ropes and thus distributing their energy in many
5 directions.
Determining the Solutions or "Cures"
In 1923 after stating that those persons desiring peace should 
first clarify their thinking on the problem and then clarify the thinking 
of the nation, Mrs. Catt offered five conclusions of her own:
My first. . .war must be abolished.
My second is that war will only go when the military mania
i  Carrie Chapman Catt, "International Broadcast," NBC Network,
I January 23, 1936 (Washington, D. C. : Delegate’s Worksheet. Eleventh
CCCW, No. 4, January 21—24, 1936), pp. 1 ff.
^Catt, "The Status Today of War and Peace" (192S), op. cit..
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surrenders to faith in law based upon public opinion and to gain that 
end there must be a war upon war— not a war of bloodshed and poison 
gas, but an organized army of soldiers nevertheless which shall drive 
the old order back into the scrap heap at the point of truth, reason 
and plain common sense.
My third is that if there is to be a war upon war, it must be an 
all around war and that such a war will never be victorious unless 
this country takes charge of its own sector. No other nation or na­
tions can fight our share of this great world battle. Indeed, could 
I have my own wish, this country would pick up the world leadership 
where it laid it down and boldly, unafraid, march on,
fourth is that the people in this country vho want peace must 
agree upon the way they want to attain it. There are seventy—four 
associations, more or less national, vdiich are urging peace, but they 
have different programs. There are many well-lmown people preaching 
peace, but they too have different plans. There must be unity, for 
in unity alone is there strength.
^  fifth is that to aid the movement toward unity I shall person­
ally support all the programs or plans of cooperation to abolish war 
that now are or may be proposed provided they are in any degree rea­
sonable or practicable. If every believer in peace would adopt this 
policy, we should soon have a common program.
League of Nations.— It was with regret that Mrs. Catt observed 
the United States' refusal to participate in the League of Nations, It 
seemed to her that the League offered an opportunity to test the practi­
cality of international arbitration. In that first decade of her promo­
tion of peace she gave the League of Nations much attention in her 
speeches.
Just before the 1920 Presidential election Mrs. Catt expressed 
her personal views concerning the League of Nations and the "political 
snarl" in which it seemed to have been "entangled." In part she said:
I am myself a firm believer in the League of Nations. I am no 
new convert. I endorsed the idea many years ago when I read that 
such a plan had been proposed intermittently for some centuries, and 
always hoped it mi^t come in my day. I feel toward those who claim 
to believe in a league but not in this one as I have felt toward 
those who professed to believe in Woman Suffrage but found the times
ICatt, "Peace or War— What Shall We Do About It?" (1923), op.
icit.. pp . 12—13 .
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never ready for it, or the method quite unsuitable.
When the Covenant came from the Peace Commission, I confess to 
disappointment over some of its provisions, but I, having had con­
siderable experience in efforts to get many minds, including those 
of different races and nationalities, to come to agreement, undei^ 
stood better than many that no covensint can be made quite satisfac­
tory to any one person or nation, since its composition must come by 
compromise of many differing views,
I believe in the League: 1. Because war is an atrocity which
should be eliminated from a world calling itself civilized. 2. Be­
cause men are too belligerent to make an end of war without the aid 
of some war abolishing agency. 3. Because all proposals ever offered 
for the avoidance of war have been tried and have failed except one—  
a League of Nations; therefore let it be tried. 4. Because the Cove­
nant of the League proposes a union of all the world for the very 
definite purpose of making an end of war. 5» Because it provides for 
the substitution of arbitration for the killing of men as a more 
civilized method of settling international differences. 6. Because 
it provides for an International Court vrtiich may interpret interna­
tional law and to which international questions may be referred.
7. Because it provides for the reduction of armies and navies to the 
smallest force necessary for the maintenance of national safety.
8. Because it provides for the abolition of compulsory militeury train­
ing and vast armies vhich always tend to bring on wars. 9. Because
it provides for an economic boycott to bring recalcitrant nations to 
terms, with force used only as the last resort. 10. Because it pro­
vides for the abolition of secret treaties which have been one po­
tent cause of war. 11. Because it imposes an obstacle against the 
spread of imperialism, or grabbing territory of rival nations, as 
Germany and Austria stole Schleswig-Holstein from Denmark, and England 
seized portions of South Africa from the Dutch, and thus removes the 
chief cause for wars of aggression. 12. Because it provides for the 
protection of gmal1 nations never before able to maintain their inde­
pendence. 13. Because it offers protection to such unhappy peoples 
as the Armenians,. . . .14. Because it makes such appeals as that of 
the Irish a world responsibility and brings all the sentiment in all 
nations favorable to a new order to bear on the problem.^
In 1 9 2 3  ^ after reviewing four proposals for ending war, she con­
cluded that only the League of Nations is world inclusive and aims at the 
abolution of war. That alone cannot abolish war, she contended, "unless
^"Mrs. Catt on League of Nations and the Presidential Election," 
Letter to the Editor of The Woman Citizen, reprint from The Woman Citizen. 
October I6 , 1920, p. 1. (These ideas are distributed in a number of her 
e^lier speeches on pea^e. )
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a.11 the nations are included and its aim strongly supported by the people 
at home. For the United States she recognized three possibilities, 
only one of which she approved:
First, shall we sulk outside the League tent and grouchily find 
fault with everything the League does and do nothing ourselves?
Second, shall we knock down the League and set up the mythical as 
yet "Association of Nations'* whose covenant has not been written, or 
devise some other plan of which no hint has yet been given? Third. 
or shall we enter the League and side by side with the rest of the 
world fight the war against war?
. . . .By elimination there is nothing among present proposals 
left but to enter the League. The field is open for other proposals, 
but as yet they do not come.
World Court.— A topic less frequently discussed than the League 
of Nations was the World Court. To Mrs. Catt the World Court was a "nec­
essary, useful step toward peace," but "not a strong or bold step," for 
it could not make law, only interpret it. She stated that it was the 
"only question concerning peace actually before our people ^923j|. By 
all means let us Join."^ Her reasons for advocating the World Court were:
1. Membership is an easy first step toward peace. 2. It is an 
institution with which we are acquainted. 3. The World Court is an 
American idea and proposal. 4. The richest nation in the world should 
help pay the bills of this first real World Court. 5. It will con­
tribute enormously toward world peace. 6. It will give evidence to 
the world that this nation means to cooperate with other nations to 
gain peace.4-
In an explanation of the extent to which the World Court is solv­
ing the war problem, she said:
^Catt, "Peace or War— What Shall We Do About It?" (1923), op. 
cit., p. 17.
^Ibid.. p. 17.
^Ibid., p. 1 5.
^Catt, Radio Address (August 26, 1925), op. cit.. p. 7.
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Â  WôHdTlïâürtV .^.has béëir^êstâ6ris5ëa~wit^^ nation members]
and we hope with another entering soon. It provides a place and a 
method for the settlement of all international disputes described by 
the lawyers as juridical.
. . .  .The diplomatic initiative has not yet been ratified by 
the governments of these powers, but when and if the clauses are so 
ratified, and vdien and if Japan and the United States follow their 
example, all of the great fighting powers will have given and re­
corded their solemn pledge to submit to the World Court all judicial^ 
causes and the accomplished fact will be the most amazing act in ten, 
thousand years of history. More, in the decade just closed, the chief 
nations of the world have bound themselves to their neighbors by ad— 
ditional treaties of arbitration, all of them important, and some 
truly astounding. This has been a plan particularly respected on the 
Western Hemisphere, Several nations have treaties of arbitration 
with every nation on the two continents. . . .
The most astounding of the arbitration treaties are the famed 
pacts of Locarno. They are more complete than any that had preceded 
them, and they bind together in compulsion to peace the nations that 
occupied the very center of the late war. Lastly, in this marvelous 
evolution of ten years, came the most dashing and astonishing of them 
all, the Bri^d-Kellog pact renouncing war, and now signed by fifty— I  
one nations.
Treaties »— ^Distributed throughout many of Mrs. Catt ' s speeches 
were discussions of treaties. She said, ”'Build Friendships, not War­
ships, for National Defense'" is the slogan of the National Committee on| 
the Cause and Cure of War in its campaign for a multilateral treaty to ;
outlaw war."^ Mrs. Catt did not consider any treaty a guarantee of peace,
!
but a covenant set up "in order to achieve peace. . . .The more pledges ;
i
a nation makes, the stiffer the pledge, the freer from reservations, the! 
bolder the terms, the more certainly does the treaty approach a guarantee. 
The present proposal j^rian^ is a bolder, franker, clearer agreement j
Q  i
than any that have preceded it." "If those who formulate the treaty ;
I ~ j
I ^att. Gaps in the Machinery of Peace (1930), op. cit., pp. 2-3. i
I  1
j ^Carrie Chapman Catt, "Peace by Pledge," The Woman's Journal.
IXIII (June, 1928), 26. j
i 3ibid.. p. 26. ______  _____ __ J
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[ÎBriancL-Kello^ shape it to cooperate with the League of Nations and in 
no respect introduce a single question of conflict, a cause will have 
been found worthy of our united sacrifice and devotion,”
International law.— Of frequent discussion by Mrs. Catt was the
problem of putting international law into operation. Recognizing that
any nation might withdraw from any or all of these covenants Mrs. Catt
concluded that "any and all peace machinery might break down in a time 
2
of stress." Two theories, she said, had arisen concerning the possibility 
that a "nation might violate its vow and deserve a penalty. . . : one,
that peace must be enforced by arms, and two, that peace might be con­
trolled by moral suasion. Just what to do in case a nation violated 
its vow was considered a gap in the machinery of peace vrtiich caused dis­
armament conferences to move slowly as well as proposals "vdiich would 
help tighten the peace machinery" not to be presented at all.^
To this problem she proposed:
The nations of the world must define exactly what defense is and 
under vhat conditions defense is really defense before there will be 
sufficient intelligence to approach the task of filling this gap.
The next step must be a series of treaties viiich make the sub­
mission of disputes of all varieties to peaceful methods of settle­
ment compulsory. . . .
Should ships and guns be sunk in deep seas, others could be built; 
should armies be disbanded, others could be mobilized; but irAien na­
tions by voluntary agreement have pledged themselves to submit to 
peaceful settlement all causes of disagreement with any other nation, 
and to recognize the pledge as compulsory, war will end.^
^Ibid., p. 3 6 .
%att. Gaps in the Machinery of Peace (1930), op. cit.. p. 3. 
3lbid.
^Ibid., p. 4.
^Ibid.. pp. 4-7.
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Dis armament conf er ence s.— Mrs . Catt considered the problem of 
disarmament to be "more political in character than military, and more 
psychological than political."^ By way of illustration she referred to 
the naval conference at Geneva:
The effect of the conference is nothing done toward disarmament, 
and irritated distrust between the countries, and a threat of naval 
competition. The facts are that each of the three nations approached 
the problem with the thought and belief in probable war and not with
the determination to cooperate in bringing a reign of certain peace.
This situation has been aggravated by the proposed big naval program 
of our own country. It is doubtful if disarmament conferences can 
or will make much progress through direct discussion of disarmament 
itself. It will be of little avail for technicians, who alone can 
determine the manner in which, by degrees, the nations can proportion­
ately reduce armament, to meet for this purpose while the political 
and commercial minds of their nations are centered upon probably war
and preparations for imagined defense.
, , .Successful and effective disarmament will come sooner if the 
approach is through another avenue than a disarmament conference.
In disarmament conferences it is necessary to define "adequate" 
self-defense. Disarmament would naturally proceed down to the point 
necessary for adequate self-defense. But who can determine when a 
nation is prepared adequately for self-defense?
The great need as a preliminary to disarmament and as a prelimi­
nary to the erection of a dependable peace institution is an inter­
national parliament with authority to agree upon a few definitions—  
the vocabulary need scarcely exceed fifty words, beginning with the 
word WAR itself. What is war and when is the use of force war?^
solution j^aid Mrs, Cat^ of the disarmament question is to 
proceed by a flank movement to build up a peace institution that will 
be positive and aggressive, not negative; compacts that will employ 
the word SHAT.T., not may; put the peace institution under the State 
Department and develop that Department into an active unafraid power 
for peace. Give the new peace institution some of the eighty—two 
cents per dollar now going to the war institution and set up as live­
ly a publicity section for arbitration as there is for a big navy,^
Mrs, Catt thus spoke from a body of ideas which were the product 
of the international problems of her day. Though the development of her
^att. The Outlawry of War (1928), op, cit.. p, 4. 
^Ibid., pp, 4-5,
^Ibid i, pp V 6—7ü—
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thesis reflected her relisunce upon contemporary events, there seemed to 
be an expression of Mrs. Catt ' s inner self vAien she turned her attention 
to moral and mental aspects in the war problem.
Other solutions.— When advocating the construction of a new for­
eign policy she stressed the principles of the Golden Rule and set forth 
three commandments:
(l) All nations are created free and equal. (2) All nations pos­
sess the inalienable right to govern themselves each in its own way. 
(3) Any nation which interferes with the right of another nation to 
govern itself shall be declared an outlaw among nations
She further contended that "where investments and the fundamental
O
rights of man conflict, the ri^ts of man should have the supremacy." 
These responsibilities she allotted to the people who should "persuade 
the voters. " The foreign policy of the United States should be one 
"other nations will follow.
She rebuked the -vriiite man for talking eloquently of the brother­
hood of man and failing to put the theory into noticeable practice. "The 
superiority complex never fails to make itself felt and the inferiority 
complex responds eternally with resentment. In a few speeches she 
dwelt upon the need of man to experience a realization of guilt for his 
war conduct before the abolition of war could be accomplished. She de­
veloped an ironical vision of "MAN’S most incredible, inexplicable, and.
ICarrie Chapman Catt, Elements in a Constructive Foreign Policy 
(Philadelphia, Pa.: Annals of the American Academy of Political and
ISocial Science, July, 1927— Reprint, No. 20?l), pp. 2-3.
^Ibid., p. 3.
3lbid., pp. 2—3.
^att. The Outlawry of War (1928), op. cit.. p. 3.
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monstrous misbehavior"— WAR. She concluded with an appeal to her audience 
to be ashamed:
Just how ashamed are you of WAR history, and of the years the 
human race has wasted its brain power in inventing new armaments to 
kill, instead of trying to find a way to stop war. If you are not 
ashamed now, kneel at your bedside tonight and ask God to make you 
ashamed. It would be the greatest blessing that could come to you. 
When you have become ashamed, work to make your family, your friends 
and townsmen ashamed likewise. I long to see a great aurmy of the 
Ashamed, marching up Capitol Hill to our government, in order that, 
together, we may make a gigantic apology for MAN'S WAR record. Do 
not Mistake 1 When we go, we will not say "So sorry, so very sorry." 
We will demand reparations for the sins that have been committed, 
even in the name of liberty. . . .
When nations have been sufficiently ashamed to make peace for 
general reparations for wrongs done to other nations, they will come 
speedily and in humility to insist that the old moral code, so long 
violated, shall be uplifted in the peace movement of the world, and 
the old immoral code, which has been the sponsor of every war since 
time began, shall be repudiated forever. Then, and I believe not 
until then, can there be real hope of perennial peace.^
Another speech was devoted to evoking reflective thinking about 
destroying "war with an idea":
We can't settle a battle with tears— that has been tried. We 
might settle it with humor if we are smart enough.
. . .Somebody, sometime, someviiere, somehow will have an idea, 
which will end the war business. Whoever produces it will be im­
mortalized. ^
Repeatedly she pleaded with the human race to reason: "Now, the
human race for its own safety and decency must sharpen its wits, energize 
its reason and indomitably fix its determination to make an end of this 
horrible savagery which takes possession of men and leads them to
Carrie Chapman Catt, "A Belated Apology; " also called "Ashamed 
of War," Thirteenth Annual CCCW, Washington, D. C., January 19, 1938, No, 
|3 (Washington, D. C. : Delegates Worksheet). pp. 1-2.
I Carrie Chapman Catt, "Speech before Fifteenth Conference on the
Cause and Cure of War," January 22, 1940, Hall of Nations, Hotel Washing­
ton, (Washington,!).- C.: Delegates .Worksheet) . No. 3> pp . 4-5. .
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demoniacal d e e d s . S h e  reasoned further: "Don't make war respectable
by giving it complicated reasons for its existence. War has no right to
be in this world. War must go, and when it goes some of the complications
2about which we think so much today will go with it."
Further verification.— To put solutions for the abolition of war 
into practice Mrs. Catt relied upon the assistance of public opinion and 
precise planning.
In an international broadcast, 1935  ^ she pleaded:
We would like the air audience all the world around to join in 
our acclaim. Make an end of the outworn, brutal business of war.
How? Educate, educate, educate. Face squarely the facts of war.
Join hands and voices the world around and make known your wish. NO 
MOEE WAR.3
In a broadcast in 1937 she said:
!
I When common sense possesses the minds of men, there.will be no
more war. Women, you are the world's best teachers, in homes, 
schools, and society. Go forth, one and all, and teach that common 
sense. It is a mighty task to change the mind of the world. It re­
quires courage and heroism, but you possess these qualities and the 
world's mind has been changed many times. It can be changed again.
Go: the world is waiting for your message.^
Repeatedly she pleaded that America should lead in influencing 
public opinion:
The only way to end war is through public opinion. Nations which 
have shut off free speech, parliamentary bodies, and private agitation.
I ^Catt, Then and Now (1939), op. cit.. p. 22.
: ^Carrie Chapman Catt, "Address," Eleventh CCCW, January 21, 1936,
Hall of Nations, Hotel Washington (Washington, D. C.: Delegates Work­
sheet ). No. 2, p. 3.
^Catt, "International Broadcast" (January 23, 1936), op. cit..
p. 2.
^att, "Speech at International Symposium" (January 11, 1937),
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be they Fascists or Comnrunists, are only arsenal.s of canned tradition 
and are consequently the chief maintainers of the war system. Ours : 
is a government vrtiere the people, more or less, rule. Here, we may i 
think, speak, and agitate. It is therefore a suitable place in which 
to begin. The United States of America, when it sees and thinks 
straight, can answer the question HOW?, , . .Any proposal to end war, 
however, must be based upon the understanding that war is a very old 
and world-around institution with its feet still deep in the primeval 
era. War will not cease until destroyed, root and branch. It cannot 
be destroyed without the cooperation of many nations. Those who 
would lead, therefore, must dig deep into the debris of war to find 
the truth, and, finding it, must hold it up to public view without 
apologies. Heroics of ancient poetry must be dropped and the plain, 
unvarnished truth told— alas, the world still likes war; it is still 
our pet institution. When we learn to hate war because it is so 
abominable and thoroughly uncivilized it will go. The people will 
arise and drive it out
Characteristically, Mrs ^ Catt looked to a plan to achieve the
abolition of war:
[in 1940 she advised the women against being content wit^ push- ; 
ing forward one small cause, but join with others in a hundred years’ 
plan for the big problems. No large question has been solved in less 
time than one hundred years and some damaging customs of the human | 
race supported by fools, bigots and slaves, have required thousands 
of years for their removal, , . .Make your plans, your blueprints, 
and your resolves so logical ^ d  complete that no mental bomb throw­
ing can knock a hole in them.
Summary
All issues in Mrs, Catt’s speeches promoting peace have been 
synthesized into a single larger issue, how may war be abolished? Her 
premises and arguments lent themselves naturally to the problem-solution 
order of thinking, and were concerned principally with the "causes and 
cures of war," She pointed to the signs of international hostilities, 
the known devastations of war, and the idea that war is a well-established
^Catt, Who Can Answer? (1939), op, cit.. p. 11, |
%att, "Address at Women’s Centennial Congress" (1940), op. cit.l
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o-nstitution and peace merely the negation of war when emphasizing the ; 
magnitude and timeliness of the war problem.
I '
i  In promoting the Conference on the Cause and Cure of War Mrs.
j  '
jCatt sought to abolish war by determining and extinguishing its causes 
I '
i f  or existence. It seemed to her that humanity believed in peace, but re­
tained the spirit of the cave man's emotions of distrust, suspicion, 
jealousy, hate, revenge, and fear. These motives had been kept alive 
through propaganda. Such emotions were being manifested in man's endeavor 
"to keep, to recover, or to add" possessions. Causes of war were enumer­
ated into as many as 257 by speakers at Conferences on the Cause and Cure 
of War, which Mrs. Catt reduced to one chief cause: the competition in j
annament building. She considered the vested or economic interest in war
to be the most powerful stake group. Adventure, glory, promotion, pres-|
i
tige, loyalty to custom, faith in a powerful armed force to frighten all | 
enemies were factors luring people to accept war. The solidarity of the, 
war advocates exceeded that of the peace advocates. j
In determining solutions or "cures" of war she supported inter— | 
national systems including the League of Nations, the World Court, treaty 
ies, disarmament programs, and international law. She considered the 
League of Nations to be a world—inclusive effort to abolish war, and the 
World Court and the treaties to be useful steps toward the achievement 
of peace though not guarantees of it. The United States could profit by 
supplanting the War Department along with the revenue consumed in its 
operation with a Peace Department. The moral standards of our foreign 
policy needed to be elevated. Men should repent for their war behavior, 
Und—apply their best thinking -to its - elimination-.— Solutions to the war
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problem were intended to be effected through public opinion arid precise 
planning over a long period of time.
Logical Proof
Patterns of Reasoning
I
Analysis of thirty of Mrs. Catt's speeches advocating the aboli-
!
jfcion of war reveals that seventeen of them were developed mainly by in- 
Iductive reasoning, five by deductive reasoning, and eight by a combina-
I
jbion of the two patterns.
I
Inductive reasoning.— Frequently these speeches followed a prob­
lem-solution order of arrangement concurrent with an inductive pattern of 
reasoning. The conclusion was often composed of a series of suggested
!
solutions. !
In "The Status Today of War vs. Peace" she developed her theme 
inductively by enumerating a number of specific instances and reasons to !
I
indicate the comparative relation between the influence of peace and of j
I
war upon public opinion. In "The World Never Stops" a slightly different 
type of induction appeared as the analysis of insecure and secure atti­
tudes in both Europe and America.^
Different from these was the use of a narrative to explain the 
methods of eliminating war as used by the women of Sumatra. From this
story she exhorted the audience to believe that eventually someone would
2
make himself immortal by thinking of the idea that would destroy war.
! ^Carrie Chapman Catt, "The World Never Stops," Address to Inter­
national Council of Women, Hall of the Americas, Washington, D. C., May 
j7, 1 9 2 5, New York Times, May 8, 1925, p. 3»
! -    ?Catt"Speech. bafore^Fifteenth Conference_on. the _ Cause and Cure.
of War" (1940), OP. cit.. pp. 4-5.
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I In establishing her inductions, Mrs. Catt sometimes drew a con- |
i 1elusion from a single fictitious or hypothetical narrative. At other
I times she enumerated current international problems. Characteristically;
Ishe appraised the adequacy of the examples to support the conclusions,
:A brief illustration is, "They [nation^ honestly wish to clip the wings |
jof the war power and to restrain war as an admitted menace to the safety
iof civilization. Yet all nations are controlled by suspicion and dis- 
i ^  ^
Itrust of each other and they dare not let go of the institution of war."f 
IOften she listed exceptions to her examples:
The United States made the first definite proposal to establish 
a World Court, The last seven presidents and both dominant political 
parties have endorsed the idea. The Court has become a reality with
a membership of fifty-two nations. All the states in the world ac— i
knowledged as nations except eleven are now members of the Court,
The exceptions are Argentina, Honduras, Nicaragua, and Peru, which I 
are members of the League, and Afghanistan, Ecuador, Egypt, Mexico, | 
the Soviet Republics, Turkey and the United States, viiich are not | 
members of the League,^ j
When Mrs, Catt reasoned by a combination of inductive and deduc—!
tive logic, she either set up a goal and went about to achieve it through
i
the problem-solution order or she stated a generalization and supported j
it with specific instances, statistics, and illustrations from which she;
!
derived a restatement of the original generalization, j
The procedure may be noted in The Outlawry of War which started |
Catt, "A Belated Apology" (1938), op, cit,, p, 2; and "Speech 
before Fifteenth Conference on the Cause and Cure of War" (1940), op. 
cit.. pp. 4-5.
p, 3•
%att, "The Status Today of War vs. Peace" (1928), op. cit..
^Catt, "The Story of the World Court," The Woman’s Journal. XIV ■ 
(1929), pp. 13, 34.
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yrith a dilemma:
I :
The first horn of the dilemma is, therefore, the honorable pledge
I  of the Allies to disarm themselves. The second horn is that the Al-
I lies do not feel so much inclined to virtue in 1928 as they did in
j 1 9 1 9, v&ien the treaty was written and they were sore troubled and war
' weary. ^
I
[After developing the causal relation of the dilemma she proposed a number
I  :
of solutions.
I :
In Gaps in the Machinery of Peace she utilized a combination of 
deductive and inductive reasoning by starting with her conclusion: "The
i
fwork yet to be accomplished before there will be a warless world is the
demobilization of the war systaa and the mobilization of a substituted
peace system." After arguing from evidence and reasoning, she restated
the conclusion at the end:
Stand fast then by the one cause, the one cure, of war and the ! 
certain policy that a warless world lies at the end of a constantly 1 
applied policy of building up the compulsoiy peace institution and 
tearing down the outworn war institution. Meanwhile let us try to j 
put less of the taxpayers’ cash in ships and guns, planes and bombs, | 
and more in the type of foreign policy which makes for friendship j 
and good will.2 1
In brief, Mrs. Catt’s inductive reasoning in individual speeches!
i
was usually based upon several factual cases. She developed a few of her 
later speeches from single hypothetical stories. Characteristically she 
discussed the adequacy of her examples and noted exceptional instances. 
Several generalizations were framed in hypothetical or disjunctive form. | 
Deductive reasoning.— Only five of the thirty speeches treating 
the war issue may be considered sufficiently deductive to be cast into a I
^Catt, The Outlawry of War (1928), op. cit.. p. 1.
I i
I 2 I
L ______ Catt, Gaps in the Machinery of Peace _(1930). op. cit.. p,.__8.___!
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broad, enthymematic pattern. Two of these concerned international arbi- j
j j
jbration; two, America's foreign policy; and one, women's responsibility 
in advancing human progress. The speech of this group most deductive
I
and soritical in pattern was her maiden peace speech— "A Call to Action.'! 
Cast into a broad enthymeme it may be stated in this manner: A nation
I
fbhat believes inJM:he voice of the people settling questions. . .should 
take the initiative to bring about a reduction of armaments looking toward
jworld peace," America is such a nation; therefore, Americans "are the
1
appointed ones to lead in this question Reduction of annamen'0."^ This 
enthymeme was supported by other enthymemes ; one of the most prominent 
being: A nation having all its parts united in a method of peace "can
act collectively with other nations," America is not united; therefore j
I
"nobody in any other nation and nobody in this nation knows what we are
2 igoing to do" in regard to the League of Nations, Another of her sig- |
nificant enthymemes was: International arbitration assists in bringing j
I
peace. All people want peace. Therefore, all people should want inter-| 
national arbitration,^
"My Faith" is a speech containing a series of ideas stated in j
hypothetical form which Mrs. Catt believed would assist in abolishing war 
if they could be put into effect,^ Her consideration of America's foreign
^Catt, "A Call to Action" (1921), op, cit,. pp. 1183-1184.
^Ibid.. p, 1184.
^Ibid.
4carrie Chapman Catt, "l^ y Faith," or "Fourteen Points for Peace,'f 
jDelivered at Richmond, Va,, April 21, 1925, New York Times. April 22, 
3-925, p, 25,
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jpolïcy*included th¥”ïbTl^ vrijig hypothetical form~ oï~'reasônxngT If““"ôür !
i  ;
foreign policy creates resentment, irritation, and even fear, on the part 
of many at home and abroad,” so that war may ensue because of it, it is
j
"time to begin a revamping of our foreign policy." Certain resentment 
ban be cited and other instances can be predicted. "My suggestion," 
[therefore, is that "the policy be changed. More specifically she rea­
soned hypothetically that when investments and fundamental rights conflict
i 2
^  a foreign policy, the rights of man should have the supremacy.
In regard to the Monroe Doctrine she reasoned categorically: Any
j
document undefined and unauthorized is an obstacle to peace and good will. 
"The Monroe Doctrine, undefined and unauthorized, is an obstacle to peace
q
and good will." She supported this reasoning in hypothetical form: If |
a nation extensively expresses resentment toward a doctrine, ill will is | 
indicated. South Americans have expressed themselves in this manner | 
toward the Monroe Doctrine. South Americans appear to have ill will 
toward the Monroe Doctrine.^
Of the thirty speeches treating the war issue, five were deduc­
tive having an emphasis upon hypothetical enthymemes with categorical 
next in frequency. The soritical pattern of reasoning occurred in a few 
of her early peace speeches.
^Catt, Elements in a Constructive Foreign Policy (1927), op. cit,.. 
^p. 1-3. !
%bid.. p. 3.
3catt, "What is the Monroe Doctrine?" (1929), op. cit.. p. 14.
^Ibid.. p. 12.
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Kinds of Arguments
This group of speeches is singular in that most of the arguments 
move from causes to effect to solutions. Since her solutions pertained 
to a speculative future, the connection between the cause and the solu­
tion was assumed.
Peace promoters started with 257 causes and Mrs. Catt concluded 
with one chief cause Cures of war were comparable in numbers to their 
respective c a u s e s T h e  effect, war, was the known element. The validity 
of Mrs. Catt * s speeches rested upon her ability to determine the unknown 
components— causes and solutions to war. It was upon the adequacy of 
possible solutions to eliminate the effect, war, with its causes that Mrs. 
Catt concentrated in the content of these speeches. In the process she 
noted many weaknesses in the solutions including such factors as the fear 
of nations to disarm and the failure of any world organization to carry 
out its mandates either by force or persuasion,^
Methods of Support
In the abolition of the war issue Mrs. Catt used almost all of 
the types of support, but she proportioned her use of them somevhat dif­
ferently from that of previously discussed speeches.
A few representative illustrations give insight into her choice 
of materials. Statistical data were important in establishing her argu­
ments:
^Catt, Gaps in the Machinery of Peace (1930), op, cit,. p, 1, 
^Ibid.
^Several speeches in this group.
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Andrew W, Mellon, in the report of the Secretary of the Treasury ' 
for the fiscal year endirg June 30, 1927, and submitted to Congress 
in November, assigned 82 per cent of the Federal expenditures for 
1927 to past and future wars. This is, eighty-two cents out of every 
dollar paid in Federal taxes by the people of the nation goes to the 
maintenance of the institution of war. The amount of money spent on 
peace by our nation is so small it has never been named in the budget,.1
Examples of specific instances related to World War I may be il­
lustrated:
The United States is not conducting herself as a peace country.
Our own government has just given a demonstration of what it can do 
with an airplane. It has sunk two naval ships doomed to be scrapped 
by the Washington Conference by bombing them from 10,000 feet in the 
air. Col. Davis points to this example as a thing an enemy might do 
to us.2
I In World War I America had for a brief period been an example to
other nations:
There was something strangely exalting to Europeans in the fact 
that the United States had put her money and her men into the Great 
War with the déclaration that she would ask nothing in return. That 
was not the European way.^
The progress of man was compared to the frog in the well: "We
may now put a similar question to educated adults. If the human race
climbs steadily upwards for a century, but feills backward ninety-nine
iyears as a result of wars, T/Aien will it reach real civilization?"^
To Mrs. Catt, slogans had an important part in influencing public 
opinion. In her endeavors to get her listeners to adopt a peace policy i
^Catt, The Outlawry of War (1928), op. cit.. pp. 4-5.
%att, "Peace or War— What Shall We Do About It?" (1923), o p . 
jcit.. p. 5.
T^bid.. pp. 1—2.
Carrie Chapman Catt, "International Broadcast," January, 1935,
Ipp. 1-2.
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ishe stated;
I
You may ask -what good can one person do. So, I asked myself, 
but I remembered a good, old slogan of the suffrage campaign. e 
won that struggle and the slogan is good for another. "I am oriy 
one, but I am one. I cannot do everything, but I can do something. 
What I can do, I ought to do. What I ought to do with the help of 
God, I will do."^
"Build Friendships, not Warships, for National Defense,"^ was the slogan 
of the National Committee on the Cause and Cure of War in its campaign 
for a multilateral treaty to outlaw war. To counteract that which she 
considered to be the universal war slogan, "The way to obtain peace is 
to prepare for war," she originated the slogan, "The way to obtain peace
is to prepare for peace. ..3
These peace speeches ranged from none to many quotations: Her
acquaintance with the statements of statesmen, both national and inter­
national, with current editorials and reports, and with books treating 
the subject of peace, suggest that she spoke from a body of current ideas. 
Presidents of the United States, especially those of Mrs. Catt's time, 
were frequently quoted. Statements were used by people of international 
trenown, such as David lioyd George, Prime Minister of England; Jan SmutSj 
I  Premier of South Africa; William Morris Hughes, Premier of Australia;
I
IRobert Laird Borden, Premier of Canada; Georges Clemenceau, Premier of 
IFrance;^ Adolph Hitler, Chancellor of Germany; Erich Ludendorff, German
^Catt, "Peace or War— What Shall We Do About It?" (1923), o£. 
cit., p. 13.
' ^Catt, "Peace by Pledge" (1928), op. cit., p. 26.
^Catt, "A Word to General Pershing," op. cit., p. 9.
*^Catt, "Peace or War— What Shall We Do About It?" (1923), ÇR.
■ —  P • - 2* - ■  - - - . . - -
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'^eneraij^ Francesco Nitti, Premier of Italy, and Benito Mdssollni, Premier
l^d dictator of Italy.^ News correspondents,^ statesmen,^ generals, 5 pro—
fessors,^ philosophers,? historians,® n o v e l i s t s ,^ p o e t s , a n d  the Bible^^
|were quoted. For authors directly concerned with the subject of peace,
she turned to such sources as Glower Dickinson, International Anarchy;
Bradbury A. Fiske, How We Shall Lose the Next War and When; Parker Thomas
Moon, Imperialism and World Politics ; Nathaniel Pepper, VJhite Man’s Di—
12lemma; and John Blakeless, The Origin of the Next War. Classical quotes
came from Julius Caesar^^ and the Romas historian, Cornelius Tacitus
i-
j -^ Catt, "Address at Woman's Centennial Congress" (1940), op. cit..
pp. 4, 6.
% e w  York Times. March 11, 1923, p. 9.
^Catt, "Peace by Pledge" (1928), op. cit., p. 26.
^att. Gaps in the Machinery of Peace (1930), op. cit., p. 5.
^Catt, "Peace or War— What Shall We Do About It?" (1923), op. 
cit., pp. 4, 2 5 .
I
i  ^Catt, Gaps in the Machinery of Peace (1930), op. cit., p. 3*
i 7 !
I 'Catt, "Address at Woman's Centennial Congress" (1940), op. cit.;
Ip. 3.
I  ®Catt, Gaps in the Machinery of Peace (1930), op. cit.. p. 5.
I ^Catt, "Peace or War— What Shall We Do About It?" (1923), op.
bit., p. 6.
I ^°Ibid.. p. 2 6. I
^Catt, Who Can Answer? (1939), o p .  cit.. p. 1. i
12Catt, "The Status Today of War vs. Peace" (1928), op. cit.. '
pp. 1-9.
^^Catt, The Outlawry of War (1928), op. cit.. p. 1.
; ^Catt, "Peace or War— What Shall We Do About It?" (1923), op.
bit., p. 8.
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! “ "NatïoHaJT problems and atti?tud.es~-were simplified by a personal il-r
lustration; for example she recalled that in childhood a spanking alone 
created retaliation, but a spanking accompanied with reasoning and sympa­
thetic understanding stimulated repentance on her part.^ Mrs. Catt's 
speeches, delivered late in life, used narratives to implement persuasion 
in two ways: to illustrate a point and to expand a hyperbole. Her nar­
ration about two matriarchal queens, who settled a dispute which arose 
bn their island of Sumatra by engaging a battle between two representa­
tive bullocks, was intended to illustrate the point that someone could 
originate an idea today that would destroy war.^ Drama and imagery were 
used to ridicule the wisdom of twentieth century man in his inability to ,
settle disputes:
An episode may have taken place some two or three millions of 
years before Christ which may have given MAN a wrong start and he 
may never have the courage to correct the mistake.
Suppose on one bright spring morning, some men were climbing 
down out of their trees where all men then lived. . . .The other 
group did the same and, directly, they were engaged in a pitched 
battle, all screaming, slamming, pounding, punching, kicking, and 
biting each other.
They had nothing to fight about. There were trees enough for 
all; land and food enough for all. . . .Of course, those ancestors 
of ours, we must confess, were mere morons. They had small brains 
and did not use what they had. From the tree tops, MAN had seen gi-j 
gantic beasts eating each other alive and they merely followed their| 
example. The history of MAN shows completely that he has always been 
short on original ideas and long on imitation. . • .He has followed i  
! WAR with devoted loyalty from that day to this, because his father
I and his great grandfather did. |
! Let us paint a wee picture and call it THE EVOLUTION OF MAN. Be-r
neath the picture, it is written: THIS WAS THE KING OF MEN IN THE ,
YEAR OF OUR LORD 1939. HE HAD THE LARGEST BRAIN EVER DISCOVERED, THE
! :
ICatt, "Eighty-Fifth Birthday Address" (1944), op. cit., p. 2.
I 2catt, "Speech before Fifteenth Conference on the Cause and Cure
iof War" (1940) . op. cit., .pp. 4-5. ......  _ - - - - -
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r MOST EDUCATED POSSIBLE FOR Am  MAN TO RECEI#: "LOOK;," HIS BREAST IS '
COVERED WITH THE RECORD OF SUPER-DEGREES FROM UNIVERSITIES. HE WEARS 
: THE KEY. Solomon, in all his glory, knew little compared with this,
I wisest of all men, the climax of a million of years of human evolu­
tion. Look again; this man wears a gas mask. He is followed by a 
woman and a baby, a dog and a cat, and all four wear gas masks. He 
shepherds them into a dark hole and scuttles in after them in the 
hope that he may escape the effects of the war neither he nor any man 
knows how to stop. Shall we acknowledge that picture as the final 
climax of our evolution, or do something about it?
Such descriptive narratives as the preceding examples gained fur­
ther emphasis by a supplementary list of rhetorical questions, e.g.:
j Let the cash register continue. Is it not true that all wars
have been based upon violations of the moral code; that is, upon 
I lies, theft, and murder? Is it not true that each nation relies upon
the possession of the deadliest weapons for success in establishing 
the justice of its cause? .Was any really important dispute ever 
justly settled by any war?
By way of summary, Mrs. Catt supported her arguments in this is­
sue with statistics and data treating the subject of World War I, its 
reparations, and international peace systems that grew out of it. When 
she wanted to stress the increasing dangers of war she contrasted past 
and present war conditions. Contemporaries were quoted frequently. At
I
times slogans were used to influence public opinion. The greatest change
from that of previous speeches was in her increased reliance upon imagery,
i
both factual and fictitious, which was used to ridicule the wisdom of |
j
twentieth century man in his war behavior. The peace speeches also dif­
fered from the suffrage speeches in that they contained fewer rhetorical 
questions and fewer examples in a single speech. The use of support did 
not vary appreciably with the steps in the problem-solving order except
Catt, Who Can Answer? (1939), op. cit., pp. 4-9.
^Ibid.. p. 9.
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En the amount used. The statement of the problem varied the most in that 
lit was sometimes a single question or statement having no support. The 
analysis of the problem and the suggested solutions along with their rea­
soned development utilized the larger amounts of support.
jRefutation
Frequently in editorials related to the subject of peace Mrs.
Catt directed refutation to individuals. In the speeches concerned with 
peace her refutation was addressed primarily to public opinion. All of 
the common methods of refutation were employed with concentration upon 
faulty deduction and induction, the exposition of inconsistency in argu­
ments, reductio ad absurdum, and the challenging of evidence.
Challenge of faulty deductive application of a principle to a 
particular instance occurred frequently. In the treatment of the arma- : 
ment issue, for example, she contended that the whole problem of war 
versus peace resulted from the simple contest between two slogans: "The ■
way to obtain peace is to prepare for war," or "The way to obtain peace !
i
is to prepare for peace." The first of these slogans she considered to 
be a faulty deduction, for, she contended, "you tend to get that which ' 
you prepare for." She appeared to understand that national insecurity 
and adherence to tradition interfered in the drawing of a logical infer— j 
ence, at least in practice. Therefore, she set about to influence pub­
lic opinion to accept her conclusion of the enthymeme. The following | 
quotation illustrates her strategy in treating this issue in refutation: I
Statespien are not blamable for the hesitation in this transition | 
period from wair to peace. This is still a world populated with men I 
equipped with war minds. War is still the policy of nations. Armies
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and navies cannot be scrapped at this period. Every nation is stili 
based on force. Defense is still needed. The puzzling question is 
— who can judge how much and viiat kind of defense is required. Be­
cause this question remains unanswered statesmen are prone to follow 
i the easy old beaten path. It is always with agony that new trails
I  are blazed. It is not the business of departments of army and navy
to create a new policy of peace. There can be no compromise with the 
old war slogan, and therefore, the way out of the present maze or 
tradition, precedent, and unclear thinking is the substitution of a 
wholly new slogan for the old one. "The way to maintain peace is to 
prepare for peace.
The fallacy of lack of evidence from which to formulate a gener­
alization was brought to the attention of her auditors with some fre­
quency in these speeches. An example of this device occurred in a broad­
cast when she refuted the contention that the way to secure peace "is to 
be so much stronger than your enemy that he dare not attack you." Mrs. 
Catt replied that the world had uniformly adopted this policy and had 
"supported it for several years." That theory had "never stopped war," 
but had "steadily built up the war machine to a greater and ever more 
deadly p o w e r . I n  both of the preceding examples Mrs. Catt had chal­
lenged her listeners to avoid the fallacy of conforming to tradition.
Americans supporting the Monroe Doctrine were admonished not to 
ignore the question when she stated:
With much perturbation of mind and spirit, I venture to declare. . , 
that the Monroe Doctrine, though all the world be for it, is false 
in theory and pernicious in its application. It is false in its 
theory because there is no logic, there is no justice, there is no 
ethics which can possibly make justifiable the right of any nation, 
by its own assumption of authority, to assume direction over any
p. 2.
p. 1.
^Catt, "The Status Today of War vs. Peace" (1928), op. cit..
^Catt, "International Broadcast" (January 23, 1936), op. cit..
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I  other nation without that nation’s consent,
i
I  The fallacy of using equivocal definitions was stressed in many
ways, especially in discussions treating the word "defense." The next 
two examples illustrate not only her challenge upon inaccurate defini­
tions but also upon inconsistency, a method of refutation frequently 
used by Mrs. Catt;
It seems that when the angel of peace speaks of defense she 
means protection against assault of a wicked neighbor, but when Mars 
speaks of defense he means keeping all the war machinery ready and 
oiled so that if a native should steal the major’s cat a penalty may 
be administered to the people to whom the native belongs, and that 
in the logical name of defense.^
In continuing the section just quoted she used reductio ad ab­
surdum, a type of refutation that increased with use in her later
speeches. Another similar example concerned that which Mrs. Catt con­
sidered to be a "Counter Code" to the "Moral Code" of man. "The creed of 
all nations. . .practiced by cJ.1 men":
Whatever we do is right; whatever our neighbor does is wrong.
All men within our frontiers are good men and any harm done to them | 
by outsiders is justifiably punishable. To lie to a stranger or to ' 
break a pact or treaty with another nation in such way that it re- | 
dounds to our advantage is a patriotic Virtue spelled with a large 
V. God always rewards such acts, but if an outsider lies to us, or | 
breaks a treaty with our nation, that nation becomes a Vicious 
people, also spelled with a large V. To steal from an enemy and 
bring the loot home, or to capture territory for our benefit is !
sterling honesty. God rewards such noble acts and monuments are | 
built by all nations to such heroes. However, should the enemy take} 
our territory, he is a skunk and a traitor. We are free to forget j 
the injunction about killing and may hang him to the nearest tree 
without trial.^
^Catt, "What is the Monroe Doctrine?" (1929), op. cit.. p. 9. 
^Catt, Gaps in the Machinery of Peace (1930), op. cit. . p. 7. 
^Catt, Who Can Answer? (1939)  ^op. cit., pp. 6-7.
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The inconsistency of the foreign policy of the United States and its in­
active participation in international arbitration were attacked by Mrs. 
Catt upon several occasions. The following use of passion was unusual ; 
it was a part of a defense for the League of Nations after it had been 
rejected by the United States government;
Fifty-four nations, many of them paying the costs of the great 
war, are also paying the bills for the first world attempt to attain 
and to maintain peace. This nation, with half of the gold of the 
world in its coffers, is only paying the costs of war and preparing 
for another. That fact is enough to make a normal minded dog laugh. 
Democratic governments make bewildering blunders at times, but never 
. was there a more stupifying one than this. We are a great folk for 
giving advice, but pretty poor hands at taking it.
Mrs. Catt ' s method of argument, strongly marked by clarity of 
analysis,lent itself naturally to the exposition of inconsistencies in 
argument and to the inclusion of detailed counterplans. She availed her­
self of the -whole gamut of refutational devices to make clear the inherent 
weakness of arguments supporting the policy of war and to gain support of 
solutions aimed to promote internationaJ. peace.
Emotional Proof
Those listeners making up the Conferences on the Cause and Cure 
of War were "in favor of the ideas and measures she proposed. They formed 
a group that was united and ready to work for a common p u rp ose .Th ose  
people needed only to be assisted in the formulation of the precise plan 
and action to achieve their purpose. To people at large she offered en­
couragement to accept proposals intended to promote the policy of peace
^att, "Peace or War— What Shall We Do About It?" (1923), op.
cit.. pp. 14-15.
Draughon, op. cit.. p. 86.
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and evoked them to reject practices that might terminate in war.
In touching off those responses that would promote the ready 
perception and favorable reception of her ideas, Mrs, Catt, at times, 
addressed herself intensively to her auditors' emotions, motives, and 
attitudes. Upon these occasions she sought hate of destructiveness, re­
lease from suspicion and fear, and repentance for war behavior. She 
attacked the motives of selfishness and adherence to traditions and ap­
pealed to desires for safety^ freedom, altruism, and power.
She asked her auditors to "hate war because it is so abominable 
land uncivilized";^  but she admonished them to reject the "emotions of 
suspicion, fear, hate, and revenge," which create "mutual dread" and 
destroy "mutual confidence. "^ This revulsion for war was frequently 
stated in this manner: "Treat it as a sin, a crime, an iniquity, an un­
ethical institution, an unpractical policy, or what you will, it is, in 
truth, a barbarism with no rightful place in an unenlightened age.
Upon several occasions Mrs. Catt asked her auditors to be ashamed
of war, the most "inexplicable" behavior of man. The entirety of one
jspeech was devoted to such an apology, including an appeal to high morals.
I  ;
|In order to restore belated justice she placed more confidence in man's ;
I ^
I emotion of shame than in his ability to follow arguments :
i The pleas on behalf of peace that we are making now would leave ;
j  every imperialistic nation with all loot in her safe possession while
^Catt, Mio Can Answer? (1939)j op. cit.. p. 11.
' %att, "Peace or War— IVhat Shall We Do About It?" (1923), op.
icit.. pp. 8-9.
[_____ ^Catt, "The Status Today of War vs. Peace" (1928), op. cit.. p. 4.
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I  denying imperialistic aggression and conquest to others. To my mind,
: this is the real foundation of all trouble and the hesitation to
I foreswear war. It is not from arguments that peace will come, but
it will arise out of the purified souls of men who have put morality 
above immorality. The sooner, dear friends, that you become ashamed 
of the past and strive to restore belated justice, the quicker will 
come the sunset upon war and the sunrise upon peace.^
Images of the destructiveness of war were used to make it seem
objectionable,and peace, the absence of war, worth the effort to achieve
it. To illustrate, the motives of sympathy, humiliation, and injustice
were invoked in an address broadcast to the people:
Could we see the nations as they actually are today, we would 
obsejrve millions of men and women in factories, workshops, mines, 
offices, streets, and kitchens, all striving to earn their daily 
bread. But they look tired, downhearted, woebegone. Do they work 
too hard? No, it is not the work they do that makes them look so 
disconsolate, it is the unnecessary loads they carry, loaids which 
have nothing to do with their daily work. . . .What are these big, 
staggering loads and why do people working have to carry them?
These are war loads. All generations have had them and it has 
always been compulsory to carry them day and night without ever lay- : 
ing them down. One load is filled to bursting with the taxes the 
nation has laid upon the people for the purpose of paying for the 
last war. Another load, still larger and heavier, is filled with 
the taxes necessary for the next war. Other loads are the dread and
the worry of the coming war and its afteiroath, usually more terrible ;
than the war itself.^
Mrs. Catt advocated the restraining of acquisitive wants as
practiced in aggressiveness: :
"Keeping up with Lizzie" is an infection not confined to neigh­
borhoods. The possession of a colony, or a string of colonies, is i
the first long step toward becoming a big nation; the second, to
jostle other trade nations out of its markets and to steal theirs.^
I :
iShe pleaded with her listeners to free themselves from the conformity of
^Catt, "A Belated Apology" (1938), op. cit.. p. 2.
2catt, "Speech at International Symposium" (1937), op. cit.. p. 1 
^Catt, The Outlawry of War (1928), op. cit.. p. 2.
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tradition: ""Wars now” hâve no causes ; thëÿ^have no” excuses^ and wars go
on because nations have the habit and move by precedent.
She upheld morality and self-preservation in this attack upon 
wastefulness: ^
The World War will not be paid for, if at all, by the end of a 
century after its close. The demoralizing effects of that war upon 
the human race will certainly not be overcome in a hundred years.
No nation can afford the waste of money a war costs. . . ,
She also spoke of the waste of life and the need of security:
No nation can afford the waste of human life in war. One man in 
every four of the two gigantic armies in the World War died in serv­
ice. Nor can nations normally endure the depression that is the 
inevitable outcome of war; nor can they endure the increase of crime, 
insanity, immorality, and suicide. Nor can the war generation pa­
tiently carry the staggering load of war taxation.2
The truth [about war, Mrs. Catt stressed^ is that every war is 
followed by exhaustion, exhaustion of man-power, food, material, 
health, money, hope, intellectual and moral standards. A war does 
to civilization exactly what a hard frost does to a blooming garden. 
Before a nation repairs its losses, another war comes. This is why  ^
we are unable to think straight.'
She warned against the destructive nature «-. in its effects on civili­
zation: "Worse than 1 else is the fact that the human race is checked i
in its normal evolutionary climb upward.
The reputation, respect, and honor of the American nation de­
pended upon its active participation in the League of Nations:
Ip* 4.
*-Catt, "The Status Today of War vs. Peace" (1928), op. cit..
i ^Catt, "Peace or War— What Shall We Do About It?" (1923), op.
cit., p. 19.
^Catt, "International Broadcast" (January, 1935)  ^ op. cit.. p. 1. 
^att. Who Can Answer? (1939), op. cit.. pp. 9-10.
-^Catt, "International Broadcast"- (January, 1935), op. cit., p. -1,
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I To find fault and do nothing is clearly rank cowardice. To stay!
j outside in the hope that the League will fail, while doing all we
j can to make it fail, is such arrant presumption that it is not worthÿ
! of a self-respecting people.^ I
I !
j When Mrs. Catt utilized the mastery motive in appealing to the
[American nation to "assume the world leadership in the peace movement," i  
! :
jshe considered that she had touched upon the "crucial" response needed
• 2 in the solution to the war problem.
Frequently Mrs. Catt appealed to the social approval motives by
requesting loyalty of all peace promoters to each other and to their
goal: "It [waiQcannot be destroyed without the cooperation of many na-
q
tions."^ The people in this country who want peace must agree upon the 
way they "want to attain it. The solidarity of the advocates of wan 
and their advantage of numbers makes it al 1 the more imperative that the 
peace forces pull together,^ ^
In presenting the evils and difficulties of the problem she at­
tempted to move her auditors to retreat from materialism and such nega­
tive emotions as distrust, suspicion, jealousy, hate, revenge, and fear—  
all of vàiich belonged to the unjust and unfair state of war. She ap­
pealed to shame for the weaknesses and sin of man in his war practices
■  . . . ■ ■ I .  ■ „  I  _  I —  " "
^Catt, "Peace or War— What Shall We Do About It?" (1923), op.
cit., p. 17.
^att, "Address before Conference on Cause and Cure of War" 
(1931), p. 6.
^Catt, Who Can Answer? (1939), op. cit.. pp. 10-11,
^att, "Peace or War— What Shall We Do About It?" (1923), op.
cit.. p. 13.
5catt, "The Status Today of War vs. Peace" (1928), op. cit..
p. 1.
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jand”lio sympathy for those small nations and unhappy people \Aio had suf— i
I I
jfered as a result of war devastation,
i In deploring the current situation she concentrated upon the dan-
J ;j
:gers of war to security and to self-preservation. War* was considered to 
i  •
ibe wasteful economically and intellectually. It impaired and endangered
iour freedom of action, freedom of thought, and freedom of discussion. It 
worked against the rights of man and the progress of civilization. It 
was destroying the reputation of the United States as a leader of demo­
cratic principles. The situation was made especially acute by the neg­
lect of duty and responsibility on the part of the United States toward 
sharing her burden of expense and of leadership as involved in the prob­
lems of international arbitration. The increasing expansion of war 
equipment inventions was making excessively dangerous the safety of all 
humanity.
Mrs. Catt's peace proposals would bring no dire consequence, she 
maintained, but a friendly relationship that could be viewed with confi­
dence and pride. To support a peace institution instead of a war insti­
tution would improve the stability and sense of security of everyone, 
would free government spending for that which would be constructive, and 
would permit the wisdom of man to concentrate upon the advancement of 
civilization. It would restore greater freedom of action, of thought, 
and of opportunity. The peace institution should be cherished because 
it would be honorable and in keeping with the moral code. Yet, in order 
to effect a peace policy, all forces must unite boldly in a dynamic or­
ganization having a single specific goal.
In Mrs. Catt * s analysis of the war problem and to some extent in
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her suggested solutions she utilized more appeals against negative emo­
tions and motives than she had used in promoting the suffrage cause.
This change in the manner of using emotional proofs seems best explained 
by hypothesizing that Mrs. Catt considered that she was supporting a 
negative proposition which demanded the destruction of a well established 
institut ion— war. ^
The speaker employed more imagery in the emotional proof of her 
peace speeches than of her suffrage speeches, and especially in her later 
speeches. The reason for this change in her persuasive pattern may be 
ascribed, by conjecture, to her change in subject matter, to her consum­
mation of a broader philosophy through the experiences of a long and ac­
tive life, to her change in attitude with advancing age, or possibly to 
other factors. In 1943 she remarked that contrary to her previous prac­
tice she believed that emotional appeal had advantages over logical.
p
"Logic gets the least in results."
Ethical Proof
In the peace speeches Mrs. Catt interwove several kinds of ethi­
cal proof into single passages. This situation lends itself to an analy­
sis by speech excerpts rather than by isolated ethical appeals. Most 
frequently ethical appeal occurred in introductions and conclusions.
Three speeches in this group contain direct ethical appeal diffused 
throughout the speech.
^Catt, "Blessed Are the Peacemakers" (1937)> op. cit.. p. 11.
2
Statement by Mrs. Catt, personal interview.
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r This u s a p p e a r e d  in th^spëëch^']Tl]àIi to"j^ctionlBy em- ■
ploying the first person pronouns she identified herself with those vAio
I
believed that the vhole world was for peace in desire, but uncertain as 
to how to obtain it: "We don’t settle that question when we have a mil­
lion different points of view, or no point of view, but wait for somebody 
to act." With the same approach she offered rebuke:
1 ask you if there is anybody anywhere at this moment with an 
earnest crusading spirit vho is canpsigning to arouse America to 
lead in this matter. Oh, no I We are as stolid and as indifferent 
apparently, and as inactive as thou^ there was not before us the 
greatest question which was ever presented to the nations of the 
world.^
From her experiences in Europe she spoke with great sympathy for 
the war-torn people there and again identified herself with those Ameri­
cans who should be rebuked for being indifferent toward the vrorld situa­
tion:
We live in paradise over here in comparison jTto Europeans^; we 
are disgustingly fat and altogether too well-clad.
Our aloofness, our isolation, our silence upon the questioni Oh, 
Americans, let us be silent no more; let us send a message across the 
sea and join hands with the men and women of every land vho want to 
put this terrible thing out of the world. We can do it. -But there 
must be no timidity among us; there must be no cowardice.*^
In the remainder of this speech Mrs. Catt established herself as one
pleading for that which she believed to be noble. An interspersing of
such pleas in most of her speeches may account for her auditor’s comments.
who described her as an "inspiration and a driving force. it4
^Catt, "A Call to Action" (1921), op. cit.. p. 1184.
%bid.
3lbid.
^Peck, Carrie Chanman Catt. op. cit.. p. 243.
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In the speech entitled "My Faith" Mrs. Catt relied heavily upon 
her own convictions as evidenced by the expression "I believe," repeated 
with the introduction of each of the fourteen points.^ Such an appeal 
may have served to establish the speaker as a woman of solemn faith.
In the introduction of an address delivered before the Conference 
on the Cause and Cure of War Mrs. Catt rather modestly focused the atten­
tion of her auditors upon herself as an authority on procedures for 
achieving a reform measure when she stated;
I have been celebrating of late an anniversary for I was recently 
reminded that I began work for woman suffrage fifty years ago. Now 
no one likes to hear of another person's experience, but I give you 
my solemn word that there is such a difference in the way the world 
thinks of many things now as compared with fifty years ago that it 
is almost impossible to believe it, and so I would like to bequeath 
to you two ideas vAiich it has taken fifty years to get into my head. 
Investigate these, prove them, and you will be worth one hundred per 
cent more than you are nowi^
As Mrs. Catt advanced in years she spoke more and more as one 
having authority based upon knowledge and experience. In concluding a 
banquet address before a group of peace promoters she said:
Maybe you think I do not know anything about this [solutions to 
the war problenQ. For the last twenty—five years I have done nothing 
except try to answer the question "Why is War?" I have read more 
than a thousand books on war, and most of them are pretty poor books. 
Out of it all I think that war is bunkum, and I think if we had the 
intelligence and the backbone and spiritual strength we could 
destroy war with an idea. I invite you to bring in your ideas.^
In this speech Mrs. Catt, in addition to reflecting her own pres­
tige, also suggested determination and idealism— personality traits which
ICatt, "My Faith" (1925), on. cit.. p. 25.
^Catt, "Address" (January 21, 1936), on. cit.. p. 3.
3
Catt, "Speech before Fifteenth Conference on the Cause and Cure
of War" (January 22, 1940), on. cit., p. 5-
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were strong throughout her speaking career.
In the following introduction it is of interest to note that she 
attempted to establish herself as an authority to speak not only as an 
individual but also as a representative of a generation of women with 
whom she had labored:
MADAM CHAIRMAN: WOMEN OF THE WORLD:
1 have no mandate to speak for American women and I make no pre­
tense to do so. 1 speak only as an American woman, living in a safe 
spot and looking outward on a crushed and toppling world. Yet 1 
feel that 1 have a constituency and that it gives me authority to 
speak. It is composed of many women of many lands with whom 1 la­
bored for half a century. They were the leaders of the woman movement 
on six continents. Some of them are exiled now and some have gone on 
before. They were a gallant, courageous-, intelligent, outstanding 
group. In the background, too, 1 hear other voices of great women 
whom 1 never saw. They began the movement and led it during its 
earlier generations. This multitude of women, were they here, would 
not only permit me to speak for them, but implore me to do so.
Three things they would have me say.^
The preceding passage is heavily charged with ethical proof. In 
the main it appears to convey to her audience of women a favorable im­
pression of the speaker's good will, character, and sagacity. Good will 
is revealed through her attempt to offset any personal reasons she might 
have had for giving this particular message. In this same speech these 
women were identified with high moral principles and a desire to make the 
world a better place in which to live. In establishing the impression 
of sagacity and understanding of her topic, she referred to her broad
familieirity with her constituency composed of msmy women of £Lvb: conti­
nents with whom she had. labored for half a century.
In "A Belated Apology" her expression of modesty seemed to reveal
^Catt, "Address at Woman's Centennial Congress" (1940), op. cit..
p , 1,
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good will toward her audience. In part of her introduction she inferred 
that the anthropologist t4io wrote an apology for man and stopped short 
of apologizing for war needed "an additional and a much more extensive 
apology." She continued;
I do not possess the temerity to offer such an apology, but I do 
volunteer to present an inadequate pre—preface to the volumes of 
apology yet to come. I venture to appoint the super-superior group 
known as the Cause and Cure of War to hear and consider it.^
In the first part of the passage she showed humility and at the 
same time linked the opposite cause with that which was unworthy. In the 
second part good will appeared to be revealed through her offer to submit 
her apology to the judgment of her audience. In this same speech she 
made association of herself with that which was virtuous by upholding a 
moral code: "Thou shalt not lie. Thou shalt not steal. Thou shalt not
kill."2
Infrequently, the peace speeches contained suggestions of a genistl 
and subtle wit. When speaking for a constructive foreign policy she 
prefaced her suggestions in this manner:
I am an expert too. I never knew it before. Unfortunately I 
have no parchment from a university telling the observer that I am 
an expert, and the thing I am an expert in has no chair in a univer­
sity anyway.^
A serious subject might be expressed with a sense of humor:
"Ladies and Gentlemen, we should be full of good cheer tonight. We are 
ten thousand years nearer to permanent peace than were the cavemen ten
ICatt, "A Belated Apology" (1938), op. cit.. p. 1.
%bid.
^Catt, Elements in a Constructive Foreign Policy (1927), op.
^ # - — _    ...
2 9 0
thousand years ago. or "Nations ajc*e much like people, . .when they get
2
big, they can do things they would have been spanked for when little. "
Frequently she integrated her pathos and her ethos. In the fol­
lowing passage she seems to suggest an understanding, courageous, and 
noble personality having a sensitive interest in her audience, while at 
the same time making a strong emotional appeal:
Friends, it is a hard future, but every problem can be solved 
and some of them must be solved. For your own sake, face the future 
cheerfully; for your friends' sake, be optimistic, for your children's 
sake, be confident and for the sake of all things, be bravely unafraid .
God bless you, good friends, fellow workers. God bless you all.3
Frequently when rebuking American public opinion she seemed to be 
fair-minded and tactful while arousing the emotion of fear for the in­
security of America's future or challenging Americans to desire self­
esteem among the nations of the world. To illustrate, after pointing 
■out eleven traits of imperialism charged to the United States by other 
nations, she commented:
It matters very little that some of these charges may be disputed; 
that others are exaggerated; the facts are that they are believed by 
millions of people of other lands and they repeat them as the ex­
planation of why we did not join the League. There is more hostility 
of feeling toward this country now than at any other time of its his­
tory. Some of it may be inspired by jealousy and envy, but much is 
clearly due to genuine fear and suspicions of its intentions. It 
will not disappear as the result of after dinner oratory while our 
war preparations are leading the world. It can only be calmed by 
sincere proof that we want peace. It is one thing to refuse to join 
a League of Nations aiming to end war, but it is quite a different 
thing to so conduct itself as to be considered a military meance to
^Catt, "Blessed Are the Peacemakers" (1937), op. cit,. p. 10,
^Catt, The Outlawry of War (1928), op, cit.. p. 2.
^Gatt, Then and Now ( 1939) .. o p . cit,, p. 22.
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the worid.^
In the preceding passage, in addition to the pathetic proof, Mrs. 
Catt associated herself and her message with that which seemed to be just 
and respected conduct for a nation; she characterized those who would op­
pose her argument as approving of imperialistic tendencies; and she re­
vealed consideration for those being rebuked by examining the charge 
made against the United States.
An examination of Mrs. Catt 's devices of ethical proof used in 
her speeches advocating the abolition of war reveals that she seemed to 
establish herself as a speaker having knowledge based upon experience in 
social reforms. To establish her sagacity she referred to a broad fa­
miliarity with Women of five continents. Humility and expression of good 
will were evidenced by submitting her apology for war to the judgment of 
her audience. By upholding high morals she repeatedly associated herself 
with that which was considered virtuous. By frequently identifying her­
self with those she rebuked she evidenced humility and good will. At 
times she revealed a genial, subtle wit without affecting the sincerity 
of her message.
As in her previous speeches the distinction between the emotional 
and ethical proof is not always manifested. Thus it is that Mrs. Catt 
availed herself of the Aristotelian gamut of ethical proof to establish 
her personal credibility as one possessing sagacity, moral character, 
and good will.
^Catt, "Peace or War— What Shall We Do About It?" (1923), op.
Icit., p. 20.
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Arrangement
In the opening of these speeches Mrs. Catt's frequent use of 
references to establish a common bond may be illustrated by such excerpts 
as the following: "I believe with Major General John F. O'Ryan that war
can and will be abolished when the people get on the job."^
In the next quotation, the introduction is so stated as to re­
late the theme of her speech to the program that had preceded:
The program of this annual meeting of the Academy has consisted 
of many addresses concerning different phases of the application of 
American foreign policy. I am sure all who have listened to this 
program are convinced that whatever else may be said of its applica­
tion, our foreign policy creates resentment, irritation, and even 
fear, on the part of many at home and abroad that war may ensue be­
cause of it. It has been said that our foreign policy and its appli­
cation are flawless. It has been said that it is doing great mis­
chief. I believe both statements are correct. How can that be? It 
is easily explainable.
Characteristically, Mrs. Catt expressed her concept of public
opinion:
When the great war came to an end, there was one thought that 
seemingly rose uppermost in every thinking mind the entire world 
around and that was "Such a war must never be permitted to happen 
again."3
When she opened a broadcast by stating, "The Conference on the 
Cause and Cure of War is now sitting in its tenth anniversary session,"^ 
she was focusing the attention upon the occasion.
^Catt, "My Faith" (192$), op. cit.. p. 2$.
%att. Elements in a Constructive Foreign Policy (1927), op. cit..
p. 1.
^Catt, "Peace or War— What Shall We Do About It?" (1923), op. 
cit.. p. 1.
^att, "International Broadcast" (January, 1935)> op. cit.. p. 1.
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Less frequently she started a speech with a reference entirely 
personal, but before a group celebrating her eightieth birthday it is 
possible that her audience would accept her birth date as a starting 
place in the review of the progress of women; "In a neat little house 
in the quiet town of Ripon, Wisconsin, there lived a family named Lane 
in 1S$9."^ Another infrequent manner of approach to her audience oc­
curred as a shock device: "It requires considerable temerity to express
a skepticism concerning a thing so universally believed in this country
2
as is the Monroe Doctrine." She immediately declared the doctrine false 
ajid unjust.
An introduction, very characteristic of î*lrs. Catt, was the prompt 
and terse statement of her specific theme along with the status quo:
"The gravest question ever asked of the Human Race is this: WAR, how
can we get rid of it? It is no new question.
In her opening statements she not only showed awareness of her 
audiences, the occasion, her theme, and herself as a speaker, but she 
also gave attention to the use of varied patterns such as description in 
the form of imageiy, exposition often historical, argument frequently a 
contention, and occasionally a kind of humor resulting from an incongru­
ous statement.
These introductory remarks were usually brief, ranging from one 
sentence to a paragraph or two. Very promptly she moved into her subject
^Catt, Then and Now (1939), op. cit., p. 5.
%att, "What is the Monroe Doctrine?" (1929), op. cit.. p. 9.
^Gatt, Who Can Answer? (1939), op. cit.. p. 1.
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matter. Her logical structure arranged according to the problem-solving 
technique may best be considered by indicating main headings in a few 
samplings. In a speech, "Peace or War— What Shall We Do About It?" (also 
called "Peace or War— Swords or Plowshares") delivered before the Confer^ 
ences on the Cause and Cure of War were established, the speaker chose 
this framework:
I. Introduction to the problem and statement of goal.
A, How did the principle work, "a war to end war"?
B, "The world did want peace then |T91'^, it wants it now."
II. Analysis of the problem
A. "There are two militaristic groups in every land idio believe 
there must always be war."
B. Five factors are involved in the situation.
III. Suggestion of solutions and reasoned development
A. Americans have made four proposals for ending war.
1. These four proposals weighed for adoption.
2. The League of Nations is the most tenable solution at this 
time.
IV. Further verification
A. To implement the League of Nations would mean the changing of 
the mind of the United States as a nation.
B. "Let us turn our faces toward peace. . .let no party or paper 
or neighbor or husband or wife intimidate you."
Two speeches delivered before the Conference on the Cause and 
Cure of War, one promoting peace and the other directed toward the pro­
cedure for promoting peace, are representative of Mrs. Catt's desire to
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change the status quo. An examination of the main headings in Gaps in 
the Machinery of Peace reveals:
I, Analysis of the problem
A. The delegates to this conference have reduced the need of con­
sidering many causes and cures of war.
B. "The work yet to be accomplished before there will be a warless 
world is the demobilization of the war system and the mobiliza­
tion of a substituted peace system."
C. "Yet today no king, president, or prime minister would officially 
acknowledge these points as facts, since the discussion has not 
gone so far in official conferences."
D. Predictions for the future are based upon the recent past ad­
vancement in international arbitrations.
II. Reasoned development of solutions
A. The solutions now in experimentation have many weaknesses.
1. The problem of defense is basic.
a) To vihat extent is the problem of "defense" obstructing 
the solution?
b) How may we meet the problem of "defense"?
Ill. Further verification
A. Nations must make certain decisions.
1, They cannot "except any dispute which a nation may choose 
to define as an affront leading to justifiable armed de­
fense."
2. They must make compulsory the settlement of all disputes 
of all nations by peaceful means.
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B. "Let us try to put. . .more in the type of foreign policy which
makes for friendship and good will."
In "Blessed Are the Peacemakers," a speech delivered before a 
Cause and Cure of War Conference for the purpose of changing their policy 
of procedure, Mrs. Catt devoted most of the speech to the delineation and 
the analysis of the problem and concluded that the solutions be referred 
to a committee. She stated that there were "three practical, fundamental 
wealcnesses" in the program of the peace movement. She concluded that the 
solutions involved the elimination of the weaknesses. The solution step 
was merely indicated rather than developed.
Apparently the variation in audience did not alter her use of 
the problem-solving structure, for it occurred in speeches delivered be­
fore organizations who had purposes other than that of peace. For exam­
ple, when delivering The Outlawry of War before the American Academy of 
Political and Social Science, she developed her main headings:
I. Introduction to and analysis of the problem
A. Nature of the problem
1. "The nations of the world are confronted by a situation 
which is a proverbial dilemma with two horns. "
2. There are "three very practical situations that are not 
discussed in public debate, but serve as effective deter­
rents to forward action in the back of the minds of states­
men."
3. "War is probably the oldest institution known to man,"
4. "Peace has been only a temporary cessation of war."
B. Recognition of obstacles
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1. Lack of precise terminology prevents the success of inter­
national conferences.
2. "The question of sanctions, an undetermined policy, hinders 
disarmament."
II, Suggested solutions
A, "The beginning of an international dictionary would assist a 
disarmament conference far more than any other contribution 
that could be made."
B, "My solution of the disarmament question is. . .to build up a 
peace institution that will be positive and aggressive, not 
negative."
III. Further verification
A. How ray solution would work put into practice.
B. Keep the program going until confidence can be achieved.
In Mrs. Catt's peace speeches she concentrated upon the analysis 
of the problem and the reasoned development of the hypotheses. Not all 
of the problem-solution steps were to be found in each speech. Neither 
were the developments of the steps in reflective thinking proportioned 
correspondingly for separate speeches. Mrs. Catt's preference for re­
flective thinking was preparatory to the use of intentional reasoning in 
the conclusion.
The conclusions in this group of speeches did not vary appreciabHy. 
The procedure was a plea for action in regard to a specific proposal or 
a challenge to the audience to respond to the need of the moment. At 
other times she admonished her audiences to have confidence in the evolu­
tionary progress of man in his movement toward peace, A few examples will
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suffice to illustrate.
In "Peace or War— vVhat Shall We Do About It?" ("Peace or War, 
Swords or Ploughshares"), after having analyzed four possible solutions 
for ending war and after elaborating upon the idea that the United States 
could bring peace to Europe, she concluded by attempting to inspire her 
audience to think in terms of acquiring peace:
If I could have my wish. I’d have this government adopt that say­
ing of one of its greatest and bravest soldiers. General John F.
O’Ryan, "The American people can end war in our time if they get on 
the job." I’d have this nation realize that foreign policy is re­
garded by other nations as American——and not Republican or Democratic. 
I’d give a backbone to that policy and I’d have this nation sing so 
grand a chorus of peace that it would roll from ocean to ocean, from 
Alaska to Mexico and drown out the sound of all the war solos.
Fellow citizens, let us turn our faces toward peace, with both 
sides of heads in such unison, that we know the direction we are mov­
ing. l#iatever you do, be unafraid, let no party or paper or neighbor 
or husband or wife intimidate you.
Whatever you do, keep your faith in the inevitable surrender of 
war to law.
Whatever you do, be bold, be bold.
For your guidance, I beg you to adopt a recent expression of Kip­
ling's as a daily prayer. "Deliver me, O Lord, deliver me from the 
damnability of minor things."
Whatever you do, do not go about weeping and telling folks you 
are ready to die for peace. Take a tonic and work for it.^
A conclusion presented in a pattern of intentional reasoning oc­
curred in her attack upon the Monroe Doctrine as an obstacle to peace:
The Monroe Doctrine, undefined and unauthorized, is an obstacle 
to peace and good will. At this time, when the nations are attempt­
ing to find a way to live together amicably, it is obviously important 
that all questions Wiich have a disturbing influence upon good rela­
tions should be talked through to general understanding. The citizens 
of our own country, as well as those of the entire Western world, are 
entitled to know what the Doctrine is, viiere it came from, what it 
meant when it came, and where it is not leading. To this end I en­
treat you to read, study, reflect, discuss, debate, and investigate 
the Monroe Doctrine, A considerable library of new literature on the
^att, "Peace or War— What Shall We Do About It?" (1923), op.
cit., pp. 25-26.
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subject, by no means in agreement, invites your attention. In a re­
cent discussion on the Monroe Doctrine it was desired to secure one 
speaker viio would represent our Government ' s point of view and twenty- 
four notable persons were invited and declined. The twenty-fifth, a 
military man, accepted. Ten years ago the first man invited would 
have accepted. The time to move concerning the Monroe Doctrine ap­
parently has come. What the nation thinks about it today it will not 
think twenty-five years hence.^
At the close of "The Status Today of War vs. Peace" she epitomized 
her address by directing three challenging rhetorical questions to her 
listeners:
In conclusion, will you, one and all, retire to silence somewhere 
with the world shut out and put three serious questions to yourselves.
1. How much moral courage have you?
2. Are you ready to unite with others to compose an obstacle
big enough to stop the avalanche of the next war?
3. If men possess heroism enough to die for war, why should you
not possess heroism enough to live and give for peace?^
At other times she closed her speeches with statements intending 
to challenge: "How may our nation be persuaded to assume world leader­
ship in the peace movement?"^ "I think if we had the intelligence and 
the backbone and spiritual strength we could destroy war with an idea.
I invite you to bring in your ideas.
Emotional appeals at the close of these addresses were usually 
present. In an international broadcast her very last statements were 
"Face squarely the facts of war. Join hands and voices the world around
^Catt, "\’Jhat is the Monroe Doctrine?" (1929), op. cit.. pp. 14, 
^Catt, "The Status Today of War vs. Peace" (1928), op. cit..
46. 
p. 9.
^Catt, "Address before Conference on Cause and Cure of War" 
(1 9 3 1), op. cit.. p. 6.
O
Catt, "Speech before Fifteenth Conference on the Cause and Cure
of War" (1940), OP. cit.. p. 5.
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and make known yoxir wish. NO MORE ¥AR.”^
Even more emotion was revealed in a speech delivered in 1940 
after Europe had entered the arena of World War II:
Awake, awake, women of America, Make a plan, a blueprint, and a 
resolve, for we are not going back. We may be burned alive or buried 
alive, but we will not surrender. The nation agrees that we shall 
help Britain to the utmost and if the worst comes to worst, I suppose 
we shall fight, and if that comes too late, we will still rebel. 
Tyrants, by whatever name called, shall not rule over the human race. 
I would as soon believe that dinasaurs, as big as a house, and ex­
tinct before men were bom, would return to swish their long tails 
through mudholes, as to believe that tyrants have again returned to 
rule over men. It cannot; it must not be. We will not go back.
[Her reference here is regarding the status of womenTj ^
An analysis of the patterns of arrangement of the peace speeches 
reveals that approximately ninety per cent of them were developed accord­
ing to a problem-solution order. Only about three of these speeches 
could be labeled as having a dominant chronological order; and one of 
these. Then and Now, was developed as nearly by group-related order as 
by time order. Obviously, when relating the history of the development 
of war or when making a progress report for the peace promoters she re­
sorted to the use of the chronological order. These segments, however, 
were only a part of a larger pattern already designated as the problem-
3
solution order.
^Catt, "International Broadcast" (January, 1935), op. cit.. p. 2.
^Catt, "Address at Woman's Centennial Congress" (1940), op. cit..
p. 6.
3In a Master's thesis based upon five of Mrs. Catt's peace 
speeches Ruby Lee Draughon, op. cit.. p. 94, had this to say about Mrs. 
Catt's order of arrangement: "She was consistent in her use of the past-
present- future pattern, or one of its variations." It appears that Miss 
Draughon may have emphasized a subsidiary facet in Mrs. Catt's organiza­
tion to the exclusion of her frequently present problem-solution order 
which utilized the time sequence in tracing the history of the problem 
or in reasoning from cause to effect in developing solutions.
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p These ^ eacG speeches moved tdward’Thdir ob jective ■with a conti­
nuity that only slightly suggested the commonly known divisions of intro­
duction, body, and conclusion. Frequently they opened -with some courtesy 
remark  such as a reference to the occasion, the audience, the speaker, 
or predecessors. Upon one occasion she resorted to a shock statement and 
upon another she introduced humor. Rather habitually a clear and definite 
statement of the problem appeared early in these speeches. Her expressed 
goal, to abolish "war, seemed to occupy no definite position in the speech 
structure. The analysis of the problem and the evaluation of the solu­
tions engaged the attention of her auditors most of the time. She rea­
soned that the accuracy of solutions depended upon the validity of the 
research activated in the diagnosis of the causes. Consequently she 
weighed and compared the relative merits of her proposed peace solutions 
in terms of the causes of war. On the basis of such mental experimenta-r 
tion she approached a tentative conclusion. Further verification would 
have involved putting the proposed solutions into operation. This test ; 
Mrs. Catt frequently presented as a challenge to her listeners by con­
cluding ■with an inspirational or emotional appeal. Speeches in this is-: 
sue varied slightly in the number of steps included and also in the pro-I 
portioning of the parts of the speech. Audiences appeared not to affect! 
significantly the nature of the arrangement.
i
Synthesis of Arrangement and the Elements of Invention
I ;
j The emergence of the unified theme— the abolition of war——was
ever present throughout these speeches. The solutions to war seemed to :
-jjCLatt,..Jjaps in the Machinery of Peace (1930). op. cit., pp. 1-8.1
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jemerge from the causes. This habitual analysis of causes and development 
bf solutions adapted itself naturally to the problem-solution order of 
a.rrangement and to the inductive and causal relation patterns of reason­
ing. Supporting materials for the peace issue either were closely inte­
grated within the argument or were set apart and later applied to a con­
clusion. Frequently both patterns occurred in a single speech thereby 
providing variety in the relation of invention to arrangement Sugges­
tion became an important factor in integrating arrangement and the ele­
ments of invention in three speeches where the wisdom of man on the sub­
ject of war was reduced to a state of folly by means of an exaggerated
2
image. The persuasion was strengthened by use of a climactic order. It 
was observed that refutation^ though infrequently used, was interspersed 
bhroughout those more highly argumentative speeches, which included about 
fourteen of these speeches.
An analysis of the placement of emotional proof in these speeches 
promoting peace revealed a similar arrangement to that used by Mrs. Catt ;
I  ;
in her suffrage speeches. That is, emotional and logical proof were about 
i !
equally distributed in introductions, more emotional proof occurred in
I !
bonclusions than in any other part of the speeches, and a distributed or 
I ;
Intermingled relation existed between these two types of proof within the
1 !I :
jbody of both the suffrage and the peace speeches. The suffrage speeches 
!___________________________________________________________________________________
I A few examples include Elements in a Constructive Foreign Policy 
1(1927) ^ OP. cit. ; The Outlawry of War (1928), op. cit. ; and "Peace or 
War— What Shall We Do About It?" (1923), op. cit.
I I
^Catt, Who Can Answer? (1939), op. cit.; "A Belated Apology" ' 
(1 9 3 8), op. cit. ; "Speech before Fifteenth Conference on the Cause and 
Cure of War" (l940). op. cit. ____________________________________
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iwére supported with à greater proportlôn"^~?~”lôgicàl~appeal and the peace; 
jspeeches as a whole contained a larger quantity of emotional appeal with 
the increased amount occurring in her later speeches in the form of im­
agery. Ethical appeal for both suffrage and peace speeches was incor­
porated most frequently in speech introductions and conclusions. Occa­
sionally she diffused her ethical appeal throughout the speech.^
Summary and Conclusions
Premises and Arguments 
All sub-issues in I4rs. Catt's speeches promoting peace have been 
synthesized into a single larger issue: How may war be abolished? Her .
premises and arguments adapted themselves naturally to a reflective order 
of thinking. In aiming at her goal she limited her problem to the study 
of "causes and cures of war."
An analysis of the problem indicated that signs pointing toward 
future wars were evidenced by internal hostilities of Europe and by im—
i
perialism and aloofness of America. War was considered to be a well-
established institution entwined with law, precedent, and thoughts of 
I !
nations ; peace, the negation of war, was supported neither by men nor by!
'  i
money. War settles nothing, does not pay, brings no good to any land, and 
I ■ I
Idistributes evil influences everywhere. The magnitude and timeliness of|
jthe problem led to pleas that the continuance of war was no longer bea^ raj-
I I
|ble. i
In promoting the Conference on the Cause and Cure of War, Mrs, |
^Instances were "A Call to Action" (1921), op. cit.. and "I<^  
FadthîL-C 1 9 2 5l«_op. cit.  _ _____________________ _ _ __________
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Catt sôüg]ït^%o"a6olIsTi war by deteïmlïSbg abbT ëZimïnat^g lï/t's c âu^ s. It
i
seemed to her that htunanity believed in peace but had retained the cave
!
man's emotions of distrust and hate. Schools had kept up the precedent 
by training the youth through history; propaganda had been another agent 
promoting this fear motive. Speakers at the Conferences on the Cause and 
Cure of War enumerated 257 causes for war in 1925; yet all of these Mrs. 
Catt reduced to two categories; a sense of national insecurity and the 
ambition to exploit others. The expression to "build only for defense," 
she said, had supplanted the outworn term "aggression." In 1928 she con­
tended that wars had no excuses or causes but existed as a result of 
habit and precedent. Two significant causes included the inability of 
nations to determine a precise meaning for the term defense and to sub­
ject all nations to international law.
According to Mrs. Catt the vested or economic interest in war was 
possibly the most powerful stake group. Adventure, glory, promotion, 
prestige, loyalty to custom, faith in a powerful armed force to frighten 
all enemy nations— these lure people to accept war. The solidarity of 
the war advocates far exceeded that of the advocates of peace.
Mrs. Catt discussed solutions for the abolition of war ranging 
from significant international problems of government to strong moral per­
suasion. It was her purpose to support and to attempt to persuade others 
to support all programs to abolish war having any degree of reasonable­
ness. She supported the League of Nations because it aimed to be world 
inclusive in its efforts to abolish war, and she argued that a chief 
problem in abolishing war was in the securing of the leadership of the 
United States to support the League, She supported the World Court and
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Multilateral tï^aties as useful steps toward peace though not as ^arân-i 
tors of peace.
Suggested solutions to the war problem included a demand for an 
exact definition of "adequate" defense to be used In achieving a satis- ;
: factory disarmament program and a definite policy for dealing with those 
nations violating their vows to an international peace system.
The United States could assist in a peace program by establishing 
a peace "institution" in the place of the War Department, by improving 
moral standards in her foreign policy practices, and by cooperating with 
other nations in promoting peace systems. All men should repent for 
their war behavior, and apply their most intelligent ideas to the elimina­
tion of war. To effect the abolition of wai; public opinion must be edu­
cated and long range planning must be made with precision.
Logical Proof
In the abolition of war issue Mrs. Catt was in agreement with 
George Campbell's preference for induction. Four of the seventeen 
speeches developed by induction were based upon a single narrative, mostly 
imaginative. Thirteen followed the steps of problem-solving and were 
usually concerned with the current international problems. In those 
ei^t speeches in which she developed her logic by a combination of both 
deductive and inductive reasoning she either set up a goal and went about 
to achieve it through the problem-solution order or she stated a generali­
zation and supported it with specific instances, statistics, and illustra­
tions from vriiich she derived a restatement of the original generalization. 
Only five speeches in this issue may be considered sufficiently deductive
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|to be cast into a broad enthymematic pattern. Two of these concerned 
jintemational arbitration; two, America's foreign policy; and one, women!s 
responsibility in advancing human progress, Emphasis was placed upon 
hypothetical enthymemes with categorical next in frequency. The soritical 
pattern of reasoning occurred in a few of her early peace speeches.
The manner in which Mrs. Catt attempted to establish the validity 
of her beliefs in these speeches depended chiefly upon a single method of 
reasoning— from causes to effects to solutions. With the effect— war—  
known to exist, it remained for Mrs. Catt to identify the causes and to 
relate them to the solutions. Since her solutions pertained to a specu­
lative future, the connection between the cause and the solution was as­
sumed. The validity of Mrs. Catt's speeches rested upon her ability to 
determine the unknown components— causes and solutions to war. It was 
upon the adequacy of possible solutions to eliminate the effect, war, 
with its causes that Mrs. Catt concentrated in the content of these 
speeches. In the process she noted many weaknesses in the solutions, 
including such factors as the fear of nations to disarm and the failure 
of any world organization to cariy out its mandates either by force or 
persuasion.
Proofs of the arguments included the statistics and the data 
pertaining to World War I, its reparations, and international peace sys­
tems. Contemporaries were quoted frequently. Slogans were considered 
an add in influencing public opinion. Imagery, both factual and ficti­
tious, intended to show the wisdom of twentieth century man as reduced 
to a state of ridicule, came into usage in the later part of her speaking 
career. The use of support did not vary appreciably with the steps in
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[the problem—solving order except in the amount used. The sta.teraent of 
ithe problem varied most in that it was sometimes a single question or
I  _  i
statement having no support. The analysis of the problem and the sug­
gested solutions along with their reasoned development utilized the larger 
; amounts and most varied support. Support in this issue differed from 
that of the woman suffrage issues In its distribution or proportioning 
: within an individual speech; long lists of consecutive examples were not 
used; and rhetorical questions were not used as frequently as in the suf­
frage speeches.
The infrequent refutation used in these speeches was directed 
more toward public opinion than toward individual opponents. She chal­
lenged faulty deductions based upon the adherence to war traditions, fal­
lacies in the lack of evidence for supporting the status quo war policies, 
and fallacies in using ambiguous terms when attempting arbitrations. Her 
clarity of analysis and exposition adapted itself to the exposure of in­
consistencies, sometimes to the extent of reducing the war policies to 
the absurd.
Emotional Proof
Mrs. Catt's emotional proof was directed toward two types of 
auditors; public opinion and those ardent promoters of peace who were 
searching for the cause and cure of war. She asked both groups to be 
courageous in accepting proposals intended to promote the policy of peace 
and in rejecting those policies that might terminate in war. She sought 
hate of destructiveness, repentance for war behavior, and release from 
suspicion and fear. The organic motive of self-preservation provided
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her most frequently used appeal, occurring in almost every speech. At 
iother times she advocated the restraining of acquisitive wants as prac- j
I  I
ticed in aggressiveness; she spoke of the waste of life and the need of ; 
■security; she was concerned about the reputation of the United States in
I  :
.withholding from the League of Nations. In her analysis of the war prob­
lem and to some extent in her suggested solutions she requested more 
negative reaction on the part of her auditors than she had in her suffrage 
speeches.
Ethical Proof
Examples of Mrs. Catt's use of ethical proof alone and in combina­
tion with her emotional proof are more numerous in her peace speeches 
than in most of her suffrage speeches. Many indications of her trust­
worthiness, her intelligence, and her good will can be found in the 
speech manuscripts, especially in the introductions and the conclusions 
with some interspersing within the discussions. As many as three, at 
least, of the thirty speeches analyzed contained a diffusion of direct 
ethical proof throughout the entire speech. She seemed most frequently 
to reveal courage in boldly attacking an institution founded in tradition, 
sincerity in her desire to improve civilization by abolishing war, up­
rightness in her confidence that peace was to be achieved by individual 
and national moral living, intelligence in her diagnosis and search for 
a solution to the problem of war, and capacity for reproving the American 
government and public opinion with tactful consideration. Her personal 
traits revealed in the composition of her speeches seem to be in agree­
ment with comments about her by those who knew her.
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r ~~ ArraSgémenï          '■
I  More than half of her speeches started with either a statement
j  i
of the subject, a quotation, or a reference to the occasion. Most of the
types of introduction were used at some occasion. Since these audiences■ 
were so very similar it would be difficult to determine why she preferred 
jone kind over another. Twenty-four of these speeches closed with a pro­
posal intended to inspire or challenge her auditors to action. The few 
others included quotations, summaries, and the statement of a dilemma.
The identity of the divisions of introduction, body, and conclu­
sion became submerged in a continuity of development. Approximately 
ninety per cent of the thirty speeches analyzed in this section of the 
study were developed by the problem-solution order of arrangement. The 
steps were usually developed in the following manner; She established 
her goal not only as she understood its status to be but also as she 
understood it to be conceived by public opinion. Considerable time was 
given to the analysis of the war problem with especial emphasis upon 
causal relation and the weighing of solutions. For further verification 
Mrs. Catt appealed to her audiences for action or admonished them to be 
confident that the evolution of man was slowly but surely progressing 
toward peace. While there was some variation in her choice of steps for 
the structure of these speeches and considerable difference in the pro­
portioning of the materials selected, it was apparent that the occasion 
or the audience scarcely affected the pattern of arrangement.
Both the theme, abolition of war; and the premises and arguments, 
causes and cures of war, appeared to be appropriately fitted to her com­
monly used inductive and causal relation pattern of reasoning, cast into
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fa problem—sôïÂïb^ion^tructtire. Ethic al"^ pro^ oTlfas bbserveS to be about 
I equally distributed in introductions and conclusions. Conclusions re­
vealed stronger emotional appeal than did other parts of the speeches. 
The distribution of emotional imagery throughout the speech increased in 
quantity as Mrs. Catt approached the close of her speaking career.
CHAPTER VII 
FINAL APPRAISAL 
The Problem
This chapter summarizes the purpose, the procedure, and the re­
sults of this study, and offers conclusions. It has been the purpose of 
this research to determine vihat elements of invention and arrangement 
were used by Carrie Chapman Catt in her speeches promoting woman suffrage 
and peace and how these elements were related. The term invention has 
been defined as the reasoning, imaginative, and attitude process experi­
enced by the spealcer preparatory to and during the persuasive act. The 
term arrangement refers to that rhetorical function which determines the 
order within the whole speech and the proportion of its parts.
The Procedure
This research process began with a review of the career, personal 
characteristics, and speech practice of Mrs. Catt, chiefly as revealed in 
the comments of her contemporaries. Primarily, however, the principal 
concern has been the rhetorical analysis of the suffragist's speeches.
The writer has been collecting copies of Mrs. Catt's speeches, and 
other memorabilia, for many years, and has succeeded in accumulating for 
this study one hundred and forty of the approximately one hundred and 
fifty copies now extant. She was fortunate in this enterprise in securing
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the activé cooperation of Mi*s, Catt, herself, approved the copies as
faithful to her speaking. Of these one hundred and forty copies, forty 
were eliminated which did not deal with issues on the subjects of woman 
suffrage or peace, or which duplicated arguments and rhetorical devices 
of the remaining one hundred. Seventy of the latter concerned woman suf­
frage and thirty treated the subject of peace. These speeches were chosen, 
then, on the basis of complete coverage of arguments and valid representa­
tion of rhetorical devices.
The analysis of these speeches was carried out according to tra­
ditional rhetorical concepts as presented by classical and modern writers. 
The method of analysis is shown by representative examples in Appendixes 
II and III, pp, 4 2 5-4 6 2, Definitions of rhetorical concepts have been 
given in Chapter I, pp, 7-11, and Chapter III, pp, 82-83,
Several readings of the texts of the seventy speeches and applica­
tion of traditional methods of analysis showed them to contain three 
basic issues which were inclusive of all the speaker's arguments on this 
subject. These issues are: Do women need the ballot? How can they best
secure it? How should this ballot be used? By a similar process the 
thirty peace speeches were found to contain three issues: What are the
causes of war? What are the "cures" or solutions of war? How can the 
solutions be put into practice? These three issues on war adapted them­
selves to a single larger issue: How may war be abolished? The findings
concerning each issue have been reported as separate units. In this 
chapter they are presented as a total rhetorical system.
Possibilities of error in this research lie in (l) the sampling 
of speeches, (2) the authenticity of texts, (3) the interpretation of the
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printed texts through the application of rhetorical concepts, and (4) the 
lack of complete data concerning the speech settings. Certain limitations 
in such a rhetorical study as this are inevitable, but they do not seem 
so great as to destroy the validity.
The Results
Background
To Mrs. Catt's contemporaries she revealed herself as a pioneer 
determined to achieve an apparently unattainable goal even though she had 
much opposition. .Her faith in the evolutionary progress of the human 
race generated for her a confidence in humanity. This perspective led 
her to see each cause as a part of a larger movement. Praise of her and 
her cause was apparently evoked by her modesty, tolerance, sincerity, and 
statesmanlike behavior. She appears to have gained the respect of women 
in many nations as an organizer, a tactful executive, and an inspirational 
leader.
As a speaker she was unique in that she devoted sixty-four years 
speaking for two major causes— woman suffrage and peace. As a child she 
was a defender of her sex. Early in her suffrage career she assumed of­
ficial responsibilities. Later she became president of the national and 
the international woman suffrage organizations. Such an extensive program 
kept her traveling and in conferences most of thirty-six years. Her 
services to women extended to five continents. Her contacté with public 
officials surpassed that of any other woman of her time. Seventeen months 
before the proclamation of the Nineteenth Amendment, she started prepara­
tions for the woman voter-to-be by organizing the League of Women Voters.
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Mrs. Catt had shown interest in the promotion of peace for many 
years, and, in 1925, she became the primary organizer of the Conference 
on the Cause and Cure of War, which was composed of twelve existing or­
ganizations of women. With the assistance of these women she advocated 
the settlement of international disputes without war. Prior to her death 
she spoke on the abolition of war for twenty—two consecutive yeans.
Seven thousand speeches have been credited to her, yet she was un­
certain as to the total number she had delivered. Listeners vdio commented 
upon her speaking considered that her selection of subject matter was in­
dicative of sincerity and common sense and that her logical presentation 
possessed a "calm emotion" that polarized their attention. She delivered 
her speeches with a communicative attitude that stressed the importance 
of her message. Mrs. Catt stated that her time for preparing her speeches 
was limited by her activities and that the simplicity of her woman suf­
frage objective and the similarity in these audiences determined her 
choice of material. She preferred the wider range of subject matter made 
possible in the subject of peace. She considered that any effectiveness 
achieved by her speeches should be detei-mined by their ability to secure 
belief and action from the listeners. In evaluating her own speeches she 
did not consider them to contain literary or oratorical values.
Invention
Premises and Arguments
The findings concerning Mrs. Catt’s speaking activities, premises, 
and arguments in each of the four issues reveal the following:
The need of the ballot.— The need of the ballot issue extended
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ithroughout her active suffrage career. By 191Ï she indicated a diminish­
ing need of the issue. For the analysis of this issue thirty speeches 
were selected. Four of these were delivered to Congressmen, ten to mixed 
audiences, six to international women audiences at biennial conferences, 
and ten to audiences principally of American women at their annual na­
tional conventions.
A summary of her premises and arguments developing this issue is 
as follows: The right to vote was woman's natural heritage resulting
from the evolutionary advancement of civilization; evolution was God's 
immutable law, through which controversies waged induced the emergence of 
truth. In the progress of the race the democratic form of government was 
no longer an experiment. The extension of suffrage to all men in the 
United States, however, had allowed corrupt control of illiterate voters, 
resulting in a reactionary attitude toward self-government. Skepticism 
as to the success of democracy had temporarily delayed the enfranchise­
ment of women. Women had nevertheless continued to make educational ad­
vancements and desired to improve the status of the nation. To benefit 
humanity and to assist in overthrowing reactionary forces, women needed 
the power of the ballot. To grant this right was consistent with the 
ideals of democratic principles and necessary to maintain world respect 
for the United States as the leader in democratic government.
Method of securing the ballot.— The method of securing the ballot 
extended throughout her active suffrage career. Seventeen speeches were 
used in the analysis of this issue. Six were addressed to women at their 
annual national conventions. They were intended to improve the suffra­
gists' methods of campaigning for the ballot. Nine were presented before
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House and Senate Committees in an appeal for a federal amendment enfran­
chising women. Two were delivered before mixed audiences. These speeches 
were delivered at intervals over a number of years. Prior to the approach 
to the victory Mrs. Catt discussed the need issue concurrently with the 
method issue. Three years before the gaining of the federal amendment 
she concentrated her speeches upon its achievement.
Mrs, Catt directed her arguments on the method issue to the woman 
suffrage forces, to the voters, and to Congress. In building a member­
ship of two million suffragists she spoke chiefly to enlarge and to unite 
the organization, to educate the manbers regarding the political obstacles 
that confronted them, and to prepare them to command the respect of the 
male voters. She had great faith that through education the best elements 
of the political parties would join the suffragists in a nonpartisan cam­
paign against corrupt politics, thereby clearing the way for the enfran­
chisement of women and the improvement of democratic practices.
As women approached their goal the political parties adopted 
planks supporting woman suffrage by states' referenda. This act caused 
part of the woman suffrage forces to threaten a withdrawal of their sup­
port from the federal amendment. To meet ttiis crisis Mrs. Catt stressed 
advantages of the federal amendment over states' referenda to unite the 
women in launching the federal amendment drive immediately. She succeeded 
in gaining for its support a mandate from the state organizations.
Mrs. Catt met the federail versus the state method controversy be­
fore both sexes by showing that the federal method was a surer and quicker 
process and that justice demanded immediate action, that most countries 
were dignifying woman suffrage as a national question, that their
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political status would be inferior to that of the men if granted by the 
states' referenda. She rejected the state system in that many state con­
stitutions contained difficult provisions for amendment, the statutory 
laws governing elections were inadequate, and the state method fixed re­
sponsibility upon no one. Women, she contended, should be enfranchised 
by a method no more difficult than that used by men.
Use of the ballot.— By 1919 Mrs. Catt was preparing the new woman 
voter—to-be in the use of the ballot. She continued to offer advice until 
near the close of her life. These twenty-three speeches analyzed on this 
issue are singular in that they were all addressed to women at conventions 
or upon anniversary occasions.
Mrs. Catt ' s premises and arguments followed this reasoning: The
goal of the League of Women Voters, as she saw it, was to foster education 
in citizenship and to support improved legislation. She urged the League 
members to train the new voters first in elementary political responsibili­
ties and then in the more complex methods of improving the efficiency of 
government. She advised League members to be nonpartisan in League ac­
tivities but to participate in the political parties of their own choos­
ing. In exhorting them to be active in the party machine, she warned of 
difficulties and advised aggressiveness. She advocated legislation having 
high moral standards supported by law enforcement.
When evaluating women's progress in the use of the ballot, Mrs.
Catt contended that it had been retarded by an opposition similar to that 
offered previously to the suffragists. She believed that a new genera­
tion Would remedy the condition and that women had made progress in the 
use of the voting process and in the experience of holding public office.
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She continually visualized further ideals to be achieved by women for 
themselves and for the nation. Among these ideals she considered the 
abolition of war most significant.
Abolition of war.— The thirty speeches treating the abolition of 
war issue extended from 1921 to 1947. T\'renty-five of these speeches were 
delivered before audiences of women, ten of idiich were presented to the 
Conferences on the Cause and Cure of War. Five were presented to audiences 
of men, principally on the occasion of an annual convention.
The premises and arguments cast into a cogent whole were as fol­
lows: She described war as a well-established institution entwined with
law and precedent; peace as the negation of war, supported by neither 
men nor money, Mrs. Catt pleaded that the continuance of war was no 
longer bearable. Among the 257 causes noted for war at the Conferences 
on the Cause and Cure of War, she most frequently named evil emotions, 
desire for aggression and defense, competition in armament building, and 
special interest groups. Her solutions for the abolition of war ranged 
from international legislation to strong moral persuasion. She stated 
that she sought support of all programs aiming at abolition of war having 
any degree of reasonableness. She supported joining the League of Na­
tions arguing that leadership by the United States was needed to abolish 
war. She supported the World Court and multilateral treaties as useful 
covenants set up to achieve peace. She did not consider them guarantees 
of peace. Solution of the war problem, she thought, required an exact 
definition of "adequate" defense as well as all other terms concerned 
with disarmament and a definite policy for dealing with those nations 
violating their vows to international peace.
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Mrs. Catt suggested that the United States could profit by sup­
planting the War Department along with the revenue consumed in its opera­
tions by a "peace institution." All men should repent of their war be­
havior , and apply their most creative ideas to the elimination of it.
To effect the abolition of war, public opinion must be educated and pre­
cision in long range planning must be achieved.
A review of I4rs. Catt's premises and arguments as presented 
throughout her speaking cajreer identifies them as being inseparable from 
her activities in promoting woman suffrage as a socisG. movement and in 
promoting peace education. She thought of enfranchisement as a means to 
gain such goals as the improvement of the status of women and the ad­
vancement of the democratic form of government. It seemed to Mrs. Catt 
that the woman suffrage situation determined her subject matter in those 
speeches. The singleness in purpose to convert people to woman suffrage 
provided her little variety in choice of content. She preferred the 
wider possibilities offered in the subject of peace.
Logical Proof
Patterns of reasoning.— In developing logical proof in the need 
of the ballot issue, Mrs. Catt appeared to choose deductive or a combina­
tion of deductive and inductive reasoning in most instances when address­
ing mixed audiences or men. When speaking before women, especially at 
international conventions, she selected inductive structure. Mrs. Catt 
considered that her deductive reasoning had one basic premise: "Taxation
without representation is tyranny." All three types of enthymemes were 
used. Categorical and disjunctive enthymemes were addressed principally
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to men and mixed audiences, and hypothetical enthymemes, to women.
To validate arguments pertaining to the method issue Mrs. Catt 
relied principally upon hypothetical and disjunctive reasoning idiich, 
toward the close of the movement, extended into sorites. In this issue 
as in the need issue, when reasoning inductively, she developed her gen­
eralizations from many examples, testimonials, and historical data. In­
ductive reasoning occurred more frequently in her early speeches.
In the use of the ballot issue she gave some preference to in­
ductive reasoning or to a combination of deductive and inductive over de­
ductive reasoning alone. The deductive patterns were principally hypo­
thetical and categorical involving sorites. The inductive method was 
adapted to special occasion addresses containing much historical data 
and reminiscences pertaining to the progress of women.
Mrs. Catt chose induction as her principal pattern of logic when 
promoting peace, developing thirteen of the thirty speeches in the prob­
lem-solving manner and four by a single narrative. In those eight speeches 
in which she developed her logic by a combination of both deductive and 
inductive reasoning, she either set up a goal and went about to achieve 
it through the problem-solution order or she stated a generalization and 
supported it with specific instances, statistics, and illustrations from 
which she derived a restatement of the original generalization. Only five 
speeches in this issue may be considered sufficiently deductive to be cast 
into a broad enthymematic pattern. Emphasis was placed upon hypothetical 
enthymemes with categorical next in frequency. The soritical pattern of 
reasoning occurred in a few of her early peace speeches.
The urgency of her persuasive purpose was closely related to the
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complexity in Her use of rhetorical devices. Her soritical deductive 
reasoning emphasizing hypothetical and disjunctive patterns, characteris­
tic of her speaking at the height of her career, conformed to Aristotle's 
belief that the enthymeme is the tool best adapted to effecting persuasion.
Her early and late preference for induction meets more fully the demands 
of the rhetoric Campbell envisages. These differences may be attributed 
to changes in purpose, occasion, audience, and period.
Kinds of arguments.— Causal relation argument was Mrs. Catt's most
adaptable kind to circumstances. It appeared in each issue and was used |
\
for different speech purposes, audiences, and occasions. It was present, *
though not always basic, in her early speeches on the need issue. It was 
significant in the speeches delivered before both women and Congressmen 
at the climax of the woman suffrage movement. In the use of the ballot 
issue it formed about half of the arguments. The abolition of war issue 
was almost completely causal relation with reenforcement by other kinds
of arguments.
In the method issue Mrs. Catt allowed for variation between the 
cause and effect; in the need and use of the ballot issues she explained 
the possibility of interventions and attempted to counteract them hypo­
thetically. The remote result in both the use and the war issues made a 
complete validation of her arguments impossible. Wien advocating the 
abolition of war, Mrs. Catt spent most of her time discussing the adequacy 
of possible solutions to eliminate the effect, along with its causes. In 
the process she noted many weaknesses in the solutions, including such 
factors as the fear of nations to disarm and the failure of any world or­
ganization to carry out its mandates either by force or persuasion. That
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Mrs. Catt should give causal relation arguments emphasis seems to be in 
keeping with her social philosophy. She was not content to analyze any 
movement apart from its relation to larger movements extending over cen­
turies.
Argument from examples was second in frequency of use by Mrs. 
Catt. In addresses delivered before International Woman Suffrage Alli­
ances and upon later anniversary occasions, she validated her arguments 
by presenting many cases and by relating them to her conclusions. Pro-
1 vision was made for exceptional cases, not in every speech, but over a
%
■ period of time. Arguments from many examples were less frequent vÆien es­
tablishing her case before Congressmen. Those used resembled testimony
 ^ intended to supplement her enthymemes. In late peace speeches she em­
ployed a single extended example, a practice less in keeping with the 
canons of traditional rhetoric. Mrs. Catt’s interest in historical data 
and in the events associated with the progress of the woman suffrage 
movement may have prompted her to seek validity through the means of ex­
amples, especially in her early speeches. Upon anniversary occasions she 
usually depended upon personal experiences and knowledge of the woman 
movement as her chief sources.
In the extended analogy, characteristic of the need and method 
issues, Mrs. Catt recognized the resemblances of cases and often one or 
more differences, pertinent to her conclusion. The validity of her argu­
ment, then, depended upon the strength of her proof in showing that the 
differences were illogical. In the use of the ballot and the war issues, 
analogy seldom occurred in extended form, but as reenforcement of the 
causal relation. Mrs. Catt stressed argument from analogy at that early
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period of her life when she was most concerned about the existence of two 
related movements advancing toward greater liberties— a man movement and 
a woman movement. She believed the enfranchisement of woman to be the 
inevitable climax of both.
Arguments from authority usually stemmed from her contemporaries 
and historical figures commonly acceptable to American audiences. As 
she gained experience in working with the suffrage movement, she relied 
extensively upon her knowledge of the movement and of political activities 
as sources for her arguments. Signs drawn from current or historical 
events were used to establish the recognition of the cause-effect rela­
tion, Those signs that could be shown as most plausible appeared in her 
speeches delivered not long before the securing of the ballot. In the 
use of the ballot and in the war issues the goal was often too remote to 
determine, in any final sense, the validity of her sign arguments.
Method of support.— Upon different occasions Mrs, Catt used al­
most every type of support. She relied extensively upon historical data 
drawn from political, social, and educational forces and upon experiences 
and reports concerning the suffrage movement. In most of her speeches 
delivered both early and late in life she stressed amplification more 
than the accumulation of arguments. The variety in kind of support in­
creased with her desire to persuade. At the height of the suffrage move­
ment and in her early peace speeches her supporting materials acquired 
characteristics of proof. Arguments, especially before Congressmen, were 
climaxed with many rhetorical questions. She utilized reminiscences upon 
almost all of the anniversary occasions,
A few of the later peace speeches were developed largely by
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extended imagery, both factual and hypothetical. In the abolition of war 
the use of support did not vary appreciably from the steps in the problem­
solving order. The statement of the problem varied most in that it was 
sometimes a single question or assertion having no support. The analysis 
of the problem and the suggested solutions, along with their reasoned 
development, utilized the larger amount and most varied support. Support 
in this issue differed from that of the woman suffrage issues in its dis­
tribution within an individual speech: long lists of consecutive examples
were not used and rhetorical questions were less frequent.
Refutation.— It was Mrs. Catt's habit to attack her suffrage op­
ponents' arguments by challenging faulty deductions and pointing out lack 
of evidence. Posing of dilemmas and reducing to residues were most fre­
quently directed to Congressmen. Reducio ad absurdum was employed in at­
tacking anti-suffragists' argumenb s and in disclosing man's lack of wis­
dom on the subject of peace. At times she exposed irrelevant arguments.
In each issue, not necessarily in each speech, she developed a counter­
proposition. In the need issue Mrs. Catt attacked the anti-suffragists 
more openly than she did the liquor forces whom she considered to be her 
"invisible enemy." Her principal refutational concern in the method is­
sue was to point out faulty deductions in arguments supporting the states' 
referenda. The need and method of obtaining the ballot issues contained 
more refutation than other issues. The use of the ballot issue employed 
the least.
Upon a few occasions she attacked her opponent openly; more often 
she attacked the objection to her cause. She rebuked Congress for delay­
ing woman suffrage and for failing to support the League of Nations. The
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infrequent refutation used in the peace speeches was directed more toward 
public opinion than toward individual opponents. She challenged faulty 
deductions based upon the adherence to war traditions, fallacies in the 
lack of evidence for supporting the status quo war policies, and fallacies 
in using ambiguous terms vhen attempting arbitrations. Her clarity of 
analysis and exposition in all issues adapted itself to the exposure of 
inconsistencies.
Eknotional Proof
Mrs. Catt rather consistently appealed to joy and pride in the 
women’s achievements, especially when reporting the progress of women in 
her annual and biennial addresses. Upon these same occasions and mainly 
in the conclusions of her speeches she asked women to master the tasks 
before them, to be courageous, to seek prestige before political leaders, 
aind to be altruistic toward those less fortunate than they, even the il­
literate opponer±.s. Throughout the suffrage period, and especially be­
tween 1895 and 1 9 0 0, she aroused women to desire strong and unified or­
ganizations and to be impatient toward indifferent suffrage workers. In 
anniversary addresses she also urged women to revere those who had 
struggled before them. Inside the political parties she would have women 
find the security of acquisition and of social approval, yet she warned 
them that the achievement would require much courage, self-assurance, 
and initiative on their part. This latter appeal occurred in those 
speeches intended to give advice to the new members of the League of 
Women Voters. Organic motives were less frequently called forth in 1 
suffrage issues.
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Mrs, Catt's emotional proof in the abolition of war speeches 
differed from the woman suffrage emotional proofs in several ways. It 
was directed toward two types of auditors: public opinion and those
ardent promoters of peace who were searching for the cause and cure of 
war. She asked both groups to be courageous in accepting proposals in­
tended to promote the policy of peace and in rejecting those policies 
that might terminate in war. She sought hate of destructiveness, repent­
ance for war behavior, and release from suspicion and fear. The organic 
motive of self-preservation provided her most frequently used appeal, 
occurring in almost every speech of the war issue. At other times she 
advocated the restraining of acquisitive wants as practiced in aggressive­
ness; she spoke of the waste of life and the need of security; she sought 
to make secure the reputation of the United States by its joining the 
League of Nations. In her analysis of the war problem and to some ex­
tent in her suggested solutions, she requested more negative reaction on 
the part of her auditors than she had in her suffrage speeches.
Mrs. Catt used emotional proof in the Aristotelian tradition by 
enploying it as reenforcement for her logical proof. She used it habitu­
ally, as well, to appeal for action in her conclusions.
Ethical Proof
She asked Congressmen to be just, to maintain their self-respect, 
to accept their responsibilities by recognizing women as people, to main­
tain the reputation of the United States as a democratic nation, and to 
conform with the tradition of the American Constitution, but to reject 
the tradition of states' rights.
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In thé need issue Mrs. Catt spoke sympathetically of the problems 
of women, of illiterate voters vdio opposed her cause, and, at times, of 
Congressmen. When advocating the use of the ballot, she advised women to 
cooperate with men iij political activities. In the use of the ballot and 
in the war issues she frequently attenpted to clarify misunderstandings. 
Infrequently she directed invective toward individual Senators who voted 
against the woman suffrage amendment. In her early peace speeches she 
rebuked Congressmen for their lack of interest in the League of Nations.
For most audiences she seemed to establish herself as a person 
with confidence of success, with courage in assuming responsibilities, 
with a consistency of attitude toward the cause and toward its supporters 
and its enemies, and with aspiration for goals considered elevated and 
ethical in social and political activities. At times she sought good 
will by praising Congressmen. In the peace issue she frequently mani­
fested boldness in attacking a traditional institution, war.
The text of Mrs. Catt's speeches supports the testimony of her 
contemporaries that she established authority by identifying herself and 
her messages with those events and principles in American history ac­
ceptable to her audiences, especially before Congressmen, In her later 
political career she achieved the role of spokesman in diagnosing women’s 
political problems and in advising them in their political responsibili­
ties.
In the text of most of these speeches she appears to have estab­
lished herself in an Aristotelian manner, as sincere and determined in 
her purpose, as a woman suffrage authority, as a student of the subject 
of peace, and as a person seeking good will.
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Arràng^éht
Most of the traditional types of arrangement were used by Mrs.
Catt upon different occasions. She usually entered promptly into her 
theme and concluded briefly in those speeches delivered early and late 
in life. The speeches more strongly persuasive in purpose contained 
much longer introductions and conclusions. This change at the climajc of 
the suffrage movement may be attributed to an increased desire to estab­
lish an acceptable attitude on the part of the audiences toward the mes­
sage. It may indicate skill on the part of the speaker in adapting to 
circumstances.
She habitually closed her speeches with advice, or a challenge 
to act. Preferred types of arrangements included the chronological, ex­
tended analogy, causal relation, and problem-solution orders. Early and 
late speeches contained less complexity in the pattern of arrangement 
than those delivered soon before and after the acquiring of the federal 
amendment. About ninety per cent of the peace speeches were developed 
by the problem-solution order.
Conclusions
Inductive reasoning was associated with chronological or ex­
tended analogy arrangement in early speeches treating the need or method 
issues and with the problem—solution order in the war issue. Those 
speeches most complex in arrangement and strongest in persuasive qualities 
utilized deductive reasoning. Emotional and ethical proofs reenforced 
her logical proof throughout the speech bodies and gained emphasis in 
her conclusions. Ethical proof, more often than emotional, appeared in
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the introductions. Mrs. Catt was basically a logical speaker until just 
before the close of her speaking career. She expressed her attitude toward 
this practice by stating that in her suffrage speeches she desired to rea­
son with her audiences rather than to arouse them to emotions. Later she 
decided that emotion achieves more results. In most of her speeches pro­
moting woman suffrage and peace, arrangement and the elements of invention 
merged, in a manner suggestive of Vfhately' s rhetoric, into a functional 
whole supporting one central theme.
Mrs. Catt showed distinctiveness as a speaker in the following 
respects; Public address was an inportant means by which she assisted 
forty-one nations in achieving enfranchisement. It meant repeated speak­
ing throughout the United States and in five continents at a time when 
world travel was considered unusual. Historians who speak of her, recog­
nize her leadership in a movement significant in the history of American 
democracy. Public address was her most important medium in securing the 
cooperation of millions of women in promoting national peace education 
and in opposing the isolationist policy.
Mrs. Catt received little or no training in rhetorical theory 
and speech methods and yet she established the validity of her arguments 
in accord with traditional rhetorical concepts. In an Aristotelian man­
ner she developed a pattern of invention based upon logical proof, reen­
forced with emotional and ethical proofs. In her most persuasive speeches 
she adhered to Aristotle’s use of the enthymeme, subordinating examples 
to resemble testimony. The strength of her persuasive purpose was closely 
related to the complexity in her use of rhetorical devices. Her use of 
induction and imagery supports Campbell’s theory. In arrangement of
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emotional proof she was ^  agreement with Cicero, who considered its 
proper place to be chiefly in the exordium and the peroration with an 
occasional digression from the discussion to excite the passion. She 
practiced Whately’s precept that there is a close and virtually insepa­
rable relationship between the invention, use, and arrangement of proofs 
She was unique in that she spoke sixty-four years in advancing 
only two major causes— woman suffrage and peace. It seems probable that 
few leaders in social or political reform have used public address more 
extensively in the accomplishment of their goals, have concentrated 
longer and more intensively on one major question, have attained more 
obvious success in speaking, or have demonstrated more thoroughly the 
validity of traditionail rhetorical precepts.
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November 12, 1943.
Houdlette, Harriett Ahlers (American Association of University 
Women): February 5, 1940.
Martin, Thomas P. (Acting Director, Division of Ifanuscripts, 
Library of Congress): March 26, 1948.
0*Hare, Mrs. Theodora (Assistant Organization Secretary, National. 
League of Women Voters) : February 2, 1940.
Peck, Mary Gray: May 20, 1945; April 10, 1947; August 22, 1948.
Schain, Josephine (Chairman, National Committee on the Cause and 
Cure of War): October 29, 1940.
Roosevelt, Franklin D. to Mrs. Catt, January 22, 1936, quoted in Peck, 
Carrie Chatman Catt. on. cit.. pp. 455-456.
Interviews
Brown, Mrs. Raymond (Ex-President of the New York State Suffrage Associa­
tion) , September, 1943.
Catt, Mrs. Carrie Chapman, at her home in New Rochelle, New York, Septan?- 
ber, 1 9 4 3.
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Immel, Ray K, (Late Dean of the School of Speech, University of Southern 
California), 1939.
Peck, Mary Gray (Official biographer of Mrs, Catt), New Rochelle, New 
York, September, 1943.
Nhitehonse, Norman deR (Worker with Mrs. Catt in both the suffrage and 
the peace movements. Chairman of the Women's Action Committee 
for Victory and Lasting Peace), New York, September, 1943.
Recordings
Radio Address on her eighty—fifth birthday. Broadcast over the National 
Broadcasting System, January 10, 1944.
"Women in the Making of America," Broadcast over the Blue Network, June
2 3, 1 9 3 9.
(Mary Gray Peck indicated that there are perhaps many other recordings 
at the stations that broadcast her speeches.)
Newspapers
Iowa State Register. Des Moines, May 28, 1897.
"Letter to Mrs. Catt from Madame Chiang Kai-shek," Edmond Sun. October
11, 1 9 4 1.
New York Herald Tribune. January 5, 1936.
New York Times. 1913-1947j inclusive— approximately 550 articles.
"Records of Iowa Woman Suffrage Association," Woman's Standard. IV, No. 
4, 1889.
Russell, Marion H. "Carrie Chapman Catt, 85 Tomorrow, Holds to Her Con­
viction," Standard-Star, New Rochelle, New York, January 8, 1944
Standard-Star. New Rochelle, January 10, 1944, pp. 1, ll.
Tulsa Daily World. November 30, 1941» January 7, 1945.
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TABLE 2
CATT’S SPEAKING OCCASIONS 
1883-1947
a
Date Place and Occasion Theme or Title Classification Audience
Reactions
wONvn
1883
1887 
Fall,
Four months
1887-1889
1888
Teachers Institutes 
Other assemblies
Fourteen paid engage­
ments throughout the 
state of Iowa
Various subjects
Constant speaking, Iowa State organizer for WS^
Expository
Expository.
Expository 
%uid campaign
Net $100 for 
total
Marshalltown and 
Charles City, Iowa
"Zenobia," "Subject and Campaign 
Sovereigns," "The Ameri­
can Sovereign"
^Incomplete list.
This classification is speeches of courtesy, e3q)ository speeches, commemorative speeches, afteij*- 
dinner speeches, and campaign speeches.
^Audience reactions are based chiefly upon news reports.
^Abbreviations are; WS - Woman Suffrage; NWSC - National Woman Suffrage Convention; IWSA - 
International Woman Suffrage Alliance; CCCW - Conference on the Cause and Cure of War; NLWV - National 
-League-of-Women-Votera.------------------------------- ------------------ ------------------
TSBLE 2—CôntiMëcl
Date Place and Occasion Theme or Title Classification
1
Audience
Reactions
1890
February Washington, D.C., NWSC "The Symbol of Liberty" Considered strik­
ing young volun­
teer
August-
November
S. Dak.: Spoke from 
wagons, in grain ele­
vators, granaries, 
school buildings
Referendum on WS Canqpaign Astonished at 
such a woman; 
referendum de­
feated
i
1890 "Woman suffrage and the 
Bible"
1891
February Washington, D.C., Judi­
ciary Committee of the 
House of Representatives
Rights of women same as 
rights of men
Campaign Indifferent
1892 
January 20 Senate Committee "Speech before U.S. 
Senate"
Campaign Favorable impres­
sion upon the 
committee
Summer Iowa including Mss, 
Valley Conference, Des 
Moines
WS Organizing Expository 
and campaign
1893
January 30 Little Compton "A Lever of Power" Campaign Bright, piquant, 
logical, earnest
w
o\ON
TABLE 2— Continued
Date Place and Occasion Theme or Title Classification Audience
Reactions
January 31 New Port Unity Club "American Sovereign" Campaign Earnest, logical
February 1 Westerly, R.I. Opera 
House
"A Lever of Power" Campaign
February 2 Providence Hall "American Sovereign" Campaign •
February 2 Pawtuckett, R.I. "A Lever of Power" Campaign
February 3 Chepacket, R.I. "A Lever of Power" Campaign
February 4 Valley Falls, R.I. "A Lever of Povjer" Campaign
Summer Columbian Exposition, 
Chicago
Reform in government 
by giving the vote to 
women
Expository Well attended
September 4 Denver, Coliseum Hall Campaign 1,500 enthusias­
tic people
September^
Noventoer
October
Colorado: Watermelon 
festival, mining cen­
ters, courthouses 
(29 counties)
Denver
WS vote amendment
Memorial service for 
Lucy Stone
Campaign Victory attri­
buted to "energy, 
magnetism and 
generalship" of 
Catt
VjJ
" ■ " rABLÜ 2-^ontinued
Date Place and Occasion Theme or Title Classification Audience
Reactions
1894
First of 
year
New York, metropolitan 
district, 40 speeches
WS constitutional 
convention
Campaign Amendment de­
feated
May Kansas, all but two of 
105 counties
Referendum on WS Campaign Referendum de­
feated; houses 
were packed, over^ 
flowing !
1895 Huntsville, Ala. Campaign Charmed and sur­
prised audience
Januaiy-
February
Five Southern states, 
principal cities
Endeavored to leave 
working organizations 
and to secure dele­
gates for convention
Expository 
and indi­
rectly • 
campaign
National Organi­
zation Committee 
formed
February
r
Atlanta, Ga., NWSC Report of the Plan of 
Working Committee
Expository Plan adopted
1896 Colo., Vyo,, Nev., 
Utah, Mb., Mnn., 
Ohio
Suffrage amendment Expository 
and campaign
August Boise, Idaho, Gold Re­
publican, Silver Re­
publican, Democratic, 
and Populist Convene 
tions
Calling for a suffrage 
plank in each platform
Campaign
VjO
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TABLE 2— Continued
Date Place and Occasion Theme or Title Classification , Audience 
Reactions
August Boise, Idaho, political 
rally
Suffrage amendment Campaign
August Southwestern Iowa, 
political rallies
Suffrage amendment Campaign
September,
Fall
Northern and southern 
California
Suffrage amendment Campaign Amendment
defeated
LÔ96 NWSC "Address" Expository 
and canpaign
L897
January
July
NWSC, Des Moines, Iowa
Adams, Mass., Anthony 
Reunion
Eulogy on S. B. Anthony Eulogy
500, great ap­
plause
1898
February Washington, D.C., 
NWSC
Report of the Organiza­
tion Committee denounc­
ing factionalism and 
luke-warmness
Expository 
and campaign
New Orleans, La., Consti­
tutional Convention, 
Tulane Hall
• Woman suffrage Campaign Born orator, 
charming listen­
ers for hours as 
if she had spoken 
only five minutes
wo\VO
TABLE 2— Continued
Date Place and Occasion Theme or Title Classification Audience
Reactions
L899 . 
January 29 Denver "Address" Campaign
Restricted amend­
ment adopted
Salient thought 
finest orator of 
sex
Spring Arizona Territorial 
Legislature
Woman suffrage Campaign Defeated by 
Committee
April Grand Rapids, Iowa, 
NWSC
Need of financial 
backing
Expository Sympathetic
response
Summer 15 conventions, 51 set 
speeches, 13,000 miles
"The Traffic in Women"
Fall Speaking tour: Ohio, 
Iowa, Minn., I4ont., 
Wash., Utah, Calif., 
Ariz., N. Max., Colo., 
Nebr., Ind., and Ky,
To stimulate fellow 
workers
Campaign
i
Winter Oklahoma Territory 
Legislature
"Address" Campaign
L900
February Washington, D.C., NWSC "Why We Ask for the Sub­
mission of an Amendment"
Expository 
and campaign
.
.
TABLE 2— Continued
Date Place and Occasion Theme or Title Classification Audience
Reactions
Spring Speaking tour. Term,, 
Ark., Mss., and Ohio
Woman suffrage Campaign
May Boston, Mey Festival, 
Mass, suffrage associa­
tion
Ironical tribute to uni­
versities in reform 
movements
After-dinner 
and campaign
Arguments piled 
like charge of 
judge to jury
1901 
January 11 Debate: League for 
Political Education, N2f.
Behalf of Equal Suffrage Campaign Opponents ad- j 
mitted effective­
ness of argument
May 30 Minneapolis, NWSC 
Manchester, N.H.
Expository 
and campaign
Leadership recog­
nized— Colo, 
women present her 
with a silver 
gavel
!
Early winter Boston, Legislative 
hearing
Refuted "remonstrants" Campaign
Hartford, Conn., 
Legislature
WS Campaign Excells in ora­
tory and logic
November 12-
14
Lincoln, Nebr,, WS 
State Convention
November 25- 
26
Atlanta, Ga,, WS 
State Convention
'
w
1Date Place and Occasion Theme or Title Classification Audience
Reactions
TABEETg^ ontinued
1902
Februaiy 18
Brooklyn 
Potsdam, N.Y,
Builders' Exchange, 
Wilmington, Del,
Washington, D.G., House 
Judiciary Committee
February 12- Washington, D.C., NWSC 
18
May
May
Summer
Helena, Ifont., two 
weeks addressing 
organizations
Butte, Mont., 10 days 
addressing clubs
Minneapolis, National 
Education Association
"America for Americans"
Immigration
Request to investigate 
WS in operation
Intelligence and indi­
vidualism bases of 
self-government
"Feminization" of 
American schools
Campaign
Expository
Campaign
Campaign
Expository
Pleasing well 
modulated musical 
voice, distinct 
choice vocabulary 
— spoke without 
notes
Careful attention
VaJ
a
Thirty new suf­
frage clubs es­
tablished in 
Mont. but amend­
ment lost
Brilliant, in­
spiring woman 
orator
1TABJUfi 2— Côntiriüëcl "" -------
Date Place and Occasion Theme or Title Classification Audience
Reactions
July Orange, N.J., Woman's club
December 9
1903 
Januaiy to 
March
Concord, N.H. State Con­
stitutional Convention
State of N.H.
Petition for referendum 
Referendum
Campaign
Campaign
Petition granted
Referendum de­
feated
March 19 New Orleans, NWSC President’s address Exposition: 
Report on ac­
complishments
1
Eloquent, logical 
spontaneous ova­
tion
March Houston, Texas
Hornellsville, N.Y., 
State Convention
Campaign
December 30 
1904
MLch., address to 
Teachers Convention
Washington, D.C., 
Judiciary Committee of 
the House
"Parting of the Ways" 
Appeal for action Campaign
'
February 11- 
17
Washington, D.C., NWSC Social and political 
status in the U.S.
Expository and 
campaign
June Berlin, Germany Gavel presented to 
Susan B. Anthony
Presentation or 
courtesy
VjO
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Date Place and Occasion Theme or Title Classification Audience
Reactions
1904
July 4 Chautauqua Park, Des 
Moines, Iowa
Debate with J. A. Boat­
man
Campaign Scientific boxer 
vs untrained 
pugilist
Winter Brooklyn Institute of 
Arts and Sciences
"Women from the Stand­
point of Evolution"
Expository iI
i
i
1905
March 20 Annual luncheon 
Sorosis Club
3 minute speech
May 10 Boston Festival "The Outlook"
1  Summer Boone, Iowa and Omaha, 
Nebr,, spoke from 
train enroute to Oregon 
and at Council Bluffs
Responses to 
welcomes or 
courtesy
Ovations
1
1
Fall
|1906 
August 7-11
Rochester, N.Y., funeral 
of Susan B. Anthony
Speaking tour in Europe: 
Norway, Denmark (Inter­
national Alliance), 
Austria, Czechoslovakia, 
Hungary, Prague, Brunn, 
Vienna, Budapest
Anthony's dedication of 
self to one increasing 
purpose
WS
Eulogy or 
commemorative
Campaign
10,000 or more 
present
Received by gov­
ernment officials 
and with bouquets 
and banquets. 
Audience partici­
pated in debates 
after speeches _
VjJ
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Date Place and Occasion Theme or Title Classification AudienceReactions
1908 
February 19 House Judiciary Committee
March 3 Committee U.S. Senate
June 15 Amsterdam, IWSA World status of WS Expository and 
campaign
1908 Buffalo, N.Ï.
N.Y. State Convention
Debate with Mrs. ^yers Campaign
Campaign
1909 Speaking tour of central 
Europe: Hungary (10 
lectures); Prague,
Berlin
WS Campaign Bohemians most 
enthusiastic
April 26- 
May 1
1910
October
London, I.W.S.A.
Minn* State Convention
Reviewed the work of 
the Alliance
WS
Expository 
and campaign
Campaign
Commended for 1 
neutrality toward 
militants
Washington, B.C., 
Senate hearing
Conçarison of suffrage 
for men and women
Campaign
April
.June
Washington, B.C., 
NWSC
WS
"The Will of the People"
Expository 
and canpaign
VO
VJl
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Date Place and Occasion Theme or Title Classification AudienceReactions
1911 and 1912 Speaking tour around the WS and other rights.
October
1911
June 13
N.ï., WS Party Convention
Stockholm, IWSA (2 
speeches)
"Is Woman Suffrage Pro­
gressing" and address 
to each nation repre­
sented
1912
September 14
world: 4 speeches in 
Copenhagen; several in 
Christiania and London; 
35 speeches in South 
Africa; several in 
Syria, Palestine,
Egypt, India; many 
speeches in Dutch East 
Indies, both Sumatra 
and Java; 5 weeks in 
Philippines; 2 public 
meetings in Shanghai;
1 in Nanking; audience 
of 1,000 in Peking, 
Tokyo, and Yokohama; 
spoke in Hawaii.
Shanghai American 
Womens Club, Chang Su 
Gardens ___
Appeal to unite in 
feminist movement at 
home and internationally
Expository 
and campaign
Campaign
"White Slave Trade" Expository
Greeted with re­
sounding applause
Ovations
Organized branche 
in South Africa, 
Dutch East Indies 
Philippine Is­
lands, China, anc 
Hawaii
Commanding per­
sonality, clear, 
decisive
Vj}
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Date Place and Occasion Theme or Title Classification
Audience
Reactions
November New York City, welcome 
home to Ibrs. Catt
Women in all stages of 
revolt, world over
Expository Much ovation
November 19 Thanksgiving Rally 
Carnegie Hall
Suffrage Warning Campaign
1913 R.I,, 2 speeches 
Michigan and Maryland
"White Slave Traffic," 
WS Party
Expository
Campaign
I
2 weeks in England WS and Militancy Expository 
and campaign
Inpetus to move­
ment in England,
June 15-21 Budapest "Orabermatopma" "Woman 
status throu^out 
world"
Expository Audience held 
breathless
September 15 N.Y. State WS Associa­
tion, Workers Training 
School
History of government, 
showing woman's posi­
tion
Expository
October 24 Brooklyn, Convention 
of World's Woman's 
Christian Tençerance 
Union
Recalls her early 
pledge to tenqjerance
Expository Received with 
applause
November 1 Brooklyn mass meeting Opposing Anti-suffragists Campaign Ridiculed as op­
posing war j
November 19 New York City, Thanks- 
eivine rally .
"Women Won't Endure Re- 
__ fusal.„. .Longer'!_____
Campaign 3,500 present
______  ______ i
V)
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Date Place and Occasion Theme or Title Classification AudienceReactions
1914
January 20 Albany, N.Y., VIS rally Demanded right to vote 
in name of 8,000,000 
women
Cang)aign
January and 
February
N.Y. State speaking tour, 
90 meetings in 5 weeks 
including Lockport, 
Rochester, and Ithaca
WS Campaign Added many members 
to the suffrage 
cause. Large do­
nations resulted
June 12 Chicago, State VIS Con­
vention
WS Campaign Over 1,000 pres­
ent; applauded 
vigorously
July 4
1915
Aboard the Mnneapolis Patriotic Commemorative Captain of ship 
presented her 
with suffrage 
banner
January 1 N.Y.C., New Year's re­
ception of the Equal 
Suffrage League
Against wars Campaign
October 9 N.Y.C., honoring Mrs. 
Chas. VIhitman
Jokes on suffrage Campaign $1,000 raised
November 4 N.Y.C. Cooper Union "Decisive battle" for 
second N.Y. State 
campaign
Campaign Thunder of ap­
plause, constant 
"hurrahs,"
$115,000 raised;
VO
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TABLCi 2— Continued
Date Place and Occasion Theme or Title Classification
Audience
Reactions
band plsiyed to 
her, "See, the 
Conquering Hero 
ComesI"
December 15 Washington, D.C., Senate 
hearing and Judiciary 
Committee
Best method for obtain­
ing vote
Campaign
1
December
1916
Washington, D.C., NWSC Soliciting cooperation President's 
acceptance or 
courtesy
February Series of Congressional 
Conferences: Portland, 
Maine; Meiiç)his, Tenn.; 
Burlington, Vt.; Mil­
waukee, Wis.; Kansas 
State Convention, To­
peka; campaigned 10 
states in two months)
Federal amendment Campaign
March 7 Harrisburg, Pa. "Woman's Place is in the 
Home?"
Campaign
April, May 
May 4
State of Iowa 
Waterloo, Iowa
Federal amendment 
"Address"
Campaign
U)
TABLE 2— Continued
Date Place and Occasion Theme or Title Classification Audience
Reactions
May Minneapolis, Minn.; 
Mississippi Valley Con­
ference
Federal amendment Campaign
June Chicago, Republican 
National Convention, 
Resolutions Committee
WS plank Campaign Granted plank wit 
states rights’ ' 
rider
St. Louisj Democratic 
Convention, Resolutions 
Committee
July 6 N.Y.C., National Educa­
tion Association
August 3 Clarksburg, W. Va.
September 7 Atlantic City, N.J.
WS plank
Plea for assistance 
"Equal Suffrage" 
"The Crisis"
November 21 Albany, N.Y., banquet Suffrage finances
Campaign
Campaign
Campaign
Campaign
Campaign
Granted plank with 
states rights' 
rider
Enthusiasm reigned 
supreme
The spark had 
reached the 
powder
Sort of aristo­
cratic arrogance 
and intolerance 
in attitude 
toward anti’s. 
$300,000 pledged. 
Brought women to
feet applauding 
enthusiasttcallv
TiBEE 2— Continued
Date Place and Occasion Theme or Title Classification Audience
Reactions
1917
Januaiy 5 Washington, D.G., Nation­
al Popular Government 
League
Against fraud within the 
laws
Campaign
March 2? Aeolian Hall, N.Y.C., 
rally
International aid of 
women during war
Commemorative
May- Speaking tour: Toron­
to, Canada; Columbus, 
Ohio
Suffrage first war 
measure, democracy be­
gins at home
Campaign
i1
Denver, Colo.; Portland, 
Ore.; Tacoma and Seat­
tle, Wash.
Denver used war psy­
chology to further vote
Campaign Tacoma: Regal, 
calm, direct, 
leader
August 30 Saratoga, N.Y., WS Party 
State Conference
Women's vote— step 
toward ending wars
Campaign Enthusiasm lasted 
30 minutes. All 
filed past Catt
September Maine, 1 week Suffrage campaign Campaign Amendment de­
feated
October N.Y., 1 month Suffrage campaign Campaign Victory
November 7 N.Y.C., Cooper Union Federal amendment next Campaign Seats and stand­
ing room filled, 
2,000 more gath­
ered outside
■........... . .... .... ....TABLB-2-^bhtinued ----  ' --- 1
Date Place and Occasion Theme or Title Classification Audience 
Reactions |
i
December 10 
December 14
Preconvention meeting, 
Washington, D.G.
Washington, D.G., NWSC
"For a Better America"
Address to Executive 
Committee
"An Address to the
Expository and 
campaign
Expository
Campaign Salvos of ap-
p.918 
January 2
January
March
Congress of the United 
States"
plause. Grip of 
attention acute, 
a little hush 
followed the last 
word
Baltimore, Suffrage 
School
Washington, D.G., 
Sixty-fifth Congress
Washington, D.G,
Detroit, Mich., WS 
State Gonvention
"An Address to the 
Congress of the United 
States"
"Hearing Before the 
House Suffrage Com­
mittee"
Relationship of war to 
woman’s vote
Campaign
Campaign
Expository and Budget, petition 
campaign and political
work for 3 states 
adopted
TABLE 2— Continued
Date Place and Occasion Theme or Title Classification Audience
Reactions
May
June
Boston, Mass, Opera House 
Ky.
$1,124 collection 
given to Red 
Cross
November Wilmington, Del., WSNO
December 3
!
j
1919
1 January 9
Albany, N.Y,, State 
WS Convention
N.H. Legislature
"Women Voters* Council- 
State, National, and 
International"
Suffrage resolution
Expository
Campaign Resolution car­
ried
February
I
Legislatures of the 
U.S.
"An Address to the Legis­
latures of the United 
States"
Campaign
1
1 Februaiy
!
"They Shall Not Pass"
1
March Burlington, Vt., WS 
State Convention
1
March Ô "Encomiums of Philip 
Gibbs"
Commemorative
March 24 St. Louis, Jubilee Con­
vention, NWSA
League of Women Voters 
"The Nation Calls" 
"Looking Forward"
Campaign League of Women 
Voters formed. 
Had listened to | 
finer oratory, i
8
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Date Place and Occasion Theme or Title Classification
Audience
Reactions
NWSC "Anniversary Speech"
but not clearer 
or more concise 
statement of po­
litical policy
July N.Y.C., dinner League of Nations Campaign
Sunmer
October*- 
November, 
6 weeks
1920 
January
January 27
February 12-
Moylan, Pa., Dr. Shaw's 
funeral
Speaking tour in West: 
Chicago, S. Dak., Colo., 
Ore., Idaho, Salt Lake 
(Morman Tabernacle and 
State University),
Calif. (Sacramento, Los 
Angeles), N. Mex, (Al­
buquerque)
Richmond, Va., mass 
meeting by Equal Suf­
frage League
Trenton, N.J., mass 
meeting by Ratification 
Committee
Chicago, WS Victory 
—Convention------------
Plea for special ses­
sions of state legis­
latures
Commemorative
Cançaign Special sessions 
granted
Campaign
Campaign
"On the Inside" Addressed Expository and Some of her speecj 
-to League of-Women-Voters campaign  es better-than— '
L
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Date Place and Occasion Theme or Title Classification Audience
Reactions
February Chicago
February 15 Chicago, 111., Memorial
service to Dr, Anna 
Howard Shaw
February 18- Chicago, School of 
24 Political Education
March 18
May 3 
June 6
Mass meetings in parts 
of state of Del,, in­
cluding Wilmington, 
Dover, and State Legis­
lature
Richmond, Va,, State 
Legislature
New Haven, Conn,
Geneva, Switzerland, 
IWSA
"How the Vote Came to 
Men"
"A superwoman and a 
superhuman"
Eighteen lessons on 
Citizenship
Ratification
Commemorative
Ejqpository
Campaign
othersJ this 
speech of conven­
tion
Audience affected, 
by the eloquence
Closing argument 
one of clearest, 
strongest, and 
most reasonable 
arguments for WS 
heard in Del,
Campaign
Campaign
"To the European People" ïbçository and
canqpaign
Vj O
0)vn
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Date Place and Occasion Theme or Title Classification Audience
Reactions
July Six weeks speaking tour 
in Tenn.
The Legal Tangle
Canqpaign
Cançaign
Amendment rati­
fied
N.Y.C., Victory celebra­
tion
"End of the Road" Commemorative Hail, the conquer 
ing hero comesI
September 
October 30 
November, 
December 
(13 days)
London, Central Hall, 
mass meeting and other 
occasions
Honored
1920 Bryn Mawr College "Sine Dr. Shaw Non" Expository
1921
I  April 13t Cleveland, Ohio, NWS 
Association
"Psychologies of 
Political Progress," 
but delivered "A Call 
to Action"
Campaign Tears— tremendous 
applause
April 14 Cleveland, Ohio, con­
vention
"Whose Government Is 
This?"
Expository and 
campaign 1
1
June 12 University of Wyo. "A Baccalaureate Ad­
dress"
Commemorative
i
I
1
1
November Bryn Mawr, Course of 
lectures
"Politics and the 
Citizen," "How Politics
Expository
\j 3
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Date Place and Occasion Theme or Title Classification Audience
Reactions
Functions," Political 
Parties: Their Strength 
and Their Weakness, " 
"Responsible Government," 
and "How to Be a Good 
Citizen"
August 26 1st Anniversary of 19th 
Amendment
Sex Equality
1
;
i
1922
January I6
i
N.Y.C., Town Hall Wilson Foundation Fund Commemorative About 1,000 per­
sons in audience. 
Funds came freely
February 2 Pan-American tea, 
Hotel Plaza, N.Y.
Progress of South Amer­
ican Women
Expository
i
!
1 February 9
1
League of Women Voters, 
luncheon. Hotel McAlpin, 
N.Y.
Ten menaces to democracy Campaign Governor Miller 
repels attack on 
him
April
1
1
April
NLWV Convention, N.Y.C.
Pan-American Conference, 
.. ..Baltimore _ .. . . ..
Round table discussion 
on political status of 
women
Expository Criticized for 
comparing women 
in catholic coun­
tries with those 
in protestant 
countries
V)
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Date Place and Occasion Theme or Title Classification
Audience
Reactions
Fall
December
1923
Speaking tour of Europe: Urges women to unite for Campaign
Budapest, Prague, Vienna, their country 
Berlin Reichstag
Rio de Janeiro, Congress,
Brazilian Association for 
the Advancement of Women
Tour of South America. 
Many speaking engage­
ments
Buenos Aires Branch of 
IWSA and Council of 
Women
Montevideo
Santiago, numerous 
women organizations
Lima, American Woman's 
Club, the American 
Embassy, 7 other women's 
meetings, and the Uni­
versity of San Marco
Advancement for feminism 
groups: to strengthen 
existing organizations 
and to organize new WS 
branches
Novelty
Expository and 
campaign
Greeted with 
flowers and wel­
comed by the 
respective goverr 
ments, large and 
small
Offish at first; 
friendly later
Caste system was 
barrier to organ­
izations. One 
Indian woman em­
braced Ifrs, Catt
March Panama
■..... .......  .... .........  ■ f m  «îoirÊümed ' ' "
Date Place and Occasion Theme or Title Classification Audience
Reactions
May 12-19 Borne^  IWSA (in two parts) "A New 
World for Women"
Canpaign Mussolini stared 
at her out of un- 
moving eyes
October 2Ô Cleveland, Ohio "League of Nations" Campaign
November 18 San Antonio, Texas "League of Nations" Campaign Crusader-idealist
I  November 24
1
I
1st Baptist Church, 
Ft, Worth, Texas
"League of Nations" Campaign Applauded again 
and again
I  December 4
1
1
i
I
Kansas City "League of Nations"
"Peace or War, Swords 
or Ploughshares"
Campaign
Campaign
1923-24 Tour of U.S.
1924
January New York, Foreign 
Policy Association
"The Monroe Doctrine" Expository ii
! April Woman's National Conven­
tion for Law Enforcement, 
Washington, D.G.
Resist the wrong and 
assist the ri^t
Campaign i
1
I
!
May 7 Westchester County 
League of Women Voters
5th Anniversary
Should laws be repealed 
that can't be enforced
Federal votes for women.
Campaign
t
Stormy applause i
1
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Date Place and Occasion Theme or Title Classification Audience
Reactions
1924 Numerous Occasions
"Peace or War, What 
Shall We Do About It"
"The Three I's"
1925 I
January 19 CCCW, Washington, D.G. Appeals to army and navy 
to avert wars
Campaign j
January 20 GCCW Race question Expository i
January 21 GGGW, Washington, D.G. Defends conference Campaign Wave of enthusiaaa
1 February 15
1
Palm Beach, Fla.
Funeral of Helen 
Gardener (Mrs. Seldon 
A, Day), Washington, 
D.G.
World Alliance for 
International Friendship
Expository
Commemorative
j
j
March 1Ô N.Y. League of Women 
Voters
"The way to prepare for After-dinner 
and commemora­
tive
!
11
March 22 Chelsea Methodist 
Church
"Is America Civilized" Expository
April 2 Hotel Commodore, N.Y. Women in the city, state. After-dinner Comnitted a stra-l
_League-of B. & P.W. -.- and nation_______ _ . — .....- ---------------- ------tegic-error-----i
o
Date Place and Occasion Theme or Title Classification AudienceReactions
April 21 Richmond, Va. "Njy Faith" Fourteen 
points for peace
Expository
April Hotel Asete, N.Y.G., 
N.Y. Society of 
Ethical Culture
"Men, Women, and War"
May 7 Washington, D.C., 
International Council 
of Women
"The World Never Stops" Expository Comforted
August 26 Women's City, Club, 
N.Y.C.
Radio address: Use the 
vote to secure peace
Expository 
and campaign
National Women's 
Christian Temperance 
Union Convention
Prohibition Commemorative
-•
August 27 Women celebrate Suffrage Campaign
L925
Fall
L926 
Januaiy 4
Lecture Tour
Park Avenue Baptist 
Church, N.Y.C.
World Court, Kellogg 
Pact
Prevention of war
Campaign
Campaign
■
January Women's Christian 
Temperance Union, 
N.Y.C. ........
Dry law in peril Ejq)ository Amazed
Vjû
H
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Date Place and Occasion Theme or Title Classification Audience
Reactions
1
1926
Januaiy 11 N.Y.C. "Address" After-dinner
February Lecture tour as far as 
Minn.
March 14
1
Community Forum, N.Y.C. "Keeping Step with the 
World"
Campaign
1
i
July 21 Lake Mohansic, N.Y., 
League of Women Voters
Volstead Act Expository and 
campaign
1 August 16 Philadelphia, Sesqui 
Centennial
"Address”
: October 2?
i
Carnegie Hall, N.Y.C., 
Political campaign
Denounces Senator 
Wadsworth
Campaign
November 5 McMillan Academic 
Theatre, Columbia 
University
Political war in which 
battles never end
Expository and 
campaign
1 December 7
I
I
Washington, D.C., 
CCCW
World Court essential Campaign
1927
April 20 Hunter College Memorial 
service for Mrs. Kath­
erine Tiffany
Her power of inspira­
tion
Commemorative
V)
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Date Place and Occasion Thone or Title Classification Audience
Reactions
May 27 
April 23
July 15
July 18
July 27
September 24 
October 4
October 14
December 3 
December 7
Foreign Division of 
Y.W.G.A., N.Y.C.
Philadelphia, American 
Academy of Political 
and Social Science
Mass meeting of women 
voters, Honolulu
Pacific Parley, 
Honolulu
Honolulu
International Goodwill Campaign
"Elements in a Construe- Campaign 
tive Foreign Policy"
Women's Arts and 
Industries Exposition, 
N.Y.C.
SpringWDod, N.Y., estate 
of Mrs, F. D. Roosevelt
Women's place with 
women
"Three Times Three" 
Imperialism
Japan's war menace 
over-population
Symposium
War on spoils system
Briand treaty
Campaign
Expository and 
campaign
Expository and 
campaign
Expository
Campaign
Campaign
League of Women Voters Tribute to Governor Smith Eulogy
U)
vS
N.Y.C., National Council 
of Women
Meaning of pacifism and Expository 
patriotism
Date Place and Occasion Theme or Title Classification AudienceReactions
Ejqîosition of Women* s 
Art and Industries, 
N.Y.C.
What women could do Campaign
L928 "Let's Talk It Over"
"An Eight Day for 
House Wives"
Expository
January l6 Washington, D.C., CCCW "Status of War Versus 
Peace"
Expository
March 29 "Why I Have Found Life 
Worth Living"
Expository
April 7 CCCW Women demand action Campaign
May 29 Orthodox and Hick- 
site Friends, N.Y.C.
War conditions Expository
June
July 2-7 Chautauqua, N.Y. 
Women's club, 3 
lectures
"Woman, Today, Yester­
day and Tomorrow"; 
"Changing the Mind of 
the World"; and "The 
Crisis of the Ages"
Expository
Jiüy Philadelphia, American 
Academy of Political
"The Outlawry of War" Campaign
Vjû
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Date Place and Occasion Theme or Title Classification AudienceReactions
and Social Science
October 15 Radio broadcast WBAF 
from bed in New Rochelle
Urges women to vote Canpaign
November 12 Waldorf Hotel, N.Y.C., 
N.Y. Federation of 
Women's Clubs
Urges peace program Campaign
November 24 N.Y. Committee CCCW Urges peace program Campaign
:
L929 
January 17 Washington, D.C., CCCW "The Monroe Doctrine" Expositoiy and 
campaign
*
January 18 Washington, D.C., CCCW Second appeal on Pan- Campaign
June 21
1930 
January 15
February 8
Berlin, Germany, IWSA 
(sent her speech from 
N.Y.)
"Sixty Years of Step­
ping Forward"
Washington, B.C., CCCW
N.Y.C., Committee on 
-Mlitarlsm-in-Education
American relations
Pioneers in "Votes for Expository 
women"
"Sixty Years of Step- Expository 
ping Forward"
"Gaps in the Machinery Campaign 
of Peace"
Attacks military train- Campaign 
~ing—m —schools—  ---  —  -   
V*)
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Date Place and Occasion Theme or Title Classification Audience
Reactions
March 26 N.Y.C., Radio broadcast,
Luncheon, 10th Anni­
versary of women voters,
mm
October 21 N.Y. State Women's Comr
mittee for Law enforce­
ment Inc.
November 8 N.Y.C. Federation of
Women's Clubs
December 3 Radio broadcast WJZ
1931 
January 19
April 14 
April 15
1932 
January 21
Purposes of the League Expository and 
commemorative
Washington, D.C., CCCW 
Princeton, N.J.
Washington, D.C., League 
of Women Voters Unveil­
ing memorial tablet,
Mrs. Catt honored
Women, have a backbone I Canpaign
Work for peace as they Canpaign
worked for vote
"This Changing World"
Denounces war Campaign
Appeals for U.S. leader- Campaign 
ship in peace movement
Rally to disarmament Campaign
Commemorative
Washington, D.C., CCCW More cooperation with 
_______________________ League jurged____
Campaign
600 delegates
Rising ovation, 
1,000 audience
w\0OS
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Date Place and Occasion Theme or Title Classification AudienceReactions
October 10 Mew Rochelle, N.Y., 
Woman’s Hoover Club
Supports Hoover for re- 
election
Campaign 200 members
L933
January 18 Washington, D.C., CCCW Lost arms parley Campaign
July Palmer House, Chicago "Only Yesterday"
1934 
January l6 Washington, D.C., CCCW Pan-American Policy Campaign 1
March 23 Senate Foreign Rela­
tions Committee
Urged to adopt World 
Court
Campaign
!
j
1
May 17
i
Women's Association of 
the American Jewish 
Congress, N.Y.C.
Condemning Nazism Campaign
j September 27
I
N.Y. Herald Tribune 
Conference
Review of WS Expository
1
1
j  October 8 N.Y.C., CCCW 
N.Y., Convention
Drive on war
"World Alliance for 
Friendship through 
the Churches"
Campaign
!
1935 
January 10 League of Nations 
^Association _________
VjO
vO
•nJ
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Date Place and Occasion Theme or Title Classification Audience
Reactions
January 24 Washington, D.C., CCCW 
Radio broadcast
"Wars settle nothing" Campaign
February 14 Philadelphia The Price of Peace
September 6
j
White Plains, N.Y., 
Jane Addams memorial
Addams and peace Commemorative 200 audience
1
j  November lÔ
1
i
American Woman’s As­
sociation clubhouse, 
N.Y.C.
Reviews status of 
woman
After-dinner 
and expositoiy }
1936
; January 21 Washington, U.C., CCCW Compared complexity of 
suffrage with that of 
peace
Campaign
! January 22 Washington, D.C., 
White House
Acceptance, President 
Roosevelt's congratu­
lations
Courtesy 1
■  j
i  January 23
i
1
Washington, D.C., CCCW 
International broad­
cast with three others
Prospects of war and 
peace
Can^aign
February 26 American Jewish Con­
gress, N.Y.
Frivolous women Campaign Three-minute ova­
tion
March 21 Broadcast "Women's State in World 
Peace"
Campaign
VjJ
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Date Place and Occasion Theme or Title Classification AudienceReactions
April 7 N.Y.C., CCCW Appeals for peace plank Campaign
May 10 Des Moines, Iowa, dedi­
cation bronze tablet. 
Capital Building
Suffrage in Iowa Commemorative
May 20 Westchester Country 
Club, Rye, N.Y., 
honoring Catt's 50 
years' work
Status of women 
climbing
Campaign Blue and gold 
bowl presented 
her; 250 women 
present
June 4 Washington, D.C., 
farm women
War is Enemy No. 1 Campaign Audience rose to 
acclaim her
June 9 Sweet Briar (Va.) 
College
"The Woman's Century" Expository
October New Rochelle, N.Ï., 
Review of the News 
Conference
Welcome address Courtesy
October 2? Bronxville "Address"
November 11 Ifontclair, N.J., 
Armistice Day Program
"What Shall We Do 
About War?" Public 
opinion can and will 
abolish war
Ejq)ository and 
campaign
400 men and 
women present
December Ô N.Y.C., Federation of 
Women's Clubs
"What Shall We Do 
About War?"
Campaign
u>NOsO
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Reactions
L937 
Januaiy 11 N.Y.C. National Council 
of Jewish Women, Inter­
national Symposium 
Broadcast
Plea for peace Ganpaign
January Chicago, CCCW "Blessed are the 
Peacemakers"
Campaign
September 24 New Rochelle, N.Ï., 
Westchester County 
Review of the News 
Conference
New type of education 
— against war
Campaign Audience 1,200
October 7 N.Y.C., CCCW Committee Roosevelt's stand 
brings world closer 
to peace
Campaign
November 20 Yonkers, N.Y., Woman's 
Club
Status of women After-dinner 60 women present
1936
January 19 Washington, D.C., 
CCCW, national
"A Belated Apology" or 
"Ashamed of War"
After-dinner More than 1,000 
delegates
March 30 N.Y.C., American Jewish 
Congress
Aid for Nazi victims 
"Nazis and Nazism"
Campaign Cheering audience 
of 800 came to 
their feet for a 
three minute 
ovation.......
I
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Date Place and Occasion Thme or Title Classification AudienceReactions
April 14 Vassar College Importance of the 
Woman's Movement
July 27 N.Y.C,, Women's Organi­
zations
Program for future 
women
Campaign $00 delegates; 
almost monopo­
lized spotlight 
she shared with 
Miss Hesselgran 
from Sweden
October 19 N.Y., CCClf, National 
Committee
"The Outlook Today" 
Campaign for the 
rights of man
After-dinner 
and campaign
1939 
January 9 Hotel Astor, N.Y., Mrs. 
Catt's 80th birthday
"Then and Now" Expository, 
commemorative, 
and campaign
$00 women leader:; 
present
May 14 Mothers Day Introducing candidates
June 23 NBC Radio Broadcast
July 10 Broadcast from New 
Rochelle, N.Y,, to 
National Federation of 
Business and Profes­
sional Women's Clubs, 
Kansas City, Mb.
"One Hundred Years of 
Women's Progress"
Expository
%
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Date Place and Occasion Theme or Title Classification Audience
Reactions
July 13 N.Y. World's Fair (2 
speeches)
War is women's fault; 
and women refuse to 
assume duties of citi­
zenship
Campaign Audience of 200 
plus radio audi­
ence
August 2 Radio Broadcast
August B Broadcast "History of the Suffrage 
Movement"
December B Congress of American 
Industry, N.Y.
"Who Can Answer" Cang)aign Applauded
1940 
January 24 Washington, D.C., CCCW, 
national
Destroy war with an 
idea
After-dinner
March 22 N.Y. Centennial 
Congress Preview
Deplores war as institu­
tion
Campaign
October 30 Port Chester, N.Y., 
Westchester League 
of Women Voters
Ten new commandments to 
save democracy
Campaign
November 18 New Rochelle, N.Y., 
Women's Forum
Opposed totalitarian­
ism
Campaign
November 25 Woman's Centennial 
Congress, N.Y.C.
Opposed totalitarian­
ism
Campaign Hundreds of 
women applauded.
I
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Resolution pledgtK 
to her to promote: 
woman movement
1941
February 15 National Council of 
Women^ N.Y.C,, Luncheon
Denounced scrap sale to 
Japan
Cançaign Forty women pres? 
ent. Three 
Australian guests:
October 17 N.Y. League of Women 
Voters, Hotel Gramatan
Stand for the principles 
on which civilizations 
evolved
Campaign "You can no more 
listen to Mrs, 
Catt without be­
ing. moved than 
you can stand 
still •idien a cy­
clone strikes.
The difference is; 
she moves one in 
the right direc­
tion."
1942
January 9 Luncheon at the home 
of Mrs. Raymond Brovm, 
N.Y.
The one thing sure is 
an uncertain world—  
the future
Expository 
and com­
memorative
Still active and 
eloquent
February 12 Society of a Free and 
Democratic Europe, 
Holland House
"It is up to women to 
win a fair and last­
ing peace"
Canpaign Fourteen nations 
represented
October 30 N.Y, Federation of 
Women's Clubs,
Panel discussion with 
six other speakers
Expository Delegates from 
600 clubs
Hotel Astor Post-war problems
s
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Reactions
L943 
April 7 "Civilization is Calling 
Us"
October New Rochelle, N.Y., 
New Rochelle Woman's 
Club
Subject was time­
ly, more than 
usual interest
October 2? Paine Memorial Building, 
Westchester Citizens 
Committee for a Free 
Judiciary
Opposes " bom poli­
ticians"
Campaign Spoke with vigor 
she displayed a 
half century ago
1944 
Januaiy 9 Hotel Roosevelt, N.Y. 
Women's Action Com­
mittee for Victory 
and Lasting Peace
A call to women to join 
hands with the women of 
the Axis-ridden coun­
tries to regain their 
lost rights.
Campaign 650 women present
May 3 Women's Action Commit­
tee for Victory and 
Lasting Peace
Boulder peace aims 
urged
Campaign
November 19 Hotel Biltmore Reviewed women's strug­
gle to gain education, 
property and other 
rights
Commemorative 800 women present 
Awarded American 
Association of 
University Women 
Achievement aware 
-for-1944-------
I
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Reactions
1945
Januaiy 9 Mrs, Raymond Brown's 
home, N,Y. League of 
Women Voters
Be soldiers in the fight 
to prevent another war
Campaign
August 26 Twenty-fifth anniver­
sary of adoption of 
19th Amendment Home, 
New Rochelle
Peace preservation urged Campaign and 
commemorative
1946
January 9 Luncheon in her home, 
New Rochelle Directors 
of National American 
Woman's Suffrage 
Association
November 2? American Association of 
United Nations dinner
Honoring Frau von Furth Commemorative
1947 
January 9 Hotel Roosevelt 
American Association 
of the United Nations
International disarma­
ment
Campaign Many speeches 
honored her
Undated "The Ballot is Power" Campaign
Undated "Democracy is Indi­
visible"
Campaign
sVi
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Audience
Reactions
Undated "The Years I Like Best" Expository
Undated "What Hope Lead to 
Foundation of League of 
Women Voters"
Undated "Are Women Inferior to 
Men?"
1
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APPENDIX II
PART I
AN ADDRESS TO THE LEGISLATURES OF THE UNITED STATES^
Woman suffrage is inevitable. Three distinct causes make it so.
L) 1. THE HISTORY OF OUR COUNTRY AND THE THEORY OF OUR GOVERNMENT, |
Ours is a nation b o m  of revolution; of rebellion against a system of 
government so securely entrenched in the customs and traditions of human I 
society that in 1776 it seemed impregnable. From the beginning of things 
nations had been ruled by kings and for kings, "while the people served 
and paid the cost. The American Revolutionists boldly proclaimed the 
heresies:
"Taxation without representation is tyranny. "
"Governments derive their .just powers from the consent of the 
governed,"
2) The Colonists won and the nation which was established as a re­
sult of their victory has held unfailingly that these two fundamental
Carrie Chapman Catt, An Address to the Legislatures of the Unitoc 
States (New York: National Woman Suffrage Publishing Co,, Inc., Febru­
ary, 1 9 1 9).
The cover has a picture of John Bull taunting Uncle Sam by sayin^j 
John Bull : "I say— What was the jolly old principle you fought
me for?"
Uncle Sam: "Don't taunt me, I admit the inconsistency, but the 
United States will soon catch up with Great Britain, The Federal Suf­
frage Amendment is going through,"
(This address is representative of those speeches of Mrs, Catt's 
that treat the issue: What is the best method for securing the ballot?
In this same appendix and immediately following this speech is the case 
outline charted with the respective forms of proof— logical, emotional, 
and ethical. To facilitate a comparative reading of the speech with eaclji 
respective division of the case outline in the chart, the paragraphs of 
the speech have been numbered in parentheses at the left margin. These 
numbers correspond to the numbers at the left margin of the case outline )
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principles of^democratl^gôvërrmi^rir"are not~onTy the spiritual source bf| 
bur national existence but have been our chief historic pride and at all | 
times the sheet anchor of our liberties,
3) Eighty years after the Revolution Abraham Lincoln welded those
two Tnajrims into a new one:
"Ours is a government of the people, by the people and for the 
people," Fifty years more passed and the President of the United States,
Woodrow Wilson, in a mighty crisis of the nation, proclaimed to the ■world:
"We are fighting for the things which we have always carried near— 
lest our hearts— for democracy, for the right of those vAio submit to au­
thority to have a voice in their own government,"
|4) All the way between these immortal aphorisms political leaders
have declared unabated faith in their truth. Not one American has arisen 
jto question their logic in the one hundred and forty-one years of our 
national existence. However stupidly our country may have evaded the 
logical application at times, it has never s'werved from its devotion to 
the theory of democracy as expressed by those two axioms,
5) Not only has it unceasingly upheld the THEORY but it has carried
these theories into PRACTICE whenever men made application, »
6) Certain denominations of Protestants, Catholics, Jews, non-land
holders, workingmen, Negroes, Indians, were at one time disfranchised in 
all, or in part, of our country. Class by class they have been admitted 
to the electorate. Political motives may have played their part in some 
instances but the only reason given by historians for their enfranchise­
ment is the force of the logic of these maxims of the Declaration.
7) Meantime the United States opened wide its gates to men of a].],
the nations of earth. By the combination of naturalization granted the 
foreigner after a five-years' residence by our national government and | 
the uniform provision of the State constitutions viiich e:±end the vote tb 
male citizens, it has been the custom in our country for three generations
that any male immigrant, accepted by the national government as a citizen, 
automatically became a voter in any State in >rtiich he chose to reside, I 
subject only to the minor qualifications prescribed by the State, Justif 
fiable exceptions to the general principle mi^t have been entered. Men! 
just emerging from slavery, untrained to think or act for themselves and! 
in most cases vAiolly illiterate, were not asked to qualify for voting 
citizenship. Not even as a measure of national caution has the vote ever 
been withheld from immigrants until they have learned our language, earned 
a certificate of fitness from our schools or given definite evidence of ; 
loyalty to our country. When such questions have been raised, political; 
leaders have replied: "What 1 Tax men and in return give them no vote; j
compel men to obey the authority of a government to idiich they may not 
give consent! Never, That is -un-American," So, it happens that men of I
409
S n l^ +r-i r^ ns anH a.Tl eScceptTliihe RmngnT31^j may secure cxtizenship |
lajad automatically become voters in any State in the Union, and even the , 
Mongolian born in this country is a citizen and has the vote.
I  '  ]
Ô) With such a history behind it, how can our nation escape the logic 
it has never failed to follow, when its last unenfranchised class calls ; 
for the vote? Behold our Uncle Sam floating the banner with one hand, 
"Taxation without representation is tyranny," and with the other seizing 
|the billions of dollars paid in taxes by women to whom he refuses "repre? 
sent at ion. " Behold him again, welcoming the boys of twenty—one and the 
newly-made immigrant citizen to "a voice in their own government" while 
he denies that fundamental right of democracy to thousands of women pub- ; 
lie school teachers from whom many of these men learned all they know of 
citizenship and patriotism, to women college presidents, to women who 
preach in our pulpits, interpret law in our courts, preside over our hos­
pitals, write books and magazines and serve in every up-lifting moral and 
jsocial enterprise.
p(
9) Is there a single man who can justify such inequality of treat­
ment, such outrageous discriminations?
10) Woman suffrage became an assured fact when the Declaration of In-r 
dependence was written. It matters not at all vdiether Thomas Jefferson ■ 
and his conpatriots thought of women when they wrote that immortal docu­
ment. They conceived and voiced a principle greater than any man. "A 
Power not of themselves which makes for righteousness" gave them the vi­
sion and they proclaimed truisms as immutable as the multiplication tablé, 
as changeless as time. The Hon. Champ Clark announced that he had been a 
woman suffragist ever since he "got the hang of the Declaration of Inde­
pendence." So it must be with every other American. The amazing thing 
is that it has required so long a time for a people, most of whom know 
jhow to read, "to get the hang of it." Indeed, so inevitable does our 
■history make woman suffrage that any citizen, political party, or Legis- 
llature that now blocks its coming by so much as a single day, contributes 
to the indefensible inconsistency which threatens to make our nation a i 
jest among the onward-moving peoples of the world.
I
11) 2. "THE SUFFRAGE FOR WOMEN ALREADY ESTABLISHED 11^  THE UNITED |
STATES MAKES.WOMAN SUFFRAGE FOR THE NATION INEVITABLE. When Elihu Root,! 
as President of the American Society of International Law, at the elev— | 
enth annual meeting in Washington, April 26, 1917, said, "The world cannot 
be half democratic and half autocratic. It must be all democratic or all 
Prussian. There can be no compromise," he voiced a general truth. Pre-j 
cisely the same intuition has already taught the blindest and most hostile 
foe of woman suffrage that our nation cannot long continue a condition 
der which government in half its territory rests upon the consent of half 
the people and in the other half upon the consent of all the people; a con­
dition which grants representation to the taxed in half its territory anà. 
denies it in the other half; a condition which permits women in some Sta'ies 
to_8hare_inJbhe_^lection_j3f_the_Pre8ident, Senators_and Representatives I
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jand denies them that privilege in others. It is too obvious to requiare | 
demonstration that vioman suffrage, now covering more than half our terri-j- 
jtory, will eventually be ordained in all the nation. No one wiZLl deny it; 
the only question left is when and how will it be completely established;
I  '
12) 3. THE LEADEEISHIP OF THE UNITED STATES IN WORLD DEMOCRACY COMPELS 
THE ENFRANCHISEMENT OF ITS OWN WOMEN. The maxims of the Declaration were 
once called "fundamental principles of government. " They are now called 
"American principles" or even "Americanisms," They have become the slo­
gans of every movement towaurd political liberty the world around; of ev­
ery effort to widen the suffrage for men or women in any land. Not a 
people, race or class striving for freedom is there anywhere in the world 
[that has not made our axioms the chief weapon of the struggle. More, all 
men and women the world around, with far-sighted vision into the verities 
!of things, know that the world tragedy of our day was not waged over the 
assassination of an Archduke, nor commercial competition, nor national 
jambitions, nor the freedom of the seas but was a death grapple between 
|the forces viiich deny and those which uphold the truths of the Declara­
tion of Independence.
13) Our "Americanisms" became the issue of the great war,
14) Every day the conviction grew stronger that a world humanity yrould 
emerge from the war, demanding political liberty and accepting nothing 
less ,
15) That prediction has proved true and in the new struggle emanating 
from the war, there is little doubt that men and women will demand and 
attain political liberty together. Yesterday men and women were fighting 
the world's battle for Democracy together— men in the army of the trenches, 
women in the supporting army behind the trenches. They paid the frightful 
cost of war and bore its sad and sickening sorrows together. Tomorrow 
they will share its rewards together in democracies which make no discrim­
ination on account of sex. j
16 ) The war bought new times. In the words of Premier Iloyd George; 
"There ai*e times in history Wien the world spins along its destined course 
so leisurely that for centuries it seems to be at a standstill. Then come 
awful times vdien it rushes along at so giddy a pace that the track of cen­
turies is covered in a single year. These are the times in -vAiich we now 
live."
17) It is true; democracy, votes for men and votes for women, making 
slow but certain progress in 1914, have suddenly become established facts 
in many lands in 1917. Already our one-time Mother Country has become 
the standard bearer of our Americanisms, the principles she once denied, 
and— cynical fact— Great Britain, not the United States, is now leading 
the world on to the coming democracy,
IS) As an earnest of its sincerity in the battle for democracy, the j
government—of-Great-J3ritainLnot-only_pledged,votes_jbo_its_disfranc^secL_j
All
men. and to its •women, but the measure passed the House of Commons June, | 
1917, by a vote of 7 to 1, the House of Lords in January, 1918 and became 
a national law on February 6th, 1918 by the signature of the King, In | 
consequence of this law the women of England, Scotland, Ireland, Wales 
and all the smaller British Islands participated in the parliamentary 
elections in December 1918.
|l9) Canada, too, has enfranchised its women from the Atlantic to the : 
iPacific. The great Island Colonies of Great Britain (New Zealand and Aus­
tralia) and Finland, Norway, Denmark, Iceland have long had woman suf­
frage. Sweden and Holland have now extended the vote to women, while 
France and Italy pledge votes to their women. The governments in process 
jof formation amid the wreckage of the former empires of Russia, Germany 
{and Austria, are promising equal suffrage for women.
20) No slogan of democracy is more worthy of immortality than that of 
the women of the New Russia, "Without the participation of women, suf­
frage is not universal."
21) Any man idio has red, American blood in his veins, any man who has
gloried in our history and felt the thrill of patriotic pride in the be-'
lief that our land -was a leader of world democracy will share the humili­
ation that our country has so long delayed action upon this question. |
Other countries have beaten us in what we have been taught was our specif 
world mission. !
22) THE LOGIC OF THE SITUATION CALLS FOR IMMEDIATE ACTION
2 3) Is it not clear that American history makes woman suffrage ine-vil 
table? That full suffrage in fifteen States makes its coming in all forty- 
eight States inevitable? That the spread of democracy over the world, in­
cluding votes for the women of many countries, in each case based upon the 
principles our Republic gave to the world, compels action by our nation? {
Is it not clear that the -world expects such action and fails to understand 
its delay?
2 4) In the face of these facts we ask you. Legislators of the United 
States, is not the immediate enfranchisement of the women of our nation 
the duty of the hour?
2 5) Why hesitate? Not an inch of solid ground is left for the feet 
of the opponent. The world's war has killed, buried and pronounced the 
obsequies upon the hard—worked "war argument." Mr. Asquith, erstwhile 
champion anti—suffragist of the world, has said so and the British Parlia­
ment has confirmed it by its enfranchisement of British women. The mil­
lion and fifteen thousand women of New York; the two hundred and two 
thousand women of Michigan, the sixty-five thousand women of Oklahoma, 
the thirty—eight thousand women of Maine, the fifty thousand women of 
South Dakota, "who signed a declaration that they wanted the vote, plus t6e 
heavy vote of -women in every State and country where women have franchise—
•t-
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Want it" argument. Thousands of -women annually emerging from the schools 
land colleges have closed the debate upon the one-time serious "they don •il 
know enough" argument. The statistics of police courts and prisons have j 
Laid the ghost of the "too bad to vote" argument. The woman who demanded 
jbhe book and verse in the Bible which gave men the vote, declaring that ! 
the next verse gave it to women, brought the "Bible argument" to a sudden 
■end. The testimony of thousands of reputable citizens of our own suffrage 
States and of all other suffrage lands that woman suffrage has brought no 
harm and much positive good, and the absence of reputable citizens who 
|deny these facts, has closed the "women only double the vote" argument.
The increasing number of women wage-earners, many supporting families and 
some suppojrting husbands, has thrown out the "women are represented" argu­
ment. One by one these pet misgivings have been relegated to the scrap 
heap of 1 rejected, cast-off prejudices. Not an argument is left. The 
lease against woman suffrage, carefully prepared by the combined wit, skill 
and wisdom of opponents, including some men of high repute, during sixty 
years, has been closed. The jury of the New York electorate in 1917, the 
{jury of the electorate in Michigan, South Dakota and Oklahoma in 1918 
heard it all, weighed the evidence and pronounced it "incompetent, irrele­
vant and immaterial."
26) Historians tell us that the battle of Gettysburg brought our Civ^ 
(far to an end, although the fighting went on a year longer because the I 
people 'vdio directed it did not see that the end had come. Had their sight 
been clearer, a year's casualties of human life, desolated homes, high 
taxes and bitterness of spirit might have been avoided. The battle of 
New York was the Gettysburg of the woman suffrage movement. There are 
those too blind to see that the end has come, and others, unrelenting and 
unreasoning, who stubbornly deny that the end has come although they knoiir 
it. These can compel the women of the nation to keep a standing suffrage 
army, to finance it, to fight on until these blind and stubborn ones are | 
gathered to their fathers and men with clearer vision come to take their j  
places, but the casualties will be sex antagonism, party antagonism, bit-r 
temess, resentment, contempt, hate and the things which grow out of a | 
rankling grievance autocratically denied redress. These things are not j 
mentioned in the spirit of threat but merely to voice well known prin­
ciples of historical psychology. Benjamin Franklin once said "The cost 
of war is not paid at the time, the bills come afterwards." So too the 
nation, refuses justice when justice is due, finds the costs accumulating 
and the bills presented at unexpected and embarrassing times. Think it 
over.
TWO WAYS
2?) Women may be enfranchised in two ways.
1. By amendment of the National Constitution. This process de­
mands that the amendment shall pass both Houses of Congress by a two- 
thirds vote and shall then be ratified by the legislature of three—fourths 
of the States.
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r 2^ By aTnfindmftnt, of St^te Constitutions. Tfiis method sends the
mestion from each Legislature by referendum to all male voters of the 
btate'.
THREE REASONS FOR THE FEDERAL METHOD |
28) There are three reasons for choosing the Federal Method and three 
for rejecting the State Method. The Federal Method is best. j
kn
1. Because it is the quickest process and the place of our Nation 
the procession of democracy demands immediate action.
29) In IS69 li^ jroming led the way by extending full suffrage to women : 
and in 1919 will round out half a century of the most self-sacrificing 
struggle any class ever made for the vote. It is enough. The British 
women's suffrage army will be mustered out at the end of their half cen­
tury of similar endeavor. Surely men of the land of George Washington 
will not require a longer time than those of the land of George the Third 
to discover that taxation without representation is tyranny no matter 
whether it be men or women who are taxedÎ We may justly expect American | 
men to be as willing to grant to the women of the United States as gener^ 
ous consideration as those of Great Britain have done.
3 0) 2. Every other coxmtrv dignifies woman suffrage as a national
question. Even Canada and Australia, composed of self-governing states 
like our own, so regard it. Were the precedent not established our own 
national government has taken a step which makes the treatment of women j 
suffrage as a national question imperative. For the first time in our 
history Congress has imposed a direct tax upon women and has thus delib— | 
erately violated. the most fundamental and sacred principle of our governy 
ment, since it offers no compensating "representation" for the tax it imy 
poses. Unless reparation is made it becomes the same kind of tyrant as j  
was George the Third. When the exemption for unmarried persons under the 
Income Tax was reduced to $1,000 the Congress laid the tax upon thousands 
of wage—earning women— teachers, doctors, lawyers, bookkeepers, secretarr 
ies and the proprietors of many businesses. Such women are earning their 
incomes under hard conditions of economic inequalities largely due to their 
disfranchisement. Many of these, while fighting their own economic battle, 
have been contributors to the canpaign for suffrage that they might bring 
easier conditions for all women. Now those contributions will be deflected 
from suffrage treasuries into government ftind through taxation. j
3 1) Women have realized the dire need of huge goverament resources at 
this time and have made no protest against the tax, but it must be underj- 
stood, and understood clearly, that the protest is there just the same and 
that disfranchised women income taxpegrers with few exceptions harbor a 
genuine grievance against the government of the United States. The na— 
tional government, is guilty of the violation of the American principle 
that the tax and the vote are inseparable; it alone can make amends. Two 
ways are open; exenpt the women from the Income Tax or grant them the vote
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can be no compromise! ^  To sfiO*i& responsxljility from Congress and] 
the Legislatures to the voters is to invite the scorn of every human being 
vitoo has learned to reason. A congress which creates the law and has the 
power to violate a world—acknowledged axiom of just government can also 
command the law and the power to make reparation to those it has wronged 
by the violation.
I
3 2) 3 . If the entire forty—eight States should severally enfranchise 
women their ooliticml status would sti i ] be inferior to that of men since 
no provision for national protection in their right to vote would exist. 
|The women of California or New York are not 'vAiolly enfranchised for the 
national government has not denied the States the right to deprive them | 
of the vote. This protection can come only by Federal action. Therefore, 
since women will eventually be forced to demand Congressional action in i 
order to equalize the rights of men and women, why not take such action ! 
'now and thus shorten and ease the process?
! ' 
THREE REASONS AGAINST THE STATE METHOD
The three reasons why no American should insist upon the State j 
amendment process are: j
3 3) 1. The constitutions of many States contain such difficult pro-1 
visions for amending that it is practically impossible to carry an amend!
ment at the polls. Several States require a majority of all the votes 
cast at an election to insure the adoption of an amendment. As the nimiber 
of persons voting on amendments is usually considerably smaller than the j 
number voting for the head of the ticket, the effect of such provision is 
that a majority of those men who do not vote at all on the amendment are ! 
counted as voting against it. For example, imagine a State casting 100,000 
votes for Governor and 80,000 on a woman suffrage amendment. That propoi>- 
tion would be a usual one. Now suppose there were 45,000 votes in favor I 
and 35,000 against woman suffrage. The amendment would have been carried 
by 10,000 majority in a State which requires only a majority of the votes 
cast on the amendment, as in the State of New York. If, however, the 
State requires a majority of the votes cast at the election, the amendment 
would be lost by 10,000 majority. The men who were either too ignorant, 
too indifferent or too careless to vote on the question would have de­
feated it. Such constitutions have rarely been amended and then only on 
some non-controversial question which the dominant powers have agreed to 
support with the full strength of their "machines."
3 4) New Mexico, for example, requires three-fourths of those voting 
at an election, including two-thirds from each county. New Mexico is 
surrounded by suffrage States but the women vho live there can secure en4 
franchisement only by federal action. Ihe Indiana constitution provides 1 
that a majority of all voters is necessary to carry an amendment; thus tike 
courts may decide that registered voters who do not go to the polls at all 
may be counted in the number a majority of whom it is necessary to secure. 
The constitution cannot be amended. The courts have declared that the 
const-ttution-prohibits—the-Legislature—fromr-granting—suffrage—to-women-.
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Wfiâ€~^Een can tfiê“women"l)X IhdianaT^^^ ^ThëjThâve^nô ô^thër^ thàni
the Federal Amendment, Several State constitutions stipulate that a defi­
nite period of time must elapse before an amendment defeated at the polls 
can again be submitted. New York had no such provision and the second 
campaign of 1917 immediately followed the first in 1915; but Pennsylvania 
and New Jersey, both voting on the question in 1915^ cannot vote on it 
a-ga-in until 1920. New Hampshire has no provision for the submission of , 
an amendment by the Legislature at all. A Constitutional Convention alone 
has the right to submit an amendment, and such conventions can not be 
jcalled oftener than once in seven years. The constitutional complica- 
jtions are numerous, varied and difficult to overcome.
35). . All careful students must arrive at the conclusion that the only
ichance for the enfranchisement of the women of several States is through
iFederal action. Since this is true we hold it unnecessary to force women
:of anj»" State to pass through referenda canç)aigns. The hazards of the 
State constitutional provisions viiich women are expected to overcome in 
order to get the vote, as compared with the easy process by which the vote 
is fairly thrust upon foreigners who choose to make their residence among
Î, is so offensive an outrage to one's sense of justice that a woman's 
rebellion would surely have been fomented long ago had women not known 
that the discrimination visited upon them was without deliberate intent. 
The continuation of this condition is, however, the direct responsibility 
now of every man who occupies a position authorized to right the wrong. * 
You are such men. Honorable State Senators and Representatives. To you 
we appeal to remove a grievance more insulting than any nation in the wide 
world has put upon its women.
3 6) 2. The second reason why there is objection to the State process
is far more serious and important than the first. It is because the sta4-
tutory laws governing elections are so inadequate and defective as to 
vouchssife little or no protection to a referendum in most States. The 
need for such protection seems to have been universally overlooked by the 
Lawmakers. Bi-partisan election boards offer efficient machinery whereby 
the representatives of one political party may check any irregularities Î 
of the other. The interests of all political parties in an election are ; ' 
further protected by partisan watchers. None of these provisions is 
available to those interested in a referendum. In most States women may! 
not serve as watchers and no political parties assume responsibility for 
a non-partisan question. In the State of New York women did serve as i
^Pages 1 2 -1 3 of the published speech contain a map of the United! 
States showing full suffrage; primary suffrage; presidential suffrage; | 
presidential and municipal suffrage; municipal suffrage in charter cities; 
no suffrage; municipal suffrage; and school bond or tax areas. These da^es 
were given when certain states granted full suffrage: Iffyo., 1869; Utah, j
1 0 9 6; Idaho, IS9 6; Wash., 1910; Cal., 1911; Oreg., 1912; Ariz., 1912; Kans., 
1912; Colo., 1893; Mont., 1914; Nev., 1914; N.Y., 1917; Ky., 1 9 1 8; S. Dale., 
I9IÔ; Okla., I9I8 ; Mich., 1918 (Rhode Island, 1917?). Primly suffrage; j 
Ar.. 1917; Tex., 1918. Presidential and Municipal_suffrage_;_ Ill., 1913; i 
Neb., 1917; N. Dak., 1917. Minicipal suffrage ; Ver., 1917.
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îwatchers. They did so serve in 191$ and in 1917; nearly every one of the 
more than 5,000 polling places was covered by efficiently trained women ; 
watchers. The women believe that this fact had much to do with the favoi^ 
able result.
37) In twenty-four States there is no law providing for a recount on;
I a referendum. Voters may be bribed, colonized, repeated and the law prof 
jvides for no possible redress. In some States corrupt voters may be ar— ; 
rested, tried and punished, but that does not remove their votes from the 
total vote cast not in any way change the results. When questions which 
iare supported by men's organizations go to referendum, such as prohibi- 
jtion, men interested may secure posts as election officials or party 
|watchers and thus be in position to guard the purity of the election.
•This privilege is not open to women.
38) That corrupt influences have exerted their full power against
|woman suffrage, we know well. We have seen blocks of men marched to the 
ipolling booth and paid money in plain sight, both men and bribers flaunt- 
jing the fact boldly that they were "beating the— women." We have seen 
men who could not speak a word of English, nor irjrite their names in any 
language, driven to the polls like sheep to vote against woman suffrage 
and no law at the time could punish them for the misuse of the vote so 
cheaply extended to them, nor change the result.
39) It is the sincere belief of suffrage workers based upon evidence i 
vdiich has been completely convincing to them that woman suffrage amend­
ments in several States have been won on referendum but that the returns ; 
were juggled and the amendment counted out. They have given to such cam­
paigns their money, their time, their strength, their very lives. They ; 
have believed the amendment carried and yet have seen their cause announced 
as lost. They are tired of playing the State campaign game with "the 
political dice loaded and the cards stacked" against them before they be^ 
gin. The position of such an amendment is precisely like that of the del 
fendant in a case brought before aui inexperienced judge. After having 
heard the plaintiff, he untactfully remarked that he would listen to the : 
defendant's remarks but he was bound to tell him in advance that he pro­
posed to give the verdict to the plaintiff. From this lower court, often 
unscrupulous in its unfairness, women appeal to the higher, the Congress i  
and the Legislatures of the United States.
40) 3. The third -reason why we object to the State method is even
more weighty than either or both of the others. It is because the State 
knethod fixes responsibility upon no one. The Legislatures pass the ques­
tion on to the voters and have no further interest in it. The political | 
parties, not knowing how the election may decide the matter, are both to ; 
[espouse the cause of woman suffrage, lest if it loses, they will have , 
alienated from their respective parties the support of enemies of woman I  
suffrage. }
41) Contributors to campaign funds have at times stipulated the return
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service of the paxty machineiy to defeat woman suffrage, and as such con­
tributors are wily enough to make certain of their protection, they often 
contribute to both dominant parties. Thousands of men in every State have 
become so accustomed to accept party nominations and platforms as their j 
unquestioned guide that they refuse to act upon a political question with­
out instruction from their leaders. %ien the leaders pass the word along 
the line to defeat a woman suffrage amendment it is impossible to carry 
it. It is not submitted to an electorate of thinking voters vfcose reason 
must be convinced, but to such voters, plus political "machines" skill­
fully organized, serviley obedient, who have their plans laid to defeat 
the question at the polls even before it leaves the Legislature. Prom a 
condition where no one is responsible for the procedure of the amendment 
through the hazards of an election idiere every enemy may effectively hide 
his enmity and the methods employed, behind the barriers of constitutions 
and election laws, women appeal to a method which will bring their cause 
into the open where every person or party, friend or foe involved in the 
I campaign, may be held responsible to the public. Women appeal from the 
method which has kept the women of this country disfranchised a quarter 
of a century after their enfranchisement was due, to the method by which 
the vote has been granted to the men and women of other lands. They do 
so with the certain assurance that every believer in fair play, regardless 
of party fealties, will approve the decision.
42) These are the three reasons vhy thoughtful men and women elected; 
the federal method, and the three reasons why they rejected the state 
method. Certain members of Congress opposed three objections; they may 
reappear in the Legislatures.
THREE OBJECTIONS ANSWERED
43) Objection No. 1. A vote on this question by Congress and the 
Legislatures is undemocratic; it should go to the "people" or the StatesL
When a State Legislature submits a constitutional amendment to ; 
male voters it does a legal and constitutional thing but it does not folr 
low that it is democratic or that the "people" decide the matter. When ' 
that amendment chiefly concerns one-half the people of a state and the 
law permits the other half to adopt or reject it, the wildest stretch of! 
the imagination could not describe the process as either just or democrat­
ic. It is a mere modified form of Kaiserism. Were the question of woman 
suffrage to be submitted to a vote of both sexes in a state vhere women 
are unenfranchised, the action would be just and democratic but in that 
case it would not be legal or constitutional since women can not be au­
thorized by a Legislature to exercise such a franchise. In other words 
when the question of woman suffrage goes to male voters for decision, it 
is a legal but not a just or democratic way; when it goes to a vote of 
both sexes it is a just and democratic but it is not a legal way. There 
is no possible method of granting woman suffrage by amendment of state 
constitutions >4iich is both legal and democratic.
44) Let it not be forgotten that democracy means "a rule or
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determination by the people” and that women, obviously, are people,
!45) Male voters have never been named by any constitution or statute 
las the representatives of voteless women. The nearest approach to repre- 
jsentation allowed voteless women are the members of Congress and the 
Legislatures. These members are apportioned among the several States 
jupon the basis of population and not upon the basis of numbers of voters. 
Therefore eveiry member of the National Congress and of the State Legisla­
tures theoretically represents the non-voting women as well as the voting 
men of their respective constituencies. Such representatives are theo­
retically responsible to men and to women and women may properly go to 
them for redress of such grievances as fall within their jurisdiction. 
More, al 1 members of Congress and of the Legislatures are representatives 
of the entire nation or the entire state, as the case may be, not of the 
email relative constituencies which elect them, since their function is 
to assist in the enactment of legislation for the entire country or the 
entire state. Women, whether voters or non-voters, properly claim menibers 
iof the Congress and the Legislatures as the only substitution for repre­
sentation provided by the constitution.
14 6) Objection No, 2. This is not the proper time to consider the
Iquestion. This objection has offered excuse for delay and postponement 
jfor half a century. When war came it was brought forward ivith fresh em­
phasis as though it were its first appearance in the discussion. Yet, 
two neutral countries, Iceland and Denmark, and two belligerent countries, 
Canada and Great Britain, enfranchised their women during war time and 
fbhey had been engaged in war for three and a half years when they took 
jthe action. It was in vain that women plead that that which was a proper 
time for such countries was proper enough for ours. The Congress did not 
jact. Peace came and there were those who declared that the period of re- 
jconstruction is not the proper time. In fact, as the ex-Kaiser would 
jnever have recognized a proper time to enfranchise men, so there are Amer- 
jicans who will never admit a proper time to enfranchise women.
14 7) It is not the fault of American women that this question is still 
{unsettled in 1919. If their urgent advice had been taken it would have ‘ 
ibeen disposed of twenty—five years ago and our nation would now be proudly 
leading the world to democracy instead of following in third place, Had | 
Congress "got the hang of the Declaration of Independence" a generation j 
jago, a world's war "to make the world safe for democracy" would have been 
better understood at home and abroad.
48) In 1866 an Address to Congress was adopted by a Suffrage Conven- I
tion held in New York and presented to Congress later by Susan B. Anthony 
and Elizabeth Cady Stanton. They protested against the enfranchisement I  
of Negro men while women remained desfranchised and asked for Congres­
sional action. That was fifty-three years ago. In 1878 the Federal Sufi 
Ifrage Amendment was introduced in Congress at the request of the National 
Woman Suffrage Association and has been reintroduced in each succeeding I 
Congress. I
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U9^ The representatives of this association appeared before the Com­
mittees of every Congress since 187S to urge its passage. The women who 
imade the first appeal, brave, splendid souls, long since passed into the 
Beyond; and each one died knowing that the country she loved and served 
Classified her as a political pariah. Every Congress saw the Committee 
[Elooms packed with anxious women yearning for the declaration of their 
•nation that they were no longer to be classed with idiots, criminals and 
paupers, the groups denominated in constitutions as suitable for disfran­
chisement .
150) Every State sent its quota of women to those Committees. Among 
them were the daughters of Presidents, Governors, Chief Justices, Speakers 
Iof the House, leaders of political parties and leaders of great movements, 
list the women of the last century, those whose names will pass into his­
tory among the historic immortals and scarcely one is there who has not 
appeared before those committees— Susan B. Anthony, Elizabeth Cady Stanton, 
iiucy Stone, Mary A. Livermore, Lillie Devereux Blake, Julia Ward Howe, 
Harriet Beecher Stowe, Frances Willard, Clara Barton and hundreds more. 
[Indeed there are thousands of women in our country, any one of whom has 
paid out more money in railroad fare to Washington in order to persuade 
members of Congress that "women are people" and thus entitled to the 
{rights of people, than all the men of the entire country, ever paid to get 
a vote.
151) Perhaps, there are those who think the pleas of women in those
jCommittee Rooms were poor attempts at logic. Ah, one chairman of the 
committee long ago said to a fellow member: "There is no man living or
dead >dio could answer the arguments of those women, " and then he added,
"but I'd rather see nçr wife dead in her coffin than going to vote." Yet, 
there are those inrtio have said that women are illogical and sentimental I
5 2) Since Congress had fifty—three years in which to deal with the 
question of woman suffrage, before taking final action, women look to the 
Legislatures to make quick work of ratification and thus remedy at the 
earliest possible moment the outrageous wrong of the years of delay. No ; 
time is an improper one to do an act of justice and vdien that justice has 
been long deferred the obviously proper time is now.
53) Objection No. 3. States Rights. It has been pronounced unfair 
that thirty-six States should determine viio may vote in the remaining 
twelve; that possibly Republican Northern States should decide who may 
vote in Democratic Southern States and vice versa. Perhaps; but it is no 
more unfair than that some counties within a state, on state amendment I  
referendum should decide who may vote in the remaining counties ; no more i 
unfair than that the Democratic city of New York should have enfranchised 
the women of the Republican cities of Albany and Rochester, as was done, i
j54) The method is that provided by the makers of the constitution and
has remained unchallenged for a century. It is based upon the principle { 
of majority rule. The constitution itself would have become the
4 2 0
fundamental law of the land according to the plan of its framers, had nine 
states only adopted it, making the necessary majority somewhat less than 
the three—fourths required for the adoption of a federal constitutional 
amendment.
55) Forty-eight States will have the opportunity to ratify the Federal 
Amendment and every State, therefore, will have its opportunity to en­
franchise its own women in this manner. If any State fails to do it, 
history will record the fact that that state failed to catch the vision 
land the spirit of Democracy sweeping over the world. This nation cannot, 
Imust not, wait for any State, so ignorant, so backward. That State more 
than all others needs woman suffrage to shake its dry bones, to bring 
political questions into the home and set discussion going. It needs 
education, action, stimulation to prevent atrophy. In after years pos­
terity will utter grateful thanks that there was a method which could 
throw a bit of modernity into it from the outside; a method vdnich would 
permit the Nation to catch pace in the democratic procession moving rapid­
ly onward toward governments "by people" in all lands.
5 6) Do you realize that in no other country in the world vd.th demo­
cratic tendencies is suffrage so completely denied as in a considerable 
number of our own States? There are thirteen black States v&iere no suf­
frage for women exists and fourteen others where suffrage for women is 
more limited than in many foreign countries.
.5 7) Do you realize that no class of men in our own or in any other
land have been compelled to ask their inferiors for the ballot?
5Ô) Do you realize that idien you ask women to take their cause to
State referendum you compel them to do this; that you drive women of edu­
cation, refinement, achievement, to beg men viio cannot read for their 
political freedom?
5 9) Do you realize that such anomalies as a College President asking
her janitor to give her a vote is overstraining the patience and driving 
women to desperation?
6 0) Do you realize that women in increasing numbers indignantly re­
sent the long delay in their enfranchisement?
6 1) Many of you have admitted that "States Rights" is less a principle
than a tradition— a tradition, however, which we all know is rooted deep! 
in the memory of bitter and, let us say, regrettable incidents of history, 
^ t  the past is gone. Tfe are living in the present and facing the future. 
Other men of other lands have thrown aside traditions as tenderly reveired 
as yours in response to the higher call of Justice, Progress and Democracy. 
Can you, too, not rise to this same call of duty? Is any good to be served 
by continuing one injustice in order to manifest resentment against an- ! 
other injustice? We are one nation and those of us -ydio live now and make 
our appeal to you are like yourselves not of the generation whose |
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idifferences created the conditions "which entrenched the tradition of States 
{Eights. We ask you, our representatives, to right the wrong done us by the 
law of our land as the men of other lands have done.
6 2) Adherence to the States Rights doctrine will keep the United States 
ifar behind al l other democratic nations in action upon this question. A 
ftheorv which prevents a nation from keeping up with the trend of world 
brogress cannot be .justified.
A FEW MISGIVINGS
163) Do you still harbor misgi"vings? Please remember that woman suf­
frage is coming; you know it is. It would be a dull person -who does not 
know that vAien women vote on equal terms "with men in fifteen states they 
will vote in all the forty-eight eventually; that since they vote in 
Canada from ocean to ocean, they certainly will vote from East to West in 
the United States.
6 4) In this connection, have you ever thought that the women of your
own families who may tell you now that they do not want the vote are go­
ing to realize some day that there is something insincere in your pro­
testations of chivalry, protection and "you are too good to vote, my dear," 
and are going to discover that the trust, respect, and frank acknowledg­
ment of equality which men of other States have given their women are 
infinitely higher and nobler than you have ever offered them? Have you 
thought that you may now bestow upon them a liberty that they may not yet 
realize they need, but that tomorrow they may storm your castle and de­
mand? Do you suppose that any woman in the land is going to be content 
with unenfranchi sement vtien she once comprehends that men of other coun-; 
tries have given women the vote? Do you not see that when that time comes 
to her she is going to ask why you, her husband, her father, who were so 
placed, that you could observe the progress of world affairs, did not see 
the . coining change of custom and save her from the humiliation of ha"V±ng 
to beg for that which women in other countries are already enjoying?
Have you known that no more potent influence has aroused the sheltered 
and consequently narrow-visioned woman into a realization that she wanted 
to be a part of an enfranchised class than the manner in which men treat, 
enfranchised women? There is no patronizing "I am holier than thou" air; 
but the equality of "fellow citizens." One never sees that relation be-! 
tween, men and women except where "women vote. Some day that woman "who ; 
doesn't know the world is moving on and leaving her behind will see ^ d  | 
know these things. What will she say and do then? What will you do for I 
her now? I
63) We beg you not to think of suffrage for "women as a reward. There 
were many well known men in Great Britain who frankly confessed that their 
desire to give British women the vote was founded upon their sense of 
gratitude for the loyal and remarkable war service women had performed.
They spoke of suffrage as a reward. For years women had asked the vote as 
a recognition of the incontrovertible fact that they were responsible.
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intelligent citizens of the country and because its denial was an out­
rageous discrimination against their sex. British women received their 
enfranchisement with joyous appreciation but the joy was lessened and the 
appreciation tendered by the perfect understanding that the "vote as a 
reward" was only an escape from the uncomfortable corner into which the 
unanswerable logic of the case had driven the government. Mutual respect 
jbetweeh those who gave and those who received the vote would have been 
Ipromoted had the inevitable duty not been deferred. We hope American 
iLegislators will be wiser.
66) Are you perplexed because every woman you know does not frankly 
iconfess that she wants the vote? Was there ever a class of unenfranchised 
men who unanimously demanded the vote? Never. Then why demand of women 
what has never been true of any other class. As a matter of fact American 
women have struggled for the vote in larger numbers, for a longer time and 
at greater cost than either men or women of any other country.
6 7) The vote is permissive, a liberty extended. Therefore not to per­
mit those who want the vote to have and to use it is a denial of liberty, 
an oppression, tyranny— and no other words describe the condition. On 
the other hand, no wrong is done those who do not want the vote, since 
there is no obligation to exercise the right. Enfranchisement means free­
dom to vote or not to vote as the individual elects. Disfranchisement 
means the denial of freedom to vote or not to vote. Xvhen, therefore men 
within a State are so ungenerous or unprogressive or stubborn as to con­
tinue the denial of the vote to the women who want it, men on the outside 
should have no scruples in constituting themselves the liberators of those 
women.
IN CONCLUSION
68) In conclusion, we know, and you know that we know, that it has
been the aim of both dominant parties to postpone woman suffrage as long 
as possible. A few men in each party have always fought with us fearless­
ly, conscientiously, continuously, but the party machines have evaded, 
avoided, tricked and buffeted this question from -Congress to Legislatures, 
from Legislatures to political conventions. Many women have in conse- i 
quence, a deep and abiding distrust of all existing political parties—  ■ 
they have been tricked so often and in such unscrupulous fashion that their 
doubts are natural. j
6 9) Now both dominant parties have endorsed woman suffrage in their ; 
National platforms as have all the smaller political parties; and the 
National Democratic and Republican Committees have endorsed the federal | 
suffrage amendment but that does not mean that all the rank and file of I  
these two great parties have followed the lead of the National Committees.
7 0) Some of you who are Legislators are also leaders of those parties
and all are members. We know that your parties have a distrust and sus— j
picion of new women voters. Let us counsel together. Woman suffrage is|
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Shall we then be enemies or friends? Can party leaders in fifteen States 
reaully obtain the loyal support of women voters when those women know that 
jthe same party has ordered, the defeat of amendments in States where cam­
paigns have been conductedj or has delayed action in Congress on the fed­
eral. amendment ; or is delaying its ratification? "Why not meet the inev­
itable new woman voter half way and give her welcome instead of filling 
jher soul with doubt and distrust? Isn't that the wiser way?
|7l) Your party platforms have pledged woman suffrage. Then why not 
ibe honest, frank friends of our cause, adopt it in reality as your own, 
make it a party program and "fight with us?" As a party measure— a meas­
ure of a11 parties——why not put the amendment through your Legislature 
promptly? We shall all be better friends, we shall have a happier nation 
land we shall 1 be far prouder of our history.
72) "There is one thing mightier than kings and armies"— aye, than 
Congresses, Legislatures and political parties— "the power of an idea 
Wien its time has come to move." The time for woman suffrage has come.
The woman's hour has struck. If State parties postpone action and thus 
do battle with this idea, they challenge the inevitable. The idea will 
not perish; the party which opposes it may. Every delay, every trick, 
every political dishonesty will antagonize the friends of woman suffrage 
more and more, and when the party or parties which have been responsible 
for the delay finally let the privilege come, their sincerity will be 
doubted and their appeal to the new voters will be met with suspicion.
This is the psychology of the situation. Can you afford the risk? Think 
it over.
73) To you who have been friends of woman suffrage let us say that we
know you will meet opposition. There are a few "woman haters" left, a 
few "old males of the tribe, " as Vance Thompson calls them, whose duty 
they believe it to be to keep women in the places they have carefully 
picked out for them. Treitschke, made world famous by war literature, 
said some years ago: "Germany, which knows a-11 about Germany and France^
knows far better viiat is good for Alsace-Lorraine than that miserable 
people can possibly know." A few American Treitschkes we have who know 
better than women what is good for them. There are women, too, with
I " slave sQuld" and "clinging vines" for backbones. There are female dolls 
and male dandies. But the world does not wait for such as these, nor does 
Liberty pause to heed the plaint of men and women with a grouch. She 
does not wait for those who have a special interest to serve, nor a self­
ish reason for depriving other people of freedom. Holding her torch I 
aloft, Libeity is pointing the way onward and upward and saying to America, 
"Come."
74) This appeal for pronçît action is not meant for you. The suffra- j 
gists of the nation express their grateful thanks to you for all your past 
helpfulness and know that you will continue to render service to this ! 
cause.
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75^ To you v&io have been too indifferent to give more than casual at-j- 
tention to this question, let us remind you that it is worthy of your imj 
mediate consideration— a question big enough to engage the attention of | 
our allies in war time, is too big a question for you to neglect, I
7 6) To you Kdio have grown old in party service and yet see no need j 
for haste in dealing with this question, let us ask, are you willing that 
those who take your places by and by shall blame you for having failed to 
keep pace with the world and thus having lost for them a party advantage? 
Is there any real gain for you, for your party, for the nation by delay? | 
Do you want to drive the progressive men and women out of your party? I
7 7) Legislators, you are the constitutionally designated represent a-< 
tives of the women of your State. Those vromen composing the Auxiliary in 
your State of the National American Woman Suffrage Association appeal to | 
you now to hasten the passage and the ratification of the federal consti­
tutional suffrage amendment in order that our Nation may at the earliest 
possible moment show to all the nations of earth that its action is con­
sistent with its principles.
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TABLE 3
AN ADDRESS TO THE LEGISLATURES OF THE UNITED STATES
Case Outline Invention 
Pattern of Reasoning®
1) I. Woman suffrage is inevitable, for
A. The history of our country and 
the theoiy of our government 
make it so, for
1. History of our country and 
the theory of our government 
uphold certain democratic 
principles :
a. "Taxation without repre­
sentation is tyranny."
b. "Governments derive their 
just powers from the con­
sent of the governed," for
Conclusion of enthymeme
Premise
Major premise
[Minor premise. Woman 
suffrage is democratic 
in principleQ
2)
3)
4)
1) The American Revolu­
tion was fought to 
uphold these principles.
2) Lincoln welded those 
two maxims into a new 
one: (Quote).
3) Woodrow Wilson ex­
pressed the American 
theory of democracy. 
(Quote).
4) American leaders and peo­
ple have upheld the theory 
of democracy for 141 years.
■^Since the overall pattern of the speech is deductive, only the 
exception, inductive reasoning, is indicated. It should be noted that 
the speech is almost entirely soritical.
lumbers in parentheses at left margin indicate the corresponding
supra- P-. 407 ff.___________
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TABLE 3— Continued j
Methods of Support
Invention 
Emotional Appeal
1
i
Ethical Appeal‘d |
i
Gain prestige 
Tradition
I
. . .Straightforward­
ness*
. . .American tradition
Esteem
j
Specific instance—  
aphorism
Freedom . . .democratic prin­
ciples
Specific instance—  
aphorism
Independence, justice
Example Pride, destruction
Example, authority, 
maxim
Pride, freedom, pow­
er, independence, 
security
. . .recognized Amer­
ican leaders
Example, authority, 
maxim
Pride, freedom, pow­
er, authority
Summary of examples Security, tradition
GThe position of the description under ethical proof merely indi­
cates the ethical appeal that originates there.
*^he ellipses indicate the omitted expression, "The speaker iden­
tifies herself -with. .
4Z7
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Case Outline Invention 
Pattern of Reasoning
5) 2. Our nation is democratic in
practice, for
6) a. Class by class has been
admitted to the electorate: 
protestants. Catholics,
Jews, non-land holders, 
workingmen, Negroes,
Indians.
7) b. Immigrants, except the Mon­
golian, may obtain citizen­
ship without educational ' 
restrictions.
8) Since America has a history of demo­
cratic theory and practice;
8 ) Since every class except women has 
already been enfranchised;
10) Since the Declaration of Independence 
included women whether or not it 
intended to; (Champ Clark)
10) Therefore, woman suffrage is inevi­
table.
11) B, The suffrage for women already 
established in the United States 
makes woman suffrage for the 
nation inevitable, for
11) 1. Intuition teaches us that a
nation cannot long continue 
a condition under which govern­
ment in half its territory 
rests upon the consent of all 
the people and the other half 
does not. (Quote Elihu Root, 
President of the American 
Society of International Law, 
n t h  annual meeting in Wash­
ington, April 26, 1 9 1 7.)
Conclusion of enthymeme
Premise
Premise
Conclusion
Analogy
Authority
Conclusion
Minor premise
Major premise 
(Indirect analogy)
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TABLE 3— Continued
Methods of Support
Invention 
Emotional Appeal Ethical Appeal
Reputation . , .our nation
Specific instances Altruism
Specific instance and 
repetition^ dialogue
Altruism
Summary^ rhetorical 
question
Comparison and con-
Honor and duty to
tradition
Conformity
. . .audience: "Our 
history. "
. . .justice
trastg imagery 
Quotation Security
Expresses confidence 
in success.
A.uthority Stability . . .listeners and 
-ways of life.
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TABLE 3— Continued
Case Outline Invention 
Pattern of Reasoning
12) G. The leadership of the United 
States in World democracy 
compels the enfranchisement 
of its own women, for
Conclusion of enthymeme j
12) 1. American principles stand 
for political liberty, and
Premise
12) 2. The demand for political 
liberty is increasing, for
Causal relation
12)
13)
a. Our "Americanisms” be­
came the issue of 
World War I.
Sign
14) 3. The right to have equal 
rights in political liber­
ty is increasing, for
Effect: Causal relation
15) a. Men and women fought 
the world’s battle for 
democracy together.
15) b. They bore the cost of 
war and bore the 
sorrows together.
15) 4. The rewards for women in 
political liberty are 
increasing, for
Effect
16) a. The war brought new 
times (quote Lloyd 
George)
Cause
17) b. Great Britain, her colo- Analogies 
nial possessions, and 
Finland, Norway, Denmark,
Iceland, Sweden, Holland, 
have woman suffrage; France,
Italy, Russia, Germany, 
and Austria promise equal 
suffrage.
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TABLE 3— Continued
Methods of Support
Invention 
Emotional Appeal Ethical Appeal |
Reputation
i
. . .the understanding | 
of America's leadershipL
Maxims— slogans Freedom and inde­
pendence
1
. . .American prin­
ciples . j
j
Negative evidence, 
specific instances, 
imagery
Achievement of great­
er liberties and 
higher standards 
Self-preservation
. . .those who know i 
political liberties. i
. . .audience - "om!*" 
issue.
Self-realization . . .those having 
knowledge of political 
rights.
Example Companionship
Example Companionship . . .other's problems.
Quotes authority . . .authority quoted.
Examples Achievement, 
competition
. . .broad familiarity 
of subject.
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TABLE 3— Continued ■.. "
Case Outline Invention 
Pattern of Reasoning
L:1) 5. The American pride in
"Americanisms" "will be 
humiliated by such compe­
tition.
2 3) Since American history makes woman 
suffrage inevitable;
Since full suffrage in fifteen 
states makes its coming in 
forty-eight states inevitable; 
Since the spread of democracy over 
the world, including votes for 
women of many countries, in each 
case based upon the principles 
our Republic gave to the world, 
compels action by our nation.
24) 'Therefore, the logic of the situa­
tion calls for immediate action 
on the part of the United States 
in granting suffrage to women.
25) II. Not an inch of solid ground is 
left for the feet of the 
opponent, for
A. The argument that women do 
not fight therefore they 
should not vote is killed, 
for
1. The part of women in
World War I destroyed the 
argument. (Confirmed by 
Asquith, anti—suffragist, 
and act of British 
Parliament in enfran­
chising the British 
woman. )
B. The argument that women don*t 
want the vote has been proved 
false, for
Causal relation
Causes
Conclusion: effect
Refutation
Statement of opponent's 
charge
Attack on opponent's 
premise— contends circum­
stances have changed
Statement of opponent's 
charge
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TABLE 3— Continued
Methods of Support
Invention 
Emotional Appeal Ethical Appeal
Fear of dishonor Rebukes and identifies 
•with audience.
Analogies Security Expresses confidence.
Duty . . .our nation.
Expresses confidence by 
selection of evidence 
and mode of reasoning.
Quotes opponent, 
illustration
Achievement
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TABLE 3— Continued
Case Outline Invention 
Pattern of Reasoning
1. The following women signed 
a declaration that they 
wanted the vote: New York, 
1,015,000; Michigan,
202,000; Oklahoma, 65,000; 
Maine, 38,000; South Dakota, 
50,000.
Refutes with inductive 
reasoning
I
C. The argument that women "don't 
know enough" to vote has been 
proved false, for
Statement of opponent's 
charge
1, College graduates have 
closed the debate.
Attacks accuracy
D. The argument that women are 
"too bad" to vote was dis­
posed of, for
Statement of opponent's 
charge
1. Statistics of police
courts and prisons proved 
it false.
Attacks accuracy
E. The argument known as the 
"Bible argument" has been 
proved false, for
Statement of opponent's 
charge
1. The same argument denies 
men the right to vote.
Turns tables
. F. The argument that "Women 
only double the vote" has 
been closed, for
Statement of opponent's 
charge
1, Where women have voted 
the testimony as to the 
results has been favor­
able rather than un­
favorable .
Adduces another premise
G* The argument that "women 
are represented" has been 
thrown out, for
Statement of opponent's 
charge
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TABLE 3— Continued
Methods of Support
Invention 
Emotional Appeal Ethical Appeal
Statistics . Appears to endeavor to 
minimize unfavorable 
impressions of the 
cause as previously 
presented by opponents.
Statement
opinion
of personal Esteem
Testimony-— experts Respect officials
Analogy Freedom from 
restraint
Testimony Esteem Expresses confidence.
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TABLE 3— Continued
Case Outline Invention 
Pattern of Reasoning
26)
27)
28)
29)
1. The number of women wage- 
earners is increasing.
Since there is not an argument left ;
Therefore, the sixty-year-old case 
against woman suffrage has been 
closed.
H. It was closed in New York 
(the Gettysburg of the woman 
suffrage movement) in 1917, 
in Michigan, South Dakota 
and Oklahoma in 191S.
Since the woman suffrage case has 
been closed;
Since to continue it after it has 
been closed means needless ex­
penditures ;
Since to continue it causes ill- 
will;
Therefore, women should be enfran­
chised, either
I. By amendment of the national 
constitution, or
2. By amendment of state consti­
tutions .
III. The federal method is better than 
the state method, for
A. The federal method is the 
quicker process, and the 
place of our nation in the 
procession of democracy 
demands immediate action, for
1. The American principle—  
"taxation without repre­
sentation" is being 
challenged, for
Attacks premise— changed 
status
Summary
Conclusion
Analogy
Summary
Premise; cause-effect
Premise: cause-effect 
Disjunctive enthymeme
Major premise
Effect
Cause
Analogy
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TABLE 3— Continued.
Methods of Support
Invention 
Emotional Appeal Ethical Appeal
Specific instance
1
i1
Expresses confidence
Examples
Expresses confidence
Thrift . . .frugality
Avoidance of ill-will . . .desire for goodwüL
Reputation . . .problems of our 
nation
Aphorism Rivalry- Challenges audience
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TABLE 3— G ont inued
Case Outline Invention 
Pattern of Reasoning
a. England granted their 
woman suffrage after 
fifty years of struggle.
b. America has already per­
mitted fifty years of 
struggle to elapse.
3 0 ) B. Every other country dignifies
woman suffrage as a national 
question.
1. (Canada and Australia are 
compared to the United 
States.)
2. The national government 
has violated an American 
principle, for
3 1 ) a. The national government
has placed an income 
tax upon women who have 
no representation.
3 2) G. If the entire forty-eight
states should severally en­
franchise women their politi­
cal status would still be 
inferior to that of men, for
1. No provision for national 
protection in woman's right 
to vote would exist, for
a. California and New York, 
who have state enfran­
chisement, are not 
wholly enfranchised.
XV. The state method is inferior to 
the federal method, for
a-b. Analogy
Analogy
Analogy
Conclusion of enthymeme
Premise
Analogy
Conclusion
Examples
Conclusion of enthymeme
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TAHLE 3— Continued.
Method of Support
Invention 
Emotional Appeal Ethical Appeal
a-b. Specific instance
Avoidance of procrasti­
nation
Comparison Esteem
Examples
Loyalty Offers rebuke
Example or illustra­
tion
Freedom
Hypothetical illus­
tration
Security . . .desire for 
security
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TABLE 3— Continued
Case Outline Invention 
Pattern of Reasoning
. .
33) A. The constitutions of many states 
contain such difficult provi­
sions for amending that it is 
practically impossible to 
carry an amendment at the 
polls, for
Premise and/or generaliza­
tion of inductive reason­
ing
1. Several states require a 
majority of all the votes 
cast at an election to 
insure the adoption of 
an amendment.
34) 2. New Mexico requires three-
fourths of those voting at 
an election, including two- 
thirds from each county.
3* The Indiana constitution 
provides that a majority 
of all voters is necessary 
to carry an amendment.
4. Several state constitutions 
stipulate that a definite 
period of time must elapse 
before an amendment de­
feated at the polls can 
again be submitted.
35) 5. New Hampshire has no pro­
vision for the submission 
of an amendment by the 
Legislature at all.
Since the method of securing the 
right to vote by the state 
amendment is extremely difficult, 
and the process by which foreign­
ers and others received the right 
to vote has been easy;
Summary of preceding 
arguments. Cause
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TABLE 3— Continued
Method of Support
Invention 
Emotional Appeal Ethical Appeal
1-5. Examples or 
specific instances
Analogy Justice . . .desire for justice
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TABLE 3— Continued
Case Outline Invention 
Pattern of Reasoning
Therefore, women consider the
states* amendment method insult­
ing and appeal to you the Legis­
latures to right this wrong.
3 6 ) B. The statutory laws governing
elections are so inadequate 
as to vouchsafe little or no 
protection to a referendum 
in most states, for
1. The need for such protec­
tion seems to have been 
universally overlooked by 
the lawmakers.
2. Bi-partisan election boards 
offer efficient machinery 
whereby the representatives 
of one political party may 
check any irregularities 
of the other.
3 . The interests of all politi­
cal parties in an election 
are further protected by 
partisan watchers.
4 . In most states women may not 
serve as watchers.
3 7 ) 5 . In twenty-four states there
is no law providing for a 
recount on a referendum.
3Ô) 6. Corrupt influences have ex­
erted their power against 
woman suffrage (in state 
elections), for
Conclusion: effect
Generalization: inductive
reasoning
1-6. Premises: signs
a. Men have bribed voters 
openly (testimony of 
women).
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TABLE 3— Continued
Method of Support
Invention 
Emotional Appeal Ethical Appeal
Indignation, justice . . .demand for justice
Security . . .fairplay
Examples Security
Comparison
Comparison
Specific instance Security
Specific instance Justice
Example Fair play
Testimony of specific 
instance
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Case Outline Invention
Pattern of Reasoning
39) b. Men have counted the
amendment out (at least 
the women believe so).
Since women feel that the state elec­
tions have been unfair to them; 
Therefore, women appeal to a higher 
court, you the Legislatures, for 
justice.
40) C. The state method fixes
responsibility upon no one, for
1. The Legislatures are indif­
ferent .
2. The‘political parties are 
afraid to assume responsi­
bility.
41) 3. Voters controlled by politi­
cal machines cannot be de­
pended upon.
Summairy: three reasons for electing
federal amendment and three 
reasons for rejecting state 
amendment.
42) V. Three objections to the federal 
amendment proposed by certain 
members of the Congress are un­
founded.
43) A. Objection No. 1, A vote on
this question by Congress and 
the Legislatures is undemo­
cratic ; it should go to the 
"people" or the states is 
unfounded, for
Summary: cause
Conclusion: effect
Conclusion of enthymeme
1-3• Premise
Premise
Premise
Restatement of issue
Refutation •
Statement of objection
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TABEE 3— Continued
Invention
Method of Support Emotional Appeal Ethical Appeal
Testimony
Shows faith in the 
audience.
Justice, pride
Security
Example
2-3• Security from 
injustice
Example Upholds standards of 
morality and responsi­
bility.
Example
Attempts to minimize or 
remove unfavorable im­
pressions toward the 
issue.
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TABLE 3— Continued
Case Outline Invention 
Pattern of Reasoning
1. To submit an amendment to 
male voters is a legal mat­
ter but not a democratic 
matter, for
Attack upon the use of 
term
44) a. Democratic means “by the 
people, “ and women are 
people.
b. Men are not representa­
tives of voteless women.
Logical inconsistency
45) 2. Women claim that members of 
Congress and the Legisla­
tures are the nearest ap­
proach to representation 
allowed voteless women, for
Effect
a. These men are apportioned 
upon the basis of popula­
tion.
a-c. Causes
b. These men theoretically 
are responsible to both 
women and men.
c. These men are to assist 
the legislation of the 
entire country.
46) B. Objection No. 2. The argument 
that this is not the proper 
time to consider the question, 
is unfounded, for
Statement of charge
1. This objection is only an 
excuse, for
Attacks opponent for 
ignoring the question
a. Other countries have 
found appropriate times 
in war and in peace.
Analogy
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TABLE 3-—Continued
Method of Support
Invention 
Emotional Appeal Ethical Appeal
Definition Esteem
a-c. Explanation a-c. Justice and 
responsibility
Comparison and 
contrast
a—b. Duty and 
responsibility
Shows appreciation of 
significance of 
audience’s position.
Rebukes with tact.
a-b, 1-3. Shows knowl­
edge of subject matter.
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TABLE 3— Continued
Case Outline Invention
Pattern of Reasoning
47) b. Women have pleaded •with
you long enough for you 
to have found appropriate 
time, for
48) 1) Susan B. Anthony and
Elizabeth Cady Stanton 
addressed Congress on 
the subject in 1866.
2) Since 18?8 the Federal 
Suffrage Amendment 
has been introduced 
in each Congress.
49) 3) Representatives of this
Association appeared 
before the committees 
of every Congress 
since 1878 to urge its 
pas sage— women of im­
portance. (Lists 
women of history) 
(Quotes chairman of 
committee as to the 
kind of logic used).
52) Since Congress has had fifty-three 
years in which to deal with the 
question of woman suffrage;
Since no time is an improper one to 
do an act of justice;
Since justice has been long deferred; 
Therefore, the obviously proper time 
for ratification is now.
53) C. Objection No. 3« It is unfair
that thirty-six states should 
determine who may vote in the 
remaining twelve. Although 
the policy may be unfair, yet
Generali zation
l)-3). Signs
Summary: induction
Conclusion
Statement of the charge: 
concedes possible truth 
in objection. Attacks 
opponent's argument by 
adducing previous de­
cisions. (Points 1-4.)
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TABLE 3— Continued
Method of Support
Invention 
Emotional Appeal Ethical Appeal
l)-3). Specific 
instances
. . .important women of 
history, famous prede­
cessors
Authority Duty
Justice
Rebukes with tact,
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"TABLE 3— Cbntiiiued
Case Outline Invention
Pattern of Reasoning
1. The policy is similar when 
voting on a state amend­
ment referendum.
54) 2. The method is that pro­
vided by the makers of 
the constitution.
3. It is based upon the prin­
ciple of majority rule.
55) 4. All forty-eight states
will have the opportunity 
to ratify the amendment.
5. If one does not ratify, 
that will be the state 
that most needs the 
woman's vote.
6l) VI. [^though many of you admit that 
"States rights" is less a prin­
ciple than a tradition, adherence 
to the states rights doctrine 
will keep the United States far 
behind all other democratic 
nations in action upon this 
question ,3 for
5 6) A. Do you realize that in no
other country in the world 
with democratic tendencies 
is suffrage so completely 
denied as in a considerable 
number of our own states?
5 7) B. Do you realize that no class
of men in our own or in any 
other land have been compelled 
to ask their inferiors for 
the ballot?
Reasoning from authority
Sign
Induction: pointing out
inconsistencies
A-D. Analogy
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TABLE 3— Oon'binued
Invention
Emotional AppealMethods of Support Ethical Appeal
2-4. Explanation Reverence for tradi­
tion
Tradition, conformity
Fairness
Against tradition—  
rivalry
progress
A-D. Specific instances Rivalry 
in the form of rhetori­
cal questions, and com­
parison and contrast.
A-D. Demands respect and 
justice
B-D. Respect and 
sympathy, aggression 
against restraint
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Case Outline Invention
Pattern of Reasoning
58) G. Do you realize that when you
ask women to take their case 
to state referendum you compel 
them to do this?
59) D. Do you realize that such anoma­
lies as a College President 
asking her janitor to give her 
a vote is overstraining the 
patience and driving women to 
desperation?
50) E. Do you realize that women in
increasing numbers indignantly 
resent the long delay in their 
enfranchis ement?
51) Therefore, although many of you admit 
that "States rights" is less a 
principle than a tradition, ad­
herence to the states rights 
doctrine will keep the United 
States far behind all other 
democratic nations in action 
upon this question.
S3) VII. Do you still harbor misgivings?
A. Woman suffrage is coming, for
1. Women already vote in 
fifteen states.
64) 2. Some day your families will 
consider you insincere, for
a. You protest chivalry 
when men of other states 
are nobler to their 
women.
Conclusion of induction
Entire unit: sorites
Conclusion
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TABLE 3— Continued
Method of Support
Invention 
Emotional Appeal Ethical Appeal
Testimony
Comparison
Fear of animosity
Self-esteem, rivalry
Rhetorical question Satisfaction
Specific instance
Self-esteem
Rivalry
Shows indignation
. .desirous of 
. .progress
Shows awareness of audi 
ence's fears
Questioning sincerity 
of audience
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"TABLE 3^~Conirinuecr
Case Outline Invention
Pattern of Reasoning
6 5)
66)
b. Can’t you save woman from 
future humiliation even 
though she may not be 
aware now that she is 
being left out?
B. You should be wise enough not 
to grant suffrage as a reward, 
for
1. You may profit by England’s 
mistake in doing this.
C. You need not be perplexed be­
cause every woman does not 
confess that she wants the 
vote, for
1. Men were not expected to 
make that confession before 
obtaining the right to vote.
Conclusion
Analogy
Sign
1-2. Analogy
2. The struggle of the American 
woman for enfranchisement 
exceeds that of either men 
or women of any other 
country.
3 . Those who want the vote 
should not be denied the 
freedom, for
a. No wrong is done those 
who do not want to vote, 
for
1) The vote is permissive.
6 7) D. You should have no scruples in
liberating women, for
Conclusion: causal
relation
Premise
Conclusion of enthymeme
1. Only unfair and unprogressive Premise 
men would refuse.
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TSBEZET3— Continued
Invention
Method of Support Emotional Appeal Ethical Appeal
Rhetorical question Security Appeals for respect and 
justice for group repre 
sented. i
objectivity toward
cause.
Desire to excel
Security
1-2. Comparison and 
contrast
Conformity
Respect for achieve­
ment
Description Liberty and justice
Description
Honesty Shows awareness of 
audience's problem
Contrast Justice and progress justice and
progress
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~TSBLE 3— Contiümed
Case Outline Invention
Pattern of Reasoning
Conclusion
6 9) I. Since both dominant parties
have postponed woman suffrage 
as long as possible;
7 1) II. Since now both dominant parties 
have, endorsed woman suffrage 
in their national platforms 
as have all smaller political 
parties;
III. Since even though you have a 
distrust for the new woman 
voter (to be), you will gain 
by welcoming her;
IV. Since the time for woman suf­
frage has come;
7 2) V. Since to postpone action is to 
challenge the inevitable;
73) VI. Since even though there are 
still those of the opposition 
to attack the friends of the 
cause, yet the world does not 
wait for such as these;
74) VII. Since the question is worthy 
of your immediate attention;
76)VIII, Since you older men must pro­
tect your party advantage;
77) IX. Since you are the constitu­
tionally designated representa­
tives for the women of your 
state;
I-IX. Summary of conclusions I
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T5ECE 3— üon'tinued
Invention
Method of Support Emotional Appeal Ethical Appeal
Freedom from restraint . . .inevitable progress
achievement.
Security
Prestige, power 
authority
III-VI. Shows confidence 
impati enc e, authorita— 
tiveness.
Resignation
Impatience, scorn
Prestige VII-IX. Shows apprecia­
tion of significance of 
audience's position.
Personal power
Honor and duty
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TÂELE 3— Continued
Case Outline Invention
Pattern of Reasoning
Therefore, it is to be concluded that 
you should novr hasten the passage 
and the ratification of the feder­
al constitutional suffrage amend­
ment in order that our Nation may 
at the earliest possible moment 
show to all the nations on earth 
that its action is consistent with 
its principles.
Final conclusion
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TAHExË 3— Continued
Method of Support
Invention 
Emotional Appeal Ethical Appeal
Summary statement
Reputation, pride, 
honor
. . .honor of the Nation 
and democratic princi­
ples .
I APPENDIX III
i  ;
I
I  AN ABBREVIATED SPECIMEN ANALYSIS OF A SPEECH
For this study, ninety-six speeches were analyzed according to 
the following form;
Title: Who Can Answer? Delivered at the 44th Congress of Ameri-^
I can Industry, December S, 1939 (delivered in later part of
her speaking career). New York: National Association of
Manufacturers, 1939, pp. 1-11.
Issue: Abolition of war
Invention
i  Premises and Arguments
I
j  How can we get rid of war, the gravest question of the human
irace? Its history extends into the remote past. Wars are still with us 
itoday. What is war? Let us take a look at war from the beginning of 
jtime. Long narrative with detailed illustrations and descriptions. Clil 
max is an image of man today in a crude dugout evading his own inventions 
Has man in his evolution accomplished anything other than war inventions?
I
i  i
Yes, "but the point never to be forgotten is that the military machine of 
a neighbor might blow 1 the collective creations of MAN into dust and 
ashes." (p. 9). A list of causes of war. Using public opinicai to end
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war. When will war cease?
1
Logical Proof ;
Pattern of reasoning;.——Inductive, developed principally by a hy-^ ! 
pothetical extended image.
Kinds of arguments,— Example^ few. Conclusion is chiefly the 
residue of one hypothetical case. Cause to effect, with brief develop— | 
ment of effect to conclusion. The adequacy of the causes are amplified i 
by the use of rhetorical questions, the explanation of the motivation 
groups, and by the imagery appeal. Connection of cause to effect is de-j 
veloped by tracing the development of war from its early existence, The ’ 
relation of the effect to the solution is very briefly developed.
Method of support.— Statement of vhat war is not. Long hypo­
thetical narrative having much description. Exposition: Synopsis of the
origin of war. Illustrations of moral codes of different religions con— j 
trasted to that vhich is practiced by all nations. The latter is called j
a "Counter Code." Many rhetorical questions throughout the speech. The! 
causes of war are stated in a series of questions. Uses few authoritiesL
Quotes Bible and David Lloyd George. Cites anthropologists, |
!
Refutation,— Points out inconsistencies between the moral code j 
taught in the different religions of man and the counter code practiced. 
This refutation appears toward the center of the speech. The extended 
imagery seems to reduce the wisdom of the twentieth century man to that 
vdiich is absurd.
Emotional Proof
------- Emotions—include—hate- and—disgust—for-war,— fear—of—conplete----
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annihilation of civilization and of man. Emotional appeals: She calls ,
for the preservation of "man-power, food, material, health, money, life,”
1
Self-preservation has highest frequency of appeals. Appeals to the motive
I
of mastery by asking for the aid of public opinion to drive out vrar. Dej 
sires hope and high intellectual and moral standards. These last two apr 
peals have much less stress than the appeal to preservation.
--- I
Ethical Proof
Creates her own authority in her hypothetical narration. Her 
concern for the future of man and the serious tone of the speech suggest; 
sincerity of the speaker. Absence of direct good will appeal other than I 
the many first person pronouns in which she identifies herself with the | 
audience in responsibilities of coping with the war problem. j
Arrangement I
I
Problem-solution order: The introduction states the problem in j 
the form of a question. How significant is war? Definition of what war;
j
is not. Origin of the problem. An image of the status quo of the prob-j 
lem. Brief statement of a number of causes. Briefly stated, what are I 
the results of war? Use of public opinion in solving the problem. Whenj 
will a solution be put into effect? Both introduction and conclusion are 
brief and pointedly stated. The introduction is the statement of the 
problem in the form of a question. The conclusion is a challenge to all 
people to "arise and drive out war,"
Synthesis of Arrangement with the Elements of Invention 
Problem-solution is associated with inductive reasoning. The
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conclusion rests principally upon one Eyj^thetical case. The conclusion| 
resulted as the residue of the situation described. Cause—effect relation 
is stated. Its validity rests upon the significance of the hypothetical 
case illustrating the cause-effect relation. The emotions and the motive 
appeals are suggested, in the imagery, stressed intermittently throughout ; 
the speech in the form of rhetorical question, and stated directly in
i
jthree or four places, one of ■which is the conclusion. Ethical appeal is 
jdistributed intermittently throughout the speech in the form of the first 
person pronoun. Arrangement reenforces invention in the emergence of a : 
central theme: hate •war and drive it out. In this speech ethical proof
is subsidiary. Emotional and logical proofs are distributed, with more ; 
emphasis upon the emotional than upon the logical proof. I
APPENDIX IV 
SAMPLINGS OF PRIMARY SOURCE MATERIAL 
Photostats
Letter from Carrie Chapman Catt to the Writer 
A Page from the Diary of Carrie Chapman Catt
Letters
Copies of Letters Selected from Those Written by 
Carrie Chapman Catt to the Writer
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N A TIO N A L A m e r i c a n  W o m a n  S u f f r a g e  A s s ^ g ia t io n
M R S . C A R R IE  C H A PM A N  CA TT, President 
N A T IO N A L  H E A D Q U A R T E R S, 1624 G R A N D  C E N T R A L  T ER M IN A L  RU 
70 E / m  4 5 th  S n u s r  N ew Yo«k, N . Y.
TELEPHO.VE MUKRAY HILL 6-<I4-t
IJIN G
FIRST Vice-PRESIDEMT 
Ifn . MoCwmick, lixmot*
SECOND VIC&PRESmEHT M u. H s a a n *  X » i w  S m i t h ,  C u t a i C T i c t i T  
TBIRO VICE-PRESIDEMT 
M u. Cm iuu» D m u r , T k m m b m u
FOUKTB VICE.PRESIDEMT 
IfaL Rm taa» Bmowm, Mnr Yoiik
FIFTH VICB-PRESIDEMT 
Mm*. MÙID Woo» PuM, Mum*
TREASURE aad COHRBSPONDIMG SECY. 
M u  FÙMM J  Sm oiu. M«o Y uK  
RECORDI NG SBCRETAKY 
Mu. H « iu r W. WiuoM, Mnr Yotk
120 Paine Avenue 
Mew Roobslle 
Mew York
July 19, 1940
D I R E C T O R S  
M m .  }, C. C a n t r i l l ,  Kentucky 
M m .  K ic i tA R O  K . K u w a r u s ,  l i x l t a n a  
Mns. GncMKiE (:ku.»ORN, Missent i 
M m .  A c m k u  C. Lewjs, Xcn* Vork 
M j m  K s t u  C. Ocukx, N e w  York 
M m .  Geoncc A. F i e r s o l ,  Merirla 
M m .  F. Louif Slade, X e w  York 
M r * .  H A R R IE T  T a y l o r  U f t o . v ;  California
. Sari Olevenger,
S. EdwarM Street,
Sebiibnd,
Dear Mrs. Clevengers
' ' ! .
Z hmvR never oonatOered myself a speaker worthy of 
li^ tatton, CnM, ##= I was traveling with Miss Anthony and 
3t6m#lan was that RhiTwaS to make ths first epeeoh and when 
M  I wRs to bsj^ h. Sbmstlmes she spoke sui hour
l:@KË#sonietimes%vshe spoke oiiily five minutes. Upon this particular 
ooo#A§on, ,a request was slàds that the should speak last, because
am# buslnoss men wsw cdmlhg late to the meeting, 
of us mads" a good speeOh.
Melther one
. When we went to the place at lAiloh we were staying,
I asked Miss Anthony If she ever felt that she had made so bad 
S>#M^oh that She never wanted to awks another for that was the 
WÈK X'^ elt. She replied* "Why, Z always feel that way.* Zn 
-a-few mMents-ehe .csRe to me and iiildl *Afte>* X thought about it 
a' little. Z concluded that poor süw^ée wew better than no 
Kggeaat st ell, eo Z have gone rl^t oh»* That was really the 
of/my Msechee. ^ Z think Z was better than nobof^ r at 
*aaL, l^t I never taoui^t there was anything in my eppsAemce 
thht eould tsaoh a Department In Public Shaking how to do It.
Whemt
Zf you came to New Ydik, yoü must let me know in 
We will sunrsnge to meet,,,:and;''tl^ you may ask me all
[Mstionsvycu'-'iralht'^ andT I can to answer
anoe.
WCxEM.
çr.*; ''Vf
- 179-
OitenhAge and Banoni. We "did" Bulawayo while paesing through 
and Yiaited Victoria Falls for pleasure. This makes 13 towns 
visited, includixig the capltois of the four provinoes composing 
the Union of 3. A. and two places in Rhodesia. I conducted 
entire correspondence arranging for the trip, engaging hotels 
and wrote many letters concerning the convention held in 
Several towns invited us to visit them and these invitations Z 
had to decline. I thinic this part of the work was more arduou# 
than any of the party comprehend. The statistics which follow 
apply to nyseif alone, as the program followed was not quite 
the same for any two of us.
I made 13 public speeches, each exceeding one hour. Z made 
22 additional speeches, none shorter than 10 minutes And several 
varying from 40 minutes to one hour —  total 45 speeches.
There were seven receptions; 18 luncheons, 3 being given 
by Ibyoress or Pretoria, Johannesburg and Durban, one by Mrs. 
Botha, wife of the Premier, one by lira. Hull, wife of Minister of 
Finance. I attended 14 afternoon teas; 3 morning teas; 6 din­
ners; 3 picnics; 12 committee meetings.
Of the 76 days, 11 and a half days full and 11 nights were 
spent on the train. About two weeks or 14 full days were spent 
in sightseeing which included four days at Victoria Falls, an 
excursion to Camp*s Bay and a day's drive to Cape Town; a visit 
to an Ostrich Farm and the Ostrich Market in Pt .Elizabeth; a 
visit to a farm in Bloemfontein; a visit to the DeBesre ICinee 
in Kimberley; a visit to the Premier mine in Pretoria; a visit 
to the Dynamite factory in Johannesburg; a visit to d Kaffir 
Kraal in Marltzburg. Each of the above took the whole of a 
day, but sometimes tired nature was prodded up to go to somsit
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Letters
Copies of letters from Carrie Chapman Gatt to the writer regarding 
this study are shown. The return address is not repeated as it was the 
same for each letter.
CARRIE CHAPMAN CATT 
120 Paine Avenue 
New Rochelle 
New York
September 23, 1943
Mrs. Earl Clevenger,
Central State Teachers College,
Edmond, Oklahoma
Dear Mrs. Clevenger; i
Many thanks for your letter just received. j
I
We have been very busy with work demanding immediate attention i 
and, consequently, no copy of the biography, of which I spoke, has been | 
done. I think it is only in the latter pages that something new was i 
added. I will find out vAiat it is and if it is only a few pages, I will | 
get it done soon and attach it to the old biography which would be an 
easy way to do it. I know you want to take very little out of the whole | 
thing.
Concerning the speeches: I do not know what I have. I am not
sure that I will remember the list you have, so I will ask you to make a I 
copy of it and send it to me. Give me a few weeks to go through the 
papers stored away, which have speeches scattered through them, and if 
there is anything I can unearth, I will send it to you. I will also make 
an estimate of the total number of speeches delivered. I am going to de-r 
liver one here, in New Rochelle, for the Woman's Club in October. You ! 
asked if I still make speeches. I think that may be the last one, but I j 
have thought that before. I
Sincerely, I
CARRIE CHAPMAN CATT
(Signed)
CCCsHW.____________________  ______ __________
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^  dear Mrs. Clevenger;
October 18th 1943^
î^jr secretary has been ill for some time and is at the moment at a 
Sew York hospital awaiting an operation. Consequently I am only writing 
a brief note to say that I am now, head-ovej>-heels, engaged in a search 
for anything which mi^t of interest to you. I am going through the 
papers which have accumulated in fifty—years.
As soon as possible you will hear from me.
Sincerely yours,
CARRIE CHAPMA.N CATT
(Signed)
CCC.a. j
June 1, 1945
1
dear Mrs. Clevenger:
There have been for some time in the attic boxes and barrels and trunks, 
etc., filled with papers. I did not know exactly what each receptacle 
contained, but there were some speeches among them, I knew. We began to 
do something about that accumulation vhen the government told us that we 
were likely to be bombed and the house set on fire and especially would 
it burn briskly, clear down to the cellar, if there were papers in the 
attic. We did not have time to get rid of the receptacles, but we moved 
them around from place to place where they would be safer. Now we are i  
going through these papers and making bonfires of many of them. We have j  
separated the speeches and have gotten them all together and are now try4 
ing to do something about them. Most of them will be burned. Miss Peck 
has been helping me and she has collected a big box full of duplicates. 
That means that the speeches have been typed, although not necessarily j  
the whole speech, nor does it mean that they were corrected. It means j  
that they were an abridgement, oftentimes designed to give to the press, { 
if they asked for it. In my early days, I never had a written speech un-* 
less it was an address for a convention, containing facts which must be j  
carefully verified, and sometimes these speeches were afterward printed, i  
The printed speeches or those that were typed are not necessarily good | 
speeches. It just happened that way. I enclose a list of duplicates I  
that could be sent you and never returned.
If I were going to judge of a person's speechmaking qualities, I should 
be inclined to think the most important thing was what information or 
impression the speech conveyed to the hearers, but that is not the factor 
udiich a real student of oratoiy would consider. That would be the liter­
ary or the oratorical construction of the speech. But, as I never pos—
or-oratorical talent^_the_only
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EELng you can judge xs~i^ fie impression my speeches made ana their abiJ.d|fcy 
bo bring the hearers ijito agreement with the speaker.
I should say that the two most important speeches I ever made were:
(1) The address to Congress, which was the only one ever made 
by the suffragists and was printed and distributed to every
member as the last word to be said before the last vote was
taken asking the submission of the Federal Amendment,
I
(2) The address made after the submission of the Federal Amend— | 
ment and which was addressed to the members of the legisla— | 
tures and I think we distributed it to all the members,
I have not seen or read these speeches for twenty—six years and I do not i 
say that they are hot the worst speeches ever made by any human being, |
I am only saying that they ought to have been the best I made at any time
because they were the climax of the campaign,
I • ^
Now, this list of speeches and articles enclosed, let me repeat, are all i  
duplicate copies, but the number of duplicates is only two or three in 
most cases. So, I will ask you to tell me which of the ones on this list 
you possess and I will send you the rest or I will send them all, if you i  
want them, I am inclined to think that the best speeches I ever made 1
were ifar speeches, A few of those have gotten into this package of dupli­
cates, I could send you some typed copies of the others, but, with the ! 
understanding that.they would have to be returned, |
• Very sincerely yours,
CARRIE CHAPMAN CATT
(Signed)
CCC:hr 
Enclosure
June 2 5, 1945
My dear Mrs, Clevenger:
Although we have had the speeches ready to send to you, we have been so 
exceedingly busy that no one has had time to do them up and write this 
accompanying note.
I think I told you that we were now working on photographs, the accumula­
tion of fifty years and reposing of late in my attic. We are presenting 
the results of our work to the Museum, at Rochester, Miss Anthony's home, 
in her memory. We have several very large albums in which pictures have 
been pasted according to dates and periods and places, and a number of 
pictures to hang on the wall, the latter of prominent people or pioneers
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"the Suffrage MovemeSE^ I”think we have about ±20 ol' those. And, such 
job as it has been no one can comprehend. We had no place to do it and 
ret many places to lay things were necessary. Miss Peck has been helping 
Miss Wilson and me. The job is a long way from being finished, but we 
jbave gotten well along with it.
Now, as to speeches: We have been working at them and I report that at
present we have not found the complete sets of three courses of lectures 
iwhich I gave at different times and which you mentioned. I do not think 
[they would be very necessary anyway. While there are more of the same 
kind that I am sending you, I think these samples wi]_l probably suit your 
purpose. I
In looking over some of them myself, 1 can see that my purpose was to i 
give the audience some infomnation; tell them something they ought to 
know and I do not find in any speech any little eloquences or tricks that 
a really good speaker is always interpolating now and then through his 
speeches. I never thought I made a good speech when I got through. I | 
did think that the more people who were made to think about the cause I 
was representing the sooner we would accomplish the suffrage and I thought 
its accomplishment was put off so long because our work was not of the 
high class we would have liked to have had it.
I
I have made a list of speeches of which we found only one copy and we j 
have sent this and will ask you to return the speeches on that particular 
list. The others can go into the waste basket at your pleasure.
You ask for comments on the speeches. I have no doubt there is something 
of that kind that can be found but we have not gone over clippings. Therje 
are a lot of them but Aether any of them were kept because of comments 1 
on my speaking remains to be seen. If I find anything containing a big 
conpliment, I will send it to you in a hurry! Anything of that sort will 
have to come to considerably later. We must get the pictures off our 
hands first.
I
If it is as hot in Oklahoma as it is here, you will be in no hurry for it! I
Very sincerely yours,
GABEIE CHAPMAN GATT !
(Signed) i
CCC:hr 
Enclosure
July 13, 1945
Dear Mrs. Clevenger: 
]L_am_returniiig_y:ouiLjdollaiLjmq8Use_I_j%)nsider_it_ji8_my_privilsgeL_and_dut;
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bo pay the postage on a-H things I send out from my house. To be sure, 
you may have an oil well and be making a million a year, in which case
you may some time make me a present of a dollar, but not by way of post­
age, and, if you do not have an oil well, the dollar may come in handy!
So, I return it to you. Thank you very much.
Cordially yours,
CARRIE C, CATT
(Signed)
August 20, 1 9 4 6.
liy dear Mrs, Clevenger;
It was good to get your little letter. I am sorry you have lost 
your supervisor, and I hope your new adviser will be all you could wish,
_ _  I
I am now eighty-seven years old plus nearly eight months. I do 
a fair day's work, eat three meals a day with fair digestion, sleep ;
pretty well at night, and have not been confined to my bed for a year,
I think that is a pretty good report, but I have some ailments, I get j
tired, I do not walk well, I do not hear well nor see well, but I am 
here, I am hoping that I may have the honor of being allowed to stay on j 
this earth until they either get into a third war or decide they will not 
have it. If you have any spare time you might give some attention to ' 
that question. !
I wish you well in your undertaking, but I must say you might 
have selected a better cause.
Very sincerely yours,
CARRIE CHAPMAN CATT 
(Signed
Dear Mrs, Clevenger:
February 10, 1947.
Many thanks for your good wishes, and some day you will send me |
something to read and I shall be very glad to read it. |
I do not see how you could make much of such a poor subject, but |
I will save the comments until I have read it, i
------ Down-in—OklahomaL—you-ought—to—be—comfortable^—but—u p — f a e x ; e - w e , - a r e J
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now covered with snow and the wind blows cold. Many many people the worl 
over are fairly freezing just now because they have no coal, and some of 
these people are not too far away from us. If the wise men of this worlc. 
would stop having wars we might save up enough fuel to keep us warm, 
enough cotton and wool to make clothes for ourselves, and enough food to 
give ourselves a fair dinner every day.
With good wishes to you, I am
Very cordially,
CARRIE CHAPMAN CATT 
(Signed)
